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theJL he year 1994 marks the one hundredth anniversary of the
founding of the genealogical society of utah the predecessor of
the present family history department of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints since the inception of the genealogical
society in 1894 the church has developed the most extensive
genealogical research facility and record gathering program in the
world we hope this volume of history is a fitting contribution to
the centennial celebration

this work was originally prepared at the request of the gen-
ealogicalealogical society it was to be a reference work for the society but
it was written also for the benefit of anyone interested in the story
of how the genealogical and family history program of the church
developed many readers will be latter day saints but we believe
there will also be interest on the part of others we have therefore
provided some details relating to mormon history and doctrine in
order to help place the development of genealogical interest in its
broader historical and religious contexts

work on this book began in the mid 1970s when the history
division of the historical department of the church was asked by
elder theodore M burton vice president and general manager of
the genealogical society to prepare a complete history of the soci-
ety leonard J arrington church historian happily accepted the
challenge on behalf of the historical department he gave the assign-
ment to bruce D blumell then a research associate in the history
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division it was not long however before blumell resigned his
position in order to go to law school james B allenalienailen assistant
church historian was then asked to take the assignment because
of other pressing assignments alienallenailen obtained the assistance of
jessie L embry an employee of the historical department
1976 77 alienallenailen and embry cooperated on the research conducted
oral histories and consulted on chapter content and outlines
embry then prepared the initial chapter outlines after which alienahenailenallenanenA nenhen
drafted the chapters

in 1979 alienallenailen who had been dividing his time between
brigham young university and the historical department returned
to BYU fullfallfuli time embry also accepted a position at BYU their
university responsibilities absorbed their attention and the history
of the genealogical society was placed on the back burner in the
mid 1980s after considerable friendly prodding by george D
durrant and other members of the genealogical department of the
church a draft of the history was finally completed it was then
deposited with the genealogical department

neither alienallenailen nor embry was satisfied with the manuscript
however they asked for and received suggestions from a numbernumber
of people whom they had asked to read various sections in 1993
they finished revising the manuscript still complete only to
1975 with the approach of the centennial year the genealogical
department now the family history department decided to
publish a centennial history when it became clear that alienallenailen and
embry would be unable to accomplish this kahlilekahline mehr a full
time staff member of the family history department was
assigned to the project and given time to work on it because of
his expertise he was able to add some important new material to
the original chapter on microfilmingmicrofilming as well as write two com-
pletely new chapters and bring the history up to date in addi-
tion he did the initial work of condensing the entire work to
make it of publishable size

the three of us wish to thank the various people who have
worked with us on this project and those who have both prodded
and supported us we are particularly appreciative of the pain-
staking work of nancy lund of BYU studies who edited the
finished manuscript we also appreciate the work and suggestions
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ofjohn W welch editor of BbyustudiesBYUYU studies as well as doris dant and
their staff of student interns we are also grateful to jennifer
hurlbut for her work on the index and to daniel B mckinlay
who provided the extensive bibliography the photographs were
gathered by kahlilekahline mehr unless otherwise indicated they are
provided courtesy of the family history library of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints As always we take sole respon-
sibilitysibility for accuracy and the views expressed in this volume
we have enjoyed working on the project and we hope the readers
will find it of interest and value

JAMES B ALLEN

JESSIE L EMBRY

KAHULE MEHR

november 1994
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the spirit of elijaheiljah
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ini n 1894 the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
commonly called the mormon church foundedroundedpounded the genealogical

society ofot utah genealogical research had been undertaken by
many people for various reasons since ancient times but it holds a

unique spiritual meaning for latter day saints impelled by what
they refer to as the spirit of elijah church members seek to iden-
tify their ancestors and then perform sacred ordinances in their
behalf in the temples the society was founded to help the saints
achieve that purpose since its modest beginnings the society
now officially known as the family history department of the
church has extended its influence to all quarters of the globe
quietly amassing a treasure house of the worlds ancestry and
providing the information contained therein not only to church
members but to all those interested in becoming acquainted with
their heritage

to understand the significance of the societysSocietys history one
should know something of the historical setting in which the
society arose this prologue will briefly review that setting as well
as the essential doctrines that make genealogical work so vital to
latter day saints

ancient genealogies

the word genealogy derived from greek refers to the study
of family or race and to the identification of lines of descent

11
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mormonscormons believe that the family of adam and eve were the first
genealogists for LDS scripture says that adam and eves family
kept a book of remembrance and that a genealogy was kept of
the children of god moses 65 8 these records were kept for
religious purposes particularly to support claims to priesthood
authority the hebrew patriarch abraham for example possessed
records dating from himself back to the beginning of the
creation these records of the fathers concerned the right of
priesthood abr 128 3311

the bible contains some of the earliest known genealogies
As was the case with the earlier records one purpose was to
ensure proper tracing of priesthood lineage in ancient israel a

priest had to prove himself a descendant of aaron before he could
claim his priestly office ezra 261 62 nehaeh 763 64 1 another
purpose for these records was to provide all israelites with the
means to see themselves as literal descendants ofofjacobjacob israel and
partakerspartakers of the special blessings of abraham and sarah

ancient peoples in various parts of the world were
committed to keeping track of lineage ancient genealogies in-
cluding some of those in the bible were handed down by oral
tradition and later recorded sometimes by unusual methods the
incas of peru for example used a system of ropes and knots while
the new zealand maorislaoris invented a complex system of beads
most oral genealogies eventually were written down but for
several reasons they are often unreliable european royal families
for example sometimes corrupted an oral tradition in order to
force it into biblical lines some genealogies in the islamic world
may have been altered to portray individuals as descendants of
mohammed similarly the genealogies of the kings of rome may
have been distorted to satisfy national pride the roman emperor
vespasian AD 69 79 for example usually made fun of the
magnificent pedigreespedigreedpedigrees that his courtiers prepared for him re-
minding them that he descended from humble farmers 2

most early genealogical records were kept for the benefit
of royal families their interest was natural and pragmatic the
records were essential in confirming ones right to the throne
or other royal inheritance one exception was in china where
the tradition of ancestor worship resulted in very long pedigreespedigreedpedigrees
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among nonroyal families indeed some chinese claim they can
trace their lineage as far back as confucius

in europe records tracing the lineage of common folk were
not created until the sixteenth century english parish records for
example which include baptismal marriage and burial dates
were begun in 1538 the creation of such records was partly
related to the rise of national states where monarchs needed accu-
rate information about their subjects for purposes such as taxation
and conscription

the mission of elijah

the latter day saint commitment to genealogy has its roots in
the bible the old testament concludes with two enigmatic verses
in which god said to the prophet malachi

behold I1 will send you elijah the prophet before the coming of the
great and dreadful day of the lord and he shall turn the heart of
the fathers to the children and the heart of the children to the

A fathers lest I1 come and smite the earth with a curse mal 45 6

in the centuries that followed the expectation that this prophecy
would be fulfilled became so strong that when jesus began his
ministry he was sometimes mistaken for elijah matt 1614
mark 615 828 john 121 3 even today jews leave a vacant seat
at their tables at passover in symbolic anticipation of elijahselijassElijahs
return the exact nature of elijahselijassElijahs mission was not clear in the
bible but in the nineteenth century the latter day saints
received enlightenment on the reason for his return this can
best be understood in the context of the mormon concept of the
restoration of the gospel

according to LDS belief jesus established his church during
his ministry and left it in the hands of ordained apostles and
prophets eventually however the church fell into apostasy
altering certain essential truths and losing the priesthood or the
authority to act in the name of god but new testament prophets
foresaw a day of restoration peter for example referred to the
times of restitution of all things acts 321 while paul told

the ephesians about the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times
in which the lord would gather together in one all things in
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christ both which are in heaven and which are on earth even in
him eph 110

latter day saints believe the nilnessfulnessfalness of the gospel to have
been restored through the prophet joseph smith as is explained
in a revelation dated 1 november 1831

wherefore I1 the lord knowing the calamity which should come
upon the inhabitants of the earth called upon my servant joseph
smith jun and spake unto him from heaven and gave him
commandments to lay the foundation of this church and to
bring it forth out of obscurity and out of darkness the only true and
living church upon the whole earth dacdagd&c 117 304

included in this restoration was the doctrine of salvation for the
dead As joseph smith explained when malachi foretold the return
of elijah he had his eye fixed on the restoration of the priesthood
the glories to be revealed in the last days and in an especial manner
this most glorious of all subjects belonging to the everlasting
gospel namely the baptism salvation for the dead dacd&c 12817

the restoration began during the spring of 1820 in western
new york state in the midst of a series of religious revivals that
swirled around him joseph smith then only fourteen years old
became dismayed at the confusion and bad feelings he saw among
the various religious denominations As he recalled in 1835 1 I1

knew not who was right or who was wrong but considered it of
the first importance to me that I1 should be right 1751155 under these
circumstances young joseph was deeply impressed when he read
a biblical passage james 15 that promised wisdom to those who
would ask of god never did any passage of scripture come with
more power to the heart of man than this did at this time to mine
he wrote at length I1 came to the conclusion that I1 must either
remain in darkness and confusion or else I1 must do as james
directs that is ask of god JSHJS H 112 13

this determination led joseph to a grove of trees where he
knelt in fervent prayer after a considerable spiritual struggle with
forces that seemed to almost overwhelm him he suddenly saw a
pillar of light that shone above the brightness of the sun at noon
day within the lightfight stood two persons one called joseph by
name and pointing to the other announced this is my beloved
son hear him As the vision continued joseph was informed
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among other things that he should join none of the existing
churches for god did not recognize the authority or teachings of
those who led them

three years later on the night of 21 september 1823 joseph
smith received a second vision A heavenly being named moroni
appeared and told him of the ancient records from which he
would translate the book of mormon moroni also quoted
malachishalachisMalachis prophecy of elijah though with some significant modifi-
cationscations instead of saying 1 I will send you elijah moroni quoted
malachi 45 as 1 I will reveal unto you the priesthood by the hand
of elijah the prophet the next verse was also modified and he
shall plant in the hearts of the children the promises made to the
fathers and the hearts of the children shall turn to their fathers
if it were not so the whole earth would be utterly wasted at his
coming dacd&c 2

joseph smith received more visions and revelations that even-
tually led to the organization of the church the visions included
visits from other heavenly beings who restored the priesthood
in 1829 john the baptist appeared to joseph smith and oliver
cowdery and restored the priesthood of aaron which included
the authority to baptize later the apostles peter james and john
restored the melchizedek or higher priesthood

the church was organized on 6 april 1830 hnimmediatelymediately the
handful of believers set out to gather new converts within a month
any question that might have lingered concerning the churchschurche
exclusive authority to administer ordinances was settled by revela-
tion when converts who had been previously baptized in other
churches wanted to join the restored church without baptismrebaptismre
the lord revealed the following through joseph smith

behold I1 say unto you that all old covenants have I1 caused to be
done away in this thing and this is a new and an everlasting
covenant even that which was from the beginning wherefore
although a man should be baptized an hundred times it availethavaileth him
nothing for you cannot enter in at the strait gate by the law of
moses neither by your dead works for it is because of your dead
works that I1 have caused this last covenant and this church to be
built up unto me even as in days of old dacd&c 221 3

because of religious harassment and the expectation of bet-
ter acceptance in the west joseph smith and his followers soon
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moved to kirtland ohio there the church grew dramatically
although church members suffered economic troubles and con-
tinued tofaketofaceto face persecution

in december 18321852 the prophet received a revelation com-
manding the saints to erect a sacred building that would become
a house of prayer a house of fasting a house of faith a house

of learning a house of glory a house of order a house of god
dacd&c 88119 this was the kirtland temple forerunner of many
temples to be constructed by the church

the dedication of the kirtland temple on 27 march 1836
was accompanied by dramatic spiritual outpourings the sounds
of rushing winds a shaft of light over the temple speaking in

the kirtland temple on the day of passover 3 april 1836 the prophet
elijah and other resurrected beings appeared to joseph smith and oliver
cowdery in this temple and committed to them the priesthood keys for
directing ordinance work for the dead photograph by lamar C berrett
courtesy college of religious education brigham young university
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tongues and the visitation of angels 6 then on 3 april the day
of the passover that year 7 joseph smith and oliver cowdery
concluded a general meeting by retiring to the pulpit at the west
end of the temple after drawing a curtain to assure privacy and
bowing themselves in solemn and silent prayer they experi-
enced a vision the veil was taken from our minds and the eyes
of our understanding were opened wewe saw the lord standing
upon the breastwork of the pulpit before us dacdagd&c 110121101 2

the lord spoke to them accepted the temple and foretold its
influence among the saints and throughout the world other
visions were opened to their minds and then at last the follow-
ing was manifested

after this vision had closed another great and glorious vision
burst upon us for elijah the prophet who was taken to heaven
without tasting death stood before us and said behold the time
has fully come which was spoken of by the mouth of malachi
testifying that he elijah should be sent before the great and
dreadful day of the lord come to turn the hearts of the fathers
to the children and the children to the fathers lest the whole
earth be smitten with a curse therefore the keys of this dispen-
sation are committed into your hands and by this ye may know
that the great and dreadful day of the lord is near even at the
doors dacd&c 110131611101311013168168161

elijah had come thus fulfilling the prophecy of malachi the
full meaning of his appearance would become clear a few years
later after joseph smith instituted the practice of performing
proxy baptisms in behalf of deceased ancestors

proxy ordinances

the saints believed that baptism together with the laying
on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost was essential to salva-
tion but that these ordinances were invalid unless performed
by priesthood authority many therefore wondered about the
salvation of family members and friends who had died with no
chance to accept the restored gospel or be baptized by someone
holding the priesthood the question may have arisen in joseph
smiths mind in january 18361856 when in a remarkable vision he
saw his deceased brother alvin inhabiting the celestial kingdom
of god As the prophet wondered how this could be since alvin
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had not been baptized the voice of the lord came to him with
these words

all who have died without a knowledge of the gospel who would
have received it if they had been permitted to tarry shall be heirs
of the celestial kingdom of god also all that shall die henceforth
without a knowledge of it who would have received it with all
their hearts shall be heirs of that kingdom for I1 the lord will
judge all men according to their works according to the desire of
their hearts 9

joseph smith first preached the doctrine of baptism for the dead
in august 1840 two months later he officially notified the quorum

sf

of the twelve apostles who were in england of the new doctrine

I1 presume the doctrine of baptism for the dead has ere this reached
your ears and may have raised some inquiries in your minds
respecting the same I1 cannot in this letter give you all the informa-
tion you may desire on the subject but aside from knowledge inde-
pendent of the bible I1 would say that it was certainly practiced by
the ancient churches and st paul endeavors to prove the doctrine
of the resurrection from the same and says else what shall they do
which are baptized for the dead if the dead rise not at all why are
they then baptized for the dead I1 first mentioned the doctrine in
public when preaching the funeral sermon of brother seymour
brunson and have since then given general instructions in the
church on the subject the saints have the privilege of being
baptized for those of their relatives who are dead whom they
believe would have embraced the gospel if they had been privi
legedlebed with hearing it and who have received the gospel in spirit
through the instrumentality of those who have been commissioned
to preach to them while in prison 10

brigham young later recalled that he had thought about
this concept even before it was taught in the church there-
fore he said

it made me glad when I1 heard it was revealed through his servant
joseph and that I1 could go forth and officiate for my fathers for my
mothers and for my ancestors of the earliest generation who have
not had the privilege of helping themselves that they can yet arise
to the state of glory and exaltation as we that livefive have a privilege of
rising to ourselves i

As joseph smith continued to preach on the subject he
emphasized the same theme
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this doctrine presents in a clear light the wisdom and mercy of god
in preparing an ordinance for the salvation of the dead being
baptized by proxy their names recorded in heaven and they judged
according to the deeds done in the body this doctrine was the
burden of the scriptures those saints who neglect it in behalf of
their deceased relatives do it at the peril of their own salvation 12

in the fall of 1840 church members began to perform proxy
baptisms in the mississippi river that did not continue however
for in january 18411841 joseph smith received a revelation commanding
the saints to build a temple in nauvoo where sacred ordinances
known as the endowment would be administered in addition the
revelation declared this would be the proper place to perform vicar-
ious baptisms

for a baptismal font there is not upon the earth that they my saints
may be baptized for those who are dead for this ordinance belongethbelongeth
to my house and cannot be acceptable to me only in the days of your
poverty wherein ye are not able to build a house unto me but I1

command you all ye my saints to build a house unto me and I1 grant
unto you a sufficient time to build a house unto me and during this
time your baptisms shall be acceptable unto me dacd&c 124293112429 31

in october 1841 joseph smith announced that no more bap-
tisms for the dead should be conducted until they could be per-
formed in the temple 13 only thirty six days later a temporary font
was dedicated in the unfinished basement of the newly begun
edifice constructed of tongued and grooved pine timber it was
oval shaped measured sixteen feet long by twelve feet wide
had a basin four feet deep and was trimmed with a molding of
beautiful carved work in antique style 14 the sides were paneled

and a flight of stairs led into each end of the font reminiscent of
the brazen sea in the temple of solomon it rested on the backs
of twelve oxen 1 kgsggs 725 carved by elijah fordham from pine
planks glued together these oxen were patterned after the most
beautiful five year old steer that could be found in the country 0215111515

on 21 november members began to perform baptisms for the
dead in this remarkable font

church members eagerly performed baptisms in behalf of
deceased relatives and friends at first it mattered little to them
whether men were being baptized for women or vice versa the
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important thing was to do the work 1I went and was baptized for all

my friends grandmothers and aunts as those of the male sex
recalled wilford woodruff then commenting on the instructions
later given to the church he added why by and by it was revealed
through the servants of the lord that females should be baptized for
females and males for males but the milfullmiifuli particulars of this order was
not revealed till after the days of joseph therefore this shows an
advance in the building up of the kingdom 16

on 6 september 1842 joseph smith clarified further the
significance of elijahselijassElijahs mission explaining malachishalachisMalachis assertion that
without the coming of elijah the earth would be smitten with a
curse the prophet said

it is sufficient to know in this case that the earth will be smitten
with a curse unless there is a welding link of some kind or other
between the fathers and the children upon some subject or other
and behold what is that subject it is the baptism for the dead for
we without them cannot be made perfect neither can they without
us be made perfect let us therefore as a church and a people
and as latter day saints offer unto the lord an offering in righteous-
ness and let us present in his holy temple when it is finished a book
containing the records of our dead which shall be worthy of all
acceptation dacd&c 12818 24

baptism was not the only temple ordinance instituted for the
deceased during the construction of the nauvoo temple joseph
smith began to prepare the saints to receive the endowment a
series of symbolic representations special instructions and sacred
covenants that would give them greater insight into their eternal
origins and destinies as well as their earthly responsibilities 17

reserved only for worthy church members the endowment was
to be administered exclusively in the temple and was necessary for
the exaltation of the individual in may 1842 joseph smith intro-
duced the endowment ceremony to a small group of specially
selected saints including members of the quorum of the twelve
in an upper room of his store in nauvoo members of this group
which was gradually enlarged to include both men and women
were thus prepared to administer the endowment to other church
members once the temple was ready 18

the prophet also taught the saints the principle of eternal
marriage family relationships were at the heart of the gospel
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the nauvoo temple beginning 21 november 1841 proxy baptisms for
deceased individuals were performed inin a wooden font in a dedicated
basement room of this temple while it was under construction courtesy
college of religious education brigham young university

message and it was the plan of the lord that marriage bonds should
be eternal dacd&c 132.181321815218 19 A marriage performed by priesthood
authority therefore would last through eternity and the children
produced from that marriage would be part of an eternal family
union the temple ordinances creating these eternal family bonds
became known as sealingsdealingssealings

the saints believed however that the endowment and
sealing ceremonies were essential not only to their own salvation
but also to the salvation of their dead family members church
members were taught that these ordinances were necessary in
order to form connecting links within their families all the way
back to adam and eve for this reason joseph continued to preach
about the urgency of concern for the dead less than three months
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before his death he explained again the very close connection
between this world and eternity we are looked upon by god as
though we were in eternity then referring to the eternal respon-
sibilitysibility of the saints toward their ancestors he proclaimed the
greatest responsibility in this world that god has laid upon us is to
seek after our dead 19

after the death of joseph smith in june 1844 the saints con-
tinued to work toward completion of the temple in nauvoo even
though it became apparent that they must eventually leave that
city by the end of november 1845 the temple was far enough
along that brigham young and other members of the council of
the twelve apostles could dedicate several finished rooms for the
purpose of giving the endowment to church members the first
endowments in the temple were administered on 10 december 1845

the saints were so eager to receive their endowments that the
ordinance work often went on around the clock at the same time
many couples were married for eternity by the power of the priest-
hood by the time they were forced to leave nauvoo over five
thousand church members had received the promised blessings

the exodus from nauvoo began in february 1846 the next
year brigham young led the vanguard pioneer company from
winter quarters iowa to the great basin where the church
established a new gathering place for the saints one of brigham
youngs first acts after arriving in the salt lake valley was to desig-
nate a spot for building another temple and work commenced in
1853 although the salt lake temple was not dedicated until 1893
three other temples were completed in utah prior to that date so
the sacred temple ordinances could again be enjoyed by the saints
in the meantime some proxy baptisms and sealingsdealingssealings along with
endowments of the living were administered in places approved
temporarily including the endowment house 1855 89 erected
on temple square in salt lake city

proxy endowments however were delayed until the comple-
tion of the temple in st george even though that temple was not
officially dedicated until april 1877 baptisms in behalf of the dead
were performed after a preliminary dedication on 9 january the
first to be baptized was susa young gates a daughter of brigham
young two days later the first endowments in behalf of the dead
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were administered that day brigham young so afflicted with
rheumatism that he had to be carried from place to place stood
proxy for his father 20 president young also addressed the group on
the significance of what they were doing with special reference
to the dead he remarked

what do you suppose the fathers would say if they could speak from
the dead would they not say we have lain here thousands of years
iinn this prison house bound and fettered in the association of the
filthy and corrupt if they had the power the very thunders of
heaven would resound in our ears all the angels in heaven are
looking to this little handful of people when I1 think upon this
subject I1 want the tongue of seven thunders to awaken the people
to action when we closed the endowment house many people of
the north came to us crying they begged the privilege to be bap-
tized for their dead they can now come here do the work and bid
the prisoners go free 21

this then was the spirit of elijah at work among the saints
they were concerned with baptisms endowments and sealingsdealingssealings
not just for themselves but also in behalf of the dead they knew
that the ultimate validity of their proxy work would depend on the
righteousness of the deceased beneficiaries and their personal
acceptance of the work nevertheless it was the obligation of the
living to do all they could for the dead by searching them out and
then performing the necessary ordinances in their behalf

meanwhile general interest in genealogical research was
growing the saints were delighted for they saw it all as further
evidence of the hand of god in history and of the outpouring of
the spirit of elijah in 1885 the editor of the church owned
deseret news wrote

the same motive does not prompt the members of the various
genealogical societies of new england and other places as urges the
saints to make similar researches in fact it might be difficult for
many persons who have during recent years become so wonderfully
exercised over genealogical matters that it amounts to a mania with
them to tell just why they are so affected and so the work of
forming these societies and collecting and publishing genealogical
data goes on in this and other countries and thousands of men are
laboring assiduously to prepare the way though unconsciously for
the salvation of the dead

in all this the saints recognize the hand of the lord shaping the
destiny of his work and preparing the way for its accomplishment
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they have no difficulty in assigning a reason for the unusual interest
in the subject referred to which now prevails in the world it is a
result of that power which will in time come to be made manifest in
revealing to the saints in sacred places those links in their ancestry
which cannot be traced by human means so that the saving work
might be done for all who are worthy and the chain of redemption
through the power of the gospel rendered complete all the way back
to father adam 22

ftthe american setting

before 1844 there were no organized societies in the united
states devoted primarily to genealogical research but many amer-
icans were nevertheless engaged in the quest for ancestral
roots among them were prominent families who had long taken an
interest in their lineage benjamin franklin and george washington
were among the numerous illustrious americans who collected and
recorded their ancestral lines in addition genealogy was among
the interests of the eleven state historical societies that existed
prior to 1844 as well of as the american antiquarian society
founded in 1812

most people did not publish their findings although the first
published genealogy in america appeared in 1771 by 1915 only
about 3000 family histories had been published after that a flood
tide seemed to hit in less than thirty years another sixteen thou-
sand titles were added to the listfisthist 2321 the family histories and genealo-
gies in print today probably number into the hundreds of thousands

in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries genealogy
still carried the aura of an aristocratic pastime more common
americans who deplored aristocratic tendencies often ridiculed
genealogical records and considered it bad taste even to speak of
their ancestors however the organization of societies specifically
dedicated to general genealogical research not solely to compila-
tions for the benefit of the rich and the wellborn helped counter
such disdain the founders of the new england historic geneal-

ogical society were convinced that all people should become
acquainted with their progenitors they who care nothing for their
ancestors someone later said are wanting in respect for them-
selves and deserve only contempt by their posterityposterity2424
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A barely averted genealogical tragedy in 1844 ignited the
spark that led to the organization of the first american genealog-
ical society A boston merchant william H montague was horri-
fied one cold day when he discovered a janitor about to stoke the
fires of the boston custom house with the 1798 US district tax
rolls for massachusetts and maine he quickly intervened and
saved some twenty folio volumes other boston citizens were also
concerned with the destruction of public documents and family
papers in october 1844 a small group met in montaguesmontagueeMontagues home
to discuss forming an organization to prevent such historical cata-
strophes in december the new england historic genealogical
society was founded the following march the massachusetts legis-
lature approved the societyssocietys incorporation and granted it a charter
for the purpose of collecting preserving and occasionally pub-

lishing genealogical and historic matter relating to new england
by april 1846 the society had nearly 150 members including
former US president john quincy adams and distinguished histo-
rian george bancroft A hundred years later the society boasted a
membership of over 2350 people and a library of 168000 bound
volumes and over 50000 pamphlets and manuscripts

the next major american organization the new york geneal-
ogical and biographical society was incorporated on 16 march
1869 by the time of its centennial in 1969 the society housed
over 54000 printed volumes and nearly 22500 manuscripts at its
new york city library

meanwhile an emphasis by some americans on their distinc-
tive lineage led to the creation of various societies based on royal
descent not concerned with proving a title their members simply
wanted the satisfaction derived from being part of a royal family
royal societies formed in the united states included the order of the
crown in america 1898 consisting of descendants of royalty
the baronicalaaronicalBaronical order of magna charta 1898 the national society
of americans of royal descent 1908 in which membership is by
invitation only the daughters of the baron of runnymede 1921
and the descendants of royal bastards 1952 all these are exclu-
sivist organizations in which at least one major motivation for
keeping genealogical records is the prestige that comes from a
hereditary attachment to royalty

i
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other americans became interested in genealogy because
their ancestors belonged to distinctive groups other than royalty
this interest resulted in the organization of a number of hereditary
and lineage societies in general these were also patriotic soci-
eties devoted to promoting respect and reverence for the deeds of
those who played a role in the great events of national history the
society of the cincinnati for example was founded in 17831785 by
officers of the american continental army with george washing-
ton as the first president membership remains strictly hereditary
in the latter part of the nineteenth century such societies multi-
plied profusely they included the sons of the revolution the sons
of the american revolution the union veterans of the civil war
the society of colonial wars the daughters of the american revolu-
tion the national society of colonial dames in america the united
daughters of the confederacy and the society of the mayflower
descendants societies limited to descendants of other american
wars and many more such groups continued to multiply in the
twentieth century some of these hereditary societies have made
important contributions to genealogical research by preserving
wills notices of births marriages and deaths church records and
various private records

samuel eliot morison has called the period from 1870 to 1900
the era of the american joiner in which a variety of needs and
interests led growing numbers of americans especially among the
rising urban middle class to look for new social outlets and new
sources of fellowship societies based on ancestry were among
those they eagerly joined 2515 all this interest provided a tremendous
boost to genealogical research in america genealogical and ances-
tral societies helped create wider interest in family history and
promote more responsible record keeping and gathering on the
part of churches as well as government 26 forty years after its found-
ing the president of the new england society reported that its
library was being used widely by people from all over the united
states members of the society he said had awakened the interest
of many others till at the present time a spirit of genealogical
inquiry pervades the whole country in addition the society had
been influential in bringing about the preservation and collection
of many priceless manuscripts 27
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As the twentieth century progressed genealogical societies
appeared in state after state A tidal wave of ancestry searching
has swept over the country reported one genealogist in 1911
libraries and the custodians of public records bear record to this

great movement so onerous has become the work of handing
out historical and genealogical books that in some large libraries
such works have been gathered into alcoves which are thrown
open to the public where the ancestry hunter may help himself 28

the significance of this tidal wave was not lost upon the
latter day saints long before their own genealogical society was
formed many church members were eagerly engaged in the
ancestor search they were quick to take advantage of the oppor-
tunitiestunities being created by others in 1877 benjamin FE cummings
one of the earliest professional genealogists among the mormonscormonsMormons
visited the library of the new england society in boston he was
surprised at the vastness of its program and was especially pleased
with the skill and knowledge of john ward dean the librarian
it seemed that all I1 had to do was to tell him the name of the

family concerning which I1 desired information and he could readily
tell me whether its history and genealogy had ever been written or
arranged and if so who by and where I1 could get more informa-
tion 2919 how gratifying it must be the church newspaper
editorialized for the saints to learn that others as well as them-
selves are aroused to the necessity of searching the misty records
of the past and tracing the history of families as to remote a period
as possible 71301130733030 surely wrote benjamin cummings it must be the
spirit of god at work among the people that causes them to thus
seek out a knowledge of their ancestry and arrange the same with
such care and precision 2131113131

As the organization of genealogical societies and the publica-
tions of journals genealogies and family histories accelerated
many genealogists began to feel the need for better coordination on
a national scale most local and state organizations seemingly could
provide little help outside their own areas or libraries providing
such aid was one of the purposes of the national genealogical
society organized in 1903 it welcomed genealogical inquiries
kept a record of the families on which its members were working
and willingly sent to inquirers the names and addresses of others
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working on the same families in 1912 it began publishing the
national genealogical society quarterly the society did not do
genealogical research itself but was devoted to assisting its
members in research and to collecting and preserving genealogical
data the national genealogical society now has the largest
membership of any such society in the united states

in recent years the interest in genealogical research has gone
far beyond the search for pedigreespedigreedpedigrees and other traditional family
information historians who were once disdainful of genealogy as
a discipline are now using it for a variety of professional purposes
As social history demography and family studies have become
more prominent within the profession historians have turned to
genealogical and family records to help create a better understand-
ing of the past in fact wrote one prominent scholar the fre-
quently expressed disdain by historians concerning the usefulness
of these records often allowed to decay by neglect borders on
archival irresponsibility71321132723232 the same historian made an eloquent
plea for greater cooperation

when the social historian begins to work with family history and to
focus on a broader network of kinship relationships over time and
the 9genealogistenealogist begins to spend time and effort in indexing the same
manuscript census returns that historians use it is time for the two
groups to examine their common ground 33

in that spirit some history professors have even begun to have
their students write their own family histories placed and inter-
preted in historic context for three or four generations back

new revelation and the continuing LDSIDSins challenge

for church members the growing interest in genealogy and
family history the formation of so many genealogical and historical
societies and the expanding availability of family history sources
were all evidence of the outpouring of the spirit of elijah 3431 that
feeling was enhanced in 1918 when a revelation to president
joseph FE smith provided the saints with a significant new insight
into the spirit world and how the dead could receive the gospel

church members already understood that preaching the gos-
pel to the dead was begun by the savior himself during the three
days his body lay in the tomb during that time the apostle peter
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taught he went and preached unto the spirits in prison which
sometime were disobedient when once the longsufferinglongsuffering of
god waited in the days of noah while the ark was a preparing

1 pet 319 20 peter also reminded the new testament saints
that for this cause was the gospel preached also to them that are
dead that they might be judged according to men in the flesh but
live according to god in the spiritlspirit1spiritispiritaspirispiritspirltl1 pet 46 but church presi-
dent joseph FE smith wondered how the savior could have
preached to all the dead in so short a time while he was
pondering the question on 3 october 1918 a vision was opened
to his mind he beheld the savior in the spirit world and saw him
organize missionary work among the spirits of the dead

I1 perceived that the lord went not in person among the wicked and
the disobedient who had rejected the truth to teach them but
behold from among the righteous he organized his forces and ap-
pointed messengers clothed with power and authority and com-
missioned them to go forth and carry the light of the gospel to them
that were in darkness and thus was the gospel preached
to the dead dacd&c 13829 30

since then the saints have understood that missionary work
continues in the spirit world the responsibility for genealogical
research and the opportunity for temple worship connected with
it are both virtually unlimited at least for the time being recently
temple building has expanded into many nations spurring
genealogical research worldwide in 1977 president spencer W
kimball explained the responsibility of the saints

we do not know how many millions of spirits are involved we
know that many have passed away in wars pestilence and various
accidents we know that the spirit world is filled with the spirits of
men who are waiting for you and me to get busy we wonder
about our progenitors grandparents great grandparents great
great grandparents etc what do they think of you and me we are
their offspring we have the responsibility to do their temple
work we have a grave responsibility that we cannot avoid and
may stand in jeopardy if we fail to do this important work 35

the coming of elijah on 3 april 1836 ushered in the distinc-
tive efforts of latter day saints to seek out their ancestors and
perform saving ordinances in their behalf what follows is the story
of their organized efforts to achieve that goal the genealogical
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is society of utah succeeded by the family history department of
the church has contributed in a most fundamental way to turn-

t inginsinc the hearts of the children to the fathers
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president wilford woodruff received a revelation in 1894 on the impor-
tance of tracing ancestry for the purpose of temple work the revelation
led to the establishment of the society courtesy LDS church archives
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longkonglong before the latter day saints founded a genealogical
society a number of church members made extraordinary efforts
to gather family information while these attempts to locate
genealogical records were largely individual the church offered
encouragement and assistance when possible the major impedi-
ment to genealogical research in nineteenth century utah was the
inaccessibility of sources the ancestral records of the typical utah
resident were scattered far outside the territory and usually
outside the country in homes institutions archives offices
churches and cemeteries the saints continuing personal and
cooperative search for these records together with an important
doctrinal revelation to president wilford woodruff helped set the
stage for the founding of the genealogical society of utah in 1894

personal genealogical activities

among the saints in utah church leaders often set the
example in the search for family records the brothers orson and
parley PR pratt both apostles were among the first to begin an
organized search for family records in 1853 while serving a mis-
sion in washington DC orson pratt responded to a newspaper
advertisement placed by the reverend frederick W chapman
requesting information concerning the descendants of william
pratt of massachusetts chapman provided elder pratt the con-
necting links between him and his earliest new england forebear

33
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elder pratt later published a pratt family genealogy thereby
becoming the first latter day saint to systematically research and
publish his family history in 18751873 he reported that his ancestry
had been traced back eleven generations and that the families of
the pratt brothers had been baptized for about three thousand
of their ancestors 1

likewise wilford woodruff who became president of the
church in 1889 was an exemplary part time genealogist while
doing missionary work in london in 1840 and again in 1846 he
spent part of his time gathering woodruff genealogy eventually
he gathered hundreds of woodruff names obtained a family coat
of arms and traced his direct ancestry in america to some of the
earliest new england settlers

apostle franklin D richards was one of the most well
known of the nineteenth century genealogists in the church
he served as assistant church historian for many years and
from 1889 until his death in 1899 as church historian and gen-
eral church recorder in a patriarchal blessing elder richards
was told that he should be involved in work relating to the dead 2

he gathered genealogical records in england and the united
states through letters and personal research on 23 november
1885 he wrote in his journal 1 I find that I1 have 2801 names
of richards and those who had married in connection with
the richards race baptized for and recorded in my family record
book 1331132333 he spent the next three days working on his books and
by 26 november had recorded 3434 names of persons for whom
vicarious baptism had been done 4

in 1884 elder richardssRichardrichardsss personal library became the basis
for the first church genealogical library when he agreed to sell it
at cost to the church historians office 5 an avid collector of
books he continued to add to the collection and by 1889 the
library contained over two hundred publications of the new
england historic genealogical society as well as many other valu-
able genealogical publications 6 known for his extensive work
even outside utah that same year elder richards accepted an invi-
tation to join the new england society

elder richards did much to help other saints he frequently
ordered books for other people and for the temples church members
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elder franklin D richards first
president of the genealogical
society 1894 99

often turned to him for advice
on building their own genea-
logical libraries 7

on 23 may 1890 elder
richards and his son charles
started out on a genealogical
excursion a twenty three
day trip that took them to
several eastern states where
they sought out relatives
visited graveyards searched

town records and gathered all the family names they could it was
an effort later emulated by other church members both in that
century and this in pittsfield massachusetts they found a cousin
and spent an enjoyable evening with her family they found the
graves of several family members including that of elder rich
ardssardas great grandmother they ended their eastern tour in phila-
delphia where they copied many names from the city directory
upon returning to utah elder richards wrote in his journal
thanks and praise to god for the information that I1 was enabled

to obtain of men whom I1 never saw before concerning our
dead that I1 may prepare a proper record of my work such as will
be acceptable when the dead shall be judged out of the books that
shall have been written 1381188

church members in the territory of utah used various
other means of gathering information they corresponded with
members elsewhere on genealogical matters those who left on
proselyting missions were often pressed into research service
by relatives and friends presumably the missionaries helped
when they could although too much time spent on genealog-
ical work could drastically interfere with missionary labors
in one case elder franklin D richards received a letter from a
woman who wanted a list of all missionaries going to europe so
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she could ask them to help with her genealogies this of course
was inappropriate but elder richards suggested that she write
the president of the british mission in liverpool providing the
names of her parents and the parish and shire where they and
their ancestors had lived the mission president would then ask
the elder in that area to visit the parish clerk to see if the appro-
priate records were there and to find out how much it would
cost to have them copied elder richards astutely commented
that they should not tell the parish clerk that the information was
for temple work the religious purpose might antagonize him
but since other people were doing genealogy simply for family

interest this approach would be more likely to persuade him to
furnish the material at a reasonable cost 9

one missionary benjamin E cummings provided an unusual
amount of help he went on two missions within the united
states one from 1876 to 1877 and another in 1878 during his first
mission he interspersed his missionary work with genealogical
work for other people before his second he was specifically
assigned by orson pratt and others to search records and gather
genealogies 10 charles C rich of the council of the twelve pub-
licly recognized the work of cummings in 1878 when he told a
paris idaho audience that an opportunity is now offered by
brother cummings by which some of us may obtain our genealo-
gies and we should improve it as much as possible I1 feel happy in
being able to send to the states where many of my ancestors have
lived and died so as to get the names I1 I1

cummings devoted the rest of his life to genealogical and
temple work in 1892 he went on an extended tour of the eastern
united states to learn about their record keeping systems his goal
was to develop a kind of national clearinghouse for both genealog-
ical and temple work in an 1893 letter to the first presidency of
the church he proposed to invite all american families to send
him their genealogies he would index them collect published
works and attempt to prevent duplications while facilitating
research he felt he could save work and expense for many
researchers by putting related people in touch with each other he
also wanted to help arrange genealogical material for temple work
and agreed that since this work was sacred he would keep the
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cost low and not do it for speculation 12 though given approval
by the first presidency he wagwaswas unable to pursue this project
before his death in 1899

for church members perhaps the most readily available
source ofhelp for genealogical research in the 1880s and 1890s was
the church historians office particularly through the dedicated
work of elder franklin D richards one of the duties of the
historians office was collecting genealogical information from
missionaries as they came to church headquarters on their way to
their mission fields in addition elder richards provided personal
research assistance to many people who wrote or came to the
office sometimes he charged a nominal fee for the time spent 13

on other occasions he simply gave advice with all his other
responsibilities however he had less and less available time by
1893 he was directing some inquiries to benjamin E cummingscummingsjrjr 14

during these early years some church members attempted
to establish their own genealogical organizations scottish
members pioneered this effort in 1879 a notice appeared in the
church owned deseret evening news calling for a meeting of allanaliail

saints of scottish descent who were interested in a united effort to
promote research david mckenzie of salt lake city and alexander
FE mcdonald of st george attempted to collect the names of inter-
ested people the meeting was to be held in salt lake city during
the october 1879 general conference 15 the results of that meeting
remain unknown but that same year alexander mcdonald was
called to preside over the saints in salt river valley in arizona

while not in a position to actively participate in a utah based
organization mcdonald did not give up on the idea of a united
effort in 1888 he proposed the creation of a genealogical bureau
particularly for the benefit of scottish members of the church his
dream which he soon realized was somewhat unrealistic was ulti-
mately to have all the scottish records copied and the copies
brought to utah 16

on 20 june 1888 john nicholson one ofofmcdonaldsmcdonaldsMcDonalds collab-
orators wrote president wilford woodruff about the scottish plan
president woodruff was delighted for he too was concerned that
individual efforts were often costly more cooperative efforts he
believed could save money as well as provide more thorough
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research besides he observed there is danger also of much work
being done twice in the temple for the want of system on the part
of those who officiate 7117111717

president woodruff fully endorsed the plans being formu-
lated by nicholson mcdonald and others 18 the result was the
founding of the latter day saints genealogical bureau with john
nicholson as president and douglas A swan as secretary the
bureaus initial emphasis was to be on scottish research nicholson
and swan along with alexander E mcdonald william budge and
duncan mcallister were also directors the impetus was initially
provided by nicholson and swan the other three directors did
not even reside in salt lake city at the time duncan mcallister for
example was on a mission in england acting as manager of busi-
ness affairs in the church office at liverpool he must have been
surprised when he received a letter written on 24 september 1888
on latter day saints genealogical bureau letterhead with his
name listed as a director you will see by the enclosed circular
nicholson and swan explained to him that we have used your
name in connection with an enterprise that you will doubtless
deem laudable when you come home all business will be
open to your inspection please do not object to the use of your
name in so good a cause you were so far off that we could not
reach you in time to consult you 19

nicholson and swan also wrote to george teasdale president
of the european mission asking permission to use john hays a
missionary in the edinburgh district to work for them they
wanted hays to devote part of his time to obtaining genealogical
information from the civil registry office in that city they were
willing to reimburse him for his time thus making his missionary
expenses less burdensome they hastened to assure the mission
president that theirs was no moneymakingmoney making scheme they intended
to charge their clients barely sufficient to cover expenses 112020

the founders had ambitious plans for the new bureau they
proposed to establish a permanent agent at the headquarters of
the church in liverpool who would know the location of all
missionaries family research requests would be sent to the mis-
sionary nearest the parish designated this missionary tracer
would send his report to the liverpool agent if more information
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might be obtained in another parish the agent would forward the
request to the appropriate missionary the genealogists believed
this plan would save considerable money by eliminating the need
for one person to travel widely around the country 21 the latter
day saints genealogical bureau sent out circulars and advertised
in the press

nicholson and swans ambitious plan was the natural result of
the frustration of many dedicated mormon genealogists who saw
an important work floundering for want of organized cooperative
efforts how long the organization lasted is not clear but by the time
the genealogical society of utah was founded in 1894 the latter
day saints genealogical bureau was not functional

other church members also provided professional help in
genealogical research hiring a professional was usually much less
expensive to individuals and families than an attempt to do the
research on their own in 1892 the services ofjames B walkley of
london were publicized in the deseret evening news

any of our friends who desire to obtain genealogical informa-
tion in england can gain it on reasonable terms by engaging the
services of brother james B walkley of 19 burton street euston road
london he has been working at the business with good results for
some time

he can collect all necessary data concerning persons who
have died from 1837 to date at the rate of 7507.50750 per hundred names
or if preferred at twentyfivetwenty five cents per name it costs him about
600goo6.00600 per hundred names and the 1501.50150 is what he charges per day
for his work for dates previous to 1837 outside of london he
would require traveling expenses we are informed that he is
capable and reliable and those who avail themselves of his aid may
confidently expect to receive satisfaction 22

genealogical missionaries

it was almost inevitable that the mormon custom of calling
missionaries for almost every important project should be adapted
to genealogical work 2313 the genealogical missionaries seldom if
ever received official calls to be missionaries theirs were self
appointed missions once they decided to go however they were
invited to salt lake city to receive a blessing for their missions
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from a general authority also they were often given missionary
cards which allowed them travel discounts the trip to chicago in
1883 for examexampleple would cost the missionary only 6256.25625 24

franklin D richardssRichardrichardsss journal is replete with entries concerning
blessings he gave to people for genealogical missions 25

armed with missionary zeal missionary cards letters of
appointment and a special blessing from a church authority the
genealogical missionaries set out they visited relatives copied
family bibles and other records and asked an unending stream of
questions regarding their ancestors they visited parish churches
where they spent long hours searching through old registers and
trekked to cemeteries seeking the gravestones of their relatives
many missionaries reported spiritual experiences that gave them
firm assurance that the lord was with them and had miraculously
directed them to their needed sources

the surviving missionary records are incomplete but it is
clear that between 1885 and 1900 at least 178 saints became
genealogical missionaries 26 most were middle aged or elderly men
however some young men and women as well as a few couples
also went A few came from arizona and idaho but most were
from utah the majority went to great britain there was no set
length of service and the time spent varied from a few weeks to
over three years 27

the story of one genealogical missionary illustrates the
nature of their activities john adams wakeham was converted to
mormonism in boston in 1845 and returned to new england as a
regular rmmissionaryi ssionary in 1882 nine years later at age sixty nine he
returned again this time as a genealogical missionary wakeham
spent about three and one half years on his genealogical mission
most of the time in the vicinity of his ancestral home in new
hampshire on one occasion he walked four miles to the home of
james H neals seeking a relative he had never met to mrs neals
who answered the door he explained in his customary fashion
that he was a relative of the copp family some of whom had
settled in that area and that he was seeking to know more about
his kindred 1I was directed to you as being the granddaughter of
william H copp he told the woman therefore if you will give
such information as you possess of the history of the family I1 will
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be greatly obliged for fifteen minutes the suspicious woman
interrogated the missionary about his ancestors but finally said that
even though she was alone she would let him in because he had
an honest face she had been attempting to gather genealogy
herself although with limited success

wakeham did not spend all his time doing genealogy at times
he stopped to see old friends sometimes staying long enough
to help them with their work he spent parts of two summers on
the farm of A H wentworth helping with the harvest all his
friends and relatives were kind but he was saddened at the end
of his mission that he had been unable to convert any of them to
the church

one of wakehamsWakehams most helpful genealogical contacts was
doctor john R ham whilevulewulewuie examining hams extensive genealog-
ical library Wakewakehamhain found the name of edward wakeham his
great great grandfather he also learned that one of his great grand
fathers was a native american this information confirmed a family
tradition but it was also particularly significant to makeWakemakehamwakehamhain his
patriarchal blessing had identified him as a literal descendant of the
biblical joseph who was sold into egypt church teachings identi-
fied many native americans as descendants of joseph and for
wakeham this genealogical discovery in dr hams library was a
welcome confirmation of a sacred personal blessing 28128211

most genealogical missions were of relatively short duration
the success of the missionaries varied but in the end their efforts
resulted in many additional family records being brought to utah
as well as in the completion of considerable amounts of vicarious
temple work

A new revelation

with the dedication of the salt lake temple in april 1893
the church began a new era of temple work because the temple
was located in the major metropolitan center of the church the
potential for temple attendance increased dramatically members
in salt lake city no longer had to travel sixty miles north to logan
or hundreds of miles south to manti or st george to perform
proxy ordinances
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the next year president wilford woodruff made a pivotal
doctrinal announcement that had an important effect on genealog-
ical work and temple activity at the time of the dedication of the
salt lake temple sealing ordinances were limited to the first
generation beyond the first family member to join the church
husbands and wives were sealed for eternity by the power of the
priesthood and men and women were sealed by proxy to their
parents if their parents were deceased but it was also a custom for
a man and his family to be adopted into the family of a church
official or other prominent priesthood bearer 2299 the saints appar-
ently believed this action would secure the salvation of their fami-
lies in a worthy priesthood lineage if their own progenitors did not
accept the gospel in the next life the request for this ordinance
was usually initiated by those wishing to be adopted into a given
linefinebine As the requests came church leaders willingly responded
and the adoption ceremony was performed in the temple 30

some members chose to be adopted directly by a church leader
while others were sealed to their natural parents and then had
their parents adopted by a church leader

thus many and perhaps most church members were more
concerned with simply collecting names of ancestors than with
organizing those names into specific family units while proxy
baptisms and endowments were administered for deceased prog
enitorseditors as a matter of course it was not incumbent upon the
living to also perform proxy sealingsdealingssealings the lack of emphasis on
sealingsdealingssealings reduced the importance of extending family lines beyond
one generation

the practice of adoption raised doctrinal questions about the
organization of eternal families 31 president wilford woodruff was
so concerned that he made the issue a matter of special prayer
the result was a new revelation which the president discussed in
depth with the first presidency and the council of the twelve
on 5 and 6 april 1894 32 after obtaining their endorsement he
presented the revelation to the membership of the church during
a general conference address on 14 april

significantly president woodruffswoodruffe announcement was based
on the doctrine of continuing revelation which held that the
lord would give unto the faithful line upon line precept upon
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precept as they were prepared for new ideas or information
dacd&c 9812 33 joseph smith president woodruff said accom-
plished all that god required at his hands but he did not receive
all the revelations that belong to this worewordwork neither did president
taylor nor has wilford woodruff there will be no end to this
work until it is perfected then after emphasizing how fervently
he and his brethren in the leadership of the church had prayed for
a better understanding president woodruff announced the change
in policy

now what are the feelings of israel they have felt that they
wanted to be adopted to somebody when I1 went before the
lord to know who I1 should be adopted to we were then being
adopted to prophets and apostles the spirit of god said to me
have you not a father who begot you yes I1 have then why

not honor him why not be adopted to him yes says I1 that is
right I1 was adopted to my father and should have had my father
sealed to his father and so on back and the duty that I1 want every
man who presides over a temple to see performed from this day
henceforth and forever unless the lord almighty commands other-
wise is let every man be adopted to his father when a man
receives the endowment adopt him to his father not to wilford
woodruff not to any other man outside the lineage of his father
that is the will of god to this people we want the latter day
saints from this time to trace their genealogies as far as they can
and to be sealed to their fathers and mothers have children sealed
to their parents and run this chain through as far as you can
get it this is the will of the lord to his people and I1 think when
you come to reflect upon it you will find it to be true 3431

at the conclusion of president woodruffswoodruffe sermon his first
counselor george Q cannon recognizing that the practice of
adoption had resulted in some haphazard policies so far as family
units were concerned commented on the impact the new policy
would have on genealogical work

there has been a disposition manifested among our people to some
extent for some men and women to gather up all the names of fami-
lies whether they were related or not and perform ordinances for
them I1 am a believer in this when it does not interfere with the
rights of heirship we should do all we can for those for whom we
have friendship or to whom we are attached in any way and who
have no living representatives that we know of in the church but
you can see the advantage of pursuing now the course that is
pointpointeded out by the word of god to us it will make everyone careful
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to obtain the connection and to get the names properly of the sons
and daughters of men to have them sealed to their parents it wwill
draw the line fairly it will define lineage clearly but says one
that may take a long time well we have got a thousand years to

do it in we need not be in such a hurry as to create confusion 3531

the question of validity naturally arose in regard to ordi-
nances already performed which had adopted people to someone
other than their natural parents the first presidency and the
twelve ruled that old records would be left standing leaving it to
the wisdom of god to deal with the problems of human error 3631

A society Is organized

the change in the law of adoption was an important step
toward the organization of a genealogical society the new revela-
tion required latter day saints to commit themselves even more
fully to collecting and organizing accurate family records

discussion of a church sponsored genealogical organization
actually had begun at least as early as the administration of church
president john taylor 1880 1887 but nothing was done at the
time 37 in 1893 duncan mcallister previously associated with
the latter day saints genealogical bureau importunedimportuner the church
on this issue on 16 february he wrote president wilford woodruff
decrying the unnecessary expense of individual research he esti-
mated that about fifty people each year went to europe for
genealogical purposes at a cost of about 500 each which meant
an average annual outlay of 25000 this was in addition to the
expenditures of regular missionaries who often spent part of their
time in genealogical research mcallister was concerned that most
of these people were unskilled in research techniques he esti-
mated that one person with ordinary accounting skills could with
occasional help accomplish more than fifty unskilled persons
working in the haphazard manner of many enthusiastic travelers
and at one tenth the cost to prevent such inefficiency he urged
the formation of a church genealogical bureau that would concen-
trate initially on the british isles where most research trips were
being conducted and then expand the bureau should function
under church auspices he suggested so that the saints would
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have confidence in it and so that duplication in temple work could
be prevented 38

mcallister was only one of several genealogists pressing for a
church sponsored organization that would make record gathering
a more cooperative productive effort and at the same time reduce
the cost to individuals in personal meetings with the first
presidency a number of genealogists urged the need for an orga-
nized effort at the same time the external pressures on the
church were easing leaving it with the ability to turn its attention
to other more vital pursuits wilford woodruff an avid genealo-
gist was president of the church and had received an important
revelation related to temple work the time was ripe for the forma-
tion of a permanent official genealogical association through
which the church could more effectively support the genealogical
activity important to the work of the temple

at least as early as 27 july 1894 franklin D richards john
jaques and A milton musser were examining versions of a
proposed genealogical library corporation 39 on 1 november
1894 at their regular thursday meeting the first presidency and
council of the twelve approved the articles of incorporation of
the genealogical society of utah they instructed elder richards
to begin organizing the society and they appointed him to
become the first president 4010 the official organizational meeting
was held in the historians office on 13 november with elder
richards acting as chair also in attendance were other prominent
church historians and genealogists assistant church historians
john jaques A milton musser and andrew jenson james H
anderson a member of the editorial staff of the deseret news
james B walkley who had spent years doing genealogical work in
england and who is credited with writing the first letter to the
leaders of the church urging the organization of a society and
duncan mcallister assistant recorder in the salt lake temple

the articles ofassociation of the genealogical society of utah
announced three types of purposes for the organization benevo-
lent educational and religious the benevolent goal was to be met
by establishing and maintaining a genealogical library for the
benefit of society members and others the educational purpose
was to disseminate information regarding genealogical matters and
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the religious goal was to acquire records of the dead in order
to enable the performance of church ordinances on their behalf
clearly the overriding concern was religious and the articles
provided that the association would be conducted in harmony
with the rules and order of the said church to house the new
society elder richards offered the free use of an upstairs room in
the historians office the offer was accepted with gratitude 41

elder richardssRichardrichardsss first official act was to telegraph the presi-
dents of the logan manti and st george temples informing them
of the new organization and inviting them to become members
the next day he received telegrams from each of them all agree-
ing to join 42 on 19 november franklin D richards was officially
elected president with john nicholson as vice president and
james H anderson as secretary A milton musser was elected trea-
surer john jaques was made the librarian and andrew jenson
became a director the following day george reynolds was also
elected a director these seven men constituted the first board of
directors of the society 4313

old historians office 1908 at 58 east south temple salt lake city was
the location of the genealogical society 1894 1917
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on 21 november franklin D richards james H anderson
and A milton musser appeared in the salt lake county probate
court and filed the societysSocietys articles of incorporation the filing
cost was 162516.251625 and the certificate of incorporation was issued
the next day 4414 the genealogical society of utah was a legal entity

significantly the new society did not focus on helping only
church members membership in the society was open to anyone
of good moral character 45 this decision set the precedent for the

work of the genealogical society in providing assistance to allanailali
interested persons a policy the society follows to this day

the library

in order to provide research materials for members the soci-
ety began to build a library collection two days after the society
was organized bishop george taylor of the salt lake fourteenth
ward sent a carpenter to the historians office to construct shelves
on the allotted floor on 22 november president wilford woodruff
ordered the existing library elders richardssRichardrichardsss personal collection
of three hundred books previously purchased by the church
to be delivered to the society within a week 46

the collection grew slowly most of the additions coming
from continuing donations by elder richards and a few others elder
richards used a general conference priesthood meeting in 1896 to
urge stake presidents and bishops to visit the library and donate
to it 47 in addition he obtained funds from membership dues and
other fees to purchase books as he became aware of them

elder richards industriously examined book catalogs and solic-
ited donations from church members and other acquaintances
he also recruited missionaries as agents to collect books in 1896
for example george shorter was sent to england elder richards
gave him a certificate identifying him as a member of the gen-
ealogicalea society of utah as an honorable and trustworthy
gentleman and as one who could do business for the society
shorter was authorized to receive donations of money and books
and potential contributors were reminded that the library was the
only one of its character between the mississippi and the pacific
ocean 4841 shorter was able eventually to purchase a few books
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for the society as well as to perform other genealogical tasks for
elder richards 4919

library books were hard to come by the money to purchase
them depended upon membership fees and donations never-
thelesstheless within six years the library had increased its holdings
by 50 percent from 500300 volumes to 450 5051 seven years later it
boasted 800 volumes 51

initially use of the library was restricted to members of the
society but fees were low enough to encourage all serious
ancestor seekers to join the entrance fee was first set at 2002.00200
though it was later raised to 3005003.00300 and the annual fee was loo1.00100
life membership was set at 12.001200 5251 despite these modest rates
the membership grew slowly in 1896 there were twenty annual
and twenty eight lifetime members three years later there were
forty lifetime members 53 after another decade the number had
increased to 173 most of them lifetime memberships

the society soon provided a number of services to its pat-
rons clerical help was available to copy genealogical material

genealogical society library reading room ca 1917 located on the
upper floor of the old historians office shown left to right are genea
logical society staff members nephi anderson lillian cameron joseph
christenson joseph fielding smith and bertha emery
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members were charged 3005003.00300 or 3505503.50350 per day at first though by
1900 they were paying forty or fifty cents per hour As a rule those
not having a society membership paid 50 percent more 54 such
clerical services apparently began in 1895 when a temple worker
was assigned to spend part of his time doing research for library
patrons 55 but soon other clerks began to spend more time at this
work the society also provided genealogical forms designed by a

committee by 1897 the society had printed circulars about its
program and distributed them to the various wards and stakes of
the church 56 it also assisted families in organizing their records for
temple work

the clerks who performed this service were undoubtedly
dedicated people for they apparently received relatively small
compensation for their labors neither the society itself nor the
historians office had the funds to pay them in one case accord-
ing to elder richards one faithful assistant librarian was doing cler-
ical work without pay until president george Q cannon of the
first presidency of the church authorized him an allowance of
250025.002500 per month in tithing ordersorders5713571157735757

foreign agents

among the initial aspirations of the founders of the society
was a network of paid genealogical agents outside utah who
would do research for others the society believed that genealog-
ical research could be the most effective and the least expensive if
done by experienced researchers on 15 june 1897 three direc-
tors of the society wrote a letter to their colleagues lamenting the
fact that their operations would be limited until the society could
establish agents in different parts of the world this could be done
they said only by having the first presidency designate various
agents to fill the orders of the society george carpenter henry H

kinsman and julius billeter were prime candidates they would
work in london the eastern united states and germany respec-
tively 5851 the proposal was apparently approved for the society
soon contacted a few people and asked them to work

henry H kinsman was a missionary in new england at the
time he had thirty one years of business experience before going
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on his mission when he received this new request he replied that
he was unable to do much at the moment as he was responsible
for a new area and several new missionaries during cold weather
however and after he finished his mission he would be happy to
cooperate 5919 later he accepted the terms offered him by the
society to meet the actual expenses involved in his research
and to give him fair and reasonable compensation for his time and
efforts As a member of the society he agreed to charge only the
lowest rates but since this work would require him to remain in
new england after his mission he asked the society to pay his
transportation home 6010 by 16 november 1897 terms had been
agreed upon with both henry kinsman and julius billeter and the
society had its first official field agents 61

to generate work for the newly appointed agents the society
undertook an advertising campcampaignaignaien A notice was published in the
deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews on 1 may 1898 informing the public that the society
was ready to receive orders for research through its agents in new
england germany switzerland and scotland the society also
urged that this notice be read by stake presidents and bishops in
public meetings it promised three services 1 it would procure
the names of ancestors as far back as records would permit 2 it
would ascertain the relationship of the clients to these ancestors
and 3 it would arrange the accumulated names in family groups
as far as practicable the prospective client must make an initial

deposit of 10.001000 with the society the balance of the cost could
be paid either in installments or when the names were furnished
the following month another advertisement published the names
of competent search agents henry kinsman was already in new
england and would remain there william leggat would work in
edinburgh scotland julius billeter jr would leave that fall for an
assignment in germany and switzerland and in the meantime
would do research in utah for those who were interested 62

the response was not immediate in september there were
still not enough orders to justify the full time employment of a
european agent 63 but at least the society had agents available for
those who were willing to pay how many agents were employed
in these early years is not clear but the activity ofjulius billeter jr
stands out and serves to illustrate their work 64
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an immigrant from switzerland billeter returned to his home-
land as a missionary in 1892 this was a turning point in his career
for while in europe he took time to work in the genealog-
ical records of both switzerland and germany his appetite was
whetted and he soon developed a commitment to genealogical
research that would last the rest of his life after his return he
found himself in demand among the swiss and german church
members who needed help in genealogical work he determined
he could be of best service if he went back to switzerland and
operated from there this was the beginning of a career in profes-
sional genealogical work that would last until his death in 1957

billeter returned to switzerland armed with numerous letters
of recommendation intended to help him open doors to more
research facilities the society gave him a letter certifying him as
its agent and requesting any reasonable assistance that could be
offered him he also had a letter from the governor of the state of
utah identifying him as reputable and respected citizen of this
state a letter of personal recommendation from utah historian
orson FE whitney and a letter from karlkarikanikann G maeser a german
convert who was serving as general superintendent of schools for
the church

billeter received his pay directly from the society based on
the amount of work accomplished the society billed the client
adding 20 percent to the agents fee in the case of society mem-
bers and 50 percent in the case of nonmembersmembersnon even so the
society believed that its fees were at least 50 percent less than
those of other societies 65 billeter apparently accepted those condi-
tions at first but after a few years he became dissatisfied partly
because he was not receiving his money regularly by 19031905 he had
begun to accept work independently of the society and soon he
was working completely on his own

it was probably inevitable that billeter should have a few
disagreements with the society the records suggest he likely had
the same problems that often plagued other professional
researchers some clients became dissatisfied when they did not
receive all the information they thought their money should buy
they did not always understand why the agent could not do more
in the time available to him the agent could explain the situation
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but long distance misunderstanding sometimes led to criticism and
harsh words from both sides in addition agents were sometimes
frustrated when their clients did not make agreed upon payments
the agents work was not just a religious commitment it was also
their livelihood and they could ill afford to do research without
pay yet the society could hardly afford to send additional money
until the client had paid apparently such collection problems
were among those that caused julius billeter discomfort and led
him at times to criticize the policies of the society 66

nevertheless even after he resigned as a fullfuli time agent
julius billetersBilleters important contribution to genealogical work in the
church was well recognized and respected he continued to work
part time for the society and he was recommended by the society
to people who wanted research done his lifes work which he
pursued doggedly over a period of sixty years was to compile
church oriented genealogies he not only collected names for his
clients but also put them in appropriate order for temple work 67

the society constantly advised inexperienced saints that they
could get their work done more cheaply and efficiently if they would
work through professional agents rather than try to do the research
themselves but it also warned them against hiring researchers who
were untrustworthy or irresponsible great care must be taken in
recording vital data accurately and the saints were told that the
societysSocietys agents would be reliable A typical warning was issued in
1905 in the deseret evening news

the saints here should therefore not entrust that work to irrespon-
sible persons when they cannot attend to it themselves they should
apply to the genealogical society with headquarters at the
historians office in order that they may know that their
genealogy will be traced correctly and as perfectly as the old
country records permit 68

small beginnings great anticipations

the growth of the genealogical society of utah during its
early years was modest the library collection grew steadily
membership growth was equally gradual standing at 173 in 1908
sporadic research requests were sufficient to sustain only a hand-
ful of research agents in the eastern united states and europe
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yet this humble beginning did not limit the vision of the societysSocietys
founders epitomized in 1912 in the words of nephi anderson

in conclusion let me suggest the future of this work I1 see the
records of the dead and their histories gathered from every nation
under heaven to one great central library in zion the largest and
best equipped for its particular work in the world branch libraries
may be established in the nations but in zion will be the records of
last resort and final authority trained genealogists will find
constant work in all nations having unpublished records searching
among the archives for families and family connections then as
temples multiply and the work enlarges to its ultimate proportions
this society or some organization growing out of this society will
have in its care some elaborate but perfect system of exact regis-
tration and checking so that the work in the temples may be
conducted without confusion or duplication and so throughout
the years reaching into the millennium of peace this work of salva-
tion will go on until every worthy soul that can be found from
earthly records will have been searched out and officiated for and
then the unseen world will come to our aid the broken links will
be joined the tangled threads will be placed in order and the
purposes of god in placing salvation within the reach of all willwin
have been consummated

we live in a day of small beginnings as far as this is concerned
we are still pioneers we are but helping to lay the foundation of the
marvelous work and a wonder that is about to come forth among

the children of men 69

NOTES

brigham young and others journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F

D richards 1855861855 86 16300
among the latter day saints a patriarchal blessing is a special blessing

given by an ordained patriarch it is intended to give direction in the lives of the
faithful it also indicates ones lineage receiving more than one such blessing
officially is uncommon though in the early days the practice was more loosely
regulated franklin D richardssRichardrichardsss several blessings are recorded in his letterbooksletterbooks
the blessing of 11 april 1859 told him you shall minister for many who shall be
heirs of salvation even many who have gone before you behind the veil on 19
july 1875 he was told much of your labor shall be devoted to the redemption
of your dead your family also shall assist you and operatecooperateco with you in your
labors the blessing of 7 october 1883 said thou shalt do a great work in the
earth both for the living and the dead franklin D richards letterbookletterbook richards
family collection archives division historical department the church ofjesus
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christ of latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
see also william J mortimer patriarchal blessings encyclopedia of mormon-
ism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmillan 1992 310666731066 67
hereafter cited as EMEAIeaf

3franklinfranklinbfranklin D richards journal 23 november 1885 richards family collec-
tion IDSLDSils church archives

richards journal 26 november 1885
5richardschaddschards journal 16 april and 4 june 1884 richards family collection

LDS church archives at the time elder richards calculated the value of his
library to be 52789527.8952789

the new england genealogical society publications included the quar-
terly journal that had been published since 1846 other valuable works included
a file of the new york genealogical and biographicalbiograpbical record published quar-
terly since 1850 franklin D richards to W cabell truman 19 december 1889
richards letterbookletterbook richards family collection LDS church archives

7hischisis journal included many entries suggesting this for example 4 june
1884 he ordered two books for the logan temple one a pronouncing gazetteer
and the other a world geography 14 april 1885 he placed an order for forty one
volumes of genealogical works to send to the logan temple to aid the saints in
the area 27 june 1888 he corresponded with the manti temple president about
genealogical books and records for the mantimandmantlmanu temple association 22 august
1888 he sent 192 volumes of genealogical works to the manti temple association
but on 29 august 1893 the first presidency and council of the twelve decided

to transfer the manti temples genealogical library to the salt lake temple for
there it would be accessible to more of the saints generally see also franklin
D richards to J D T mcallister 29 august 1893 richards letterbookletterbook the
journal entry of 23 november 1893 indicates that he was supplying lists of avail-
able genealogical works to many saints in the territory of utah

chaddsrichardschards journal 15 june 1890
franklinfrankiinfrankiln D richards to mrs maria newman 19 may 1893 richards letter

book richards family collection LDS church archives
benjamin F cummings to the first presidency 8 march 1893

genealogical society correspondence family history department of the church
ofjesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as FHD

journal of discourses 19255
cummings to the first presidency

13forfor example he noted on 25 october 1884 that he received 10.001000 from
george B spencer for genealogy labor richards journal richards family
collection LDSIDSioslos church archives his journal contains many references to people
coming in for help and advice in this period

franklin D richards to the cragin brothers 13 december 1893 richards
letterbookletterbook richards family collection LDS church archives

deseret evening news 2 july 1879
16beseretdeseret evening news 12 september 1888

lifordilford woodruff to john nicholson 22 june 1888 first presidency
letterbooksletterbooks LDSIDSioslos church archives

18woodruff to nicholson
19johnjohn nicholson and douglas A swan to duncan mcallister 24 september

1888 duncan M mcallistermcauistermcalister papers LDS church archives
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john20john nicholson and douglas A swan to george teasdale 24 september
1888 duncan M mcallister papers LDS church archives

2 douglas A swan to duncan M mcallister 8 october 1888 duncan
M mcallister papers LDS church archives

22deseret22deseret evening news 5 january 1892
231nin pioneer days mormon settlers were called by the church as mission-

aries not only to preach the gospel but also to do a variety of tasks associated
with building the kingdom the establishment of many early settlements was the
result of missionary calls missionaries were called to go to the gold fields collect
rags during paper shortages open iron mines in southern utah and promote the
churchschurche youth program and sunday school people were even called though
not officially as missionaries to study art in europe and to become educated in
other fields in the better schools of the united states As would be expected this
practical application of the missionary tradition found its way into the genealog-
ical impulses of the mormonscormonsMormons

24franklin D richards to C M hubbard 23 november 1883 richards
letterbookletterbook richards family collection LDS church archives

25toto cite only a few 24 june 1885 sister amelia folsom young desired
that I1 would bless her for her journey east to assist her relatives in ohio
michigan mass and conn to get genealogy I1 blessed her in the name of the
lord 25 september 1885 took genealogy and set apart elders wesley K
walton and aubury E easton both of woodruff in utah to go and visit their
kindred to get genealogy of their ancestors in maine gave them appointments
4 may 1886 blessed elder wm wallace white of the 11 ward SL city for a
mission to visit settle up the affairs of his father lately deceased and gather up his
fathers family and their genealogy and bring them to zion 6 july 1886 set apart
louie B felt and charlotte E taylor to go to wales to search for genealogy 18
may 1887 blessed joseph bullbulibuilbulljrbelljrjr for a business visit of about 3 mos to england
to get genealogies 9 march 1888 1I1 blessed nils bengtson of 8thath ward and john
ludwig berg a H P from showlowshoglow of apache co AZ for missions to scandinavia
gave them regular certificates of appointment and each of them a letter of intro-
duction to priests teasdale and flygare stating their unusually great ages and their
objects in going to do business get genealogy and minister what they can

26the111he following statistics were compiled by jessie embry from missionary
record 1830 1906 missionary department church library and richards
journal for further insight see jessie L embry missionaries for the dead the
story of the genealogical missionaries of the nineteenth century BYU studies
17 spring 1977 35560355 60

17thethe profile of the 178 known missionaries as compiled by jessie embry
follows note that some figures do not add up to 178 because the full informa-
tion was not always available

age under 20 1 20 30 6 30 40740240 7 405040 50 32 607060 70 16 70 and over 6
sex male 135 female 43
home residence utah 128 idaho 7 arizona 2

mission to great britain 90 united states and canada 51 european
continent 2

john adams wakeham autobiography john A wakeham collection LDS

church archives
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19forfor a full discussion of this practice see gordon irving the law of
adoption one phase of the development of the mormon concept of salvation
183019001830 1900 BYUbyustudiesstudies 14 spring 1974 291 314 EM 2 810

100neone example of a request for adoption is reflected in a letter from
president wilford woodruff to mrs mary pixton

dear sister in the matter of adoption of yourself and brother pixton
to me as referred to by letter from president wm paxman todayto day I1

will say that larnI1 am quite willing to have that ordinance attended to
when it is convenient for me to be at the temple I1 will endeavor
to keep this matter in mind so that when I1 am at the temple and you
being also present your wishes may be granted should you hear of
my going to mantimandmantlmanu in the near future you can then be present

wilford woodruff to mrs mary pixton 17 november 1890 wilford woodruff
letterbooksletterbooks LDS church archives

31seesee irving the law of adoption 3310111011310loiiloil10 11 for examples of certain modi-
ficationsfications that were being made even before the announcement of president
woodruffwoodruffswoodruftwoodruffes revelation

wilford woodruff journal 5 and 6 april 1894 wilford woodruff collec-
tion IDSLDS church archives

33seesee also journal of discourses 1912 article of faith 9
34 president woodruffwoodruffswoodruftwoodruffes address may be found in several places including

deseret evening news 14 april 1894 deseret weekly 21 april 1894 54144541 44
the utah genealogical and historical magazine 13 october 1922 145 52
hereafter cited as UGHIUUGHM and james R clarkdarkoark comp messages of the first

presidency of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1833 1964 6
vols salt lake city bookcraft 1966 3252 60

35the351be full text of president cannons sermon may be found in UGHMUGHU 13

october 1922 15258152 58 and the deseret news 14 apraapril 1894
361rvingirving the law of adoption 313 see citations listedfistedbisted in his footnote
37wilford woodruff to john nicholson 22 june 1888 first presidency

letterbooksletterbooks ilsLDSIDS church archives
31duncan31duncan M mcallister to wilford woodruff 16 february 1892 189318931

duncan M mcallister papers LDS church archives
39richards39richards journal 27 july 1894 richards family collection LDSIDSins church

archives
see journals of wilford woodruff franklin D richards and abraham H

cannon LDSIDS church archives for 1 november 1894
genealogical society minutes 13 november 1894 FHD richards journal

13 november 1894 richards family collection LDSIDSirs church archives
richards journal 13 and 14 november 1894 richards family collection

LDSIDSirs church archives
13richards13richards journal 19 and 20 november 1894 genealogical society

minutes 20 november 1894
richards journal 21 and 22 november 1894 richards family collection

LDSIDSins church archives
15 genealogical15genealogical society minutes 13 november 1894 UGHMUGHU 25 october

19341641934 164
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46richards46richards journal 12 and 15 november 1894 richards family collection
LDS church archives

47richards47richards journal 7 april 1896 richards family collection LDS church
archives

48franklin D richards to george shorter 20 march 1896 richards letter
book richards family collection LDS church archives

49franklin49franklinfrankilnfrankiin D richards to george shorter 31 august and 4 november
1896 richards letterbookletterbook

50johnjohn jaques to newel knight palmer 27 july 1900 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

genealogical5genealogical society minutes 15 october 1907 proposed circular letter
deseret evening news 2 november 1907

52genealogical52genealogical society minutes 19 january 1895 george W willis to nellie
hawkes 19 july 1900 genealogical society correspondence FHD deseret
evening news 2 november 1907

53 genealogical53genealogical society minutes 18 april 1896 richards journal 28 april
1899 richards family collection LDS church archives

54genealogical society minutes 19 january 1895 28 march 1896 wmwin H
perkes to mary A thomas 8 february 1897 william willis to george mason
21 november 1900 genealogical society correspondence FHD

55genealogical55genealogical society minutes 18 june 1895
56genealogical society minutes 19 november 1897 2 may 28 june and

19 july 1898
5deseretdeseret news 5 september 1896 william perkes to ebenezer bryce 28

december 1899 franklin D richards to james jack 30 april 1897 genealogical
society correspondence FHD

john nicholson george reynolds and A milton musser to the president
and board of directors of the genealogical society of utah 15 june 1897
genealogical society correspondence

henrshenry H kinsman to john nicholson 7 october 1897 genealogical
society correspondence

6ohenrylohenryhenry H kinsman to john nicholson 10 november 1897 genealogical
society correspondence

john nicholson george reynolds and A milton musser to the president
and board of directors of the genealogical society of utah 16 november 1897
genealogical society correspondence

deseret evening news 18 june 1898
63genealogical63genealogical society minutes 20 september 1898
64thethe following information is based on memoranda by henry E

christiansen temple ordinance coordinator of the genealogical department of
the church dated 21 september 1976 and 2 december 1976 located in his files
in the genealogical society office as well as miscellaneous entries in the
genealogical society minutes and the richards journal christiansen obtained
much of his information from julius Billeters son and from his own research in
the minutes

john jaques to julius billeter I111I1 december 1900 genealogical society
correspondence FHD
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aliailallAU this is only implicit in the sketchy information available but it fits the
pattern of problems described by henry christiansen who for many years served
as supervisor of the research department of the genealogical society the record
is abundantly clear that billeter and the society had disagreements and that
money was one of the major issues involved

671nin addition billiter built a magnificent personal file of genealogical mate-
rial which he willingly placed at the disposal of the church mission office
in switzerland in 1946 in salt lake city meantime the board of directors of the
genealogical society authorized the preparation of a typed transcript of his
records to be housed in salt lake city the file was so voluminous that after two
typists had worked for two years they still had covered only about 20 percent
of the material it was estimated that it would take a total of ten years to complete
the project so the society decided in 1949 to have the records sent to salt lake
city for microfilmingmicrofilming julius Billeters lifelonglife long commitment was exemplary and
through his career as a professional genealogist he made an invaluable contribu-
tion to the church

deseret evening news 2727apnlapril 1905
nephi19nephi anderson genealogys place in the plan of salvation UGHM 3

january 1912 212221 22
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muchivjluch of the credit for the early accomplishments of the
genealogical society of utah goes to two forceful advocates who
shared a common vision of the societysSocietys possibilities and doggedly
pursued that vision susa young gates and joseph fielding smith
susa young gates constantly labored towards expanding the influ-
ence of the society throughout the church and represented it well
before other genealogical organizations she pursued her agenda
not only through the genealogical society but also under the
auspices of the relief society which for almost a decade carried
the responsibility of getting the genealogical program into the homes
of church members during the same period joseph fielding
smith sought to make genealogy which was often a low priority
among the saints equal to the other programs occupying the
time of church members the society would absorb a great deal of
his adult life

joseph fielding smith and susa young gates contributed not
only to expanding the services of the society in salt lake city
but also to taking the genealogical program to stakes and wards
throughout the church they exported classes and instructional
materials promoted the growth of local genealogical institutions
started classes at brigham young university and instituted an
annual genealogy sunday in the church participation in the
international congress of genealogy at the san francisco worlds
fair in 1915 was a high point in this welter of activity yet the diffi-
culty of making genealogical research a high priority in the lives of

59
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church members who were fully occupied with family job and
other church activities limited what even the most tireless leaders
could accomplish

susa young gates

around 1918 susa young gates was preparing a history of
latter day saint women one chapter dealt with the womens
contribution to the genealogical program and suggested an impor-
tant reality despite male leadership in the genealogical society of
utah the women of the church were doing the most genealog-
ical research and temple work in a witty commentary on the role
she thought the women were playing gates observed the old
time motto of the womens auxiliary committee of the gen-
ealogicalea society of utah ran thus let us provoke the brethren
to good works yet not provoke the brethren while we work 1

although respectful of priesthood authority gates and her col-
leagues were not reluctant to vigorously seek new directions
to strive for what they believed the church needed most and to
goad their brethren when they thought them lax or derelict in
their genealogical responsibilities

susa young gates won respect both nationally and interna-
tionallytionally even beyond her work in genealogy she was the mother
of thirteen children and was prominent as a suffragist a prolific
writer and editor a publisher a public speaker and an educator
she was a leader in the relief society and the young ladies mutual
improvement association YLMIA and founder of the young
womenswomensjournaljournal active in the national council of women she
represented the YLMIA seven times at its national meetings for
three years she chaired the press conmcoimcommitteelittee of the national orga-
nizationnization in 1899 she was a speaker at the international quin-
quennialquennial held in london two years later she was the sole delegate
of the national council ofwomen at a meeting of the international
council in copenhagen Denidenmarknark

gatessgadess commitment to genealogy and temple work how-
ever was lifelong she helped compile a thirteen volume genealog-
ical record of the young family that contained twenty thousand
names later in order to avoid duplication of temple work she
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susa young gates daughter
of brigham young As a
society staff member gates
assiduously promoted the
genealogical societysSocietys work
1905 20 courtesy LDS church
archives

directed the preparation of an
index to the young family rec-
ords and deposited a copy in

illallili each temple 2

her dedication to gen-
ealogicalea work increased after
a remarkable experience in

1901 taken seriously ill while returning from the copenhagen
conference she was confined for several weeks at a friends home
in geneva after receiving a blessing from the missionaries she
was finally able to travel to england but her condition remained
critical she was ready to die recalled john A widtsoeWidtsoe or at
least we thought so then came the miracle francis M lyman an
apostle and president of the european mission gave her a bless-
ing certain she would die he began with an admonition not to
fear death suddenly he stopped and as gates recalled later
waited for nearly two minutes before he continued there has
been a council held in heaven and it has been decided you shall
live to perform temple work and you shall do a greater work than
you have ever done before 2131133

gates became well enough to travel home but did not com-
pletely recover at once horribly emaciated and weighing only
eighty five pounds she continued to fight for life when she next
went to the temple she had to be carried in a chair gradually she
recovered and from then until her death in 1933 she was
constantly involved in temple and genealogical work in addition
to giving one tenth of her income to the church as tithing she also
donated another 10 percent for genealogical purposes 4

joseph christenson secretary of the society was aware of susa
young gatessgadess great interest in her ancestors and in temple work
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one day in 1904 shortly after gates moved from provo to salt lake
city he asked her sister gates why dont you go over to the
genealogical library and hunt out the names of the young family
gates replied that she did not even know there was a library in
salt lake city 5

after discovering the genealogical library she was dis-
mayed to find it so full of rich material not being used effec-
tively patrons had no instruction in research methods and an
overworked librarian could not oversee all their efforts As

someone wrote later no one knew where to begin or how to
continue and indeed no one tried except the library attendant
who worked a little in the books for the benefit of a few
clients 6 gates later recalled

I1 felt that I1 must do something more something to help all the
members of the church with their genealogy and temple work
there was practically no book of lessons in genealogy in existence
beginners were forced to blunder into record keeping without guide
or compass there were no classes in schools or printed instructions
to enlighten them 7

her lifetime efforts to correct this problem included editing a
weekly newspaper article on genealogy organizing and teaching
classes under the auspices of the daughters of utah pioneers the
genealogical society and the relief society writing genealogical
manuals arranging genealogical conventions and developing
programs to help latter day saints gather the names of their ances-
tors and do their temple work

susa young gatessgadess organizational leadership in genealogy
began within the daughters of utah pioneers DUP which she
helped found in 1901 this hereditary organization having a
natural genealogical interest urged its members to collect genealo-
gies in 1904 gates was asked to become president but she
accepted only on condition that the organization inaugurate a
program for more effectively training the women in genealogy and
encouraging them in temple work the DUP agreed and gates
was installed in april 1905 she wasted no time in getting started
her first two activities through the DUP were a weekly newspaper
column and the establishment of genealogical classes
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publicizing and teaching

in 1906 joseph christenson suggested that sister gates ask
the deseret evening news to run a section on genealogy 8 she
approached the newspaper and the news accepted her offer to
write weekly genealogical articles her new section first appeared
on 1 january 1907 A year later the herald republican added a
similar weekly column which gates also produced 9 published
each saturday it carried genealogical news genealogical data on
various church leaders and other items of interest

after the first year and a half of publication the board of the
society passed a resolution on 21 july 1908 requesting that
the articles on genealogy now appearing in the deseret evening
news under the auspices of the DUP be published hereafter under
the direction of the society and that a committee of sisters to assist
in the work be appointed 10 joseph fielding smith secretary of
the board wrote to susa young gates explaining the contents
of the resolution and asking the sisters to accept the calling

gates readily agreed to the societysSocietys request for several rea-
sons first she believed the column had become so significant that
it should be part of the churchschurche official genealogical organiza-
tion 1211 she was also in the midst of a serious disagreement within
the DUP over how far its genealogical activities should range
some including gates and her friend elizabeth claridge mccune
wanted to subdivide the large organization into groups with
special hereditary interests in great LDS historical epochs such
as daughters of the founders of the church daughters of kirt-
land daughters of the mormon battalion daughters of the pio-
neers from great britain and so on seeing the increasing
secularization of the DUP as a hindrance to their plans for temple
work they wanted the DUP to become a church organization
rather than a state society when their suggestions for reorganiza-
tion were rejected they took the matter to church leaders in re-
sponse anthon H lund a member of the first presidency and
president of the genealogical society invited them to bring theirthen
work over to the society 13 almost immediately gates resigned as
DUP president and shifted all her genealogical programs to the gen-
ealogicalealogical societysSocietys newly organized womens committee which
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she chaired she also encouraged all the women she had been
working with to join the society 14 her committee represented the
first active involvement by women in that organization

gates continued to edit the genealogical department in the des-
eret evening news for ten years but in 1918 faced with the war-
time scarcity of paper the management of the news planned to
reduce the size of the saturday paper and eliminate genealogy
gates was outraged on 26 august with the approval of the board
of directors of the genealogical society she sent a thousand cir-
culars to relief societies throughout the church calling upon the
women to send letters of protest to the church owned newspaper
sometimes business men are more interested in finances and city

dwellers are more interested in society than in topics pertaining to
our spiritual advancement she wrote with righteous indignation
but she urged the right of petition is always ours and the women
in the church may well take advantage of this right to convince
our deseret news management that we are vitally interested in the
work of genealogy and temple work generally15generally15

As susa young gates hoped a number of women soon wrote
to the newspaper expressing their concern at the end of sep-
tember however the news countered by sending a form letter to
all the relief societies that had responded explaining that the
department had not been discontinued it had only been con-
densed and would appear less frequently because of the paper
shortage the letter added that the news would publish matters
of the greatest interest to its readers and that it is the best

judge of what should and should not appear in its columns in
these days of stress and government regulations 11616 A stamped
envelope was enclosed with the letter the sisters were asked to
deliver the message to whoever had told them the genealogical
articles would no longer appear they dutifully flooded susa
young gates with letters 17

dismayed at the attitude of the news gates was unwilling
to take what she considered undeserved criticism she wrote to
joseph fielding smith on 17 october explaining that she wanted
the news to know she had obtained his approval before she
mailed the letters to the relief societies I11I think I1 would like to
clear my own skirts she explained for the deseret news letter
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would indicate that I1 was both untruthful and out of harmony with
the powers that be she added however I1 do not care very
much about it and am willing to do whatever you think best 18

As another possible way to lean on the newspaper gates
wrote a strongly worded letter to the board of the society on 29 aug-
ust she vehemently protested the loss of the column reminding
the brethren of its inestimable value in providing communication
between genealogists and in making genealogy a settled part of our
daily life and communication she also lamented that if this depart-
ment ceases and if the relief society genealogical classes should be
discontinued as some people wish they were it might so cripple
our genealogical interests that the peoples temple activities would
suffer irreparable loss she was convinced however that a male
voice would carry more weight

for some time I1 have felt that the department should be turned over
to your society and the name of the secretary joseph F smith jr
placed there in lieu of my own and although this seems to be a
strange time in which to turn over the department to your society I1

now formally do so and beg of you to resurrect it in the columns of
the news and thus serve the people who greatly need that help 19

although no evidence indicates that gates responded directly
to the deseret evening news whatever pressures were applied by
others apparently had an effect the genealogy column was absent
for a few weeks in august but it began again as a regular feature
in september even as the controversy continued to simmer nephi
anderson prominent writer and genealogist eventually replaced
gates as editor 20

another of susa young gatessgadess enterprises was the devel-
opment of genealogical classes As president of the DUP she ob-
tained the use of a room in the historic lion house then being
used by the latter day saints university formal genealogical
classwork began in the fall of 1906 21 gates directed the meet-
ings and asked both men and women to give the lessons among
the early lecturers was duncan mcallister who was the salt lake
temple recorder an avid genealogist and gatessgadess personal
friend other genealogical stalwartsstalwarts who participated included
joseph christenson elizabeth mccune and joseph fielding
smith one of the lectures elder smiths salvation universal
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was eventually printed in pamphlet form and circulated widely
in the church 22

the classes were so successful that the DUP continued them
on a regular basis weekly classwork began in the fall of 1907 the
women in charge were surprised when sixty people showed up
for the first class and they had to postpone instruction in order to
move to larger accommodations in addition they conducted a
special class on 7 october for those attending the churchschurche semi-
annual general conference 2313

the following year the society absorbed not only the news-
paper column but all the genealogical programs of the DUPDUR at the
first meeting of the womens committee on 4 september 1908
joseph christenson asked the members to arouse greater interest
in genealogical work and increase membership in the society not
slackening in their labors until a sufficiently large membership had
been secured which would enable the society to purchase every
genealogical book now published or to be published 124I

this was an ambitious charge but the women pursued it
avidly they wrote stake presidents asking permission to speak on
genealogy and temple work in the various wards 25 the committee
continued the lessons and lectures that had been started under
the auspices of the DUP and also held a series of balls and other
social activities commemorating historical events and memorial
izing church leaders 26 in 1909 the womens committee began
publication of a yearbook that contained information about meet-
ings and classes the result of the committees activity was so
impressive that the january 19191010 issue of the utah genealogical
and historical magazine reported a great awakening in the past
two years and acknowledged that the womens committee was
one of the chief factors 27 four years later the first presidency also
complimented the women

the sisters in charge of that classwork have labored with zeal and
efficiency and have accomplished wonders not only in the direction
mementionedntionednotioned but in arousing interest in it through the church and
greatly increasing the membership of the society 28128211

in 1910 the board of the genealogical society decided as
part of a larger administrative change that the work being done
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by the women should be subdivided and that the womens
committee itself should be superseded by six committees the
new committees were named but the womens committee re-
mained active until its work was absorbed by the relief society
in 1912 29

relief society Sponsorssponsorshiphipbip

members of the womens committee were eager to transfer
classes from the genealogical society to the relief society seeing
such a move as a giant step toward achieving their goal of genuine
churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide participation the transition took time not because
of any resistance by relief society leaders to genealogy but simply
because some of them questioned whether their organization
should adopt any uniform course of study feeling it inappropriate
to interfere with the local autonomy of ward relief societies
discussions began as early as 1906 but not until the end of 1907
did the board finally compromise by deciding to have lesson
outlines prepared for genealogical classes however their use by
the stakes was to be optional 3010

even the president of the church could not force the issue
when it was first discussed on one occasion president joseph FE

smith overheard an interesting conversation about genealogy
classes among his wife julina a member of the relief society
general board relief society president bathsheba W smith
isabel W sears and susa young gates he injected himself into the
conversation remarking why sisters you ought to put that work
into the relief society the women laughingly assured him that
such a herculean task was not ppossibleossiblepossible even for them he
repeated his suggestion twice more but when the women made a

tentative effort to introduce the idea to the relief society they met
with no success 31

the relief society general board continued to resist
expanding the relief societysSocietys role in genealogical instruction but
after 1911 things began to change susa young gates and elizabeth
mccune were appointed as board members in addition some local
organizations began taking the initiative the relief societies of
ogden joined together in october 1911 in asking the genealogical
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society to provide instruction for their members then early in
1912 the womens committee of the genealogical society wrote
the relief society officially requesting that it sponsor genealogical
classwork and the board agreed 32 on 20 april 1912 the relief
society sponsored its first genealogical class in ogden fifty people
attended susa young gates organized the class and annie lynch
secretary of the womens committee taught it only ten people
continued for the full sixteen lessons but three years later in mid
1915 the ogden stake reported that 369 people were actively
working in genealogy a total of 5939 genealogical visits had been
made and 30777 names had been collected 33

in december 1912 the womens committee of the gen-
ealogicalealogical society proposed sending a corps of genealogical teachers
throughout the church to provide instruction in addition to the les-
sons sponsored by the relief society gates and mccune could
afford to travel carrying letters of recommendation signed by
anthon H lund and joseph fielding smith they began to stump
the church during the summer of 1913 they visited all the church
communities in canada and traveled throughout southern utah
they preached the message of genealogy held classes and wrote
back urging the genealogical society to open even more classes 3431

all genealogical classes were optional but gates and her
friends still hoped the relief society board would require them as
a regular part of the relief society program in the meantime
gates urged the women of other stakes to write to the geneal-
ogical society requesting help she anticipated that eventually the
society would communicate with every stake in the church 3531

by the fall of 1913 classes had extended to several additional
stakes in salt lake city special genealogical classes were held for
the general boards of the relief society and the YLMIA

the effort to promote required genealogical classes for allanailali

relief societies in the church was part of a larger movement the
precedent was set in 1909 when the priesthood became the first
organization to adopt regular churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide lesson manuals A corre-
lation committee undertheundertieundundererthethe direction of elder david 0 mckay
attempted to correlate the programs of the various organizations
and representatives from the relief society were on that
committee 36 in 1914 the relief society became the last church
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auxiliary to inaugurate uniform churchwisechurchwideChurchwide lessons that year the
relief society magazine began publication and carried outlines for
monthly lessons on four different topics the auxiliary devoted the
second weekly meeting of each month to genealogy fulfilling at
long last one of susa young gatessgadess ambitions for the next seven
years the women of the relief society received at least one lesson
each month on genealogical techniques

by 1915 nearly seven hundred ward organizations and over
thirty thousand women were studying genealogy the society
recommended that special committees be appointed in each ward
and the 1915 reports listed many wards with fully organized
genealogical activities only a few wards gave completely negative
or discouraging reports one ward clerk reported sarcastically
everybody asleep in beaver 37137

these figures did not mean that everything ran smoothly in
november 1917 sister gates informed the board of the
genealogical society that some branches of the relief society felt
discouraged concerning the difficult and technical lessons given
on surnames for the past two years and others have felt
almost justified in setting aside these lessons for the more attrac-
tive and really essential work which we are now doing for the red
cross she had also discovered that the relief societies in utah
stake had gathered the impression that they were to drop their
own genealogical lessons and confine their genealogical studies to
the outlines just prepared by your society she asked the
genealogical society board what to do will you kindly indicate
by letter just what you would like to be undone we are quite
willing to continue our lessons or discontinue them on behalf of
the society joseph fielding smith answered in no uncertain terms
we feel that it would be a deplorable thing should you for any

cause discontinue the work in this direction gates published his
reply in the relief society magazine asking the sisters to resume
your studies with renewed zeal and determination 3818 the classes
went on

A natural outgrowth of the lessons sponsored by the
genealogical societysSocietys womens committee was the preparation of
the first genealogical lesson manual gates and others saw a need
for a well organized step by step printed research guide gates
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prepared most of the material and the society published the first
lessons in the utah genealogical and historical magazine begin-
ning in october 1911 the womens committee however wanted
them published as a book the relief society board was unwilling
because of limited finances to gamble on a publication venture so

the committee raised the money independently the lessons
edited by nephi anderson were published in 1912 as a forty five
page book lessons in genealogy within a year the first edition
was sold expenses were met and a second edition was issued 39

the relief society also published with the approval of the
genealogical society susa young gatessgadess surname book and rac-
ial history three thousand copies were printed it was used by
students in genealogical classes and in the relief society A copy
was also sent to every known genealogical and historical library in
america and europe 40

encouraged by the success of these publications the relief
society general board expanded its activities to include semian-
nual genealogical conventions in salt lake city in the board meet-
ing of 4 september 1913 jeanette hyde proposed that a series of
genealogical lessons be given for interested people attending the
forthcoming october general conference of the church it was too
late to plan such an activity but the board liked the idea and
during the conference held a special genealogical reception for
stake representatives

by april 1914 the women were ready with a full scale three
day convention to follow the regular general conference meet-
ings five hundred delegates from sixty five stakes attended after
president anthon H lund representing the first presidency of
the church opened the conference the women conducted all
the sessions two meetings were held each day consisting of
instruction on genealogical methods and temple work emmeline
B wells president of the relief society made a significant obser-
vation when she noted the work of the relief society is so
closely connected with that of the genealogical society that
membership in the one practically implies interest in the other 41

for the rest of the decade the two societies continued to coop-
erate in sponsoring genealogical conferences or lectures at gen-
eral conference time
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joseph fielding smith

one of the most energetic young church genealogists in the
early twentieth century was joseph fielding smith son of the pres-

ident of the church after his return from missionary service in
1901 he went to work in the church historians office paying
particular attention to genealogy on special assignment he trav-
eled to massachusetts to gather data on the smith family his
research resulted in his first book asahel smith of tapsfieldtopsfieldTopsfield
massachusetts published in 1902

joseph fielding smiths leadership in the society spanned
more than half a century appointed as secretary in march 1907
he became librarian the following year and treasurer a year after
that holding all these positions concurrently although he was
called as an apostle in 1910 he served as secretary of the society
until 1922 vice president from 1925 to 1934 and presidentfrompresident from
1934 until 1961 following in the steps of his father he eventually
served as president of the church

elder smith was one of the major driving forces in the pro-
gress of the genealogical society according to society super-
intendentin L garrett myers president smith was the power the
motivator behind the development of the genealogical society
for more than sixty years he was the moving spirit 42 during the
half century that the society was not funded by the church elder
smith donated generously from his own pocket to support its
activities and help pay employee wages he even turned over to
the society all the royalties from his widely sold book the way
to perfection 13 he expanded the services offered at the library and
promoted the publication of a genealogical quarterly he envi-
sioned the day when genealogy would assume a status equal to all
other major church programs

the leaders of the society especially joseph fielding smith
were acutely aware that they lacked the expertise needed to fulfill
their ambitious goals they needed more information on record
keeping and genealogical techniques they also hoped to publish
a genealogical and historical magazine and needed suggestions on
publishing programs part of the solution they decided in 1909
was to send joseph fielding smith and joseph christenson former
secretary of the society on a tour of eastern genealogical libraries
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the trip would cost money and the society was not subsidized
by the church the only funds available were the small amounts
coming from dues and research fees and these were needed to pay
wages obtaining funds was like squeezing a dry sponge elder
smith reported later 44 the society finally appropriated 500 the
frugal twosome avoided all frills and underspentunderspendunderspent their budget by 200

the two men visited many leading genealogical and historical
libraries including the newberry public library in chicago the
library of congress the historical society of pennsylvania in phila-
delphia and the new england historic genealogical society in
boston they examined card cataloguescataloguercatalogues filing systems index sys-

tems and preservation methods they also asked for suggestions
about publishing when they returned they made several recom-
mendationsmendat ions designed to improve library procedures as well as to
educate church members about genealogy in addition they urged
the publication of a quarterly the utah genealogical and his-
torical magazine the proposal for the quarterly was approved
president anthon H lund was named editor most of the work
however fell on the shoulders of associate editor joseph fielding
smith the first issue came out in january 1910 4541

the editors conceived a broad role for the new publication
the first editorial noted there was no other publication such as

this in the western united states we are not publishing the mag-

azine with the idea of furnishing the general public something to
while away a few idle hours the editor noted rather the maga-
zine was intended to provide valuable genealogical and historical
data and also instruct readers on the gathering of ancestral records
so they could prepare to do temple work for the dead As in the
case of the society itself the major purpose of the magazine was
religious although the editors felt it would be useful to anyone
interested in genealogical work

each issue of the magazine contained forty eight pages it was
well balanced with personal and family histories pedigreespedigreedpedigrees of
particular families helpful information on how to do research arti-
cles on various kinds of records and record collections historical
articles of general interest though mainly with reference to church
history theological articles particularly pertaining to salvation for
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the dead and other articles of interest to genealogists and historians
it was an ambitious and well designed journal there were 368 sub-
scribersscribers to the first edition 46

while the society had carved a permanent niche for itself in
the churchschurche program the leaders were dissatisfied with what they
perceived as a continued lack of enthusiasm among the members
inin general joseph fielding smith tended to feel church leaders
were not doing all they should to promote the work little wonder
he felt that the members were not well informed when the
church itself was not providing the vigorous leadership it should

when joseph fielding smith became a member of the
quorum of the twelve in 1910 it became necessary to find some-
one to take over his responsibilities as secretary librarian and
editor for the genealogical society elder smith wanted to hire a
full time replacement paying him a good salary his irritation
became intense when he could not seem to find enthusiastic
support for his proposal when apostles heber J grant and
anthony W ivins failed to attend an important board meeting
where the matter was to be discussed elder smith sent a strongly
worded letter to elder grant that was clearly intended to create
more enthusiasm for the next meeting

in the letter elder smith observed that despite the prophet
joseph smiths declaration that salvation for the dead was the most
important work in which they could engage church efforts
seemed focused elsewhere church schools boards of the church
auxiliaries missionary work a museum and many other things
were taking up both time and money no stake or ward genealog-
ical organizations were functioning he pointedly commented that
the societysSocietys directors met only once a month and even then two
or three were usually absent in favor of other meetings of minor
importance such as bank directorshipsdirectorships the burden of genealog-
ical work was really left to only one or two of the seven directors
now he chided

if we can afford to do all this in the other organizations which we are
forced to admit are not of superior importance why should we not
be able and willing to choose an efficient brother filled with the spirit
of the work to look after the interests of this society why should
we not be willing to pay him what his labors are worth
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the new apostle then outlined his vision of what the society ought
to be doing

I1 hope to see the time when we can have an organization looking
after the salvation of the dead that will be as important in the eyes
of the saints as are the auxiliary organizations today when we can
have our officers in each stake and ward properly organized and
filled with zeal for the work I1 hope to see the day when we can
secure the records that are being published in the world that ought
to be in our possession without considering as we have to do now
whether we will have the means to pay for them or not I1 am
convinced that we are not doing what we ought to do in this regard
and feel that we are even now under condemnation for the lack of
interest and diligence given to this work 4717

evidently elder smiths pleading had some influence at the
urging of the board the first presidency soon authorized hiring
nephi anderson who was at that time in independence missouri
editing the liahona the elders journal joseph fielding smith
continued as secretary and treasurer of the society and anderson
became assistant secretary assistant treasurer and associate editor
of the magazine 48

elders smith and christenson used the ideas gathered on
their eastern tour to begin upgrading the genealogical collection
and services though the budget was limited they gathered genea-
logical books from many parts of the united states and europe
and by 1919 the library could boast over 5000 volumes 4919 near the
end of that year the library received another large shipment of
books that had been accumulating in england during world war I1

this made the english division of the library the largest collection
in the building 5010

the fact that members of the society had exclusive library
privileges sometimes caused complaints in february 1908 for
example susa young gates asked the library to allow certain
women to search out information for those who were not society
members but had requested information through correspondence
her petition was turned down but she persisted and by the end
of the year she got her wish women record searchers were
appointed to work under the direction of the assistant librarian
and received a certain percentage of the fees charged by the
library eventually the library provided part time clerks who 4
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responded to mail requests by copying the desired information
from books in 1919 the library charged members of the society at
the rate of forty cents an hour while nonmembersmembersnon were charged
fifty cents 51 the library had only two full time salaried employees
nephi anderson the secretary and librarian and lillian cameron
the assistant librarian 5251 the part time clerks received modest
wages according to the work they did

the library was for research but with limited financial and
human resources its staff had difficulty providing all the help that
patrons requested susa young gates constantly urged the society
to open the library in the late afternoon or evenings in 1910 the
library was opened on friday evenings but after five months there
was so little evening attendance that it was closed again 53 but
gates persisted and in 1917 she got certain relief society sisters
to prepare a memorandum requesting that the library be opened
from 9 AM to 9 PM six days a week in return as good tithe
payers the women pledged to secure new members and to help
each other learn the proper use of the books 54 in this case how-
ever the pleading of the women did not succeed the library
continued with only a daytime schedule

expanding into the stakes and wards

between 1910 and 1920 the society expanded its efforts
churchwisechurchwideChurchwide exactly when it began to foster genealogical com-
mittees in the wards and stakes is not clear but by 1911 local
committees were being organized in some areas early that year
president anthon H lund complained in a letter to stake presi-
dents that nothing was being done in some stakes and he pro-
ceeded to outline the responsibilities of ward and stake com-
mitteesmittees after all he observed the church had two thousand
missionaries devoting time to deliver the gospel to the living so
why not do more for the dead he urged every stake genealog-
ical representative stake president high council member and
ward bishopric to join the society stake genealogical represen-
tatives were to give personal attention to the matter of helping
people and if necessary ward representatives should also be
called president lund also asked all members of the society to
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anthon H lund member
of the first presidency was
also president of the society
1900 21 courtesy LDS

church archives

subscribe to the maga-
zine he gently scolded
some stake leaders for
appointing genealogical
representatives who were
too old to meet with
others or promote mem-
bershipbership some had sent in
no reports at all so the
society simply did not
know what was hap-
pening in those places 55

gradually ward and stake committees became part of the
local administrative structure in 1912 the society circulated
forms asking for reports from the stake representatives some re-
ports were encouraging in provo for example many people
were attending genealogical classes at brigham young university
BYU as well as some adult classes and relief societies were

devising ways to assist people in doing their temple work 5651

another stake was encouraging young girls in the mutual im-
provementprovement association to listen to older people tell their stories
and write these down along with their genealogies 57 in contrast
manymany stake representatives were doing nothing in 1913 there-
fore nephi anderson urged the board to either take action to
awaken these representatives to activity or ask that the stake

presidents replace them 58

in 1913 the society issued printed instructions and suggestions
for stake and ward representatives the suggestions stressed the
need for local authorities to assert the importance of their genealog-
ical committees the genealogical society is one of the regular
organizations of the church they were reminded and as such its
officers general stake and ward should be recognized and have
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equal standing with other similar officers 5919 the instructions then
listed all the responsibilities of the committeescomniittees including holding
monthly meetings between ward and stake leaders promoting
membership in the society as well as magazine subscriptions and
arranging for genealogical classes

at the same time the society began its own outreach
classes independent from though not in competition with the
relief society in 1909 the genealogical society had been suc-
cessful in getting genealogy into the curriculum of church acad-
emics susa young gates was one of the prime movers behind
this program and helped prepare the lesson outlines 60 classes
were also conducted at BYU with gates as one of the initial
teachers anticipating the churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide four generation
program of later years BYU genealogical classes required by
1920 that each student complete a family record that went back
to his great great grandparents 61

the societysSocietys promotional campaign also included visits to
ward meetings and encouragement for wards and stakes to open
other genealogical classes by 1913 a number of stakes were hold-
ing their own genealogical classes in addition to whatever the
relief society was doing some of these classes were taught by
representatives of the society while others apparently were
conducted by locally appointed experts 6261 in addition to the treks
of susa young gates and elizabeth mccune into canada and
southern utah in 1913 society leaders taught elsewhere in utah
and in idaho during the next few years

in all their activities the leaders of the society worked
through the regularly organized channels of church administra-
tion the best way to obtain success nephi anderson observed
was to go through the established line of authority from stake
presidents to bishops to the ward representatives in this way he
was convinced the fullfuli church organization would be involved
and people would not view genealogy as simply a fad being
promoted by a few unofficial individuals 63 in addition to the work
in the stakes in 1914 the society began to send genealogical infor-
mation to presidents of missions who in turn were to dissemi-
nate it to interested church members 64 in 1915 the church

X
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committee assigned to outline priesthood quorum lessons for the
church asked for a course of study on genealogy 6561

by the end of the decade priesthood leaders in some stakes
were beginning to take genealogical activity more seriously in
1917 for example the president of the granite stake assigned
two members of the high council to head a general stake com-
mittee and to coordinate the activities of priesthood genealogical
committees in the wards the following year president anthon H

lund wrote to all stake presidents reminding them that the
society was one of the regular departments of the church and
that its officers should have equal standing with those of other
departments he urged all stake and ward committees to be fully
organized in preparation for the new study outline being issued
by the society the society was also preparing a list of instruc-
tions for these committees 66

moreover the genealogical society found other ways to pro-
mote its interests throughout the church it held special meetings
in salt lake city at general conference time for society members
it cooperated with the relief society when that organization
also began to hold genealogical conventions at conference time
another program instigated by the genealogical society was
genealogy sunday in 1912 susa young gates suggested that one

day a year be set aside for all church members to receive genealog-
ical instruction the first presidency approved the idea and the
society designated the sunday nearest 21 september the anniver-
sary of the angel moronis first appearance to joseph smith in
18231825 when the coming of elijah was prophesied dacd&c 21 3 for
a number of years genealogy and salvation for the dead were the
special topics of discussion on that particular sunday throughout
the church 67

the international congress of genealogy 1915

the highlight of the decade for the church genealogical pro-
gram was the international congress of genealogy in july 1915
held in connection with the worlds fair in san francisco the
women of the relief society began planning for it at least a year
in advance although church leaders at first questioned whether
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their participation would help the genealogical society 68 but susa
young gates felt differently and her committee was very much
involved in both the planning and the advertising

both the relief society and the genealogical society of utah
were invited to send delegates the relief society made big plans
gates invited every stake genealogical committee in the church
to send one or more delegates to california she made plans to
charter a special train from salt lake city circulars were printed
and sent out the reliefreifeRelicrelicsocietysociety magazine zealously promoted the
conference telling the women that if they were frugal they could
finance the entire weeks excursion for fifty dollars 69

the women responded enthusiastically and on 22 july a

special oregon short line train of fourteen cars left salt lake city
with nearly 250 excursionists aboard they reached san francisco
the next day on saturday 24 july they attended a special utah day
at the fairgrounds the preconference highlight however was the
daylong meeting hosted by the genealogical society of utah on 27
july the day before the three day international congress met
considerable outside interest was expressed in the churchschurche activ-
ities and the meetings were well attended 70

when the international congress of genealogy met the fol-
lowing three days latter day saints played a prominent role of the
106 official delegates from forty six invited organizations twenty
two were from the genealogical society of utah and twenty six
from the genealogical extension division of the womens relief
society 71 in addition many church participants especially women
from the intermountain states swelled the attendance As if to
emphasize the growing significance of the church in genealogical
work the congress appointed joseph fielding smith and susa
young gates to a number of permanent committees it also autho-
rized the utah genealogical and historical magazine to publish
proceedings of the congress in its october 1915 and january 1916
issues special bronze medals were presented to anthon H lund
as president of the genealogical society of utah and to emmeline
B wells as president of the relief sociesoclesocietytyllty7l72 LDS church genealo-
gists were making their influence felt
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transition

thethe relief society and the genealogical society continued to
promote genealogical activity during the second decade of the
century but the genealogical society began to reassume the lead-
ership role while the women of the church largely through the
relief society led the effort to popularize genealogy and carried
the major burden of research and temple work for many years by
1920 the genealogical society governed directly by the priest-
hood began to take full responsibility for the genealogical pro-
gram of the church

some of the LDS church representatives to the world congress on
genealogy inin san francisco 1915 front left to right romania B
penrose charles W penrose anthon H lund joseph F smith mary
S smith emmeline B wells center susa young gates heber J
grant augusta winters grant charles W nibley jeanette A hyde
elizabeth C mccune back james blake joseph fielding smith annie
wells cannon mark austin lewis anderson photographer P
cardinellCardmellmeilmeli vincent co san francisco courtesy LDS church archives
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the last major genealogical initiative of the relief society was

the sponsorship of temple excursions by 1916 the women of the
church were encouraged to spend at least one day a year doing
temple work for those people on the relief society charity lisilsliststsy

lists of names furnished to the genealogical committee by those
who were unable to travel to the temples themselves arrange-
ments were also made for women who lived long distances from
the temples to donate money for the purpose of paying a gra-
tuity to elderly patrons to do temple work in addition the relief 7

society encouraged those far from temples to organize annual
temple excursions 73

by 1920 the overlap between relief society activities and
those of the genealogical society became problematic the geneal-
ogical society was organizing committees in all the wards and
stakes it proposed therefore to assume complete responsibility
for assisting in research giving genealogical lessons and collecting
index cards in local church units the relief society was asked to
continue promoting annual temple days and excursions for women
and to teach genealogical lessons that were theological in nature
the relief society agreed to the plan and for one year 1921 the
women conducted classes on the theological basis of temple ordi-
nances for the dead 7471 while these changes were taking place susa
young gates asked the women not to slacken your efforts but
hold up the hands of the brethren and continue in the good work
of filling the temples 13751175337575

that year clarrisa smith williams became general president
of the relief society and the general board was reorganized al-
though gates was retained on the board she was removed from
the lessons committee consequently she did not have as much
influence on decisions affecting relief society classwork 76 soon
the classes on genealogy were phased out completely

the ease with which susa young gates abandoned her genea-
logical classes and related projects to which she had given years of
effort may be explained partially by the fact that she saw her ad-
ministrative involvement in genealogy as a temporary assignment
she started the genealogical classes to remedy what she saw as
a lack of knowledge within the church with the support of
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the priesthood leaders she taught classes to both men and
women but she felt more comfortable working directly with
the women and she moved in that direction whenever possible
she depended upon the genealogical society for support and gave
her full assistance to its plans even when it meant abandoning her
own throughout all her years of service she saw genealogy as a
priesthood assignment

nevertheless gates continued to support and to be in-
volved in genealogy in 1921 the genealogical society officers
asked her to serve on the activities and studies committee
directed by her soninlawson in law john A widtsoeWidtsoe she accepted the call
but suggested if you wish some active work and help for
women in the genealogical movement I1 would suggest that you
create again the womens committee 2177117777 she explained that the
sisters she had worked with previously were trained genealogists
who had developed study programs and activities for the relief
society the young ladies the primary association and the
genealogical society 7871 the womens committee was not formed
again but a number of women served with gates on the societysSocie tys
activities committee which was responsible for the genealogical
conventions sponsored churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide the womens duties how-
ever were limited and the society organized no new activities
exclusively for women

although by the end of 1920 genealogical programs for the
latter day saints were again fully under the auspices of the gen-
ealogicalea society of utah it was often the women such as susa
young gates to whom priesthood leaders wrote for advice on
how to improve their organization and activities female genealo-
gists traveled throughout the church giving short courses and
preaching the importance of ancestral research and they staffed
the library of the genealogical society the relief society trained
the women and the women took their responsibility seriously
they tried valiantly to provoke the priesthood brethren to good
works in genealogy but in the meantime they carried the major
burden themselves in the end the womens work of more than a

decade had provided the genealogical society with much new
expertise and a vast new clientele
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the first quarter century

at the end of its first quarter century the societysSocietys accom-
plishmentsplishments were still modest though exact figures are not avail-

able by 1920 the society had approximately 2000 members 79 in
1919 members made 275 searches in the library as compared
with only thirty searches ten years earlier the library added 627
volumes during the year preceding its april 1919 meeting making
a total of 5027 books financially the society seemed to be in
good shape for the year ending 1 april 1918 for example it had
an income from dues library fees book sales dividends dona-
tions and stock sales of 11553 total disbursements includ-
ing 7000 for the purchase of seventy shares of ZCMI stock
amounted to 12177 society assets also included 38329385293832958329 worth
of stock in various utah based corporations 80

no visible image symbolized the expanded activities of the
society more than its new office complex in 1917 the church
completed the magnificent new church office building at 47 east
south temple street in salt lake city the first two floors housed
the offices of the general authorities of the church the
genealogical society was given the entire fourth floor for its exclu-
sive use for the first time society facilities were physically sepa-
rated from those of the church historians office the
accommodations included a large room for the library collection
several offices and a large classroom the quarters were spacious
and for the time being adequate the move from the former loca-
tion was completed on 17 march 1917 although for the entire
previous month staff members had been busy ordering and
arranging the books and research facilities for the formal opening
research work began on 11 april and the first genealogical class
in the new building was held on 26 june 1917 8111

As the decade drew to a close the leaders of the society
could express both discouragement and optimism genealogical
work was more widespread in the church than ever before
although activities within wards and stakes still varied widely
priesthood leaders were beginning to assume greater responsi-
bility classes were being conducted throughout the church but
attendance tended to drop off as the enthusiasm of members often



church administration building 1917 at 47 east south temple salt
lake city location of the genealogical society 1917 33

reading room of the genealogical society library ca 1921 located inin
the church administration building susa young gates sits on the left at
the first table and joseph fielding smith is seated on the left at the
second table courtesy utah state historical society
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waned quickly nevertheless the society had a rapidly growing
membership good leadership excellent research facilities and
important contacts throughout the world in 1918 a boston book-
seller FE J wilder wrote to the society with high praise and opti-
mism for the future

within the next ten years your society is destined to become the
largest and the strongest in the world for the reason that it is founded
on a more substantial basis than any other society of its kind you
will see in years to come people from all parts of the west and the
east flocking to your city to spend days and weeks studying because
of the advantages that can be had with your society

not only will people of the mormon faith come to you but the
outsider as well may become interested in your faith because of
the treatment he will receive at your hands 82

while it is debatable whether all of wilders ppredictionrediction was ful-
filled within ten years his statement embodied church genealgenealo-
gists

0
vision of what the society would become
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gates women in genealogy 181918 19 apparently quoting a translated version of
the article

gates women and genealogy 23
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chapter 3
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the pleasures and problems of
growth 1920 1940

A tw tr

byuy 1920 the twenty six year old genealogical society had
won a permanent and prominent place in the official programs
of the church nearly every ward and stake had a genealogical
organization temple attendance was increasing and the exper-
tise of the society staff was always in demand by people who
came to do research genealogical leaders were continually
quoting the prophet joseph smiths statement that the greatest
responsibility in this world that god has laid upon us is to seek
after our dead and they seemed determined to emblazon that
attitude upon the conscience of every latter day saint never-
thelesstheless only a handful of saints in most wards were devoting
much time to genealogical research although the number of
members heeding the persistent call for genealogical work was
growing gradually

the next two decades saw tremendous growth the inaugu-
ration of several new programs and the emergence of some impor-
tant new leaders susa young gates reminisced in 1927

we who have seen this organization develop from a dozen
founders in 1894 with headquarters in a little upper room in the
historians office to a lively membership of 4724 with spacious
and luxurious library and offices in the church office building
contemplate with wonder the daily renewed miracle 1

91
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growth of the society

by the end of 1937 the library contained over 19200 books
including several thousand volumes from scandinavia germany
and the british isles obtained by john A widtsoe while he was
president of the european mission the society planned to spend
2500 annually on new books only four genealogical libraries

in the country were more extensive the library of congress in
washington the new england historic genealogical society
library in boston the newberry library in chicago and the new
york genealogical and biographical society library in new york
city in 1928 one well known genealogist from chicago remarked
that although some libraries had more books the indexing system
of the utah library was the finest he had ever seen 2 the library
served an average of seventy five patrons each day 3

by 1934 the society had nearly 6000 lifetime members and
hundreds of annual members that year it moved into new head-
quarters in the joseph FE smith memorial building with expanded
research facilities that could accommodate 300 researchers twenty
trained researchers worked for the research bureau and the new
temple index bureau had a card file of over six million names 4

during this era genealogy became highly institutionalized in
the church through home teachers classes for various age groups
handbooks numerous new committees and an increasing amount
of official endorsement and emphasis from church leaders at all
levels in the 1920s the patriarch to the church hyrum G smith
headed a committee on activities and lesson work intended to
promote both conviction and activity among church members
working with priesthood leaders auxiliary officers and church
schools the committee promoted publications sponsored con-
ventionsventions erected memorials promoted family organizations and
urged temple excursions

the great depression of the 1930s provided in one respect
an unexpected stimulus to genealogical work many who were out
of work took the opportunity to do some long neglected family
research one society staff member later noted that there was
probably more work done in this period than at any previous time
with the library often filled to capacity 5
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As might be expected all this expansion was accompanied by
intensive discussions some differences over policy and a few mis-
understandings several thorny questions were debated in these two
decades their resolutions had important consequences for the future

new leaders

during these years of expansion the society was led by four
different presidents the first three were all members of the first
presidency of the church during their tenure as president of the
society anthon H lund who served as president after the death
of franklin D richards in 1899 until his own death in 19211921

charles W penrose who died in 1925 and anthony W ivins who

society officials 1923 inin front of the church administration building
shown are left to right church president heber J grant board
member joseph christenson librarian elder charles W penrose pres
ident elder anthony W ivins vice president william A morton secre-
tary elder joseph fielding smith treasurer elder john A widtsoeWidtsoe
board member patriarch hyrum G smith board member courtesy
utah state historical society
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held the position until 1934 at that point elder joseph fielding
smith of the council of the twelve was appointed president
elder smith had been a member of the board since 1907 he had
also served as librarian editor secretary treasurer and vice pres-
ident by the time he was released in 1961 he had led the society
longer than any other president

elder john A widtsoeWidtsoe also of the council of the twelve was
appointed to the board of the society soon after being called as
an apostle in 1921 A respected scholar and academician widtsoe
brought broad perspective and foresight into guiding the dir-
ection of the society for the thirty years he served on the board
he helped create support for the establishment of a temple index
bureau he also promoted such significant projects as micro
filming and propounded views that anticipated future programs
such as the name extraction program

the position in the society that demanded the most time
was that of secretary since the president was always a general
authority of the church and therefore able to devote only part of
his time to the society the secretary became the full time manager
in 1928 this position went to archibald E bennett who devoted
the rest of his career to the society and became one of the most

well known genealogists in
the church and in the gen-
ealogicalea world he was the
author of numerous books
and articles his best known
work was saviors on mount
zion a genealogical instruc-
tion manual published for the
sunday schools in 1950 his

archibald F bennett ca 1938
author teacher publicist
genealogical enthusiast and
society secretary 1928 1961

he was popularly known
in the church as mr
genealogy
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writings public addresses classes at brigham young university
and willingness to help people at the society endeared him to
many an avid researcher he became particularly interested in the
family of joseph smith through some clever genealogical
sleuthing he discovered a previously unknown daughter who
died in infancy in the family of joseph smith sr 6

after elder smith became president in 1934 he employed
L garrett myers a banker by profession as the superintendent of
research and as assistant treasurer myers later became superinten-
dent of the society working behind the scenes and receiving little
recognition he directed the day to day work of the society for
twentyfivetwenty five years

grass roots inspiration the temple index bureau

the upsurge in genealogical activity and temple work among
church members inevitably resulted in duplication of effort
incomplete and inaccurate records and serious discussions about
solving such problems leaders became increasingly concerned
over the fact that overlap in research by unacquainted branches of
the same family frequently led to duplication of temple work
because no effective cross referencing existed between the
temples further the demand for names to accommodate temple
patrons sometimes led to the performance of vicarious ordinances
before the deceased person had been accurately identified or the
family relationships clearly proven

beginning at least as early as the 1890s various unsuccessful
attempts were made to eliminate duplication of research and
temple work some families experimented with their own card
indexing system the society developed a rudimentary surname
index to families submitting names for temple work but it was not
an adequate reference to individuals 7 another effort to avoid
duplication would be eschewed by modern librarians although it
seemed to be a practical solution at the time when a name is
taken from the books researchers were instructed in 1919
a check mark should be placed opposite that name to the end

that no one else shall take that name again for purposes of temple
work I1 8 this policy continued until 1927 various other solutions
were tried but none were adequate
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harry H russell ca 1937
founder and director of the
temple index bureau

harry russell was one
of those people most con-
cerned about research and
temple ordinance duplica-
tion his efforts eventually
resulted in the establish-
ment 0off an important new
approach to the problem
converted to the church
in 1912 at age forty three
russell moved to utah and
became actively engaged

in temple work and genealogical research from 1914 to 1918 he
served as a missionary on the temple block in salt lake city and
for twenty years he was an officiator in the salt lake temple

one of harry russells research sources was a book of the
genealogy of the abbott family after spending some 360 days in
the temple performing proxy ordinances for his ancestors listed
in the book he learned that certain relatives were also doing
abbott names in the st george temple he went south to visit
them to his dismay he discovered that they had the same book
and had been doing work for the same names he had done in the
salt lake temple his training as an accountant and businessman
led him to quickly calculate the hours lost if such duplications
were taking place in all the churchschurche temples five were operating
in 1920 and the alberta temple was nearing completion the
results greatly offended his business sense for he saw untold loss
of both time and money most of which could be avoided by an
effective coordinating system he was so dismayed with the situa-
tion that even though he continued to work as a temple officiator
he refused at least for the time being to perform endowments for
his own progenitors 9 but he did not let the matter drop rather
he began to press for the establishment of a clearinghouse that
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would index all names for which temple ordinances had been
performed identify them properly to avoid duplication and incor-
porate all past ordinances into the index

harry russell had embarked on a difficult campaign several
obstacles stood in his way including some officers of the society
who even though they recognized the problem had objections to
the kind of bureau he was proposing joseph fielding smith for
example was initially reluctant to plunge into new water 10 one of
his concerns apparently was the high cost involved since it
would take considerable manpower to go through all the records
transfer them to index cards then keep the system up to date but
russell found support from other leaders including elder john A

widtsoe and president heberheberjheberdJ grant
harry russells unyielding tenacity was one of the major

factors in establishing the temple index bureau he always
called it his baby quipping that getting it approved was just
like having labor pains 11 yet it would not have been born with-
out the help of others at least by 1921 all the temple presi-
dents had joined the chorus of voices calling for something
to be done at the time of april 1921 general conference elder
widtsoe met with the temple presidents and recorders after
much discussion they decided that a committee should be
formed consisting of representatives from each temple to for-
mulate a plan 12 at a similar meeting during the october con-
ference the committee presented a plan which the temple
officials approved on 3 november elder widtsoe reported this
progress to the directors of the society who then instructed
the activities and programs committee chaired by elder wid
tsoeetsoe to continue working on the project and to bring some
definite recommendations and cost estimates to the board and
to the first presidency joseph fielding smith apparently more
supportive of the project by this time and joseph christenson
were members of this committee by the following april their
plans were in order and the new temple index bureau was
established officially the index bureau became an adjunct
to the church historians office because it was considered part
of the record keeping system of the church the index bureau
was not transferred to the society until 1942 harry russell
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received a fitting recognition for all his efforts when he was
appointed the first superintendent of the new bureau

russell had the momentous task of providing an index of all

the names that had ever been endowed the executive committee
of the society and joseph fielding smith in particular gave whole-
hearted support the society quickly ordered 200000 cards that
had been specially designed by russell within two years another
200000 were needed eventually the index would consist of
I1millionsillionsn of cards

this new program led to a new kind of church missionary
call in each community where a temple stood except laie
hawaii women with typing skills were called as missionaries to
transfer names from temple records to index cards in august of
1922 twelve missionary typists were busily engaged at the salt
lake temple five in logan four in manti and three in st george
russell supervised the work insisting that special attention be
paid to accuracy after nearly five months the typists in the logan
temple had completed 126000 index cards and all but 44000
had been checked against the original records and sent to salt lake
city 13 by 1924 the church had authorized placing five typists in
addition to russell himself on full time salary

typists preparing index cards from the temple records at the temple
index bureau ca 1924 harry H russell is in the background the
index was used to eliminate name submissions for whom temple ordi-
nances had already been performed
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the bureau took four and one half years to get the index in
order so that it could begin functioning as a clearinghouse for vicar-
ious endowments in the meantime several problems had to be
solved some were purely functional such as what kind of material
should be used in index cards not content with just any index
card russell conducted elaborate durability tests on various cards
before approving which to use As the work progressed the ques-
tion arose whether the index could be used by researchers before
it was complete in october 1925 the bureau decided to allow fam-
ilies when properly supervised to use the partially completed
index as a check for duplication in their own research 14

russells most complicated problem was devising an efficient
system of filing one that would facilitate name finding as quickly
and accurately as possible because of variant surname spellings a
patron could expend considerable time searching in dozens of
places for a single surname russell noted for instance that there
were thirty eight different ways to spell smith to solve the prob-
lem he devised a phonetic filing system so that all names that
sounded alike would be located together auxiliary cards guided
researchers from alternate spellings to the standard spelling for
each name patronymic prefixes were ignored hence names
beginning with such prefixes as von or mac were filed under the
first letter following the prefix

despite russells painstaking work his system was neither
flawless nor problem free even though he prepared detailed
instructions for his filers some of them did not follow instructions
and the system fell down in the execution as he put it when he
discovered the flaws he began immediately to have the cards
rearranged but after five years the job was still not complete with
a task so monumental and filled with so much potential for human
error understandably the bureau continued to be plagued with
problems and never completely solved the dilemma of duplication 15

harry russells frustrations were complicated by the fact that
he was creating a new system with which others might disagree
for example elderjosephelderEldeeidereide rjosephjoseph fielding smith 1 I think you made a very
great blunder in ignoring allaliail prefixes the apostle had written him
when he first devised the plan while russell worried about coun-
tering authority he did not change his mind in 1932 elder smith
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urged russell to adopt a phonetic filing for given names similar to
the one used for surnames in russells mind this was a patent
impossibility the task of rearranging and making adequate
headers cross reference cards was so gigantic as to be unthink-

able the surname problem was complicated enough but to try to
file phonetically the thousands of given names such as niels nelsnets
nils ann anna anne annie and so on ad infinitum was he
said ridiculous to even consider it at all such a departure from
the system of locating given names according to spelling would
mean disaster loss of money and ruin in the files remember that
cards are going into the files at the rate of almost half a millionminion a
year we are distracted with the complexities that we now have to
say nothing of adding more he wrote in 19521932 three years later
still miffed at elder smiths continued pressures to change the sys-
tem he gently reminded his superior of the value of practical
experience in the business of filing he had already tried the
proposed system and found it unworkable

its easy for people to stand off and say why dont you do thus and
so when they have no practical experience in the matter in ques-
tion and when the matter has been tried found wanting and aban-
doned long ago if we do not know more about our own problem
than any one else we should be arrested and sent to provo 16

whatever else may be said for harry russell it will never be said
that he was afraid to speak his mind symbolic of his ultimate
commitment he often signed such letters yours for the dead

by 1925 most of the indexing was complete and harry russell
was ready to begin what he called the stupendous task of arrang-
ing the cards in the files so as to be get at able to do this he esti-
mated would require his staff to handle about three million cards
five to ten times each the files were nearly complete by october
1926 on 12 october russell was assigned to prepare a notice for
the deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews that would make the announcement he had long
awaited beginning 1 january 1927 all temple sheets prepared for
endowments must pass through the temple index bureau this
would apply to all except the hawaii temple which would keep its
own index system 17 the job of clearing names through the temple
index bureau then became a prominent aspect of the work of the
genealogical society for the next sixty years
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harry russell had one final difference of opinion with joseph
fielding smith the index cards reflected endowments that had
been performed but not the sealing ordinances complete accu-
racy russell felt demanded that the sealing records also be
indexed he began to work toward this end and apparently was
able to file at least some sealing cards joseph fielding smith
however disagreed with russells plan in elder smiths opinion
the number of duplications prevented by adding the sealing
records would be minimal and hardly worth the tremendous cost
in time and money but russell persisted and on 18 april 1935
went over elder smiths head by writing to president heber J
grant president grant forwarded the letter to elder smith asking
for more information elder smith immediately wrote a long expla-
nation of his view to the church president then drafted a repri-
mand to russell when are you going to quit annoying president
heber J grant he asked asserting that less than one fourth of
one percent of the index cards contained insufficient information

now please let president grant alone and quit bothering him with
this kind of matter it is not becoming in you to constantly try to
place me in a hole by appealing to president grant and stating that it
is with difficulty that you can get anything accomplished we have
decided that the bureau shall be an index bureau and not a bureau
of records 18

harry russell could hardly contain himself you are off on the
wrong foot he told elder smith you are wrong exactly 99 911079lo910gioalo

for instead of some cards with a lack of necessary information allanailali

cards containing records of endowments up to 1928 were incom-
plete the recording of endowments up to that point he said was
disgracefully deficient and defective it omitted names of fathers

mothers husbands and wives the only solution was to put sealing
cards at least pertaining to sealingsdealingssealings for the dead in the files for the
period before 1928 then with a touch of humor russell wrote
after you have the SEALING CARDS UP TO JANUARY 1928 1I will be

perfectly willing to hold my peace quit saying mean things about
your defective temple records and be a real good little boy from
that time on 19

one complicating factor only hinted at in this correspondence
was the irregularity in the sealing records that grew out of the
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nineteenth century practice of adoption20adoption2010 elder smith felt it would
be unwise for such information to be made generally available to
families whose ancestors had been adopted into other families and
he was disturbed whenever it was discovered that workers in the
index bureau had given out such information he believed this prac-
tice could only cause needless confusion and misunderstandingunderstandingmis

eventually elder smith requested that the record of all sealingsdealingssealings not
connected with actual family relationships be made unavailable 21

despite all the challenges the temple index bureau made a
laudable record for itself A name could be cleared for temple
work in an average of thirty five seconds during the first five
years of operation a total of 4246668 names were checked result-
ing in the prevention of 264334 duplications about 6 percent
by 1 january 1936 the number of names checked had reached
6833371 with 561535 duplications avoided one month later
on 2 february harry russell died hopefully well satisfied with
how his baby had matured in time the percentage of duplicate
rejection increased by the end of 1959 the bureau housed nearly
21800000 cards had checked over 29000000 and avoided
nearly 6000000 duplications about 20 percent 22

society staff sorting temple index bureau index cards ca 1935 harry
H russell sits on the right side of the table courtesy delbert and
barbara roach
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research assistance

while indexing and avoiding duplication in temple work was
important promoting genealogical research was still the primary
function of the society research activity increased dramatically in
the 1920s and 1930s along with the development of several new
programs within the society and accelerated efforts to generate
enthusiasm at stake and ward levels

beginning in the early 1920s the society no longer appointed
field agents on an official basis apparently it did not want to be
held officially responsible for the work of professional researchers
still the society continued to recommend competent profes-
sionals to its patrons and even transmitted funds from utah
patrons to foreign researchers these included some former agents
of the society 2313

the society made every effort to expose research scams
in 1935 for example it issued a strong warning in the deseret
news against certain individuals styling themselves genealogists
who are resorting to an attractive type of advertising and thereby

inducing many members to place orders with them for genealog-
ical research according to the warning such people simply gath-
ered names indiscriminately with no proof of family connection
these names could not be used for temple work under the rules of
that time 24 the following year the society called attention to a
group known as the media research bureau that was advertising
compiled genealogies for sale which in reality are brief compila-
tions of very general information already in print and of very little
use to those who purchase copies 112525

while the library encouraged research it attempted to avoid
duplication of research effort by restricting patrons to pursuit of
only four surname lines of their own ancestors As stated in the
temple and genealogical handbook of 1924 limiting the per-
formanceformance of temple ordinances in behalf of those who are the
kindred of the individuals engaging in that sacred work is in-
tended to prevent the endless confusion and repetition that would
result if there was no limitation 2126112626 patrons were supposed to
indicate which linefinebine they were working on to lillian cameron
who was placed in charge of library research in 1920 work on
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additional lines was permitted only after a further request was
approved cameron could also employ workers to do research for
patrons at a cost of fifty cents per hour for members and sixty
cents for nonmembersmembersnon of the society the researchers received
forty cents and the society kept the rest as a service fee 27

lillian camerons work in assisting research was in addition
to her other duties as librarian because the position of research
supervisor was not established until 1923 susa young gates
accepted the first appointment but within a few months the exec-
utive committee decided that a man should have the assignment 28128211

in 1924 the society established the research bureau headed by
andrew K smith

the recommendation to establish a research bureau came from
board member john A widtsoeWidtsoe during an extensive scandinavian
tour on church business elder widstoe observed genealogical
researchers doing work for utah members and he became
convinced the society should supervise their labors he recom-
mended that this objective be accomplished through a central
research bureau established by the church

the society did not adopt the worldwide supervisory pro-
gram elder widtsoe had in mind but it did establish the research
bureau which supervised all research done at the library hired
researchers made contacts with foreign researchers transferred
money to foreign countries when needed conducted classes in
genealogical research assisted in obtaining information not avail-
able in the library and acted as a general clearinghouse in coordi-
nating research activities As in the case of many such innovations
the new bureau did not escape criticism the logan temple
recorder complained for example that the society was attempting
to corral all genealogical research the society replied our
research work is optional with the people as to whether they
accept it or not 112929

the research bureau expanded rapidly employing at least
twenty full time researchers as well as several part time people in
1932 the bureau was organized into three major divisions the
first division the research department provided research help
in several languages and offered to undertake any kind of ser-
vice connected with the searching and compiling of records
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staff members looked for overlapping research filled out family
group sheets and temple sheets as research was completed had
the temple sheets checked with the temple index bureau and
later recorded completed temple ordinances A subdivision
known as the correspondence department sought information in
other parts of america and in europe when requested by patrons

the second division the instruction department organized
classes in genealogical research published lessons and offered
instructional services to all the stakes and wards of the church for
those who were too far away from the library the department
offered personal help and instruction by correspondence

A third division the research clearing house aided people
who were doing their own research and wished to cooperate with
an elaborate plan for avoiding duplication of resresearchearch one of the
research clearing house subdivisions the information bureau
kept a mailing list of all patrons with a known relationship to any
particular surname a progress sheet for each researcher and a
book of pedigree charts with an index to those who had con-
tributedtri each pedigree the information bureau endeavored to
provide preliminary reports to those who requested information
by correspondence though it became immediately evident that
the demand exceeded the bureaus ability to respond quickly

the genealogical archive was another subdivision of the
research clearing house to the extent that genealogists were
willing to cooperate with this archive their completed genealogi-
cal research was filed in a series of surname books by 1928 the
archive had accumulated 13000 surnames researchers wishing
to deposit copies of their records in the archives were charged a
nominal fee for copying and indexing for dedicated genealogists
the advantages of building up a major file of completed work was
well worth the cost 30 in 1928 a new file the patrons section
was created which consisted of family group sheets submitted by
patrons the clearing house also housed church census records
pedigree charts and an index to a variety of church historical
records known as the early church records index the research
clearing house was renamed the church genealogical archives in
1929 and renamed again as the church records archives in 1942
as part of the new names processing procedures that are discussed
in more detail below 31
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genealogical archives record room 1937 left to right esther C naylor
marcella collett W henry chase ellen obrien olive davis the
archive solicited family group sheets and pedigree charts from society
members courtesy delbert and barbara roach

several problems plagued the research bureau including
serious financial deficits the bureau was lenient in collecting
unpaid accounts and the supervision charges did not meet the
departments overhead expenses in march 19551935 the deficit
amounted to 3000 A large number of inactive accounts were
carried on the books that is open accounts of patrons who had
not come back for some time the bureau attempted to rectify the
problems by placing a 10 percent supervision fee on all funds
deposited by instituting more rigid accounting collecting and
auditing procedures and by closing inactive accounts by mid
1936 such financial difficulties were apparently subsiding 3231 the
society continued to assist in research through 1966 when
the increase in church membership made it impossible to provide
this service to all members of the church

As genealogical activity quickened throughout the church in
the 1930s a number of stakes proposed the creation of local or
branch genealogical libraries the society however officially
discouraged such suggestions the directors felt that small
branches could not provide adequate research facilities under any
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circumstance a better policy would be to spend all available
resources in building the central library in salt lake city in 19341954 a
genealogical archive was established in the british mission without
serious objection from salt lake city but the general preference
for centralization remained 3313 decentralization was an idea ahead
of its time the concept was revived thirty years later when it
became feasible to create effective branch libraries

despite all the programs and activities and what appears to
be an amazing surge of genealogical activity and success the direc-
tors of the society were not fully satisfied nor apparently would
they be until they felt that all church members were doing their
genealogical duty in connection with a plea for more funds in
1939 the editors of the societysSocietys magazine wondered aloud why
more members of the church were not as enthusiastic as they
we wonder at times if the membership of our church understand

the real function of the genealogical society 51341134573434

apparently one reason for lack of participation in genealogi-
cal research was financial people did minimal research in the
1930s simply because they could not afford even the small fees
chargchangchargeded at the library the society itself sometimes provided
research help for certain worthy poor who could obtain recom-
mendationsmendations from their bishops some patrons were permitted to
pay with produce in the eyes of at least one researcher this prac-
tice tended to get out of hand As she told one of her supervisors
she refused to accept any more dried apples or prunes she had
eaten them all winter and could hardly bear to look at another 3531

in the meantime the society continued to seek ways to
help church members improve their research skills and avoid
duplication one way was to encourage surname and family
organizations 36 surname organizations consisted of people
doing research on particular surname lines regardless of direct
family relationships family organizations were composed of
people doing research connected with particular family lines
such organizations could help avoid duplication and thus facili-
tate more effective less expensive research 37 the society
seemed to give some preference to researchers who were mem-
bers of such groups
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correcting slipshod research

the 1894 revelation received by wilford woodruff regarding
the importance of researching ones own ancestors became in the
early twentieth century the justification for restricting ones
research to his or her direct ancestral lines the fact that this rule
was not always followed is evinced in a 1929 letter from the
societysSocietys board of directors to president heberjheberd grant complaining
that a certain laxity has grown up in some of our methods A great
deal of temple work was being done for individuals not identifiable
either as direct ancestors or as members of any family group As a
result some genealogists had molded their methods to that atti-
tude and devices are used by them to obtain numerous names of
the dead with just barely sufficient personal identification to get
past the rules of the temples these rules were so lax they
protested that some family group genealogies were not really
family groups in the spirit of true genealogical research the very
success of research has come to be judged by the quantitative
output of names and by the cheapness or the speed of copying

from available 73311131733838names sources readily
in the minds of the directors of the society such slipshod

methods were unjustifiable even if more careful research would
mean a decrease in temple work such an attitude if unchecked
would soon demoralize the whole system of research and destroy
the truth and sanctity of our temple records it would deliberately
teach our people to forget the necessity for making lineal connec-
tions with their ancestors 133113399 the society urged therefore that
people do research first on their own direct family lines and rec-
ommendedommended that if they were to do research on related families
they should do it in connection with representatives from those
families only as a last resort should permission be given for any
other kind of name gathering and then only with the under-
standing that every effort would be made to connect the names
within family groups 40

the problem did not abate however partly because some
saints were so anxious to collect names for temple work that they
would accept even the most tenuous proof of family connections
and partly because the limited supply of names provided by the
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research process threatened to close down or limit the operation
of some temples in 1935 one professional researcher who was
also a member of the los angeles stake genealogical board exac-
erbated the debate when he solicited work by pointedly criticizing
the church policy of doing temple work only for names with iden-
tifiable family relationships experienced genealogists know this
cannot be done beyond a few generations he argued and expe-
rienced temple workers know that it would be only a matter of a
short time until temple work would be retarded as a result of this
misguided effort that time has now arrived he claimed that his
stake had received instructions to gather not only the much
maligned locality names but surnames wherever they can be
found when this attitude was reported to the board of the
society they quickly disapproved such counsel as inconsistent
with and contrary to the revealed word of the lord on our respon-
sibilitysibility in temple work and the established policy of the church as

to our responsibility 41

the next year it was discovered that a member of the mesa
temple presidency had been promoting genealogical research in
california claiming that the current policy had almost stopped the
flow of names from the california mission without consulting
the mission presidency he arranged genealogical meetings in var-
ious branches took with him various books and encouraged the
people to begin by extracting names regardless of family relation-
ship when the mission president brought this to the attention of
the society elder joseph fielding smith on behalf of the society
fired back a strongly worded letter roundly condemning the attitude
of the arizona genealogist and reiterating the policy of the society

we have given instructions repeatedly that members of the
church should confine their activities to their own lines we are
taught that the work is not complete until parents are sealed and
their children are also sealed to the parents this makes it necessary
that the family units be maintained when names are gathered at
random without any thought of family order and the baptisms and
endowments are done then what about the sealingsdealingssealings our greatest
difficulty in the genealogical work is in trying to unravel work of this
nature for members of the church they too frequently gather
names and go to the temple feeling that they are accomplishing
something and then find themselves in a tangle we are unable in
many cases to unravel the tangle temple work must be orderly
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and when it is not it leads to endless confusion we who are at the
head of the genealogical work have protested and do now protest
against the procuring of names at random and without due knowl-
edge of relationship 42

the solution to the problem in the eyes of the society was to
be found in more and continuous research 71131113714343 but the problem
would not be solved so simply it would persist for several decades
until a new procedure known as extraction would reduce the
requirement for research to generate the volume of names needed
by the temples

stake and ward genealogical organization

the growth of genealogical work was unavoidably accompa-
nied by greater institutionalization in salt lake city and at the local
level this organization is not an auxiliary joseph fielding
smith emphasized to an idaho falls genealogical convention
in 1922

get that firmly fixed in your minds the sunday school primary
religion class mutual and relief society these are auxiliary organi-
zationszations but this organization is a part of the great temple work
system of the church it has a place which is unique peculiar
to itself it has a position which is absolutely necessary in this
church and kingdom 44

with this attitude the officers of the society set about to
strengthen local organizations and enlarge their sphere of
activity they organized a kind of correlation committee headed
by john A widtsoe and including representatives from the sun-
day school young mens and young womens mutual im-
provementprovement associations church education the primary and
brigham young university one objective was to place all church
organizations in close touch with the society 4515 over the next
two decades even though many if not most church members
still were not regularly doing genealogical work apparently very
few in the church escaped being touched at least in some way by
the influence of the society

in 1920 the society made new recommendations for strength-
ening stake and ward genealogical committees each stake was to
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appoint a genealogical representative with two assistants and
each ward was to organize a similar committee these committees
were to meet regularly supervise genealogical activities within
their stakes or wards give assistance to families conduct class-
work and organize temple excursions 46 by 1932 committees were
organized most according to the official plan in every stake as
well as in many missions 47

the recommended plan for stake and ward organizations had
become highly elaborate by 1937 each committee consisted of a
genealogical representative and two counselors each of whom
had charge of various subcommittees or departments a secretary
endowment committee sealing committee baptism committee
temple project committee senior class committee junior class
committee research and records groups home teaching com-
mittee finance committee social committee and magazine and
society membership workers genealogy was highly visible which
was exactly what the society had in mind 48148411 the ideal plan
according to the lessons presented by the society in 1934 would
be to have one ward committee member for every twelve families
the hypothetical salt lake city ward with 1680 people and 400
family units was to have a committee consisting of thirty six
members including the representative and his two counselors 49

if the ideal plan were followed everyone in the ward above the
age of thirteen would soon be involved in some phase of gen-
ealogicalea work

presumably no stake achieved the ideal but according to the re-
ports a number of stakes showed some impressive activity in the last
quarter of 1937 for example ensign stake in salt lake city reported
3070 families in the stake of these 11140140 were active in genealog-
ical research eight wards were holding senior genealogical classes
and three were holding junior classes A total of 1299 people had
attended the temple performing 9889 baptisms for the dead 8172
endowments for the dead 2486 proxy sealingsdealingssealings of wives to hus-
bands and 5850 proxy sealingsseatingsbeatingssealingstings of children to parents thirty one
families subscribed to the genealogical magazine at the other end
of the scale many stakes had only a small number of families
engaged in research and did little temple work even if they were
relatively close to temples some stakes did not report at all 50
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the directors of the society were concerned that church
members in the missions have the same instructions and chal-
lenges as those in the stakes church programs in the missions
however were usually less organized than those in the stakes
members in the missions were more scattered and in areas where
temples and the facilities of the society were not readily acces-
sible elder john A widtsoeWidtsoe president of the european mission
from 1927 to 1933 attempted to organize genealogical work on
that continent his plan was used and met with some success in a
few branches later the directors of the society attempted to
organize all the missions along the same lines as the stakes wher-
ever it was feasible 51

some satisfying success stories emerged as members
outside the united states became more and more involved in
1935 after working for one and one half years a committee
in the czecho slovak mission presented its first group of names
for temple work they sent the names of eighty two relatives to
salt lake city in what they proudly dubbed the first
czecho slovak temple excursion in 1936 some saints in the
joinville brazil branch organized the first church genealogical
society in that country began to hold classes and set up corre-
spondencespondence with europe particularly germany the fifty nine
members in the branch had an average attendance of thirteen in
the eleven classes held that year probably a better average than
most wards in utah 52

the success of the churchschurche genealogical program depended
greatly on local genealogical leaders they led the way in getting
church members involved in seeking out their ancestors and
performing temple work they were responsible for genealogical
classwork they recruited new members of the society sold
subscriptions to the magazine promoted various fundraisingfund raising
activities including a book fund for the genealogical library in salt
lake city organized research excursions to the library especially
when it appeared that names for temple work were running short
arranged for volunteers to help copy records such as cemetery
files and helped index vital records their assigned activities
included taking surveys of all ward families to ascertain what
records the families had whether they were converted to
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genealogy and whether they were temple attenders they were
then to assist families that needed help in any respect 5313 com-
mittee members also functioned as genealogical home teachers
spending at least one night a week visiting homes and instructing
families in genealogical methods the results of all this activity
did not meet the societysSocietys expectations for while some commit-
tees took their responsibilities seriously others simply did not
follow through 5451

promotion of local activity

the society supported the work of its local committees with
a variety of programs and initiatives these included regional
genealogical conventions genealogical classes in cooperation with
the mutual improvement association separate genealogical classes
on mondays genealogical sunday junior genealogical classes and
more this program was designed to make genealogy as much a
part of everyday church activity as any other church work

at first apparently regional genealogical conventions
consisted merely of meetings for stake representatives held in
connection with general conferences in salt lake city then in the
1920s the society began to hold special conventions in the stakes
often with two or three stakes in combination these conventions
added to the demands placed on the time of church members but
in the view of the society it was the most important time a person
could contribute 55 about half the stakes participated 56

the problem of financing the stake conventions came up for
serious discussion in 1928 the directors of the society decided to
ask all genealogical workers in each stake to donate 25 .2525 annually
to a special fund to pay convention costs soon the society estab-
lished the policy of holding conventions only in those stakes that
so contributed in addition the travel expenses of the representa-
tives from salt lake city were kept at modest figures in 1929
for example fifty four conventions were held at a total cost of
74525745.2574525 or 13.801380 each in 1934 sixty three conventions cost
about the same on average and 17987179.8717987 was spent for a trip
through several missions clearly the dedicated representatives of
the society had no tendency toward padded expense accounts 57
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at the suggestion of elder john A widtsoeWidtsoe the society began
to develop standardized programs for these stake conventions
earlier programs emphasized doctrine but eventually the standard
programs also included practical instructions members of the
board insisted that convention representatives be prepared to give
efficient practical help and instructions and not spend the time of
the convention doctrinal themes 1 I58sermonizingsermonizing on general

the society entrenched itself even more firmly into estab-
lished local programs through the expansion of classwork in the
wards some conflict was probably unavoidable as the society
appeared to be encroaching on the grounds of other organizations
in the 1920s the church priesthood quorum meetings were held
on tuesday evening after which the mutual improvement
association MIAMLA held its classes in 1928 the president of the
MIA george albert smith invited the society to conduct a gen-
ealogicalea class as part of the mutual program the society readily
agreed although some misunderstanding arose when the MIA left
the impression in its handbook that the genealogical class was a
division of MIA whereas the society wanted it made clear that the
class was under the direction of the society and the ward bishop
some people felt the class should be taught once or twice a
month while the society wanted it taught at least three times
such disagreements naturally irritated the leaders of the church
who were already having difficulty enough attempting to correlate
the various burgeoning church programs

in october 19311931 elder melvinMelvimelvlnmeivinmelvinjmelvinanJJ ballard general secretary of
the MIA and elderjosephelderEldeeidereide josephrjoseph fielding smith president of the society
both spoke out there should be no spirit of rivalry between
members of the two groups nor any thought that the success of
one group is a corresponding detriment to the other elder
ballard read from a statement prepared by the leaders of the MIA

surely we can cooperate in attaining the same grand objective
the saving of souls there should be no rivalry no petty jeal-
ousy elder smith affirmed it is the same church the same
gospel and all work towards the same endsends592151159 the solution in
this period was simply as originally planned for the ward MIA to
have two classes for adults one of which was genealogy making
the choice of which to attend optional it was also agreed that if
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the bishop saw fit the genealogical class could be held on a night
other than tuesday 60

the general trend in the 1930s moved toward setting aside
a special night for genealogical work in lieu of the tuesday night
class in 19521932 monday night was designated as the regular
night churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide for genealogical classes 61 this schedule too
did not work entirely smoothly in 19561936 for example one stake
president tried to persuade the genealogical committees to re-
turn to meeting with the MIA on tuesday so that monday could
be set side as home night in the stake A long discussion
among the board of directors ensued and a kind letter was sent
from joseph fielding smith to the presumably erring stake pres-
ident it was reported that in your stake there was a move on
foot to make monday evening home night thus taking away
from the genealogical workers the night on which they meet
he wrote he then reported that the council of the twelve had
recently decided to suggest that saturday night be designated
home night throughout the church this they felt would be

good preparation for the sabbath and also would put a stop to
saturday night parties and dances which interfere so materially
with the sunday schools the following morning he further
reminded the stake president that they had already tried meet-
ing with the MIA unsuccessfully we hope he said that
the workers in the genealogical work will not be deprived of the
night which they have chosen 36262162

by the end of the 1930s1950s monday night was generally
accepted as genealogy night throughout the church while only a
small percent of the ward members attended this class those who
did constituted a genealogical teaching force that was supposed to
keep everyone else involved at least to some degree the fourth
monday of each month was genealogical home teaching night and
the genealogical class was responsible to make the visits after the
opening prayer said the instructions from church headquarters

the members should go out to their appointed districts for home
teaching two by two and make short but helpful visits ascertain
something about the person you are going to visit beforehand and
find where he needs your help give that help in the most efficient
way you can and be ready to report your visit at the next meeting of
the committee 63
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in the 1930s the society also established the fifth sunday of any
month that had five sundays as genealogy sunday local gen-
ealogicalea leaders planned and presented ward sacrament meeting
programs on that day

even after all this activity many local leaders were con-
cerned that their ward members were not attending the temple
often enough As a result of this concern some wards started a
temple missionary program working with the ward genealogical
committees bishops called ward members on special missions to
attend the temple at least once a week in the hillcrest ward in
salt lake city for example bishop oscar J harlinehannine in 1928 began
to call groups of about twenty people on three month temple
missions later the time was reduced to two months the results
the bishop reported were greater spirituality temple attendance
and temple worthiness many other wards had similar programs
sometimes involving especially the elderly or the unemployed in
these callings 64

in 1934 however elder joseph fielding smith objected to
such mission calls it would be like calling people on missions
to attend sacrament meeting or to pay tithing he said these were
things that members were supposed to do without special calls
even though joseph christenson pointed out that this practice
had been going on for years and that its discontinuance would
be detrimental to temple work and would leave the temples

almost empty elder smith took the matter to the first
presidency and the twelve the decision as announced to the
board in february 1935 was that bishops and stake presidents
could instruct advise persuade and encourage temple atten-
dance in every other way but that formal mission calls were not
to be issued As a result temple attendance decreased after the
temple mission calls ceased years later in 1949 the society
learned that some stakes were again issuing regular calls for
temple missions and elder smith again instructed the board that
such calls were inappropriate 6561

another type of expansion occurred that the officers of the
society found undesirable apparently some missionaries were
using genealogy as an approach to missionary work and in 1939
president david 0 mckay of the first presidency questioned the
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advisability of this practice archibald FE bennett secretary of the
society fully agreed and made efforts to so instruct the proper
missionary officials 66

genealogy and the youth

the youth were not exempt from the work of the
genealogical society As early as 1922 the primary association of
the church with the support and encouragement of the society
sponsored temple excursions for children over eight to perform
baptisms in behalf of the dead 6717 nearly fifty thousand proxy bap-
tisms were performed by primary children in 1923 68

in addition the young men at that time between the ages
of twelve and twenty one and young women of similar age were
urged to take a greater interest in genealogical work predictably
some zealous ward committeememberscommitteemembers soon suggested a junior
genealogical class one such person was karl weiss of the salt
lake city third ward in the liberty stake after accompanying
the youth to the temple for baptisms weiss discovered that none
of them kept records of the names for whom they had been
baptized and they did not seem to understand the full impor-
tance of what they were doing he was soon made chairman of
his ward committee and under his direction the first junior
genealogical class in his ward was held on 5 february 1929
other wards followed suit there is a vast field here being now
hardly touched the society noted with satisfaction at the end of
the year 69

the board seized the opening quickly and in october 1930
they officially approved a plan for junior genealogical classes
churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide joseph fielding smith prepared the lesson material
which consisted of twelve lessons young men studied it as part of
their weekly aaronic priesthood lessons taking one lesson each
month and the young women participated though the weekly
meetings of the MIA the book of remembrance project re-
ceived its start in these junior genealogical classes As a place
to record important personal experiences and collect genealogical
records the book of remembrance became an important tradi-
tion in households throughout the church 70
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by 1935 due to the fact that genealogical instruction in the
priesthood quorums was only partially successful the society was
encouraging the formulation of junior genealogical classes sepa-
rate from other activities A fullfoilfuli course of study was prepared the
society also proposed that the sunday schools and seminaries be
encouraged to present genealogical lessons 71 in at least one case
a bishop issued written calls to young people to attend the class
for a time in the early 1930s even the primary association began
to give genealogical and record keeping instruction to children
between the ages of eight and twelve 72

although some people objected to requiring additional
activity from young people success stories poured in from various
places in the church in 1940 for example weber stake reported
that 103 students received certificates for completing a junior
genealogy course and thirteen received fourth year certificates
cache stake reported that many of its young people found more
interest in the genealogy lessons than any other subject from the
mission field the columbia south carolina branch reported ten
books of remembrance completed within the year 73

not everyone however was convinced some stake and
ward leaders were dismayed at the way such expanding programs
were eating away at the time of the young people church activity
on sunday MIA on tuesday the encouragement of at least one
night a week as home night along with studies and other school
and social activities all combined to make enough activity to take
another night each week for a genealogical class seemed to go too
far so strong was the feeling among twelve stake presidents that
late in 1936 they wrote a combined letter to the first presidency
it expressed the sentiments of all those who were concerned with
the cumulative demands of the church programs as well as
certain frustrations of church leadership

in recent years there has been a marked tendency to multiply
the calls made upon the time of our people both old and young
until it is next to impossible to find a time when we can meet our
children in the home circle

our immediate problem has to do with the call made upon
us to hold weekly junior genealogical classes for boys and girls
we recognize that there is great value in such training but can-
not a place be found for it in one of the organizations which is
already functioning
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in addition to all the church organizations and activities we
now have and besides the school work and school socialssociats and other
functions that our young people are expected to participate in it
appears to us too much to lay it upon them as a duty to attend stillstiffstinn

another weekly class we find that in many cases we cannot consis-
tently ask attendance at these new classes on the part of gurourour own chil-
dren in addition to what they are already doing and yet if we cannot
ask it of our own how can we consistently urge it upon others

if we demur to giving these new classes enthusiastic support
we are told by our genealogical workers that the movement is
prescribed by the general authorities of the church and we are
thus placed in the light of being out of harmony with our leaders
we are therefore taking this opportunity to state our case to you in
the hope that some way may be found to put this instruction in one
of our present youth organizations or if it may not at least be left
optional with ward bishoprickbishopricsbishoprics depending upon local conditions and
the kind of leadership available for such work

commenting on one bishops practice of officially calling
certain boys and girls to fulfill genealogical assignments the pres-
idents observed that these young people were usually the most
active in other organizations and that parents felt they may well be
overburdened so that instead of finding pleasure in it they will
find it burdensome and distasteful yet parents are placed in the
embarrassing position of having their children decline the bishops
call if the new activity is not undertaken such a situation appears
to us very unfortunate 74

on december 22 that letter stimulated a lengthy discussion
among the directors of the society joseph fielding smith insisted
that such an attitude was a blow at one of the most important
activities ever instituted among young people not convinced by
the stake presidents the directors ended their meeting with a

unanimous decision to emphasize junior genealogical work in the
forthcoming conventions more than ever before

the board also decided to send letters to forty eight stake
presidents in whose stakes junior classes had been conducted in
order to obtain a wider sampling of opinion signed by joseph
fielding smith the letter asked four basic questions 1 what was
the value of the junior genealogical program 2 had compulsory
means been used to obtain attendance 53 were junior classes
requiring too much time 4 in view of the vital character of the
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training afforded what other ward organizations require youth
attendance at night and how much time do they demand

most stake presidents polled were highly supportive agreed
that junior genealogy should not be combined with MIA thought
it not too much to ask the youth to meet on monday night and
assured elder smith that no compulsory means were used the
president of cache stake for example reported an enrollment of
about 260 in the genealogical classes mostly young people from
sixteen to twentyfivetwenty five years of age and a 70 percent attendance
record there is so much social activity among our high school
and college students he observed that we think no harm can
come if we persuade them to miss a social in order to spend an
hour in learning something of their ancestors A few stake presi-
dents nevertheless expressed mild reservations mostly because
they felt that the young people were already too busy and that
taking another night for a church program was a little too much

I11I believe if this class could be made part of the sunday school
classes wrote the president of the oakland stake then all the
youth of the church would get the benefit 7175117575

the society used these results to make an even stronger case
for junior genealogy on 18 january 1937 elder smith sent a cir-
cular to all stake presidents and bishops reminding them of the
importance of temple work in general and junior genealogical
work in particular strange as it may appear he reported we
have met with opposition and there is a great deal of indifference
shown by many officers in stakes and wards he enclosed a list of
twenty invaluable and permanent benefits directly resulting from
junior genealogical classes that had been recently pointed out
by a number of stake presidents these were compiled from the
responses to his earlier letter he also included several impressive
quotations from the supportive letters that had been received 76711

although concerns continued to be expressed from time to
time junior genealogical classes continued for another twenty years
or more many young people received awards and certificates for
work completed and it became an important church tradition
for them to make temple excursions to perform baptisms some
young people completed special genealogical projects compiled
personal pedigreespedigreedpedigrees and frequented cemeteries to copy information
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from tombstones for later compilation into genealogical records
many people who later became prominent in genealogical work
were first introduced to genealogy through the junior classes

other genealogical activities

the society found many other ways to promote its interests
genealogical conventions continued speeches were sometimes
broadcast over radio and other genealogical programs of various
sorts were presented whenever possible considerable energy was
spent on pageants and other public productions one of the
earliest productions occurred in connection with the centennial of
the first visit of the angel moroni to young joseph smith it was
celebrated on 6 october 19251923 during general conference with the
performance of an oratorio composed by B cecil gates entitled
salvation for the dead the oratorio was prepared for perfor-
mance under the auspices of elder john A widtsoe and B cecil
gates and was sung by the tabernacle choir other pageants were
presented on such themes as the ancestry of george washington
joseph smith brigham young and prominent political and church
leaders in 19561936 a pageant marked the one hundredth anniversary
of the visitation of elijah to joseph smith A few years later the old
testament prophet was also honored in a tabernacle choir pro-
duction of mendelssohnsMendelssohns elijah

with all this activity the rooms provided for the society at
the church office building on south temple street became
cramped the society moved to larger quarters in the joseph FE

smith memorial building part of a complex recently vacated by
the LDS college the new headquarters occupied three floors
of the newly renovated building just north of the hotel utah
on the first floor was a two hundred seat classroom and the
temple index bureau the archives the business department and
the research department were given ample space on the second
floor and the third floor was devoted to a public reading room
with a capacity for three hundred persons this move was far
more complicated than earlier moves the temple index bureau
alone had six million name cards and was acquiring more at the
rate of 400000 per year the library contained some 16000
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joseph F smith memorial building december 1933 at 80 north main
salt lake city location of the genealogical society 1934 62

volumes as well as an elaborate index and the society had a large
staff of men and women serving the public

formal opening of the new quarters came with an open
house on 17 january 1934 it was attended by nearly 5000 people
some 2000 of whom stayed for the public meeting in the fourth
floor auditorium at 800 PM and heard several general authorities
remind them of the importance of the work in which they were
engaged the spirit of the lord remarked elder david 0 mckay
had been felt not only by the saints but also by many others
causing them to collect their genealogies these have been made
available to the latter day saints and proves to us conclusively that
this is the time of fulfillment of the prophecy of elijah 77
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chapter 4

quest for effectiveness 1940 19601960

ayyy i

evenjdvenedven though most latter day saints were unforgettably
aware of the importance of seeking out their ancestors not all
were involved in doing so only a small percentage in fact were
actively engaged in research nevertheless most were directly
affected by the churchschurche commitment to genealogy genealogical
classes for all age groups genealogy home teachers temple excur-
sions genealogy conventions genealogy sermons in worship
services the genealogical magazine and sermons on the doctrinal
commitment of the church were all basic elements of the LDS

mosaic in combination these highly visible activities regularly
pricked the conscience of every member

genealogical research took time and patience and many
church members seemed not to have enough of either often they
could point with pride to some family member usually a sister a
cousin or an aunt who was the official or unofficial family geneal-
ogist and who in effect was doing all the research for the entire
family they squirmed uncomfortably when asked about their own
genealogical activity but they were convinced of its importance
willing to work in the temple and usually ready to contribute
money for family research

between 1940 and 1960 the society moved in some signifi-
cant new directions the major quest at midcenturymidcentury was for more
effectiveness which meant striving for better classwork more thor-
ough correlation with other church organizations more efficient

131
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record gathering and research programs improved public relations
with church members and greater progress toward eliminating
duplication and error the major challenge was achieving a suitable
balance between the needs and capacities of the central facilities of
the society in salt lake city and the desires and limited opportuni-
ties of church members outside of utah

correlation 1940

one important achievement was the integration of genealog-
ical instruction into the sunday schools something the society
had attempted previously but could not accomplish until church
leaders themselves began to press for consolidation of the
churchschurche growing programs the vested interests of the various
organizations made earlier attempts at correlation extremely diffi-
cult the late 1930s saw a renewal of the effort to correlate activi-
ties by 1940 the church had established a church union board
consisting of representatives from the relief society sunday
school young mens and young womens mutual improvement
associations the primary and the genealogical society one of the
major purposes of the union board was to attempt to correlate
study programs 1

the society had been criticized for holding weekday classes
that added to the already heavy meeting schedule for members
society leaders continually proposed that genealogical instruction
be incorporated into other organizations particularly the sunday
school As early as 1937 archibald FE bennett began negotiating
with the sunday school board regarding that possibility 2 by mid
june 1940 they finally agreed that genealogical instruction should
be incorporated into sunday school lessons at the ten and eleven
year old level the fifteen and sixteen year old level the missionary
training course the adult gospel doctrine class and in other
courses as often as occasion is offered for emphasis upon the
application of subjects of genealogical interest 7131133

the first presidency quickly approved the plan the society
had gained nearly everything it had been striving for with respect
to genealogical instruction in the sunday school moreover repre-
sentativessentatives of the society were officially placed on the sunday
school board 4
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at the same time the society suffered the disappointment of
losing its magazine in may 1940 a subcommittee of the union
board was formed to review the churchechurchs publications program
and to make recommendations to the first presidency 5 J reuben
clarkdarkoark jr a member of the first presidency had previously sug-
gested that the improvement era the instructor the sunday
school magazine the weekday religious education a magazine
for seminary and institute teachers and the utah genealogical
and historical magazine be combined the union board made
the same recommendation the officers of the society were
distressed not only because they would no longer have their own
magazine but also because the society would lose about 1000
per year in subscriptions joseph fielding smith suggested that if
the era became the combined church magazine the society
should ask to share in its profits this idea was never seriously
considered and the decision was made to discontinue the genea-
logical magazine in its place the improvement era incorporated
a genealogical section that began in 1940 and continued until 1954 611

nevertheless the magazines were not fully consolidated the
genealogy and religious education magazines were both discon-
tinued but the instructor continued for another thirty years this
situation did not sit well with some genealogical leaders who
made sporadic but unsuccessful attempts to get their magazine
reinstated As late as 1961 joseph fielding smith was still com-
plainingplaining that even though the society was required to give up its
magazine virtually all the others still continue to publish their
separate magazines 1177

one goal of the correlation effort was to reduce the number
of meetings members were expected to attend and the society
cooperated fully As soon as the sunday school plan was
announced the society canceled all local genealogical conven-
tions including those already scheduled it also eliminated
weekday classes in october 1941 the genealogical meeting
usually held in connection with general conference was also
canceled eight years later archibald FE bennett wanted to reinsti-
tute a meeting at conference time but joseph fielding smith
quickly vetoed the idea because of the continuing concern among
church leaders that too many meetings were being held 8
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in august 1940 the society board announced its plans for
implementing the new program in the stake and ward genealogical
committees genealogical home teaching was scaled down so that
these specialized home teachers would no longer be expected to
visit and instruct every family instead help would be given only
to those who requested it the board saw in the new program a
chance to give melchizedek priesthood quorums more direct
responsibility for temple work stake and ward committees there-
fore were each to have a chairman who was a high priest and two
assistants one of whom was a seventy9seventy9 and the other an elder

in october 1940 elder john A widtsoe commented on
these changes in an address to the last genealogical conference
held in connection with a general conference referring to the
genealogical class in sunday school he declared 1 I am really
thrilled for here is not only the opportunity for a few to receive
technical instruction in genealogy but the possibility for every
member of the church to receive such instruction then
alluding to problems still perceived by the society elder widtsoe
reminded his listeners that we have had some difficulty in
bringing about the establishment of classes in genealogy and
further that only a small number of the membership of the
church are engaged in this work with careful preparation
wise organization good teaching and cooperation between the
boards of the sunday school and the society the problems could
be solved and all members both young and old could be taught
the principles of genealogy 10

retreat from retrenchment

retrenchment did not last long however despite the 1940
decision that local committees would no longer visit every home
in the ward when the officers of the society perceived activity
languishing they renewed their efforts to get every church
member involved by 1945 the society had approved the enlarge-
ment of ward committees to enable them to do more effective
home teaching the 1949 handbook outlined an elaborate
training program and specified that eventually every family in
the ward should be visited by genealogical home teachers 111212
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not all wards fullyfolly followed the societysSocietys instructions prob-
ably only a minority even came close many had difficulty simply
staffing their committees and it was a common complaint that
bishops used the best people in other organizations but regardless
of such grievances the expanded view of the mission of the
genealogical committee had been officially reestablished

just as it was impossible to retrench for long in home teach-
ing it was also impossible to eliminate genealogical conventions
in spite of the official announcement as early as 19 november
1940 the officers of the society were discussing the possibility of
again holding conventions 13 though not at general conference and
not as extensively as before in less than a year after the conven-
tions were officially canceled the president of the rexburgredburg stake
expressed concern over a decline in temple work the board of
directors agreed to hold a regional convention in rexburgredburgRexburg as wellwenweilweli
as other places if necessary by september 1941 genealogical
conventions had been held in a number of stakes 14 the attitude it
appears was one of general cooperation with the original
retrenchment idea but only so long as it did not seriously retard
genealogical activity

in december 1941 the united states entered world war 11II and
the church had to curtail travel and other expenses stake genealog-
ical conventions were again discontinued as were excursions to
temples outside ones own district 15 when it became apparent that
the society was losing touch with its stake workers it assigned
joseph christenson to visit as many stakes as possible during the
wartime emergency he was not to hold conventions but he was to
maintain personal ties between the society and local workers 16

the society also found other ways to promote its interests
during the war in 1942 church leaders allowed local genealogical
committees to present ward sacrament meeting programs on the
sunday evening of stake conferences although the committees
were encouraged to cooperate with the sunday school in doing so

the relief society the sunday school the mutual improvement
associations the primary association and the genealogical
society were also authorized to hold special meetings on the
evening of fast sunday the first sunday of each month when
no other meetings were normally held in the wards
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the society officers realized that another genealogical meeting
would not be universally popular in preparation for the meeting of
3 january 19451943 therefore they instructed local workers to an-
nounce the topic in such a way that it did not appear to be simply
another genealogy meeting the announced theme for the evening
meeting was who am I1 and whatat is my mission in a letter
archibald bennett advised the stake chairmen to let the appeal of
the question be the attraction some folks you know would absent
themselves if they knew it was to be a genealogy program regardless
of how interesting the message 3217111717 these special fast sunday evening
meetings continued for many years after the war

before the war was over pressures were building to begin
genealogical conventions anew the sunday school MIA and
primary were holding what amounted to conventions so why
not the society in november 1944 elder john A widtsoe
reported to the board that in his visits among the stakes he found
little genealogical work being done and he stressed the need for
conventions as a remedy A few stake conventions were held early
in 1945 by december the board was approving them on a regional
basis and had even appointed a convention committee in august
1945 after wartime gasoline rationing had been lifted the first
presidency officially authorized the resumption of regional meet-
ings for all auxiliaries including the genealogical society the
society immediately drew up a schedule and proposed a budget
for the 1946 conventions additional people were appointed to
assist the officers of the society in visiting conventions which
were held in most of the stakes or regions of the church in 1947
that year the official convention slogan was trace the forefathers
of the pioneers and gather their records with our might from
every land 111818

the program for genealogical conventions was always
outlined by the board the 1959 conventions for example began
with a stake leadership meeting emphasizing home teaching and
planning for research and temple work followed by a general
assembly in which a filmstrip on the new microfilmingmicrofilming program
was presented 19 sometimes conventions would cover two days
saturday and sunday in general officers of the society believed
the conventions were among their most effective activities they
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motivated local leaders involved large numbers of people in
special training sessions and provided opportunities for the
presentation of special church produced filmstrips and movies
the first movie the hearts of the children I1 was produced in
1959 and shown at all the 1960 conventions 20

by the 1950s the society and its local committees were
engaged in a wide range of activities they were conducting
classes promoting research and temple activity holding local
socialssociasociatsls participating in various special programs and pageants
checking records and doing whatever else seemed necessary to
stimulate those who had not yet caught the vision the society
also sponsored a project to copy information from gravestones for
the library collection every stake was asked to check the ceme-
teries within its boundaries and if the society did not have the
cemetery records to make arrangements to copy the sextonssextonesextons
records and the gravestones 21 in august 1949 an article in the
american cemetery magazine caught the flavor of this activity by
reporting the avocation of gertrude jones of buffalo new york
entitled tombstone detective the article noted that jones had
visited over one hundred old cemeteries in western new york and
western pennsylvania and had prepared over 10000 records she
takes her lunch basket crowbar trench shovel wooden support
and pads of paper and does a good deal of hill climbing in the pur-
suit which is not for the sedentary mind As a member of the
church jones explained to the reporter the doctrinal basis for her
interest and indicated that many volunteers as well as paid workers
were collecting such data 2221

cooperation with the sunday school

meanwhile the correlation effort of 1940 gave the society
high hopes for the genealogical training class in sunday school
which would use a text entitled out of the books originally
designed as a oneyearone year course for people over eighteen within a
year it was modified to be a two year course however the sunday
school class could not sustain a high enough level of interest to
hold many people for a two year period in 1944 only 48 percent
of the sunday schools in the church were holding genealogical
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classes 2313 many might be surprised to see nearly half the wards of the
church sponsoring regular genealogical instruction yet the re-
sponse was disappointing to the society leaders who felt genealog-
ical classes by then should have saturated the church

in february 1945 archibald E bennett reported that local
sunday school superintendenciessuperintendencies were lukewarm and half-
hearted in their support for the class and that they eagerly seized
upon any pretext to discontinue it lack of space repetition and
the elective nature of the course were all frequent excuses the
solution bennett believed was to promote people automatically
to the genealogical class after two years in the gospel message
class to design a better two year course and to press for more
authoritative official endorsement george R hill general super-
intendentin of the sunday school agreed with some of his sugges-
tions but objected that a two year course competed with the
adults gospel doctrine class 24

whatever the problem clearly the class was not overwhelm-
ingly popular in most wards and complaints poured in during the
late 1940s and the 1950s 25 in 1945 a stake genealogical supervisor
protested that the text was uninteresting and noted that some
successful teachers were using alternate course materials A william
lund chairman of the sunday schools genealogical training
program replied that others had found the text to be very good
he reminded the local leader that the first qualification of any super-
visor or teacher was to be loyal to the prescribed course 26

there were other complaints people were not interested
the same textbooks were used too frequently there was not
enough advanced material for people who had already been in the
class for a year and the course was not practical enough in its
orientation nevertheless the class continued and the general
authorities gave it their full blessing and support considering the
fact that the class remained elective in nature it attracted a fair
number of people both young and old throughout the church

revival of independent classwork

another step toward the near nullification of correlation and
retrenchment was the reinauguration of junior genealogical classes
independent of the sunday school albeit not directly under the
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supervision of the society archibald FE bennett pressed for junior
classes as early as february 1945 but elder joseph fielding smith
remembering the problems of the 1930s simply replied that it
would not be wise to attempt to hold such classes on a week night
in august another member of the board of directors james M

kirkham raised the issue again and elder smith advised that they
be patient for a while 2717 by december 1947 however elder smith
apparently had been patient long enough bennett raised the issue
again and elder smith agreed to have plans made for junior
classes A year later he gave his support to both junior genealogi-
cal classes and regular classes for the ward committee he did so
he said because of lack of enthusiastic support being given the
classes in the sunday school 1128but28 but the first presidency rejected
the idea explaining that they did not think the juniors would be
willing to meet either during the week or on sunday afternoon and
suggesting that the society work out some adjustments with the
sunday school the society immediately set up meetings with
the sunday school superintendency but with no results

dissatisfied with the progress being made the society began
to branch out again beyond the sunday school in february 1949
archibald E bennett and L garrett myers who had been appointed
as a classwork committee proposed new senior and junior gen-
ealogicalea classes to be held on sunday afternoons at arm3rm3 PM 29three29 three
days later joseph fielding smith officially wrote the first
presidency of the church urging a new look at the classwork
program after listing several compelling reasons 30 he recom-
mended a weekly class for genealogical leaders a four year course
for youth ages twelve and over and asked that both these classes be
held either sunday afternoon or on a week night after consider-
able discussion however the first presidency decided not to adopt
the plan 31 in 1952 the board of directors was still making proposals
for sponsoring junior classes outside the sunday school 32

many local wards meanwhile began holding their own
junior genealogical classes outside the official auspices of either
the sunday school or the society although with the knowledge of
both conducted under the direction of the ward genealogical
committees and approved by the bishops the classes were not
bound by sunday school time constraints and were not dependent
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upon the sunday school for teachers in the mesa arizona stake
for example the ward and stake committees agreed that sunday
school was not the place for junior genealogical class work
by 1957 the stake had at least one youth class in each ward some
wards had three classes a beginning an advanced and a special
research class they used the two year course of study provided
for the sunday school the genealogical leaders of that stake felt
their program was so successful that they urged the society to
sponsor a similar program churchwisechurchwideChurchwide 33

many of these classes began with great enthusiasm A total of
150 youthwereyouth were enrolled in the mesa stake in 1952 the classes in
some wards however were short lived certain bishops much
to the consternation of local genealogical leaders complained that
the churchschurche youth program was already full and that the junior
classes were not officially recommended 3431 apparently whatever
happened on a local basis was strictly outside the auspices of the
society but from such scattered places as logan utah mesa ari-
zona los angeles california and cowley wyoming came reports
of more or less successful youth classes outside the sunday school

the society also began to hold classes again independent of
the sunday school in the 1950s an evening course of twenty eight
lessons was taught at the societysSocietys library for any stake that would
send thirty to seventy people 35 in some cases stakes held their own
genealogical schools and workshops which the society approved
it disapproved however of individuals going outside their own
stakes on their own initiative to offer courses of instruction 36

junior genealogical instruction resurfaced as an issue at the
society board meeting on 1 november 1957 A committee was
appointed to make a list of the stakes where independent classes
were organized with the idea in mind of again seeking permission
from the first presidency for the society to resume full responsi-
bility for the genealogical training of the youth 37 even with the
support of some sunday school board members however nothing
was done officially to reinstate junior genealogy as part of the
program of the society church leaders still opposed holding
weeknightweeknight classes even though many wards were doing just that
and even though it was becoming increasingly difficult to find a
time on sundays when chapels were not in use 38
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junior classes continued for a few years where there were
enthusiastic leaders but they had disappeared almost completely
by the end of the 1960s at the same time the original sunday
school program for youth was gradually discontinued although
the special genealogical training class in sunday school for all ages
was retained it is also noteworthy that in many university wards
particularly those for young married students the genealogical
class was well attended 39

ycorporate reorganization

the year 1944 marked the fiftieth anniversary of the organi-
zation of the genealogical society of utah it also marked the legal
expiration of the original articles of incorporation church and
society leaders began to reconsider the organization of the society
and plan a major shift in its status

As early as 19411941 president J reuben clarkclarkjrjr suggested that
after 1944 the society should be officially brought under the aus-
pices of the church the board agreed even though the society
was incorporated under the laws of utah as a separate entity
approximately 98 percent ofitsoaitsof its budget came from the church
in 1943 for example the society had an income of only 2400
beyond what it received from the church yet it spent 150000 40

in march 1944 the members of the first presidency officially
advised the society that they desired that it become wholly
a church institution and that all annual membership fees be
dropped with regard to people who had become life members
the first presidency suggested that it would be better to repay their
fees in full if necessary so as to leave the library and records of
the society wholly under the control of the church this decision
was made not only because the church was footing the bills but
also because the society housed certain confidential records that
the first presidency felt it important to control As a public corpo-
ration the society would have a more difficult time restricting
access to records but as a church institution it could withhold or
restrict the use of whatever seemed appropriate 41 in november
the society became a church corporation with a new name the
genealogical society of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints the requirement for membership fees was rescinded 4241
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when the members of the society voted to change the nature
of the organization they naturally recalled the struggles and con-
cerns of those who founded it fifty years earlier at the suggestion
ofjohn A widtsoeWidtsoe elder mark E petersen composed a short state-
ment of appreciation for those early stalwartsstalwarts the statement
along with their names was placed in the minutes had any of the
founders been at the 1944 meetings they would have been aston-
ished at what had happened to the organization they pioneered
the society employed over one hundred people 43 directed re-
search in many parts of the world housed an extensive library and
research bureau operated an impressive temple index bureau
and controlled 109000 in financial assets that would be turned
over to the church 44

A few seasoned genealogical leaders may have been slightly
dismayed that the society was giving up the technically indepen-
dent status it had enjoyed for half a century 4541 if such concerns
were felt however they were soon set aside for the work of the
society continued to expand beginning in 1945 a number of assis-
tants were assigned to help with the growing number of genealog-
ical conventions and instructional programs 46

the work of the society grew so much that organizational
refinements were needed in 1951 the board of directors formed an
executive committee that would meet weekly to consider all activ-
ities of the society the full board would meet monthly the pri-
mary full time managers were archibald FE bennett executive
secretary and librarian and L garrett myers superintendent and
personnel director 47 in 1961 myerssayerss assignment was enlarged
he supervised an office manager A phillip cederlof an adminis-
trator of the microfilm division T harold jacobson and an assistant
superintendent george H fudge fudge supervised the records
division directed by elwin WwjensenwrensenWJjensenensen the library division directed
by ellen hill the research division directed by henry E christian-
sen and the information and public service program 48

the expanding work of the society was dramatically reflected
in its growing budgets like any church organization it was con-
stantly being asked by the church committee on expenditures to
trim expenses and cut the annual requests nevertheless the bud-
get gradually expanded from 743000 in 1948 to over 1 million
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in 1955 and nearly 2 million in 1960 49 the increase in spending
was due to an expanding library program increasing temple atten-
dance which meant more time and expense to clear and process
names and the rapidly growing microfilm program in 1957 it
was reported that the amount of temple work had doubled in the
previous four years alone 5010

name submission controls

A major innovation in the process of submitting names for
temple work occurred in the early 1940s many submissions
for temple work remained incomplete and inaccurate in 19581938 the
salt lake temple presidency grew deeply concerned and appointed
a censor committee to double check the information on names
submitted there the presidency observed that the temple was
censoring that is correcting half the records it received they
proposed that the church establish a central auditing committee
within either the society or the temple index bureau the presi-
dency even expressed willingness to transfer their censors to the
bureau thus preventing extra expense for the church 51

the society was already checking submissions against the
temple index bureau file to avoid duplicate ordinance work but it
was not willing to assure the accuracy and completeness of the
submissions joseph fielding smith was cautious he argued that
the proposed procedure would slow down the work at the index
bureau and require the additional expense of hiring younger more
alert people he was not convinced that the number of errors then
being made justified the amount of time and expense necessary to
correct them he preferred greater effort in teaching people in
general how to submit information correctly in the first place 52

finally in november 19591939 an extensive report was pre-
sented to the society that eventually resulted in the implementa-
tion of an entirely new program to control the submission of
names for temple work the new program augmented the temple
index bureau objective of preventing duplication of ordinances
with three new objectives 1 to make it unnecessary to copy and
recopyrecordsrecopy records with the attendant problem of continual proof-
reading by patrons and temple staffs 2 to avoid duplication of
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research 3 to eliminate promiscuous name gathering regardless
of relationship 53 two years were required to finalize plans and to
acquire the needed supplies and equipment on 1 january 1942
the new program was put into effect and it remained in place
for the next twenty seven years until replaced by computerized
names processing

under the new program the church genealogical archives
was renamed the church records archives and was merged with
the temple index bureau into the record department A staff of
record examiners was employed to review and correct all family
group sheets submitted for temple work this in effect was the
censor committee that had been previously suggested an elabo-
rate procedure regulated the movement of family group sheets and
temple index bureau cards through censoring indexing correc-
tion typing and proofreading sections to the temples for ordi-
nance work then back to the society for permanent filing with
copies mailed to patrons for their records 54

the decision to use the family group sheets as the name
submission form was an equally significant change in facilitating
name processing for temple work prior to 1942 a deceased
persons name would appear on many separate forms before all of
his or her required temple ordinances were performed an inves-
tigatingti committee discovered that sometimes a name was re-
corded up to sixty different times before the temple work was
complete the family group sheet consolidated and replaced allanailali
other submission sheets providing significant savings for church
members preparing names for temple work revised from an early
family group sheet the new sheet had spaces for vital informa-
tion such as birth and death dates and space for recording the
dates of temple ordinances 55 thus the family group sheet
became a single reference point for both research results and
temple ordinance data

when the ordinance work was complete the clerks placed
the finalized group record into a newly created file called the main
record archive this archive served as the primary source of
information for temple work performed after 1942 until com-
puters took over the function of recording temple work in 1969
in addition the society used the main record archive to provide
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staff checking the temple
index bureau card index
ca 1960 each name sub-
mission was checked
against this index of
temple endowments

a new service known as
the research survey
porfor 2502502.50 the society
offered the services of a
skilled researcher to com-
pare information on a
patrons pedigree chart
against the compiledcomplied rec-
ords of the record de-
partmentpartment and to provide
guidance from the library
catalog on original sources
forporror continued research 56

this new program was a giantglant step toward the continuing goals of
keeping better records promoting more efficient research and
offering improved service from the society

As a resultresuit of the increasing demand forror templetempie names and
the revamped name submission procedures society resources
were strained in the first nivefive months of the new names submis-
sion program 70000 family group sheets were sent to the index
bureau for checking the record department found it impossible
to handlehandie the volume and a massive backlog developed this in
turn led to a concern that there would not be enough names avail-
able forvor templetempie patrons in this mild crisis the society decided to
close the library to the public while the saltsait lake templetempie was
closed forror vacation in july 1942 employees of both the templetempie and
the society could then helpheip catch up on the work the society alsoaiso
suggested that allailali the utah temples temporarily decrease the
number of templetempie sessions and that allaliail templetempie typists who could
be spared be sent to work in saltsait lake city57
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the process required to clear names for temple ordinances
continued to move more slowly than the demand for names at the
temple in a lengthy response to a 1944 letter from joseph fielding
smith inquiring why the temple index file was not up to date
L garrett myers rehearsed a litany of problems temple work had
already been done for many of the names being submitted
320000 out of the 781500 submitted in 1943 for example

many records submitted were incomplete and inaccurate making
it difficult to clear them poor record keeping had resulted in
proxy ordinances for some individuals having been performed
under as many as thirteen different names adding to these compli-
cations were the numerous emergency requests from people
traveling through utah who wanted temple work done immedi-
ately often in behalf of young men who had been killed in mili-
tary action at times fourteen to twentyfivetwenty five society workers were
engaged in such emergency service myers was sympathetic with
these requests but less sympathetic with people who were gath-
ering names and not doing genealogy some members simply
wanted to do temple work for celebrities even though such indis-
criminate name gathering was strictly against the rules of the
society myers was particularly displeased with those who had
what he called a royalty complex and who delighted in trying to
effect a connection with and to perform temple work for every

king and potentate of record 111858

by midcenturymidcentury the record department was a beehive of
activity as family group sheets poured in in 1944 the archives
added a total of 105938 family group sheets to its holdings 59

at one time in 1952 the archives were so heavily used by patrons
that the recording work fell into arrears joseph fielding smith
ordered the archives closed to the public for three months in order
to catch up 60

the typing department maintained a staff of skilled
employees qualified to type in english scandinavian german
french swiss and dutch at the beginning of 1944 the society
kept thirty typists busy on two shifts they were capable of
turning out nearly 3000 record sheets a day the proofreading
department also kept busy with its staff of linguistically com-
petent people double checking on the typists finally the censor
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family group records archive
ca 1960 in the joseph F smith
memorial building family
group sheets were prepared
by the society from names
submitted for temple work
1942 69

department provided a final
check on the accuracy of rec-
ords either clearing them for
templeempletempieempie work or returning
them to the patron for further
research and verification 61

clearing names for temple work was vastly more complicated
than anyone had anticipated and the reasons for the slowdown at
the index bureau went beyond those outlined in myerssayerss letter
its employees were highly transient due in part to low wages as
well as the policy of not allowing young women to work for the
church after they married training new workers slowed the pace
of activity 6261 moreover people with the necessary research and
linguistic skillsskiffsskinns who would work for the modest salaries paid by
the church were not always easy to find

the complexities of the new procedures also necessitated
the publication of a revised handbook that would draw instruc-
tions together in concise easy to find form the previous hand-
book had been issued twentyfivetwenty five years earlier prepared by henry
christiansen the new handbook was published in 1949 it was
bound in looseleafloose leaf form so that deletions and additions could
readily be made the handbook for genealogical and temple
work became an important guide to church genealogical research
for many years to come

because the work of the society was so closely related to the
work of the temples the society often established or modified
policies that affected the processing of records for temple work
the heirship policy was one example until the 1950s a family
group sheet presented for temple work had to contain the name of
the heir defined as the oldest member of the family living or
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dead who had been baptized while living temple work was
indexed according to this heirship system but the process became
cumbersome for it was often difficult to determine the heir espe-
cially in large families where relationships were frequently very
remote eventually a new recording and indexinindexingindexing9 system elimi-
nated the need for an heir the rule was dropped in 1952 63

the pressure to provide names for the temples was
temporarily assuaged in 1954 by the creation of the temple file
before that date it was assumed that the members of a particular
family would perform the temple work for ancestors whose names
they submitted unless they made other arrangements when the
people doing the temple work died or discontinued their efforts
names for whom the temple work was not complete remained on
file awaiting the attention of other descendants in the late 1940s
names stillstiffstinn waited in the files for endowment and sealing although
the baptism had been performed twenty to thirty years earlier

at the same time those living far from temples were
permitted to request that proxies be provided for the names they
submitted the list of names received in this way were known as
community or mission lists it was also considered appropriate

for persons submitting these names to send in a donation that
could be used to reimburse the proxies who were paid moderate
fees ranging from fifty cents to a dollar 64 however this recom-
mendationmendation did not preclude accepting names from those who
could provide no reimbursement

this situation changed with the creation of temple and family
files in each temple the names that had been in the pending files
for years the old mission lists and any new names submitted after
april 1954 were automatically assigned to a temple file this file
was used to provide names for those who came to do proxy work
but who did not have their own family names at the temple those
submitting names needed to specify that they wanted the names
kept in the family file at a particular temple if they desired to do
the proxy work themselves 65

research difficulties

the research department also experienced growing pains
during these years established to assist those who could not do
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their own research the department charged a fee for the services
of trained researchers the department maintained contacts with
researchers throughout the united states and in many foreign
countries after 1948 church members were urged to submit their
genealogical research orders for europe through the society these
requests were then channeled through the missions to reputable
researchers whose work was returned to the patron after scrutiny
by the department the society did not claim responsibility for
those researchers but it did try to make certain that patrons
received responsible assistance 66

the research department had particular problems in the
early 1940s due to the effects of world war II11il contact with most
european researchers was cut off except with those in the british
isles many european archives were closed to research because of
the war correspondence was lost in one case some eighty letters
together with money for research went down when a ship was
sunk immediately after the war archibald E bennett traveled to
europe to reestablish research connections in several countries 67

like the record department the research department was
plagued with frequent personnel turnover in addition the
research department was supposed to be self sustaining with
researchers being paid from funds deposited by patrons despite a
healthy surplus in the mid 1940s serious financial problems
existed by the mid 1950s researchers were initially paid between

85 and 105 a month patrons were charged 80 .8080 per hour but
salaries continued to rise as the work demanded more qualified
researchers with special linguistic skills by 1954 the society was
charging patrons 1501.50150 per hour the former surplus was gone and
the deficit was growing 68 by 1955 the deficit had reached nearly a
thousand dollars a month 69 and the society was asking the church
for greater subsidization 70 by 1960 the problem still was not
solved but church leaders knew that many people who needed
research assistance were already sacrificing to pay for genealog-
ical research the church did all it could within reason to assist
still it could not afford to pay a major portion of the research
expenses even for hardship cases

amid all this activity the society faced inevitable personnel
problems three problems seemed to plague it most the constant
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need for competent transcribers and typists with bilingual skills
the high turnover caused by the church policies of not hiring mar-
ried women and of dismissing young women once they married
and relatively low salaries which made it difficult to keep the most
highly skilled employees in the first seven months of 1957 for
example the society lost 72 employees 19 because of marriage
25 to other employment 7 who were called on missions 7 who
moved away and the rest for miscellaneous reasons 71 Ttwowo months
later the total turnover for the year to date reached 137 a new
record 7271 the society continually petitioned for higher wages for
its employees in order to alleviate the problem but the personnel
committee of the church responded that current income and
other budgetary requirements simply would not permit raising
salaries elder joseph fielding smith pressed the first presidency
to relax the restriction on women working after marriage by 1960
they had relented somewhat a young wife could work for six
months after her marriage 73 this policy together with a new
training program inaugurated in 1957 helped a little but in 1960
the society was still complaining of a great backlog of work and a
shortage of skilled employees

even though myers and other supervisors seemed very
concerned about the morale and personal problems of the
employees the general personnel policies of the society were
sometimes rather stringent vacation policy for example insisted
that an employee take both vacation weeks at the same time he or
she could not take a week off at one time of the year and another
week off at another time nor even take two or three days off and
charge it to vacation afallowancelowance 74 on the other hand a hospital-
ization and surgery plan was adopted in 1944 an employee credit
union was operating by 1955 and by 1958 employees were on the
federal social security program these benefits provided some
inducements and helped the society keep pace with the benefits
offered by competing employers

the rapidly expanding use of the library and archives exem-
plify the mounting work load of the society in 1944 approximately
13766 patrons used the library which then housed 42000
volumes three thousand books 10637 rolls of microfilm and 125
manuscripts were added that year alone the addition of books
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films and manuscripts as well as the number of patrons mounted
dramatically each year in 1960 a total of 85381 patrons an average
of 291 per day registered at the library and 24607 at the archives
including society employees one thousand persons were using the
facilities of the society each working day 7571

during this period library patrons were almost exclusively
church members A 1955 survey by a graduate student in library
science at the university of chicago indicated that the majority of
patrons 52 percent came from salt lake city and vicinity
another 30.9309309509 percent including BYU students were from the
provo and ogden areas the rest were largely from other parts of
utah and only a few were from out of state fully 99 percent
of the users were church members 76 this ratio changed in later
decades when interest in genealogy dramatically expanded
outside the church

while the society assisted thousands of patrons some re-
quests caused frustrations in his 20 october 1944 letter to joseph
fielding smith L garrett myers commented on some of these
problems now that the society was so well known some people
apparently expected it to perform vast amounts of free service
some of our people who would not think of asking the presiding

bishops office or some other department of the church for
special favors have no hesitancy in asking us to give them free of
charge from 5005.00500 to 5000 of free service myers complained
he was also concerned with a certain overzealousness on the part
of some people who perhaps should not have been doing gen-
ealogicalealogical research in the first place we do not mean to infer that
their motives are not correct he explained but they are actually
not mentally qualified to do the research work they bombard us
with thousands of sheets which we cannot accept they drive our
workers to distraction and sour their own relatives on genealogy
and temple work finally myers commented on the fallacy preva-
lent in the church that genealogical research was mainly for
elderly people they could be engaged in no finer service than
temple work but it is not proper to begin training an individual
for research work after he or she has reached seventy or seventy
five years of age poor eyesight and above all lack of technical
training disqualify them for this type of work
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to branch or not to branch

As interest in genealogy grew numerous requests were made
for the establishment of branch genealogical libraries or at least for
some kind of lending service from the salt lake city library in
1941 for instance a member of the hawaii
temple presidency inquired about a branch library in hawaii the
board was reluctant to approve such expanded responsibilities
though it did agree to provide hawaiian saints with microfilm
copies of records obtained in hawaii 77

the question of branch libraries continued to recur and to
precipitate serious policy discussions among the officers of the
society in 1944 joseph fielding smith suggested that a branch
library be established in the idaho falls area but L garrett myers
objected first he argued a library was not really the key to
research for it contained only a few of the necessary research
tools other sources such as parish records had not been pub-
lished and therefore were not available in libraries furthermore
the expense of opening a branch seemed prohibitive A good
library needed many sources and even if the local library could
afford to get them the cost of cataloging and indexing the books
was too high the society had a budget that year of 160000 and
myers wryly asked if a stake could afford such a thing his main
objection however was that branching would lead to duplication
of research he evidently felt that even if people did some
research locally they must eventually get help from the library in
salt lake city and that whomever they hired to help them would
simply do much of the work over again 78

the society had definitely established the policy of not
approving branch libraries their objective was to have a large
central library for the benefit of all church members although
they had no objection to local civic funds being used for local
genealogical library purposes 79 but requests continued to arrive
and myers frequently had to defend the policy 8010 in 1952 the pres-
ident of the phoenix arizona stake proposed that the library in the
arizona temple become a branch of the society library and that it
secure copies of microfilms from the central library as well as book
loan privileges A blue ribbon committee appointed to evaluate
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this request rejected the proposal besides the problem of cost the
committee was fearful that approving a library in arizona might set
a precedent that the los angeles area would soon want to follow
the society simply could not afford it 81 nevertheless more
requests came from such places as st george utah the florida
stake the santaquinSantaquin tinticgintic stake and even holland the policy
remained firm although in i9601960 the society had seriously consid-
ered the possibility of lending books to local genealogical organi-
zationszations private genealogical groups had been established in provo

logan st george and mesa as well as northern california the
society still did not officially encourage them but by this time
joseph fielding smith was suggesting that the time might come
when the society would establish branch libraries 82 it would not
be long before this possibility would materialize

outreach

although the society still had no official branches outside salt
lake city it was nevertheless deeply involved in encouraging
genealogical research in other parts of the world the church
asked all missions particularly those in europe to establish
mission and branch genealogical organizations similar to those in
the stakes 8313 by 1960 new european mission presidents were given
instructions in genealogical organization as part of their orienta-
tion program 84 the society prepared a course of study especially
for the european missions it was translated into german in 1956
in 1960 the society had 169 research correspondents in western
europe that is people who worked either full- or part time filling
orders for the society though they were not necessarily official
employees of the society in february alone the societysSocietys
research staff exchanged 1268 letters and sent 307 money orders
to europe for research 85 the society even had its own small
research staff in england under the direction of elder frank smith
which was phased out in the early 1960s 861

the society promoted the message of genealogy among
latter day saints with missionary zeal taking every reasonable
opportunity to integrate genealogy into other church programs
the annual leadership week later called education week held
in the late summer at brigham young university BYU offered a
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perfect opportunity genealogical sessions conducted by official
representatives of the society were designed at first for stake
genealogical committees only but in 1953 they were expanded so
that anyone attending education week could participate
archibald E bennett who conducted many of the classes noted
with pleasure that the participants in education week that year
rated genealogy as the third most valuable program beginning in
1960 the offering included special classes for youth 87

As education week expanded beyond the provo campus the
society went with it the first education week program in the los
angeles area was held in 1958 archibald E bennett conducted
two genealogical classes each day in 1958 and 1959 education
week programs were held also in salt lake city ogden idaho
arizona and northern california with the society participating in
all of them however by the early 1960s it became apparent that
the society simply did not have a staff large enough to give society
employees time off to keep up with the burgeoning BYU

program in 1964 the society officially provided faculty for the last
time genealogical training continued in education week pro-
grams but the faculty was obtained independently by education
week officials 88

genealogy also found its way into the curriculum of other
church educational programs without the administrative involve-
ment of the society but always with its cooperation in the early
1950s archibald E bennett taught classes both at BYU and in the
churchschurche institute of religion adjacent to the university of utah
genealogical classes became a permanent part of the BYU cur-
riculumri which in 1960 began offering a two year technical gen-
ealogicalealogical degree BYUs extension program also provided classes in
various utah cities taught by representatives of the society it even
offered an ancestral research certificate upon completion of a
specified series of courses in the fall of 19551953 fifteen lessons on
genealogy were introduced into the curriculum of the early morn-
ing seminaries for high school students in southern california as

part of a three week genealogical project seminaries distributed
thirty thousand genealogical forms to the students who were each
encouraged to complete a book of remembrance consisting of a

pedigree chart four family group sheets various personal records
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and a life story those who completed the requirements received
a genealogical award A thousand books had been turned in by
7 december although genealogy did not become a permanent
part of the seminary curriculum projects such as these reflected
the broadening interest in genealogy throughout the church 8919

the society also found other ways to reach the public with its
message television presented a golden opportunity beginning in
january 1954 brigham young university and the society jointly
sponsored a series of twenty programs on KDYLTVKDYL TV hosted by the
popular archibald FE bennett a series called whats your name
was aired on sundays from 100 to 130150130 PMRM each program featured
the lineage of some prominent person US president dwight D

eisenhowerElseneisenhower was first followed by an informal discussion on
genealogical concerns joseph fielding smith publicized the series
by writing to all the stakes within the broadcast area asking the
genealogical chairman to announce the program in stake and ward
meetings and to encourage people to get together in groups to
watch it the program was successful enough that it continued
into 1955 90

flourishing of ethnic genealogical groups

As the emphasis on genealogy and temple work became
increasingly significant in the LDS consciousness the special
genealogical concerns of ethnic groups within the church
spawned at least three ethnic genealogical organizations 91

native americans the lamanite society was organized in
1919 to help native american church members gather their own
ancestral records and prepare them for temple work although it
did not officially come under the direction of the society the
church took an interest in it and melvin J ballard of the council
of the twelve was appointed to act as advisor by 1926 the
lamanite society no longer existed but during its short life it
succeeded in gathering numerous family names and in performing
a considerable amount of temple work

polynesiansPolynesians the polynesian people had genealogical tradi-
tions that made it impossible to collect and prepare their records
for temple work in the same way european genealogies were
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compiled much of the information concerning polynesian families
had to be gathered from oral traditions that did not provide the
precise documentation required by the temple index bureau in
order to clear names for temple work

before the societysSocietys polynesian department was organized
missionaries from the united states did much to assist in compiling
polynesian genealogies in 1933 william A cole an experienced
genealogist was called to serve a second mission in new zealand
during his years there he spent much of his time working on
maori genealogies gathering over 60000 names and compiling
them into thirteen volumes on his way home in april 1936 he
showed a copy of his work to edward L clissold president of the
hawaiian temple A year later elder cole and his wife were called
on a third mission this time to serve in the hawaii temple
As might be expected they spent their spare time preparing
maori genealogies for temple ordinance work 9291

other church members interested in the polynesian people
saw the need to compile and record their genealogical research
more efficiently early in 1937 william M waddoups president of
thethemthet samoan mission proposed to the first presidency that a
genealogical association something like the genealogy committees
in the stakes and a genealogical clearinghouse be established in
each of the south seas missions the officers of the society agreed
that it would be beneficial to have an association in each mission
under the direct supervision of the mission president they
opposed however the establishment of a clearinghouse in each
mission the hawaii temple already had a clearinghouse for poly-
nesian names and any additional clearinghousesclearinghouses would each re-
quire the employment of trained genealogists who were skilled in
record keeping and typing A better plan they suggested would
be to improve the organization of the hawaiian clearinghouse 9391

still not satisfied church leaders in the pacific began to
discuss the possibility of organizing a polynesian genealogical
society again the officers of the society disapproved primarily on
the basis of cost disappointed in 1937 the pacific leaders com-
plained to president david 0 mckay that the north americans
simply did not understand the genealogical problems of the
polynesian people
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the champions of the polynesian proposal did not easily give
up As soon as william M waddoups was released as president of
the samoan mission he returned to salt lake city prepared to
argue the case in person and to present another plan each
polynesian mission he proposed should have a genealogical orga-
nizationnization similar to those in the stakes a filing system similar to that
at the index bureau and a plan to generate interest and enthu-
siasm among the members an archives and a research bureau for
all polynesian missions should be established at some place consid-
ered mutually favorable and accessible waddoups urged that the
polynesian archives be established at laie hawaii rather than in
salt lake city after all he observed the temple for the polynesian
people was at laie and any complications that might arise for
members traveling to do temple ordinances for their ancestors
could be quickly solved if the archives were near by 94

on 28 september 1937 the society board met approved the
plan and sent it to the first presidency with the recommendation
that the central index bureau and library be established at the tem-
ple in laie 95 the plan was not approved possibly for economic
reasons instead a polynesian research department was organized
as part of the society headquartered in salt lake city william W
waddoups was appointed as supervisor 96 although waddoups
and the church leaders in hawaii were undoubtedly disappointed
with the compromise nevertheless they saw one advantage
waddoups had the full and enthusiastic support of archibald FE

bennett and access to all the facilities and support of the society
by 1940 the department had received information on over

five thousand family groups from hawaii samoa new zealand
tonga and tahiti and had arranged them on proper sheets all of
the names had been indexed many had been sent to the hawaii
temple for ordinances and efforts were being made to complete
all the appropriate temple work as soon as possible approxi-
mately ninety volumes dealing with polynesian genealogy and
history had been collected for the library and various articles
and lessons in genealogy were being published in the official peri-
odical of the new zealand mission te carerekarerekarere9797

the polynesian department encountered problems but they
accomplished many things with the continuing support of society
leaders and the dedicated work of waddoups cole and others
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on 26 january 1957 L garrett myers wrote the first presidency of
the church pointing out the need for a clearinghouse exclusively
for polynesian records and recommending the employment of
william cole and M V coombs 998 in july 1957 president david 0
mckay interviewed william cole they reviewed the earlier
proposals for establishing a series of clearinghousesclearinghouses in various
polynesian islands they discussed microfilmingmicrofilming polynesian
records organizing a new polynesian department in the society
and establishing a library in the polynesian area in august cole
was appointed chairman of the polynesian committee and hired
by the society as head of the polynesian department

cole went to work eagerly first he had all the polynesian
genealogical sheets in the archives copied in triplicate one for his
department one for the clearinghouse being planned in new
zealand and one for the appropriate polynesian mission in prepa-
ration for the eventual establishment of clearinghousesclearinghouses within
each mission in march 1958 just a month before the dedication
of the new zealand temple cole arrived in new zealand and
began making preparations for the clearinghouse soon it became
a small research center with a small reading area and donated
books cole started microfilmingmicrofilming polynesian records and obtained
microfilm readers before he returned to utah in 1957 cole and
other genealogical workers toured new zealand instructing the
saints in genealogical techniques finally in 1961 he and elwin W
jensen published a book israel in the pacific that was intended
for use in genealogical classes in the south pacific

the polynesian department at the society meanwhile
continued to expand its work as it obtained permission not only to
check the temple sheets but also to process them for temple
work thus almost completely bypassing the regular index bureau
at its height the department employed eight people

in 1961 a major reorganization of the society took place and
several programs were reassessed including the polynesian
department eventually the department became the pacific isles
processing section of the records adjustment department and in
1965 it became a small unit within another section

germans another ethnic organization the german gen-
ealogicalea society was founded in 1926 by a group of german
saints living in utah the group consisted largely of first generation
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german immigrants and met once or twice a month in salt lake
city by 1930 it had received the commendation of the gen-
ealogicalealogical society for their most excellent work in performing
5613 baptisms 5485 endowments and 469 sealingsdealingssealings in 1930 99

seven years later the german society reported that since 1926 it
had been responsible for over 140000 baptisms nearly 49000
endowments and over 32000 sealing ordinances in addition 284
people had attended eleven genealogical classes sponsored by the
german society during the year 100

the german genealogical society cooperated closely with
the genealogical society of utah in the early 1930s it conducted
various fundraisingfund raising activities in order to purchase german
genealogical books for the library 101 after the society moved to the
joseph E smith memorial building in the 1930s a special room
was given to the german society where it could keep its records
and hold committee meetings the german society also submitted
annual reports to the society after the major reorganization of
1961 however the german society like the polynesian organiza-
tion was absorbed by the genealogical society and was no longer
identified as a separate entity

there may have been other genealogical associations orga-
nized for the sake of various ethnic or other special interest
groups though historical records identifying them are missing
the history of these three groups however is an impressive illus-
tration of the variety of activities resulting from the churchschurche
emphasis on genealogy

summary

the two decades between 1940 and 1960 were decades of
rapid growth in genealogical research increasing visibility for the
society and greater effectiveness in research and recording the soci-
ety operated between two poles being drawn inexorably into the
center of church organization correlation and consolidation on
the one hand and reaching outward to the proliferating stakes
branches and ethnic groups of the expanding church on the other
hand two new temples were dedicated in the united states two
in europe and another in new zealand contributing to even
greater genealogical interest abroad among the saints in the areas
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they served in addition the Sociesoclesocietystys vast microfilmingmicrofilming program
discussed in chapter 6 began to have a powerful impact on the
nature and effectiveness of research

it
i

NOTES

A hamer reiser to archibald F bennett 3 may 1940 genealogical society
correspondence family history department of the church hereafter cited as
FHD see also genealogical society minutes 4 may 1937 FHD for a discussion
of the function of the genealogical society in connection with the proposed
general priesthood activity board

2seeaseeee genealogical society minutes 7 december 1937 1 february and
29 january 1938 archibald F bennett to joseph fielding smith 21 january 1938
joseph fielding smith papers archives division historical department the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as LDS church
archives the latter includes a resolution adopted by the genealogical
committee of taylor stake in alberta canada urging the society to put genealog-
ical classes in the sunday school because of the difficulties involved in meeting
at other times

3seeaseeee archibald F bennett papers for summary of decisions reached by the
church union board in 1940 genealogical society minutes 15 may and 18 june
1940 george Q morris to the first presidency 20 june 1940 in archibald F

bennett papers LDS church archives genealogical society minutes 18 june
1940

achibaldchibaldchibaldbaid F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 3 june 1940
genealogical society correspondence FHD deseret news 5 and 6 july
1940 genealogical society minutes 13 august 1940 which include a letter from
archibald F bennett to stake presidents A hamer reiser oral history interview
by william G hartley 1974 vol 1 20910209 10 LDS church archives eventually
according to reiser A william lund joseph christenson archibald F bennett
and joseph fielding smith were all placed on the sunday school board

aa5aA hamer reiser to archibald F bennett 6 may 1940 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

genealogical society minutes 16 july 10 september and 31 december
1940 14 january and 4 february 19411941

genealogical society minutes 16 january 1951 16 june 1961196iggi1
achibaldchibaldarchibaldchibaldbaid F bennett to stake representatives 3 july 1940 genealogical

society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 9 september 1941
14 march 1949 deseret news 6 july 1940

traditionally stake seventies quorums were responsible for missionary
work in the stakes they were eliminated from church organization in the
1980s however

deseret news 26 october 1940
genealogical society minutes 15 february 1945
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genealogical society handbookforHandhandbookbookforporfor genealogy and temple work salt
lake city genealogical society of utah 1949 353635 36 the society published
many editions of this handbook

13 genealogical13genealogical society minutes 19 november 1940
14 genealogical society minutes 25 march 6 may and 9 september 1941
15joseph fielding smith and archibald F bennett to stake genealogical

chairmen genealogical society circular letters 6 march and 15 april 1942 LDS

church archives genealogical society minutes 3 march 1942 which include a

letter to stake chairmen dated 2 february 1942
16genealogical16genealogical society minutes 1 december 1942
17genealogical17genealogical society minutes 16 march 5 may and I11 december 1942

archibald F bennett to stake chairmen 10 june and 7 december 1942 18 jan-
uary 1943 archibald F bennett papers FHD

18genealogical society minutes 26 september 21 november and 5 de-
cember 1944 9 january 12 june 14 august and 23 october 1945 14 january
1947 joseph fielding smith and archibald F bennett letter no 51 1947
genealogical society circular letters LDSIDS church archives joseph fieldmgfielding smith
and archibald F bennett to stake chairmen 23 august and 10 january 1945
genealogical society circular letters LDSIDSins church archives

19archibald19archibald F bennett to stake presidents and genealogy chairmen 1 de-
cember 1958 genealogical society circular letters

henry20henry E christiansen oral history interviews by bruce blumell 1975761975 76
typescript james moyle oral history program LDSIDSioslos church archives james M

black oral history interview by bruce blumell 1975 typescript james moyle
oral history program LDS church archives george H fudge oral history inter-
view by bruce blumell 1976 typescript james moyle oral history program LDSIDSins
church archives L garrett myers oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976
typescript james moyle oral history program LDS church archives notes mini

archibald F bennett papers LDS church archives
joseph F smith and archibald F bennett to stake chairmen 9 january

1950 genealogical society circular letters LDS church archives
copy of article in david 0 mckay papers LDS church archives

23 genealogical23genealogical society minutes 21 november 1944
24aA william lund to A hamer reiser 10 december 1940 genealogical

society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 27 september 1941
15 february 1945

25the2ythebythe archibald F bennett papers contain several such letters
2 myrtle R zundel to A william lund nd A william lund to myrtle R

zundel 7 december 1945 genealogical society correspondence FHD
27genealogical society minutes 15 february and 14 august 1945
28genealogical society minutes 9 december 1947 21 december 1948
29genealogical society minutes 8 february 1949
301tit was necessary to provide supplements to the sunday school he argued

for 1 many sunday schools did not have classes 2 the classes were too short
anyway 3 many people lacked the devotion necessary to insure success in the
classes 4 the sunday school wanted a new text every year and 5 many young
people were simply not receiving the training
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3 Josephjoseph fielding smith to the first presidency I111I1 february 17 march and
22 april 1949 genealogical society correspondence FHD

32 genealogical society minutes 8 february and 24 may 1949 13 february
and 12 march 1952

33E E brundage to archibald F bennett 3 march 1957 archibald F ben-
nett papers FHD

34mrs W howard millett to archibald F bennett 26 january 1957 archi-
bald F bennett papers

35archibald F bennett to stake chairmen 22 january 1953 genealogical
society circular letters IDSLDSils church archives genealogical society minutes
27 march 1951

36genealogical society minutes 21 april 1954
37genealogical society minutes I11 november 1957
311seesee L garrett myers to mark E petersen 13 december 1957 gen-

ealogicalea society correspondence FHD for more statements on the problems of
sunday school instruction attempts to hold instruction at other times and
myerssayerss views as to what should be done

39this39tws conclusion is based on our personal observations in the 1970s
and 1980s

IOgenealogicaliogenealogical society minutes 29 september 1941 archibald F bennett
totojJ reuben clarkclarkjrjr 6 november 19411941 genealogical society correspondence
FHD myers interview genealogical society minutes 18 april 1941

41thethe letter from the first presidency to the genealogical society is incor-
porated in the genealogical society minutes 21 march 1944

42 genealogical society minutes 18 april and 20 november 1944 articles
of incorporation in genealogical society papers FHD joseph fielding smith to
the first presidency 8 june 1944 joseph fielding smith papers LDS church
archives in his letter to the first presidency elder smith says that the members
voted in a meeting on 11 april but the minutes of the genealogical society in
which this vote took place are dated 18 april

43in 1943 there were 106 employees at the society genealogical society
minutes 27 september 1943

44the assets are appended to the letter from joseph fielding smith to the
first presidency 8 june 1944 joseph fielding smith papers LDS church
archives they included the following assetsofassetsassetsofof the society and the magazine
cash stocks and first mortgage loans 40000 assets of the genealogical

research association 7000 restricted bequests to be used for specified
purposes consisting of cash real estate stocks and first mortgage loans
20000 monies belonging to patrons to be used for researchers at home or

abroad consisting of cash and some US government bonds 42000
15this seems apparent from oblique comments in genealogical society

minutes 16 june 1961 and fudge interview these comments suggest that
joseph fielding smith may have had some slight misgiving though not serious
enough to create an issue

christiansen interview joseph fielding smith to the first presidency
12 december 1945 genealogical society correspondence FHD the assistants
appointed in 1945 according to this letter were benjamin L bowring harold A
dent henry E christiansen and W henry chase they met often with the board
though they had no voting power
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17 genealogical society minutes 16 january 19511951 myers interview
genealogical society minutes 24 february 1961

49firstfirst presidency to joseph fielding smith 13 april 1948 genealogical
society correspondence FHD L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith 16 no-
vember 1955 genealogical society correspondence genealogical society
minutes 30 october and 9 december 1959 the society requested a budget of
2095000 for 1960 but was required to reduce it by 150000

501101L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith 30 october 1957 genealogical
society correspondence FHD

51saltsaitsalt lake temple presidency to joseph fielding smith 3 june 1938
genealogical society correspondence genealogical society minutes 7 june
1938 the discussion on this letter went unresolved for so long that the society
did not reply to the temple presidency for some time on 31 october the presi-
dency again wrote the society noting that no reply had been received and ask-
ing for consideration of their plan

genealogical5genealogical society minutes 7 june 1938
53 genealogical society miscellaneousn minutes 7 december 1938 FHD

joseph christenson A william lund archibald F bennett james M kirkham
george F richards jr and orson rega card to the board of directors of
the genealogical society 28 december 1938 genealogical society papers FHD
genealogical society miscellaneous minutes FHD 21 november 1939 gen-
ealogicalea society minutes 28 november and 8 december 1939

handbook5handbook for genealogy and temple work 1949 ed 72
55see L garrett myers and 0 henry christiansen interviews for comments

on the significance of this change
5handbookforhandbook forror genealogy and temple work 1949 ed 74 80
57meeting of the temple archives committee 3 june 1942 in genealogical

society miscellaneous minutes FHD
581L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith 24 april 1944 genealogical

society correspondence FHD
59genealogical59genealogical society minutes 5 february and 24 may 1960

14

genealogical6ogenealogical society minutes 25 april 1952
61 genealogical society minutes 11 january 1944

genealogical society minutes 26 february 1958
63 genealogical63genealogical society minutes 19 december 1947 25 april 11 june and

8 december 1952 joseph fielding smith to first presidency 8 december 1952
genealogical society correspondence FHD joseph fielding smith to stake
presidents and genealogical chairmen 28 april 1954 genealogical society
circular letters LDS church archives

edna B alienallenailen former assistant recorder logan temple telephone inter-
view by james B alienallenailen 5 january 1995 this policy is referred to in genealogical
society minutes 5 november 1940 the people who accepted these donations
were usually retired people who were devoted to temple work and who needed
a little extra income

65handbookforhandbook for genealogy and temple work 1956 ed 113 23
kisee6iseesee christiansen interview and frank smith oral history interview by

bruce blumell 1976 typescript james moyle oral history program LDSIDSirs church
archives see also handbookforHandhandbookbookforfortor genealogy and temple work 1949 ed 71 73

67myers67myers interview
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genealogical society minutes 11 january 1944 9 january 1945
19 genealogical19genealogical society minutes 25 april 1952

genealogical7genealogical society minutes I111I1 january 1944 see also robert peterson
oral history interview by jessie embry 1977 typescript LDS church archives
peterson became supervisor of the typing department in 1952

711L garrett myers to committee on personnel 6 august 1957 genealogical
society correspondence for example of concern over low wages and the
inability to compete with outside employers see genealogical society minutes
11 march 1947 19 february and 24 march 1960

721711L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith 19 october 1957 genealogical
society correspondence FHD

73 genealogical73genealogical society minutes 5 february and 24 may 1960
genealogical7genealogical society minutes 9 march 1948

75 genealogical society minutes 9 january 1945 9 january 1951 20 january
1961 memorandum by L garrett myers 23 january 1961 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

76william76william raymond brace the utah genealogical society masters the-
sis university of chicago 1956 45 52 of the users 56.7567567 percent were fifty
years of age or older and 73 percent had found what they were looking for in
the library

77genealogical society minutes 29 september 1941 21 april and I11

december 1942
781L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith 20 october 1944 genealogical

society correspondence FHD
79genealogical79genealogical society minutes 6 august 1946
11017orfor example in response to a complaint that people in lower income

brackets needed the local service myers argued that the society could stillstiff help
them and that with proper desire and faith even the poorest people could obtain
the names they needed L garrett myers to philinda keeler naegle 26 august
1949 genealogical society correspondence FHD see also L garrett myers to
joseph fielding smith 15 september 1950 genealogical society correspondence

81 genealogical society minutes 25 april and 11 june 1952 the investigat-
ing committee consisted of mark E petersen A william lund archibald F

bennett james M kirkham and L garrett myers in a later letter to joseph
fielding smith myers commented that one proposal had been to film all books in
the library and make copies of all microfilms for distribution on request this he
said would take ten years the cost of filming the books would be 425883.76425883764258837642588576
and the increased salary costs for branch library services would be 300000 per
year see myers to joseph fielding smith 4 november 1952 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

811111821L garrett myers to santaquin tinticgintic stake presidency attnanttn max E

nelson clerk 28 january 1958 genealogical society correspondence FHD gen-
ealogicalealogical society minutes 22 march 1960

13 genealogical society minutes 9 march 1948
848417irstfirst presidency to archibald F bennett 8 february 1954 archibald F

bennett papers FHD alvin R dyer to archibald F bennett 5 august 1959
archibald F bennett papers genealogical society minutes 19 february and
24 may 1960 20 january 1961
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memorandum to the first presidency prepared by L garrett myers
25 march 1960 LDS church archives 2

see genealogical society minutes 14 august 1945 junius M jackson to
hugh B brown 3 august 1961 genealogical society correspondence FHD
smith interview

8717 the most valuable was improvement of teaching and number two
was a class on the bible by W cleon skousen

archibald F bennett papers FHD boxes 1 and 2 contain various pro-
grams notes and correspondence dealing with BYU education weeks bennett
himself was apparently a very popular drawing card in these programs

19 genealogical19genealogical society minutes 26 august 28 october and 9 december
1953 ray L jones A successful book of remembrance project improvement
era 57 july 1954 503 see also archibald F bennett papers FHD box 3 for
information on BYU technical and extension programs

church news 23 january and 30 january 1954 19 february and 26 feb-
ruary 1955 joseph fielding smith to stake genealogical chairmen 11 january
1954 genealogical society circular letters FHD joseph fielding smith to stake
presidents and genealogical chairmen 11 march 1954 genealogical society
circular letters

91thesethese organizations are not discussed at length here because they did not
become a permanent integral part of the genealogical society however some
extended information about them may be found in chapter 8 of james B alienallenailen
and jessie L embry hearts turned to the fathers A history of the genealogical
society of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to 1975 on file in the
family history department and in the LDS church archives

9williamawilliamiiiliiilliamAlamaA cole brief history of the polynesian department typescript
1966 copy located in files of henry christiansen FHD this history is basically
the reflection of cole and his personal disappointments and biases are clearly
evident in it

93first presidency to joseph fielding smith 24 march 1937 joseph fielding
smith papers LDS church archives joseph fielding smith to president heberheberjheberdJ
grant and counselors 26 march 1937 joseph fielding smith papers

william W waddoups to joseph fielding smith 24 september 1937
joseph fielding smith papers

95genealogical society minutes 28 november 1937
genealogical9genealogical society minutes 9 november 1937 see also cole brief

history of the polynesian department but note that his dates are slightly
different than those reflected in the correspondence

97wiwamimam W waddoups genealogical and temple work in polynesia
utah genealogical and historical magazine 31 july 1940 161 63

981911L garrett myers to the first presidency of the church 26 january 1957
genealogical society correspondence FHD

deseret news 1 november 1930
deseret news 23 october 1937

10 genealogical10genealogical society minutes 10 june 1930 deseret news genealogy
section I11 november 1930



elder howard W hunter president of the society and elder theodore
M burton society vice president review sheets submitted as part of the
three generation program ca 1965
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the1 he genealogical society experienced more far reaching
changes between 1961 and 1975 than in any previous period
in many ways these changes reflected the broad changes in the
church that resulted from correlating its programs and establish-
ing the priesthood line of authority as the primary channel for
communicating the directives of church leaders to each member
new leaders significantly changed the focus of the work of the
society they permitted names to be taken from record sources
and submitted directly for vicarious temple ordinances the rec-
ords tabulation program enhanced by computer technology pro-
vided the flow of names required to keep up with increased
temple attendance general authorities such as N eldon tanner
howard W hunter and theodore M burton instigated farsighted
programs to encourage widespread genealogical activity including
a branch library system and promulgation of a program encourag-
ing members to submit four generations of genealogical informa-
tion the society expanded its library services moved into new
facilities changed its research policy from hiring professional
researchers to simply providing better assistance for patrons and
hosted the 1969 world conference on records

changes in administration

the first of the three major reorganizations during this period
came in 19611961 board members were surprised when during a 22 june

167
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meeting with presidents david 0 mckay and henry D moyle
they were told that the society was to be reorganized and that all

of them were being released even joseph fielding smith who
had served as president for twenty seven years and as a member of
the board for twenty seven years before that was released along
with his two primary administrators archibald FE bennett and
L garrett myers general authorities of the church the first pres-

idency explained must be relieved from such heavy administrative
responsibilities 1

the 1961 reorganization was actually part of a renewed church
wide correlation movement in 1960 elder harold B lee as chair-
man of the melchizedek priesthood committee was assigned to
reexamine church curriculum he appointed antone K romney
dean of the college of education at brigham young university to
head a committee to do a historical survey of church programs the
conmcoimcommitteelittee focused particularly on the way programs may or may not
have been integrated or correlated effectively within the larger
structure after reviewing the committees final report the first pres-

idency announced the new correlation plans on 30 september 1961

genealogy became one of the four functions of the priesthood 2

although the genealogical society was restructured just prior
to the announcement 3 the correlation effort prompted the reor-
ganization however certain administrative problems that had
become apparent may also have played a role in the change 4

the reorganization took place quietly surprising many staff
members and unavoidably hurting some feelings L garrett myers
for example who was in charge of personnel and had devoted his
life to the society was out of town when the change was an-
nounced and was undoubtedly stunned when he learned he had
been relieved of all his responsibilities george fudge who had only
recently been made assistant superintendent to myers was asked
by president henry D moyle to direct the operations of the society
until the first presidency appointed a new president 5

the new leaders were announced on 6 july 196196ljunius1 junius Mmjackajackjack
son former president of the new england mission became presi-
dent the first time this office was held by someone other than
a general authority jackson was given two assistants lamont B
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presidency of the genealogical association 1961 left to right presi-
dent junius M jackson with his assistantsassistants george H fudge and lamont
B gundersen the genealogical society was directed by business lead-
ers inin 1961 62

gunderson and george H fudge as well as a new six person board
of directors 6 neither junius jackson nor his first assistant had pre-
viously been employed by the society but george fudge had
worked fifteen years for the society in salt lake city and had helped
pioneer microfilmingmicrofilming in england fudge remained in charge of
the societysSocie tys daily activities while jackson worked with other mat-
ters and directed the convention staff 7 paul royall and roy brown
became respectively secretary and treasurer 8 archibald FE ben-
nett who had been mr genealogy in the church remained as

director of education and was also placed in charge of the gen-
ealogicalea library 9

the new officers began their work with a major discussion
on the nature of the society should it continue as an incorpo-
rated body under the laws of the state of utah or should it disin-
corporate and become strictly a church organization functioning
as a church auxiliary most board members including junius jack-
son thought that it could function better as an auxiliary exactly
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why they preferred auxiliary status is not clear although they may
have felt it would give them greater opportunity to attend stake
conferences as official visitors and thus promote genealogy more
effectively for whatever reasons they voted on 27 july to propose
that the society be discontinued as a corporation they also began
to refer to the society as the genealogical association10association10 a name
that sounded more like other auxiliaries the term association
was used until the end of jacksons administration but never
caught on generally

this new auxiliary status was fully in line with church policy
it was a novelty nevertheless for longtimelong time staff members to
suddenly see board members going out on stake conference
assignments with general authorities 11 the new status only
emphasized however the increasingly significant role of geneal-
ogy in the minds of church leaders

the society that junius jackson took over was a large com-
plex organization with difficult problems of administration and
coordination it encompassed a huhuge9e genealogical library a vast
international microfilmingmicrofilming program a rapidly growing index
bureau a 2 million budget12budget12 and hundreds of employees as well
as hundreds of volunteer workers in the wards and stakes the re-
sponsibility for supervising a unique combination of paid profes-
sionals and volunteer church service workers proved challenging

society staff 1962 in front of the joseph F smith memorial building
courtesy frank smith
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the professionals were tightly controlled by the administrative
system and procedures of the society itself but the church sersetservicevice
workers scattered in wards and branches throughout the world
were in the difficult position of taking direction both from their
local ecclesiastical leaders and from the society these local vol-
unteers were appointed by the local leaders were responsible to
them for genealogical classes and were dependent upon them for
promoting the classes and supporting genealogical work generally
at the same time they were responsible for submitting activity
reports required by the society and coordinating all research and
temple work through the society

jacksons administration was short lived but vigorous his
reports to the first presidency pointed with pride to the new
boards efforts to bring genealogical work out of its hiding place
and into the limelight of responsibility with the membership of the
church 13 in the first six months he and his staff worked with
architects and the church building committee on finalizing plans
for a new genealogical building instituted a study of personnel and
work flow discontinued overtime work in order to save money
studied purchasing procedures and in the process effected sub-
stantial savings developed a motion picture for the 1962 conven-
tions improved other convention materials received permission
from the first presidency for society representatives to hold con-
ventionsventions in the missions within the united states and planned a
monthly bulletin that began publication in 1962 the society staff
also created new monthly report forms for stake and ward work-
ers developed a new family group sheet that was more readily
adaptable for typewriter use established a committee to approve
what records were to be microfilmed throughout the world stud-
ied new electronic technology and its adaptation for genealogical
work and began writing new lesson materials and instruction
manuals but the most significant change in this period was a pol-
icy of extracting names from genealogical sources and submitting
them directly to the temples the records tabulation program dis-
cussed below which helped solve the increasingly difficult prob-
lem of keeping the temples supplied with names

the year 1962 saw a significant expansion of all the societysSocietys
programs including more local conventions there was also a major
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genealogical convention attended by 7000 people in connection
with the general conference of the church in october at the same
time the general authorities felt the need for direct administrative
involvement with this rapidly growing church unit 14 on 4 de-
cember 1962 the first presidency announced the release ofofjacksonjackson
and his board and appointed elder N eldon tanner of the council
of the twelve as president the church news commented on the
vast programs and new direction of the society as a result of ad-
vanced technology elder tanner the paper reported would have
full supervision of all educational public service library research
and microfilmingmicrofamingmicrofilmingfAming activities of the society the index bureau and
the storage vaults for microfilm records now nearing completing
underground in little cottonwood canyon he will work closely
with the church advance planning committee in the field of elec-
tronic 111515recording

like the 1961 reorganization this change was also part of the
continuing correlation movement within the church in january
1963 the correlation committee divided the responsibilities of the
priesthood into four major categories missionary work welfare
home teaching and genealogy A general authority was assigned
to direct each of these areas rather than continuing as an auxiliary
function genealogical work became a basic priesthood assign-
ment the head of the genealogical society also became a mem-
ber of a church coordinating committee 16

elder N eldon tanner brought a new administrative style to
the society his managerial skills had earned him a well deserved
reputation as a leader both inside and outside the church his
respect for individuals authoritariannonauthoritariannon style of leadership will-
ingness to listen personal humility and obvious ability to make
well reasoned decisions created a warm regard for him within the
society elder tanner dealt openly with complaints and attempted
to correct whatever problems caused them when patrons pro-
tested that the library was not open on saturday evening for
example he changed the policy he required employees to take
complaints directly to the parties they felt were doing something
wrong he effectively delegated responsibilities to employees and
made them feel a part of the societysSocietys program microfilmer james
black described him as oneffoneofone of the greatest leaders we have had
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elder nathan eldon tanner
president of the society
1963 he was released from
this position when he was
called to the first presidency
of the church

in the genealogical society
I1 think everybody devel-
oped a real love for him
he seemed to be a person
who liked to make use of
the people who were in the
society to the fullest ex-
tent he made the employ-
ees feel as if they were

close trusted friends black recalled and I1 think he got results
there wasnt anything I1 wouldnt do for him 17

elder tanner remained as president for only a year but during
that time he made some significant changes when he took over
he found forty seven departments that at least in his view were
not working together as well as they should he quickly stream-
lined the operation reducing the number of major administrative
units to nine 18 he attempted to separate public service functions
from internal programs he hired professional librarians reduced
the size of the research division worked on the development of a
computer program and moved ward genealogical classes to the
MIA under his direction the society was again reincorporatedincorporatedre
under utah state law as the genealogical society of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints inc under the new charter issued
in november 1963 the first presidency continued to select the
societysSocietys officers 19

in october 1963 elder tanner became a counselor in the
first presidency of the church in december the first presidency
appointed theodore A burton as vice president and general man-
ager of the society and he served as chief administrative officer
until 1977 paul royall secretary of the society under junius
jackson also retained his major administrative responsibilities
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elder burton an assistant to the council of the twelve had
been presiding over the european missions of the church his only
previous experience in the genealogy program was as a stake
chairman for genealogy years later he good naturedly recalled that
as a young man he thought of genealogists as fanatics with one
foot in the grave he imagined that he was bembeingi g assigned to an
organization that spent a lot of money heedlessly but he learned
quickly how wrong he was before leaving europe he began his
new assignment by visiting several microfilmingmicro filming projects 20

in the reorganization president tanner allowed george fudge
to choose between directing micromicrofilmfilin operations or directing sys-

tems and improvements having worked with systems since 1959
he elected to take charge of that program and to organize a name
extraction department 21 fudge molded the activities of the society
and the family history department for the next twenty years even-
tually serving as the departments managing director the chief
executive officer under the general authorities

on 21 january 1964 president tanner was succeeded as pres-
ident of the society by elder howard W hunter of the council of
the twelve elder hunter exerted a quiet but pivotal influence on
society work for many years he had served on the board of direc-
tors from 1960 to 1961 Reappointed in late 19631965 he had served
only one month of his second term on the board when he was
appointed to replace elder tanner he remained president of the
society for eight years from 24 january 1970 until 25 may 1972
he also served as church historian 22 in 1972 the first presidency
divested itself and the council of the twelve of all direct adminis-
trative responsibilities within the various church departments
accordingly elder theodore M burton society vice president
replaced elder hunter as president elder hunter continued to
serve on the board of directors until 14 february 1975 23

needed A change in policy

an acute shortage of names continued to plague the societysSocie tys
efforts to keep the temples supplied but two important develop-
ments occurring almost simultaneously helped solve the problem
computer technology was adapted to the genealogical and temple
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program of the church and policy was changed regarding name
submission for temple work the genealogical society and con-
sequently the temples moved with solemn deliberation into the
computer age

in the 1950s church policy still required that all names
submitted for vicarious ordinances be identified on family group
sheets which were submitted by a family representative checked
by the genealogical society then sent to the temples people sub-
mitting names could reserve them for their own families to use
when attending the temple or they could put them in the temple
file introduced in 1954 as a source of names available to pat-
rons who had no family names for which to do the work most
people who attended the temple were dependent upon the tem-
ple file exceptions to the established program were sometimes
allowed in order to keep the temples running but the policies of
the society did little to solve the problem of name shortages 2414

A factor that contributed to the shortage of names was the
time consuming process the society required to clear names early
in 1960 L garrett myers told the personnel committee of the
church that his employees were working overtime because of
the shortage of names at the temples and that more part time
help was needed 2515 in 1957 for example the society forwarded
780464 names to the temples but during the year 950379
endowments had been performed 26

another problem arose because women consistently at-
tended the temple in greater numbers than men and the supply of
female names diminished much faster than male names special
priesthood sessions were held at some temples in order to catch
up on the completion of male ordinances for several years the
logan temple held priesthood sessions on george washingtons
birthday in 1953 the president of the logan temple instructed allanaliail
stake presidents in his district that women should not come to the
temple at all unless they had their own family names for which to
perform ordinances the supply of female names was completely
exhausted 27 also as another temporary solution families were
urged to put their names in the regular temple file rather than
the restricted family file so that all patrons could have access to
them 28 these measures however provided no permanent relief
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genealogical leaders faced a crisis as efforts to persuade
church members to increase their personal research met with lit-
tle response in 1958 ten temples were in operation and temple
activity had increased 29 percent that year but the society was
unable to keep pace pleas by society representatives at local con-
ventionsventions went unheeded members who were doing research
continued to submit incorrect forms that could not be cleared
in 1961 some 42 percent were rejected and another 26 percent
were found to be duplicates name shortages required cutbacks in
the number of daily temple sessions in 1959 most temples elimi-
nated two sessions per day by 1960 the supply of names was pre-
carious only a six weeks supply was on hand at most temples
and only a months supply was at the salt lake temple the society
tried to compensate by increasing its output with overtime night
shifts and holiday shifts 29 in salt lake city society workers were
literally running back and forth each day carrying names to the
temple to keep it open

this crisis led to a number of urgent but perhaps unrealistic
proposals to local church leaders in 1958 for example joseph
fielding smith and archibald FE bennett asked stake genealogical
chairmen to increase the size of ward genealogy committees to
sixteen or more to contact every family at least once every two
months to encourage better attendance at genealogical classes
to promote home study courses and to ask members to set aside

two days each month as research days keeping track of the num-
ber of hours spent on research in practical terms however most
members of the church were not research oriented and they did
not have the time skillskiffskinn money and motivation to keep up the
steady pace needed to supply the temples 30

genealogical leaders faced a dilemma on one hand church
policy regarding the submission and clearance of names made it
impossible for the supply of names cleared for temple work to
keep pacewithpacewitzpace with increasing temple attendance on the other hand
the church had stepped up its emphasis on regular temple atten-
dance making the name shortage even more acute clearly
something had to be done and soon 31 the only answer was to
introduce a new system
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As early as the 1940s several genealogical leaders had begun
to soften their previously inflexible position on the process of sub-
mitting names on 16 april 19431945 for example the board discussed
the issue elder joseph fielding smith said he would like to see the
day when a staff of experts under the jurisdiction of the society
would do research and prepare names for temple work with a
touch of hyperbole he estimated that 95 of those working on
their own lines bungle the records in compiling them leading to
confusion comparable to a tangled ball of string Is it not the
responsibility of the church to prepare these records he asked
he also suggested that the society had been a little too strict in
requiring individuals to submit only their own family lines though
he still insisted that whatever names were submitted must be in
connection with family group units while he continued to oppose
haphazard work elder smith nevertheless observed that we

will shortly receive millions of names from europe wont we have
to broaden out elder john A widtsoe concurred commenting
that we had been limiting ourselves unduly from a fear of promis-
cuous name gathering and in part had forgotten our obligation to
the dead 11332I1 archibald FE bennett remarked one month later that
in the long run there were really no families of exclusive private
ownership for all ultimately were interrelated other members of
the board agreed that it would be a shortsighted policy to spend
money for the building of temples without providing an adequate
supply of names 33

in september 1943 elder widtsoe anticipated the policy that
eventually developed when he declared that the society ought to
obtain all published manuscript and microfilm records as fast as
possible and use the names for temple work why dont we use
the names for temple work which cannot be tied to any church
families he asked the lord has provided these names by inspir-
ing genealogists to compile and publish them in an extremity like
the present why not use the names from such records for
what purpose have these books been compiled if not to make the
names available for temple work34work31work 3431 three years later bennett
made a similar appeal A large number of danish records were
coming in and he believed the society should organize them into
family groups for the use of people attending the temples without
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their own family names elder smith agreed predicting that
eventually family records for temple work would be prepared
by genealogical experts Is it not the business of the church to
prepare names for temple work he asked again the minutes and
correspondence of the society during this period are filled with
such discussions and at least two committees were appointed to
study the problem 3531 the only real solution however was a wholly
new approach to the philosophy of name submission

over the next several years many suggestions were made
for the use of electronic devices to speed up processing george
fudge put the problem succinctly to the board in june 19611961 the
only alternatives were either not to worry if the temples ran out of
names or to initiate a new program to produce names in addition
to those provided by the public 3616 but drastic changes do not come
easily nor do they come overnight church leaders proceeded qui-
etly and cautiously as they listened to suggestions for new pro-
grams that the marvels of computer technology were beginning to
make possible 37

changing role and policies computers and the controlled
extraction program

the society began investigating the use of mechanical data
processing methods as early as 1941 and decided they were not
suitable for society purposes especially because of the problems
that would be involved in completely changing the old filing sys-
tem but investigation continued into the possibility of transferring
information from the temple index bureau ribTIBFIB cards to mag-
neticnetictapetape and finding a way to index and classify it electronically
sixteen years later after the society began seriously to consider
the use of computer technology the idea of manually copying the
TIB to magnetic tape still seemed so enormous as to be impracti-
cal though the possible perfection of an acceptable optical scan-
ner seemed to offer some hope 38138311

computer programming was a new and highly technical field
most people were not only unaware of its potential but also some-
what apprehensive of investing in something they did not under-
stand no one within the society had the technical qualifications
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to develop or work with a computer program though a number of
people including myers bennett and fudge were eager to see
what computers could do

just as the church was reaching a serious crisis in providing
enough names to the temples many young latter day saints began
to carve out careers in computer technology and programming
impressed with what recent technological improvements could do
for thechurchthe church particularly its genealogical program they eagerly
discussed it among themselves one group of young men in the
los angeles area began meeting together informally in the late
1950s and eventually decided to make some positive suggestions
to the church after discussing some of the possibilities with cer-
tain church leaders in salt lake city the group wrote a small dem-
onstrationon program with the approval of church leaders and the
cooperation of the society raw data was obtained from microfilm
copies of christening records from the british isles the data was
entered into a computer which in turn sorted the names into
family groups at the rate of some forty thousand groups per hour 39

in the meantime the financial planning department of the
church was adapting new technology to church needs alfonzo
pia director of the financial departments mechanized data pro-
cessing and related functions began to counsel with myers who
also met from time to time with the california group A new sys-

tem for keeping the temples supplied with names was eventually
devised through the cooperation of these groups 40

many who had been involved in genealogical leadership for
years questioned the wholesale application of computer technol-
ogy they hesitated not just about the mystery of advanced tech-
nology but also the implications for policy if computerized
methods resulted in the gathering of an almost unlimited supply of
names and if those names were submitted to the temple for ordi-
nances by the society rather than by family representatives would
not this procedure diminish the feeling of responsibility of the
members toward their own family research and since computers
could keep track of each different ordinance separately would it
be permissible for vicarious temple work to be done for people
out of the traditional order that is could a regular proxy endow-
ment for the dead be performed before the preliminary ordinances
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and by a different person these issues were carefully discussed
but in the long run when compared with all the positive factors
they seemed much less significant than the need to keep the tem-
ples open and have vicarious work performed for all the dead no
matter what the family relationship 41

the spirit of the transition from the old to the new was beauti-
fully demonstrated during this period in a presentation given by the
california group to the council of the twelve elder joseph fielding
smith the venerable president of the council was there well over
eighty years old this stalwart of the genealogical society for
over fifty years seemed to represent traditional programs and poli-
cies and he was a bulwark against too rapid or irresponsible change
when gary carlson barely over thirty stood to make his presenta-
tion on the grand possibilities of computers he was naturally appre-
hensive as to whether president smith would understand what he
was talking about especially since it appeared to him that the
elderly church leader kept falling asleep As carlson later recalled

I1 remember I1 got up to give my presentation and I1 looked right at
president smith and I1 tried to talk very slow and distinct right to him
he sat in his chair with his head bowed and eyes closed as though
totally sound asleep so I1 changed the inflection of my voice and id
pause and id almost yell and I1 would do everything that I1 could to
try to wake him up because I1 so wanted him to understand the con-
cept that we were talking about

we finished up and several of the brethren came up and said
that was fine and they appreciated the information I1 got to president
smith and I1 said 1 I hope you understand what we were trying to say
Is there anything I1 can answer or any question I1 can help you with
he looked me straight in the eye and he said now brother carlson
you may think I1 was asleep im an old man and my eyes are tired and
my body is tired and I1 have to rest whenever I1 can I1 felt smaller
and smaller he said but I1 heard what you said I1 dont understand
it but I1 have the feeling that you young men know what you are talk-
ing about and I1 have confidence in you 42

that instance represented the willingness of church leaders
to make the transition 1 I practically flew home without the air-
plane carlson recalled later he didnt understand it he knew he
wasnt going to but he could feel that we understood the tech-
nology that we were talking about and he had confidence in us
that was a humbling experience 74314343
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church leaders took the new possibilities so seriously that
some members of the california group were officially called as
consultants at the request of the first presidency they were
released from all other church service assignments 44 in january
1961 the first presidency approved the utilization of electronic
records processing the employment of computer experts and the
purchase of a computer 4541 the society soon organized an elec-
tronic processing committee and by 1962 the move toward com-
puter use was underway

however even the members of this group were disheartenedhearteneddisheartenerdis
by the thought of transferring the old TIB information to magnetic
tape if only the TIB had initially been done on punch cards they
moaned the modern church could have saved millions of dol-
lars 446 little did they realize the obstacles harry russell had to sur-
mount in the 1920s to even get the TIB launched on russells
limited budget the additional expense of punch cards proper
typewriters and a training program might have kept him from
implementing his project ultimately the society decided not to
attempt to transfer the TIB wholesale to computers but rather
to check the names processed under the new system against the
TIB and when they appeared in both places to transfer the TIB data
into the new system 47

the california group met each sunday and sometimes made
special trips to salt lake city at church expense to consult and to
work with data at the october conference of the genealogical
association several general authorities of the church urged the
genealogists to take full advantage of the new technology elder
mark E petersen however cautioned the society that the com-
puter did not relieve church members of their personal family
responsibilities 48

nevertheless the general authorities clearly recognized that
the society was now responsible for supplying the temples with
names even before providing direct research assistance or training
to individuals president david 0 mckay made it clear that the
temples were not to run out of names and that the society was
responsible to see that they did not 4919 As a result george fudge
marshaled the development of the R tab records tabulation
program which was the predecessor to the electronic name
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extraction program under R tab names were taken from
microfilm copies of british parish registers and prepared for tem-
ple work in the first R tab effort fudge experimented with the
records of the bolden england parish by having one of his assis-
tants queenie mead extract names and place them on family
group sheets the work was too time consuming to provide the
temples with enough to keep them open doing proxy baptisms
and endowments they quickly turned to simply extracting names 5051

nevertheless concurrent with extracting single names
through R tab the society continued to experiment with comcompil-
ing

pil

names on group sheets so that sealingsdealingssealings could be performed
between february 1961 and january 1964 the records filmed in
1948 by james black in northwestern italy were extracted and the
names placed on family group sheets 51 the issue arose as to who
should be listed as the family representative when the sheets were
prepared for temple work in a letter to president hugh B brown
on 17 august 1961 george fudge explained the problem and
asked for advice if family representatives must be listed then the
society must set up a training program he explained four months
later on 14 december he reported to the board in strict confi-
dence that the first presidency had authorized the society to
begin compiling names for the temple without listing a family rep-
resentative the implications of this new policy were tremendous
and the reasons for the initial confidentiality were obvious church
leaders wanted the members to hear about this major change in
policy from official sources and not by way of rumor also the
expanding role of the society in pursuing such a name extraction
program would require a greater budget and at that point the
money was not available 52

in 1962 the R tab program was underway even though the
society did not own a computer instead the church organized
the advanced planning department headed by kendall wright
who was a member of the california consulting group all church
computers were located in this department and all the other
church departments used its services

under the original records tabulation program names were
all typed on index cards in 1961 after consulting with alfonzo
pia the society began to use flexowritersflexowriters typewriters that



staff using flexowntersflexowritersflexowriterswnters ca 1965 the flexoflexowriterflexownterwriter produced a punched
paper tape the data from this tape was transferred to a magnetic tape
and then fed into a computer
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produced punched paper tapes by june 1962 a computer was
available and the flexowriterflexowriter data was sent to it two typists
copied the same data from the same microfilms then the data from
the paper tapes was converted to magnetic tapes and fed into the
computer for comparison if everything matched an indication
that the two sets of data had been copied accurately a new C

tape was created that contained all the correctly copied informa-
tion when discrepancies arose they were reconciled and a cor-
rected record sent through for further processing the system was
soon refined so that data could be entered directly on magnetic
discs and the corrected names were sent directly to the temple
without being put on family group sheets 5313

in 1962 the church began to call people on missions to work
in the name extraction program beginning with certain english
parish records on microfilm initially seventy five men and women
from ten stakes were called to work eight hours a week for two
years some worked at microfilm readers extracting names in long-
hand while others learned to use flexowritersflexowriters As the electronic
R tab system grew the unit cost of clearing names for temple work
dropped from a high of 1371571.37137 in 1967 68 to 64 .6464 in 1973 before
long flexowritersflexowriters which were comparatively noisy and awkward
were eliminated and the program was designed for regular com-
puter terminals 5414

the computer had changed the nature of the genealogical
program of the church however church members were still
reminded that they were responsible for their own families and
must become acquainted with their ancestry it doesnt matter
whether your computer is able to compile all the family group
sheets for every one that ever lived on the earth presidentjosephpresident joseph
fielding smith told alfonzo pia it remains the responsibility of
each individual to know his kindred dead even if the work
is done then it is still each persons responsibility to study and
become acquainted with his ancestors 5155115555 the new policies
allowed the church to keep the temples open provide the living
with the blessing of regular temple attendance and do vicarious
temple work for all the dead whose records were available regard-
less of family relationships leaders were concerned however
that the computer would replace the spirit of elijah and that the
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hearts of the children would not be turned to their personal
forebears but for many church members that problem did not
materialize families throughout the church continued to submit
family group sheets

the society still had not solved the problem of processing all

the group sheets promptly clearing names for temple work some-
times took as long as two years checking was a very slow manual
process which seemed incongruous when compared with the
rapid computer process used for other temple work the society
decided to change the forms necessary for submitting names to
the temple instead of using the old family group sheets the
society would have the names for temple work submitted on new
single entry forms this way patrons would not have to wait until
they had a complete family group sheet before submitting names
for ordinance work july 1969 was set as the date to begin submit-
ting names for temple work on the new forms 5616 that year the
society introduced the genealogical information and name
tabulation GIANTGUNTglant program inviting church members to submit
the individual names they had been keeping in their files for years
because they could not link them to family groups george fudge
later said that people emptied their cupboards of such names 5717

research division

the genealogical society did not forget its obligation to help
members with their own research by 1961 however the research
division seemed hopelessly flooded with requests and researchers
were complaining that they were both overworked and underpaid
the board of trustees was reluctant to raise the fees charged to
patrons but at the same time the cost to the church for continu-
ing this research was high in 1965 the board decided to eliminate
the research division and redirect the societysSocietys activities to edu-
cating patrons in research methods rather than doing the research
for them in january 1966 the board announced that it would
accept no new research accounts allaftailaliantann custom research was elimi-
nated before the end of the year 5818

the alternative was a program decided on by the board ear-
lier in 1963 to recommend private researchers to patrons and to
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develop a testing program for accrediting researchers the first
accreditation examinations for professional researchers in the
sources of denmark and scotland were complete by 1964 be-
coming accredited was not an easy process candidates had to

1 have access to the collection 2 complete a thousand hours
of research in the area of specialty 3 possess a working knowl-
edge of the language for the area of specialty and 4 pass a com-
prehensive exam 5919 the written examination administered by the
society could take as long as eight hours in addition the candi-
date was required to defend before a committee a pedigree he or
she had prepared in 1976 the accreditation list included 131
researchers the list was updated quarterly 60

the society assumed no responsibility for furnishing clients
with an accredited genealogist or for certifying the work accom-
plished by the researcher however the genealogists signed an
agreement promising to abide by certain conditions they agreed
to reply promptly to all correspondence connected with their
employment to clearly inform clients about fees deposits other
agents used reporting methods and areas of accreditation to
make regular written reports to clients explaining all aspects of
their work including any reasons for delay to maintain accurate
accounting and to adhere to the genealogists code prepared
by the board of certification of genealogists

while it no longer accepted private research accounts the
society provided general research assistance research papers
describing the main genealogical sources in different countries were
prepared by the societysSocietys professional staff and published the
society also offered to do certain landskindslonds of selected research projects
it would for a nominal fee check the temple index bureau and
copy appropriate index cards for patrons it would also make brief
searches of the library sources for surnames and localities 61

library

As the society phased out doing research for patrons it grad-
ually expanded its library services in 1961 the societysSocietys president
junius jackson encouraged the staff to improve its approach to
serving the public we need to be missionaries he declared and
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patrons should get excellent attention from everyone in this
building nevertheless when delbert roach became head of the
library in 1963 he found considerable criticism of its operation
book and microfilm stacks were closed to the public patrons
could check out only one roll of filmfihn at a time which slowed ser-
vice since the staff were constantly on the run trying to provide
the books and films requested 62 gradually the library changed
these policies in january 1965 after an extensive reclassification
and recording process it became an open stack library access to
the microfilm collection remained restricted until november 1969
when a better humidity control process was installed in the library
and a new simplified classification system was developed for easy
patron retrieval of the films 63

even with open stacks the limited library staff had difficulty
serving all its patrons between 1961 and 1969 the average num-
ber of daily users increased from 301 to over 600 the staff-
ing problem was partially solved with the establishment of a

volunteer program church members from the salt lake valley
received training and worked at the service desk in the evenings
and on saturdays

the open stack system created some new concerns about the
use of certain microfilmed records of temple ordinances these
films were still restricted patrons were required to show temple
recommends before they could use the microfilm and were asked
to work only on their own family lines in 1974 however when a

book was published containing information from the restricted
microfilmed records the policy for accessing such sensitive rec-
ords was tightened even further 64

branch libraries

during all this time the society continued to receive requests
for the establishment of branch libraries the first step toward a

major policy change came in 1961 when residents ofofloganlogan utah
organized their own genealogical library in connection with the
public library and asked the genealogical society in salt lake city
for help in expanding their resources at the 2 november meeting
of the board members were urged to support such regional
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reading room of the cache valley utah branch library 1967 micro-
films from the society can be ordered by the branch libraries this
service provides worldwide access to the societysSocietys collection

libraries they would provide researchers with preliminary sources
although the more advanced sources would remain in salt lake
city establishing branches in local areas george fudge argued
would help patrons avoid needless expenditures of time effort and
money the board agreed with him later that year the los angeles
temple supervisors asked for permission to establish a library at the
bureau of information near the temple permission was granted
two months later 65 but like the one at logan this library was not a
completely official branch of the genealogical society

some resistance to establishing branch libraries continued
partly because of the expense involved and partly because of the
fear they would diminish the resources of the main library when
N eldon tanner became president of the society he reconsidered
the concept and appointed a committee chaired by delbert roach
to investigate it As a result elder tanner announced in the octo-
ber 1963 general conference that four branch libraries would be estab-
lished in mesa oakland logan and cardstonbardstonCardston actually the first
official branch library was established in may 1964 in the library of
brigham young university as a pilot project the trained librar-
ians available the number of students and community residents
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available as patrons and the proximity to salt lake city all made
BYU a natural choice for the new experiment in june 1964 the
logan library became an official branch in october the branch
program was turned over to archibald FE bennett who vigorously
promoted it 66 by the end of the next year there were branches at
twenty one locations and the number doubled to forty by the end
of 1966 6717 the seventy fiifthfifth branch library in moses lake wash-
ington was founded in 1968 clearly the availability of microfilm
ing and other technologies had provided an important basis for the
rapid expansion of genealogical research opportunities in many
parts of the church 6861

the society soon developed guidelines for establishing
branches A group of stakes could request permission to set up
a library or in isolated areas an individual stake could do so
minimal facilities included an adequate room good lighting
sources and access to rest rooms once the branch was estab-
lished a revolving fund was set up at the genealogical society to
help finance the ordersorders for films by patrons the library district
was to contribute one cent per capita to this fund the local
stake was responsible for branch library operations and staff mem-
bers included volunteers called to fill this church service assign-
ment at first libraries were set up in either church or public
buildings however some residents of logan complained about
the church genealogical library being located in the public library
building the logan branch library was moved to the basement of
the logan tabernacle it soon became policy that all libraries
should be set up on church property 69

initially branches could not be located within a sixty mile
radius of each other in october 1971 however theodore M

burton asked the society trustees to eliminate that rule for it
seemed impractical A more feasible plan he suggested would
be to establish branch genealogical libraries in stake centers
rather than to build additional physical facilities in public build-
ings the board agreed and with this significant change in policy
branch genealogical libraries could be established in stake centers
throughout the church 7071

each branch library had a basic set of microfilms books and
other materials it could order additional microfilms from the society
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in salt lake city in 1964 branch libraries ordered 1295 rolls of film
the following year they ordered 9676 rolls and in 1966 the number
reached 22691 by 1968 between 170000 and 200000 patrons
were using the branch libraries each year with an estimated monthly
attendance of between 200 and 250 people per library by 1973 with
the computerizing of the branch library system requests for films
were handled with increasing emmieffiefficientefficienefficiency71efficiencycienclency7lcyal71

publications

during this era the society issued a number of publications
designed to encourage research as well as motivate its employees
in 1962 it initiated an houseinhousein publication called the genealogical
researcher which was sent to ward and stake genealogical com-
mitteesmittees the following year however church leaders asked that
the information be included in the improvement era rather than
in a separate publication in 1964 the church news also added a
section on genealogy the following year douglas D palmer
started a weekly genealogical column whats your line that
continued for three years in the church news in january 1965
the society began issuing news and reviewsforreviews for branch libraries
which contained reports from various branch libraries and infor-
mation on books and other materials that the branches might want
to purchase the same year it also inaugurated the genealogical
society observer for the benefit of employees and branch libraries
in 19751973 the observer became a single page bulletin for priesthood
leaders and branch libraries and the newsletter for employees was
renamed the record the observer continued for four more years
and the record for one 72

special classes and Sernseminarsinars

the correlation program resulted in changes to longstandinglong standing
programs of the society causing unavoidable discomfort for some
in 1964 for example archibald FE bennett saw one of his cherished
responsibilities disappear the society was no longer responsible
for genealogical instruction programs throughout the church
because genealogy had become one of the four functions of the
priesthood its teaching responsibility also became a priesthood
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function therefore the society was no longer directly responsible
for classes and course outlines although it stillstiffstinn cooperated with
the educational efforts of the other organizations of the church
As its main work it now provided facilities and resources for
research direct assistance to patrons when possible and a contin-
uing supply of names to the temples the societysSocietys staff did not do
research for other people or conduct regular genealogical classes
as part of its responsibility 73

nevertheless certain specialized classes and seminars on how
to do genealogy continued for example the library still taught
classes on the use of library files films and research books and on
analyzing your own research problems they were conducted by

archibald FE bennett and the library staff 7471 in 1968 and 1969 the
workload of the society was so heavy that special orientation
classes were held daily for the benefit of those interested in learn-
ing how to use the library the library also had audio taped tours
and volunteers gave tours of the facilities locality lectures were
held so that patrons could learn what sources were available for
particular countries so many people attended a series called
spotlight on english research in january 1968 that it had to

be repeated for one week during the 1969 world conference
on records see below the library held classes in german on
library procedures and genealogical sources for research in

germany classes were also held on genealogical programs devel-
oped by the society such as records tabulation 7571

in addition the society planned various seminars the first
genealogical seminar at brigham young university was held in
1966 and 483 people attended by 1975 nearly 3000 people
including a number of genealogists not affiliated with the church
attended the meetings many had traveled great distances As these
week long seminars grew a number of features were added
A general authority of the church gave a motivating address on
genealogy each day beginning intermediate and advanced sub
seminars were added in 1970 the next year special subseminarssubseminars
were held for branch librarians and in 1972 classes were added for
stake and ward genealogical leaders by 1974 classes were taught
in fundamental research methods for the british isles continental
europe scandinavia the united states and canada A session for
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youth was added in 1975 in 1976 approximately 3000 people
attended the annual seminar

leaders of the society began to recognize that even with
such good attendance continuing the seminar program would
not meet the needs of all the members of the church some in
fact believed it was becoming a program only for church mem-
bers in utah the society made the decision to discontinue its
involvement in the seminars in favor of encouraging priesthood
leaders to hold stake genealogical seminars however beginning
in the summer of 1978 annual seminars were sponsored at brig-
ham young university by the family and local history program 7671

world conference on records 1969

of all the classes seminars and other public programs held
during this period the most significant was the world conference
on records 3 8 august 1969 that year marked the genealogical
societysSocietys seventy fifth anniversary the board felt nothing could
provide a more appropriate celebration than a worldwide conven-
tion for genealogists and genealogical organizations

detailed planning for the conference began after a planning
committee was organized in december 1967 they adopted the
theme of records protection in an uncertain world with frank
smith as program chairman the committee planned an ambitious
program on research and record keeping the society invited gen-
ealogists archivists librarians historians computer experts micro-
film technologists and civic leaders from around the world to
take part 77

the society was not disappointed people from many nations
flocked to salt lake city for the conference those who came
were well served five thousand participants including some who
arrived just in time on a charter flight from frankfurt germany
attended the opening session in the salt lake tabernacle on the
evening of 3 august they heard general authorities of the church
explain the reasons for the churchschurche commitment to records
preservation and genealogical work and were treated to a musical
program by the mormon tabernacle choir

the program included various general sessions in which partici-
pants heard about UNESCOs archival work from dr alfred wagner the
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role of newspapers in preserving history and genealogy from lord
thompson of fleet owner of the london times and 180 other news-
papers archives of the future from united states archivist james B

rhoads the genealogical societysSocietys micromicrofilmfilin program from elder
howard W hunter the preservation and use of records
from dr felix hull county archivist for kent england records
preservation in an uncertain world from US senator wallace FE

bennett and records preservation in the USSR from genadiigenadij
alexandrovichAlexandrovich belov director general of archives moscow
participants could also choose from over 230 sessions dealing with
the creation storage and preservation of records retrieval of rec-
ords written history of the british isles as well as the germanic
slavic scandinavian and romance countries written oral and tra-
ditionalditional history in the pacific south asia africa middle east united
states and canada history and records of east asia heraldry
genealogical and hereditary societies publication of genealogical
material and family organization they enjoyed tours of the facilities
of the genealogical society including the famous granite mountain
record vault many participants stayed in the homes of local church
members which gave them a chance to observe some personal
aspects of family life in salt lake city 7871

the conference was also the occasion for some awards to the
society on 5 august agfaaffa gevaert inc of antwerp belgium
the worlds major microfilm supplier presented an award to the
society for valuable contributions to the state of the art of visual
communications and records preservation dr ken stryker
rodda president of the american society of genealogists also
gave a certificate of appreciation to the society later in the year
it received an award of excellence in microfilmingmicrofilming from the 3 M

company a certificate of award in a graphics arts competition
sponsored by the printing industries of america inc for the
brochure on the world conference and an award of merit for
the success of the conference from the american association
for state and local history 79

the conference was considered a huge success by the
society but there were some disappointments early estimates
anticipated the possibility of 20000 visitors to salt lake city dur-
ing the conference but the actual number attending was 6000
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the society estimated that the income from and cost of the
convention would balance at 456000 in the end however rev-
enue from registration and other fees came to only 134918.4813491848
while expenditures amounted to 383861.3438386134 resulting in a net
loss of 24894286248942.8624894286 some church leaders worried about the losses
but society officials including theodore M burton and frank
smith maintained that the positive effects of the conference out-
weighed the costs 80 the conference legitimized the society in the
eyes of many archivists worldwide and opened the way for micro
filming in previously untouched realms on the globe it was
according to howard W hunter president of the society at that
date one of the great successes of the church 81

1 lpersonnel

during the early 1960s the society was responsible for hiring
its own employees and sometimes had difficulty retaining well
trained personnel in 1960 the employee turnover reached 77 per-
cent but in 1961 after the rules allowed women to work for six
months after their marriage see chapter 4 it dropped to 57 per-
cent 82 in the 1970s church policy was modified to allow married
women to continue to work in church offices indefinitely

the society also worked to promote high morale among its
employees it developed an orientation manual and various train-
ing programs and society personnel were encouraged to attend
professional conferences and schools in order to improve their
skills in 1973 the society held a major seminar for its employees
where division leaders discussed the history and the future of the
society and where various staff members presented musical num-
bers the number of employees was becoming so large that their
relationship to the society could become impersonal the leaders
hoped that motivational programs would help employees feel they
were important in the genealogical work of the church 8381

physical facilities

the rapidly expanding programs library resources and staff
continued to create a need for larger and better facilities in de-
cember 1933 the society had moved into the basement and first
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two floors of the joseph E smith memorial building by 1949
elder joseph fielding smith was appealing to the first presidency
for more space in 1955 the third floor previously a ballroom was
remodeled and the societysSocie tys microfilm readers some offices and
the library reading room were moved to that floor 84

the added space met the needs of the society only tempo-
rarily what the board really wanted was a new library building
located near the salt lake temple the first presidency approved
the concept in 1949 but nothing was done at the time in 1960
there was stillstiffstinn much discussion about the location of an archive
building church leaders went to the huntington library and other
archives in order to get ideas about what might be done but more
than two decades passed before the society obtained its own
library building 8515 in the meantime the society leased extra com-
mercial property in salt lake city for additional space

the need for new facilities became acute in 1960 when the
city announced plans to widen the street where the joseph FE

smith memorial building was located the plans meant that the

montgomery ward building ca 1962 at 107 south main salt lake city
location of the genealogical society 1962 72
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building would have to be razed the church promised the state
of utah that the society would be out of the building within two
years various suggestions were made for a new location such as
an old munitions plant on redwood road or some alternate sites
on the east side of salt lake city the society had high hopes for
the possibility of building on a fifteen acre plot on foothill boule-
vard near twenty first east but in the end none of these locations
were approved in 1962 the society moved into the abandoned
montgomery ward building at 107 south main street As the need
for more room became critical the society also took over space in
the beehive bank building these facilities were considered only
temporary since the redwood road site was still being consid-
ered officials of the society were adamant however that they did
not want to move to redwood road it was in an industrial area
it was too far from downtown there was inadequate parking avail-
able and access to the area for patrons was very indirect As late
as 1969 elder theodore M burton was seriously discussing possi-
ble plans for remodeling the montgomery ward building in order
to utilize that space more effectively 8616

in the meantime the church erected a new twenty six floor
office building on north temple street which was ready for occu-
pancy in november 1972 theibe four floors of the west wing and con-
siderablesiderable space in the central tower were allocated to the society

stake and ward organizations

the genealogical society was concerned not only with im-
proving its central facilities but also with maintaining viable
genealogical organizations at the stake and ward levels when gen-
ealogy became a central priesthood responsibility local high coun
cil members and high priests group leaders were made directly
responsible for stake and ward genealogical activities these in-
cluded teaching genealogical classes and examining records com-
piled by local church members for submission to the society
unfortunately the society found that many of the family group
sheets submitted contained the same types of errors that had
always plagued the program in january 1964 a new examination
program was set up in an effort to eliminate some of the mistakes
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before they reached the society all records submitted were to be
checked by two ward examiners who presumably had studied a
training manual designed to help them locate errors on the forms
the society stressed the fact that examiners should be teachers
who helped ward members learn correct procedures not censors 87

genealogical society leaders undoubtedly remembered the
mixed success of earlier efforts to conduct genealogical classwork
in the wards nevertheless plans were soon made to once again
have a genealogical class taught in the sunday school and a new
lesson manual was written the society also planned to teach an
adult genealogical class in connection with the MIA and encour-
aged priesthood quorums to study genealogy junior classes were
begun in 1964 in five pilot stakes plans were made to expand
them to the entire church in 1965- 881965- 11

there was still some debate however over where genealogy
should be taught that is to what age group and in what organi-
zation on 18 february 1964 elder burton commented candidly
on the problem in a reply to an inquiry from elder A theodore
tuttle the society really did not know where the classes would be
most effective he said the junior classes for teenagers in the pilot
stakes were a success but because of the manual being used
the adult sunday school classes were ineffective the courses in the
MIA had been successful in some stakes but due to the haste of
the society in getting the classes into the MIA there had not been
enough preparation and the program had not worked well elder
burton suggested that until more information could be obtained
the genealogical program at the ward level should be confined to
encouraging church members to gather pedigreespedigreedpedigrees make family
group sheets and write personal histories in subsequent letters
elder burton pointed to some additional problems especially with
the MIA classes the number of family group sheets being submit-
ted for temple work were not increasing as a result of the classes
because he felt there was too much emphasis on why genealogy
should be done and not enough on the practical how to do it
lessons we can talk about genealogy from now until doomsdaydooms day
he commented and not get any work out of our people unless we
begin to do actual research 89
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A new genealogy manual for the MIA class entitled
genealogy in action was prepared for 1964 its emphasis was
not on doctrine and theory but on organization research and sub-
mission of information it outlined a thirteen week course of in-
structionst the genealogical society stated that the class could also
be taught in sunday school if a local stake president or bishop felt
that was a more appropriate place the society also suggested that
stake and ward leaders take the course together and that it also be
presented in priesthood quorumsquorums unfortunately the genealogical
class became a cause for some mild tensions within the church as
some wards began to hold it on sundays along with a workshop
at the same time as sunday school opening exercises and classes
complaints were registered about a policy that would allow this
and in april even elder burton objected to it he wrote to the first
presidency stating his feelings that genealogical workshops should
not be held on sundays he also did not feel that he had the author-
ity to give such instructions to stake presidents and bishops the
policy was soon defined in such a way that wards could teach
the genealogical classes at any time the society reported that the
most successful classes were those held during sunday school
time A new manual family exaltation and you was prepared
for the course in 1973 it contained twelve lessons 90

two stake and ward programs were eliminated during the
1960s one was the practice of sending out genealogical home
teachers to ward families along with lessons and monthly study
guides this program had been reinstated under president junius
jackson but was canceled when N eldon tanner assumed society
leadership regular home teachers however were told to ask how
much genealogical research was being done by the families and
MIA classes were to take over the lesson materials 91

the convention program was the other program to be dis-
continued though not until after it had seen some significant
expansion when jackson became president of the society in
1961 he enlarged the convention staff to twenty eight because of
the increasing number of stakes to visit some of the new people
were volunteers not society employees who had received the
assignment as a church calling and were trained by the society 9291

to increase interest in the conventions the society produced
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various film and slide presentations it also took programs to the
missions of the church in 1962 for example the society ex-
plained its operations to two hundred international stake leaders
it also held a special genealogical meeting for stake presidents
stake genealogical chairmen and bishopricsbishoprickbishoprics on the day before the
opening of the october 1962 general conference of the church 93

it was not long however before conventions were elimi-
nated as a function of the society in 1963 as part of the general
correlation program the convention staff was transferred to the
churchschurche new priesthood genealogical committee in the stakes of
the church one of the quarterly conferences each year was
devoted to genealogical and welfare topics A genealogical repre-
sentativesentative accompanied the general authority visiting a stake con-
ference and might be asked to speak three or four times during the
weekend as well as hold a genealogical workshop on sunday after-
noon during the regular conference sessions on sunday the
genealogical workers were given fifteen minutes during which
they emphasized genealogy as a priesthood responsibility 94

eventually the priesthood genealogy committee was reduced
to thomas daniels as executive secretary and elder burton the
convention staff was eliminated in 1967 the first presidency
began calling regional representatives of the twelve and one of
their charges was to encourage genealogical work by this time
the society no longer had the responsibility for working directly
with the wards and stakes 9591

promoting genealogy

the genealogical society continued to find various ways and
means to promote research in the church and at the same time
to avoid duplication of research efforts one effort to prevent
duplication was the development of the pedigree referral service
PRS through this service genealogists could register family sur-

names they were working on and receive information from others
who were researching the same family names the PRS used a
computer to classify data by surname town county country and
dates interested people could register for the service at no cost
but patrons requesting information would be charged a nominal
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fee for finding people working on the same surname in the same
locality george fudge manager of research and development was
initially placed in charge of the program but in 1965 it was trans-
ferred to delbert roach and the genealogical library where it
became a patron service 96

the society announced the beginning of the pedigree referral
service through priesthood authorities in addition articles ap-
peared in the church news and the genealogical observer invit-
ing anyone doing genealogical research to register the society also
encouraged people who were not members of the church to reg-
ister for the service articles explaining the PRS appeared in an
el paso newspaper as well as in family weekly and readers digest 997

the society had great hopes for the PRS even anticipating
two million names on thesystemthe system at first the officers of the society
planned to subsidize the program hoping it would pay for itself
once it got started they were disappointed in the initial responses
from members of the church after three years the PRS still had
only 800000 names and the society was paying about five thou-
sand dollars a month to subsidize the program the society made
every effort to keep the PRS alive even raising the membership fee
from two dollars to four anyone who submitted a request to the
service was required to register with the PRS but when this policy
failed to produce any more names the requirement was eliminated

the experience with the PRS demonstrated how few church
members were actually doing genealogical research the society
thought that 20 to 25 percent of the latter day saints were actively
involved but the results of the PRS experiment suggested that the
figure was only about 2 percent some revisions in the program in
1968 failed to improve participation and the PRS was finally aban-
doned in 1969 the names already on the computer were printed
and microfilmed so they could be used by patrons 98 nevertheless
the need to coordinate research remained and in time would be
addressed in new programs such as the family registry and an-
cestral file see chapter 8

the society also made other efforts to encourage research and
cooperation among members including a three generation and then
a four generation genealogical program in 1965 following a sug-
gestion by paul royall the society began to ask all church members
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to submit three generations of family group sheets through this
program the society hoped to teach members how to ninfillfinnln out the
forms properly by giving them experience and having them receive
help from ward examiners families were also encouraged to form
family organizations in addition the three generation program was
seen as an opportunity to help train high priests group leaders and
ward examiners in their genealogical responsibilities the society
planned to microfilmmicrofilin the three generation sheets so they could be
used for research by the end of 1966 approximately 20 percent of
church members had participated in the three generation program 99

in 1966 the priesthood genealogy committee introduced a
four generation program at the stake conferences of the church
the three generation program was to continue but members were
asked to submit one more generation in support of both the three
and the four generation programs the society sent stake presidents
bishops and other priesthood leaders a packet of information
explaining how the programs should operate the material was
for use in the stake conferences devoted to genealogy in 1967
the two programs were combined the society also encouraged
church members to submit two additional family group sheets to
keep books of remembrance to attend the temple to take part in
the MIA genealogical workshops to submit information to the
PRS and to be active in family organizations 100

in the meantime the church was expanding globally and the
genealogical society became concerned about how to promote
its message and provide research assistance outside the english
speaking world until the 1960s all genealogical society manuals
were produced in english but theodore M burton began to
encourage the church to translate the materials eventually
arrangements were made to have translations done in 1962 plans
were also made to form a genealogical society in mexico and the
following year a genealogical library was set up there 101

in still another effort to be of service the society began a
stake indexing program in the 1960s in 1945 a patron had
donated some icelandic records to the society but a number of
mistakes were found in the records henry christiansen was asked
to work with them in 1967 a member of a stake high council in
springvilleSpringville utah offered the services of members of his stake to
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index those records the offer was accepted and members of the
stakes donated over 4000 hours of work to index 1251 pages
the success of this program gave the society the confidence
needed to begin similar indexing programs in other stakes 102

the period between 1961 and 1975 was one of constant
change the genealogical societysSocietys status moved from a brief stint
as an auxiliary to one of the four basic priesthood programs of the
church the society stopped doing research for individuals but
began to provide more effective assistance in the main library as
well as in a network of branch libraries it also began a name
extraction program designed to keep the temples open regardless
of whether or not church members were providing enough names
through their own research nevertheless latter day saints were
not excused from doing their own ancestral research putting
family groups together and performing sealingsdealingssealings in the temples
during the april 1975 general conference of the church elder
theodore M burtonbutton told priesthood bearers that the society was
furnishing 77 percent of all the names presented for vicarious
ordinances in the temples but that it could not do the work of
establishing family lines it is your personal individual missionary
responsibility he reminded them to see that your direct line
ancestors have been baptized endowed and sealed in proper
family order 103

NOTES

genealogical societyminutessociety minutes 22june22 june 1961 family history department of
the church hereafter cited as FHD

taniespanics B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints 2dad
ed rev and eni salt lake city deseret book 1992 596

actually there was some confusion about how to initiate the reorganiza-
tion according to the charter the president was to be appointed by the first
presidency but the rest of the officers were to be elected by the societysSocie tys mem-
bershipbership since the society had not accepted paying members since the charter
was filed with the state of utah in the 1940s the only known members were
general authorities temple presidenciespresidencies and former life members an attorney
suggested a meeting be called of this group but the general authorities decided
to make the changes internally and not follow the terms of the charter lorin F
pace to the first presidency 1 august 1961 genealogical society correspon-
dence FHD henry christiansen files july 1961 FHD
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the reasons are not all clear but apparently general administrative
procedure had been rather loosely handled and among other things there
may have been some concern about possible inappropriate use of funds and
poor accounting theodore M burton who later became vice president
and then managing director of the society emphasized however that
the problems were the result of carelessness rather than dishonesty see
theodore M burton oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 type-
script james moyle oral history program hereafter cited as JMOHP
archives division historical department the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives 8
george H fudge oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript
JMOHP 394039 40

5fudgeadgeudge interview 394039 40
6theathehe new board consisted of G eugene england lorin F pace zelph Y

erekson edward H sorensen irvin fox and howard S bennion genealogical
Ssociety minutes 6 july 1961

fudge7fudge interview 39 40
genealogical society minutes 10 october 1961
bennetts work at brigham young university and in other educational

capacities had made him well known as a teacher he was delighted to continue
working in the educational department of the society for he felt it was an impor-
tant and highly attractive division of the work archibald F bennett to daniel H
ludlow 31 august 1961 archibald F bennett collection FHD genealogical
society minutes 10 august 1961196iggi1

10 genealogical10genealogical society minutes 14 december 1961
henry E christiansen oral history interview by bruce blumell 1975 and

1976 typescript JMOHP 45 burton interview 10
12mark E petersen to the budget committee 19 december 1960 david 0

mckay papers LDS church Archiarchivesyes in this letter elder peterson recommends
on behalf of the society that the societysSocietys 1961 budget request be reduced from
2413864 to an exact 2 million dollars

13genealogical13genealogical society minutes 19 november 1962
there14there was also a suggestion that the management of the society in the

jackson administration was not effective in spite of the accomplishments listed
above reportedly jackson gunderson and some of the new board members
were inexperienced and spent little time at the society it was said for example
that gunderson spent only a few hours a week at the society talking with em-
ployees and that jackson himself was not a good administrator see burton inter-
view 8 frank smith oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript
JMOHP 252625 26

15 15churchchurch news 19 january 1963
16see richard 0 cowan the church in the twentieth century salt lake

city bookcraft 1985 306 10 including chart on p 309
james M black oral history interview by bruce blumell 1975 typescript

JMOHP 1 2 smith interview 262726 27
18burnonburtonbunton interview 8

initially191nitially N eldon tanner was listed as president theodore M burton as
vice president and paul royall as secretary N eldon tanner to secretary of state
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of the state of utah 1 october 1963 genealogical society correspondence FHD
genealogical society minutes 8 november 19631965 certificate of incorporation of
the genealogical society of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints inc
with foregoing minutes

burton1oburton interview 3 7 8
genealogical2genealogical society minutes 8 april and 22 october 1963 14 de-

cember 1964 fudge 1976 interview 46
22fudge interview 46
23 genealogical23genealogical society minutes 28 january and 15 july 1964 2255 may 1972

deseretdeseretnewsnemsnews 26 may 1972
at least as early as 1939 for example the hawaiian temple was not in

use much of the time because of lack of names elder john A widtsoe suggested
that the hawaiian saints might be allowed to submit names for temple work even
if they were not of their own direct lineage genealogical society minutes
28 february 1939 the logan st george and manti temples likewise experi-
enced shortages when the president of the st george temple brought this mat-
ter to the attention of the society in 1941 archibald F bennett simply replied
that the function of our society is to gather names for individual patrons and to
encourage members to do their own research he urged that something be done
to stimulate research in the temple district but offered no further help so far as
providing a constant supply of names was concerned archibald F bennett to
harold S snow 29 december 1941 temple correspondence files FHD

15 L garrett myers to committee on personnel 19 january and 19 february
1960 genealogical society correspondence FHD

26L garrett myers to church budget committee 18 january 1958
genealogical society correspondence

17aA george raymond president of the logan temple to all stake
presidents 15 april 1953 genealogical society correspondence

28aA discussion of these problems was held in a meeting of temple presi-
dents 4 april 1958 as recorded in minutes filed in archibald F bennett
papers FHD

291191L garrett myers to committee on personnel 19 february 1960
genealogical society correspondence FHD

31joseph31joseph fielding smith and archibald F bennett to stake presidents and
stake genealogical chairmen 18 february 1958 genealogical society cor-
respondence FHD

31 fudge interview 9 11111515 16 memo from george H fudge to president
hugh B brown 17 august 1961 genealogical society correspondence FHD
joseph fielding smith and archibald F bennett to stake presidents and
genealogical representatives 18 february 1958 genealogical society circular
letters LDSIDSirs church archives robert petersen oral history interview by jessee
embry 1977 rough draft IDSLDS church archives 6 smith interview 14

genealogical3genealogical society minutes 16 april 1943
33 genealogical33genealogical society minutes 22 june 1943
34 genealogical society minutes 27 september 1943

genealogical3genealogical society minutes 16 april 1946 myers interview 7 p 13 in
june 1943 myers and archibald F bennett were appointed to a committee to
look into the whole problem and in april 1946 myers bennett and harold A
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dent were appointed as a committee to make recommendations specifically with
regard to the incoming danish records

genealogical3genealogical society minutes 2 june 1961
37forfor some thoughts on the early impact of technology including com-

puter technology on various church programs see james B alienallenailen testimony
and technology A phase of the modernization of mormonism since 1950 in
after 150 years the latter day saints in sesquicentennial perspective ed
thomas G alexander and jessie L embry charles redd monographs in western
history no 13 qprovoprovo utah charles redd center for western studies 1983
173207173 207

31fudge31fudge interview 15 L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith gen-
ealogicalea society minutes 10 october 1957 genealogical society minutes
24 may 1960

39garygary carlson oral history interview by james B alienallenailen 15 january 1980
typescript JMOHP 5

4oseeboseesee alfonzo pia oral history interview byjamesbyjames B alienallenailen 1979 typescript
JMOHP 2 16

41seesee carlson interview 20 22 for comments on this from the viewpoint
of one of the computer experts

12carlson interview 9109 10
43carisoncarlson interview 9109 10
44carisoncarlson interview 7
45genealogical45genealogical society minutes 27 september 1960 20 january 1961

L garrett myers to the first presidency 4 october 1960 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

4 carlson interview 19 20 see chapter 3 above for a discussion of the
origin of the temple index bureau

47lylelyielyle J gardner A computer system for the genealogist part I1

introduction to the giant system paper presented at the world conference on
records 1969 7 copy in possession of kahlilekahline mehr

suitsuirsaltsaltlakelake tribune 5 october 1962 church news 13 october 1952
4949fudgefudge interview 15 16 peterson interview 6
50george50george H fudge oral history interviews by george D durrant and

john C jarman 31 may 31 july 1984 18 copy in possession of kahlilekahfilekallile mehr
51hughhugh toner law biographical sketch june 1989 unpublished type-

script 4 copy in possession of kahlilekahlflekahline mehr
george5georgecgeorge H fudge to president hugh B brown 17 august 1961

genealogical society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 14 de-
cember 1961

plapia interview 8128 12
54see burton interview 11- 121112 fudge 1976 interview 16 peterson inter-

view 676 7 17 george H fudge to hugh B brown 25 may 1962 genealogical
society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 30 june 1962
where the permission to extend missions calls is reported form letter dated
18 september 1962 calling genealogical missionaries to which the names of
the first missionaries are attached david 0 mckay papers LDS church
archives church news 15 september and 27 october 1962 george H fudge
to james E faust 12 march 1963 genealogical society correspondence FHD
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other miscellaneous letters in genealogical society correspondence about
various aspects of the R tab and missionary program the records tabulation
program improvement era 69 october 1966 872 73 various discussions
reported in the genealogical society minutes 1962731962 73

55pia interview 12
56peterson interview 3 6 14 16 fudge 1976 interview 171917 19 A new

system in genealogy church news 25 january 1969 the new GIANT system
in genealogy improvement era 72 january 1969 48 49 christiansen inter-
view 69 70

57fudge 1976 interview 20
ft genealogical5genealogical society minutes 19 october and 12 december 1961

16 october 1962 29 march 1963 17 june 1964 13 april and 31 march 1966
L garrett myers to sidney C mayrmayrjrmaysjrjr 24 march 1961 genealogical society cor-
respondence4 FHD fudge 1976 interview 25 26 smith interview 293029 30
theodore M burton to the patrons of the research department of the gen-
ealogicalea society 17 january 1966 david 0 mckay papers LDS church archives

59 requirements59requirements for becoming an accredited genealogist mimeographed
handout provided by the department in 1976

60personal60personal interview with roy spjut research specialist priesthood
genealogy division by jessie embry 19 august 1976 notes in possession of
the authors

genealogical society minutes 17 june 1964 theodore M burton how
to obtain information from the genealogical society fourth annual priest-
hood genealogical seminar manual salt lake city genealogical society
1969 27 31 32

12genealogical society minutes 7 december 1961 1 may and 3 septem-
ber 1963

13 genealogical society minutes 1 may 3 september and 19 november
1963 delbert E roach to theodore M burton 18 march 1974 henry
christiansen files FHD ted powell oral history interview byjessieby jessiejessle embry 1977
typescript JMOHP 10

genealogical society minutes 17 august 1961 library statistical report
1961621961 62 1969 henry christiansen files 1970 1974 FHD

65fudge 1976 interview 34 genealogical society minutes 2 and 28 no-
vember 1961 13 february 1962

genealogical society minutes 27 october 1964 FHD
67 memorandum may 1988 FHD

genealogical society minutes 2 and 31 july 1963 28 january and
3 march 1964 report on branch libraries henry christiansen files 1964
FHD the genealogical society observer 5 march 1969 5

19henryhenry christiansen files 1964 FHD archibald F bennett the day of
branch genealogical libraries Is here instructor 100 july 1965 193 branch
genealogical libraries improvement era 69 september 1966 790 91
theodore M burton to lloyd A hamilton 25 november 1964 genealogical
society correspondence FHD orson cannon oral history interview by jessie
embry 1977 typescript JMOHP fudge 1976 interview

theodore7meodore M burton to board of trustees 13 october 1971 included in
the genealogical society minutes 27 october 1971
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71the2 be genealogical society observer 3 january 1967 9 5 september
1969196 14 genealogical society minutes 23 may 1973

72 henry christiansen files 1962 1965 1973 FHD genealogical society
minutes 10 march 1964 george H fudge to ronaldtoronaldthronald G polland 3 april 1963
genealogical society correspondence FHD theodore M burton to all stake
presidents 14 april 1964 genealogical society circular letter LDS church
archives fudge 1976 interview 44 theodore M burton to paul royall 31 aug-
ust 1964 genealogical society correspondence FHD douglas D palmer whats
your line church news I11 may 1965

73seesee archibald F bennett papers FHD various memos and notes in 1964
for some insight into the frustrations bennett was facing during the time of these
changes As late as june 1964 he still perceived his own duties as being directly
related to teaching at BYU and supervising genealogical instruction in the church

74seesee material related to these classes in the archibald F bennett files FHD
75 the genealogical society observer 4 february 1968 4 5 september

1969 3 genealogical society management meeting 6 january 1970 central
files FHD

76burton interview 25 40 genealogical society minutes 11 april 1973
priesthood genealogical seminar syllabi 1969761969 76 smith interview fudge inter-
view the family and local history program which was then under the direction
of V ben bloxham was already doing an effective job of teaching genealogical
classes and promoting genealogical studies on the BYU campus and faculty mem-
bers in that program had been regularly involved with the annual seminars
therefore taking over the seminars when the genealogical society stopped spon-
soring them was a natural extension of the family and local history program the
family and local history program became part of the department of history in
1977 for some historical background on family and local history at BYU see
V ben bloxham some aspects of the contribution of local history studies in
england to the establishment and development of a family and local history
program at brigham young university provo utah USA phd diss uni-
versity of southampton 1980 chapter 4 norman edgar wright history of the
genealogical research technology program at brigham young university
1960 1980 manuscript in possession of norman E wright and a copy in pos-
session of james B alienallenailen

7777burtonburtonburnonbunton interview 49 50 genealogical society minutes 5 5decemberdecember
1967 30 august and 5 september 1968 the world conference on records
improvement era 72 january 1969 22 24 smith interview 373837 38

78deseret78deseret news 4 and 5 august 1969 genealogical society minutes
5 september 1968 the genealogical society observer 5 december 1969 4 5

listfistbist of papers at the world conference on records provided by FHD
79the genealogical society observer 5 december 1969 454 5 deseret

news 6 august 1969 burton interview 49 50
80the80he minutes of the genealogical society contain a balance sheet of the

contents of the convention dated 18 september 1969 burton interview 49 50
smith interview 37 38

genealogical8genealogical society minutes 18 september 1969 FHD
812112 genealogical society minutes 17 august 28 september 2 9 and 16 nov-

ember and 5 december 1961 25 january 1962 26 november 1963 fudge 1976
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interview 30 genealogical society to personnel committee 28 december 1961
genealogical society correspondence FHD

83 genealogical society minutes 3 july 1962 29 march 1963 17 march
1964 theodore M burton to howard W hunter 9 june 1964 genealogical
society correspondence FHD henry christiansen files 1955601955 60 FHD burton
interview 64 65

14joseph14joseph fielding smith to first presidency 29 april 1949 genealogical
society correspondence FHD deseret news church section 9 july 1955
L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith 4 november 1955 genealogical
society correspondence

genealogical society minutes 25 october and 30 december 1949
21 february 1957 21 march 1958 13 march and 30 october 1959 19 february
1960 L garrett myers to howard barker 21 february 1957 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

116thehe minutes and correspondence of the genealogical society are filled in
this period with concerns for space and with various proposals for examples
from the correspondence see L garrett myers to church building committee
9 august 1957 L garrett myers to wendellWendelwendelljwendellalJJ mendenhall 5 july 1960 council
of the twelve committee to the first presidency 30 december 1960 george H
fudge to L garrett myers 25 may 1961 genealogical association to the first
presidency 12 april 1962 george H fudge to richard C miller 8 march 1962
junius M jackson lamont B gunderson and george H fudge to hugh B

brown 20 july 1962 george H fudge to N eldon tanner 10 july 1963 N eldon
tanner to graham doxey 9 september 1963 george H fudge to N eldon tan-
ner 21 november 1963 for examples from the minutes see genealogical society
minutes 13 march 1959 24 may 1960 20 january 3 17 february 1961 5 april
1962 13 april 1966 29 may 1969 all the above sources are located in the FHD
see also church news 30 june 1962

INN eldon tanner to hugh B brown 29 march 1963 genealogical society
correspondence theodore M burton the four key men fourth annual
priesthood genealogical research seminar 13691969 salt lake city genealogical
society 1969 464 6 family group sheet examiners 1964 archibald F bennett
collection FHD the ward examination program improvement era 69 june
1966 484 85

88genealogical88genealogical society minutes 28 december and 10 august 19611961 N eldon
tanner to executive secretary of the coordinating committee 10 april 1963
genealogical society correspondence FHD archibald F bennett to N eldon
tanner 13 september 1963 archibald F bennett collection FHD popular edu-
cation in genealogy improvement era 67 february 1964 1045104 5

89theodoreTheodoe M burton to A theodore tuttle 18 february 1964 gen-
ealogicalea society correspondence FHD theodore M burton to S dilworth
young 12 june 1964 genealogical society correspondence theodore M burton
to edmond F woods 9 june 1964 genealogical society correspondence

derek91derek harland genealogy in action salt lake city genealogical
society 1964 A continuing program for genealogy salt lake city the first
presidency 1968 burton the four key men 18 theodore M burton to the
quorum of the twelve 2 april 1964 genealogical society correspondence
FHD henry E christiansen priesthood leadership how the class fits into the
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program eighth annual priesthood genealogical research seminar salt lake
city genealogical society 1973 family exaltation and you salt lake city
the first presidency 1973

91junius91junius M jackson to richard 0 grant 23 february 1962 genealogical
society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 19 april and
31 may 1962 junius M jackson lamont B gunderson and george H fudge to
all stake presidents and counselors 19 july 1962 genealogical society circular
letters LDS church archives home teaching lesson guides LDS church
library presiding bishopric to all stake presidents 22 january 1963 archibald F

bennett collection FHD archibald F bennett to N eldon tanner 8 march 1963
archibald F bennett collection N eldon tanner to dale G olson 18 september
1963 genealogical society correspondence junius M jackson to A L tidlund
12 march 1962 genealogical society correspondence

91fudge91fudge 1976 interview 14 church news 29 december 1962 11 gen-
ealogicalea society minutes 26 november 1962

9393fudgefudge 1976 interview 14 church news 29 december 1962 11 gen-
ealogicalealogical society minutes 26 november 1962 archibald F bennett to david 0
mckay 2 february 1961 david 0 mckay papers LDS church archives
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genealogical society correspondence FHD

91fudge91fudge 1976 interview 52
95smith95smith interview 29 genealogical society minutes 21 november and

30 november 1961 1 march 9 october and 9 november 1962 theodore M

burton to general authorities I11 june 1965 genealogical society circular letters
LDS church archives fudge 1976 interview 52 thomas daniels oral history
interview by james B alienallenailen 1976 typescript JMOHP 2 454 5

gburtonaburtonburton9burton interview 151615 16 fudge 1976 interview 2211 theodore M burton
to harold B lee 18 september 1968 genealogical society circular letters LDS

church archives theodore M burton to geraldine bowen 27 august 1964
genealogical society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes
19 january 1965

97douglas97douglas D palmerpahnerpaimer computer tells you church news 7 november
1964 douglas D palmer research can be real team work church news
23 october 1965 douglas D palmer whats your line church news 11 de-
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of all the activities of the genealogical society probably
none has captured the attention of the world at large as much as
its vast microfilmingmicrofilming program an effort to gather into one place
the public church and private records of value to genealogical
researchers started as a small project during the great depres-
sion the microfilm program eventually became a sophisticated
mainstay for the genealogical programs of the entire church
archivists concerned over the loss of documents during world
war II11 were interested in assuring the preservation of their rec-
ords and the willingness of the church to fund microfilmingmicrofilming pro-
jects offered the means to do so the program was initially
undertaken in countries where church members had the most
ancestry but eventually burgeoned worldwide

managing such an expansive effort was not an easy task
producing quality films under a wide variety of circumstances
continually challenged society technicians adequate funding was
a persistent problem the filming effort was often accompanied
by suspicions of the societysSocietys religious motives and adverse pub-
licity although the appreciative comments of many who bene-
fited from the microfilmed records were equally if not more
abundantly evident in the press the vast numbers of genealogical
sources necessitated making difficult decisions to define the
scope of the filming project control from salt lake city worked
for a few decades but eventually as the project expanded super-
vision had to be decentralized
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As the film collection grew providing a means of storing and
preserving the camera masters became a pressing issue the solu-
tion was a vault blasted from the interior of a granite mountain
providing ideal storage conditions also experiments in central-
ized film processing contract filming and high reduction filming
were conducted in an effort to increase efficiency

the acquisition program expanded tremendously in both size
and scope after the beginning of microfilmingmicrofilming in 1938 the society
experimented with gathering new resources such as oral inter-
views in 1975 approximately eighty microfilm operators pro-
duced 40 thousand rolls of film containing about 5434 million
exposures in 1990 over two hundred operators produced 70
thousand rolls containing about 110 million exposures 1 while
filming opportunity was originally restricted in certain countries
political and social changes in the 1980s and 1990s made possible
acquisition projects on every continent and in almost every nation

the need for microfilm

by the mid 1930s1950s better methods were clearly needed for
acquiring and handling the vast numbers of records potentially
available to genealogical researchers the genealogical library
contained only printed records and handwritten manuscripts and
such resources provided just the tiniest fraction of the materials
needed by most families in 19451943 the church had practically
exhausted its research facilities and poor record keeping was caus-
ing an unacceptable level of duplication in temple work the
society board reported to the first presidency

the needs of the temples have far outstripped the research facilities
of the church until this is more evenly balanced considerable time
and money will be wasted and great duplication of effort willwin ensue
we have more or less concentrated our attention toward the build-
ing of temples and the performance of ordinances therein and have
relatively neglected the acquirement of genealogies it would be
unwise to permit this situation to continue

many of the records which are now on the shelves of the
genealogical library have been exhausted as far as names for temple
work are concerned through the first six months of this year more
than 546000 names were checked at the index bureau and of this
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number 211000 had previously been endowed this is the highest
percentage we have ever noted and we are hopeful that it can
be reduced

however unless the genealogical society can provide a
greater number of records secured from original sources duplication
of research work will remain at a high level 2

securing information from original sources was time consum-
ing and expensive tracing their ancestry as far as possible required
many latter day saints either to travel extensively or to hire profes-
sional genealogists in many places such as the scandinavian coun-
tries vital records were not even published they were available
only in manuscript form in government depositoriesrepositoriesdepositories 3 moreover
efforts to acquire more genealogical materials for the library were
becoming complicated in 1936 for example an arrangement was
made with the north carolina historical commission to allow the
society to type cards of marriage records with three copies going
to the society and three to north carolina 4

that same year elder john A widtsoe urged the society to
begin copying or photographing european parish records if per-
mission could be obtained with war threatening to engulf europe
elder widtsoe warned of the danger such a tragedy could pose to gov-
ernment depositoriesrepositoriesdepositories where so many valuable records were housed
the society quickly voted to appoint a committee to investigate
the genealogical situation in europe two years later european
church members were hard at work copying parish records in
some countries such as holland 5 such unsupervised manual labor
was obviously inefficient however as well as fraught with possi-
bilitiesbilities for error the need for something like the microfilm pro-
gram was becoming obvious

the beginning of church microfilmingmicroflihningMicrofilming

ernst koehler a german immigrant first brought the possibil-
ity of microfilmingmicrofilming to the attention of the society A photographer
in his homeland koehler had actually microfilmed some german
books on genealogy before he emigrated to the united states the
society authorized koehler to investigate equipment conduct exper-
iments and make recommendations james M black was assigned
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to work with him 6 among other things black and koehler soon
discovered that many genealogical materials were already on
microfilm and were available for purchase from governments and
other agencies

before the society acquired its first camera it began to raise
money to purchase records already on film especially in europe
where an international crisis was imminent A program to develop
their own microfilmingmicrofilming project was first presented to church
genealogists as an emergency measure because of the possibility of
war on 12 may 1938 archibald E bennett wrote to stake genea-
logical representatives praising the new technology

almost priceless original records containing genealogical data
can now be reproduced accurately and in completeness at a very
nominal cost in view of the perilous state of world affairs it
seems that we must not delay in availing ourselves of every reason-
able opportunity for securing the precious records so necessary ini

our work 7

in the same letter in an attempt to raise funds bennett asked the
stakes to solicit new memberships in the genealogical society or
direct donations to a book fund from those who were already
members in december the appeal was renewed with even more
urgency bennett wrote to the stakes

with a world trembling on the brink of wholesale war and devasta-
tion there is every possibility that unless we act swiftly and deci-
sively the records of millions upon millions of our ancestors will be
destroyed beyond all recovery apparently the lord has granted us a
lull to seize this opportunity to rescue the records before it is too
late at the same time he has inspired the development of micropho-
tographyto by which records can be copied quickly accurately and
so cheaply that it is almost unbelievable it us up to us to act novNOWnow8nowa

bennett was delighted with the enthusiastic response by april
some stakes had subscribed over 200 percent of their quotas 9

at the same time possibilities for microfilmingmicrofilming were encour-
aging for the society had already received permission to photo-
graph nearly two and one half million pages of danish parish
records and a similar opportunity seemed likely in germany and
england 10 in addition the society began to purchase united states
records on film as well as other genealogical records from various
other organizations nevertheless problems with purchasing
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microfilms of records soon became evident in 1939 for example
the cannon family agreed to pay the cost to produce a microfilm
copy of parish registers from the isle of man the society placed
an order with university microfilms at ann arbor michigan to do
this work after several months university microfilms reported
that they were unable to do the job the parish ministers were
unwilling to have the records microfilmed for fear of losing the
payments they received when people came to the parishes to do
the research themselves 12

meanwhile in october 1938 the society purchased its first
microfilm camera a graflexgrafley photorecordPhotorecord for 265 in november
ernst koehler began filming the nauvoo sealing records and
indexes by the end of the year the society had filmed thirty one
volumes consisting of 9913 pages on 12 rolls of microfilm
A small beginning but the program would grow dramatically in a
surprisingly short time on 10 january 1939 koehler became the
societysSocietys first full time salaried microfilm photographer 13

after the nauvoo project was complete koehler began inves-
tigatingti other potential filming projects A danish photographer
offered to copy records in his homeland at a cost of 296329652963102963.1010 for
100000 exposures koehler estimated he could do the same job

7 7 for 1444801444.80144480 the board
decided to send its own pho-
tographertographer when and if funds
became available 14

the board also showed an
early interest in acquiring
copies of the huge storehouse
of german records the ger-
man bureau for racial re-
search in berlin consistent
with adolph hitlershillersHitlers racial

recordakcordakRe microfilm reader
being used by thelma hill
head of cataloging in the
society library 1938 courtesy
delbert and barbara roach
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theories began during the 1930s to systematically gather and
photograph old church parish records encouraging the german
people to trace their ancestry back at least to 1800 in the process
the germans became pioneers in the photographic reproduction of
records by 1938 they had filmed 7000 of the oldest most dilapi-
dated books of parish records in 1939 the genealogical society
wrote to german officials in an attempt to obtain copies of the
films in response however the society was told that unperforated
negative film was being used to photograph the records and there
was no printer available to make positive copies from such film
the society replied that it had developed just such a printer and
requested permission to send it to germany to make the copies
unfortunately before that could happen all of europe was engulfed
in war 15

in addition to working with people in denmark and ger-
many the society also sought an opportunity to secure records
in britain the church of england consisted of approximately
14000 parishes and the registers were usually in the custody of
the parish priests hugh B brown president of the british mission
had attempted to get permission from the society to begin micro
filming those records offering the church of england positive
prints of all records photographed the society suggested obtain-
ing permission from each of the 43 diocesan bishops to approach
the parish priests within their jurisdiction after writing to the
bishops president brown reported that he had received outright
permission from some provisional permission by others and
curt refusals from still others the majority of the bishops never-
thelesstheless were favorable to the idea A british microfilmingmicrofilming com-
pany micro security ltd quickly offered its services to the
society some parish priests continued to resist the effort how-
ever fearing the loss of fees charged for the use of these records
unfortunately such continuing opposition as well as problems
related to the outbreak of war prevented micro security from pho-
tographingto any parish records 16 most european microfilmingmicrofilming had
to wait until after the war

in the united states meanwhile some significant projects got
underway one was in tennessee where the works projects ad-
ministration had sponsored the gathering and typing of county
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records as it had in several states in order to provide work for
people with certain skills in 1939 the society exchanged copies of
records in the societysSocietys library for permission to film the entire
tennessee collection of several hundred volumes L garrett myers
and ernst koehler began filming in tennessee in october they
were also able to microfilm early LDS church records in kentucky
when the filming in tennessee was partially finished the society
received permission to have the balance of the records sent to salt
lake city where the work was completed the records were then
returned to tennessee 17

two key selling points of the microfilmingmicrofilming program were
established at the beginning of the project first the filming was
done at no cost to the institution holding the records second a
free film print copy of whatever records were filmed was returned
to the institution these were important considerations to archi-
vists with overtaxed budgets it gave them an opportunity to pre-
serve their records at no cost

in 1940 the society received permission to film records avail-
able at the new york genealogical and biographical society where
5371855718 pages of handwritten family histories were housed
concerned about possible US involvement in the european war
the new york society was planning to put the records away for
safekeeping its leaders were willing however to let the society
microfilm the records first and george easter was hired to do the
work on a part time basis 18

the same year the north carolina historical commission gave
the society permission to photograph the historical commission
collections james M black was immediately transferred from the
societysSocietys library staff to a full time position in the microfilm depart-
ment in order to do the work in may 1941 he was sent to north
carolina where he remained until october 1943 he filmed not
only the commission records but also the records in several county
courthouses in a genealogical odyssey that archibald FE bennett
called the migratory course of our photographer from county
to county black took his family into eighty three north carolina
counties and copied nearly every record of genealogical value 19

james blacks north carolina microfilmingmicrofilming assignment inaugu-
rated a career that would last with only a short interruption during
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world war 11II for over thirty years he was assigned to important
supervisory positions that took him throughout the united states
canada south america and europe blacks dedication to the
church and commitment to the microfilm program was exempli-
fied in december 1945 when he was asked to return to the society
from his wartime job with the union pacific railroad and continue
his work in north carolina wages offered me were low in com-
pari

com-
pan s on with those received at the union pacific railroad he later
wrote but I1 considered the microfilmingmicrofilming program of the society
the work of the lord and accepted re employment 112020

first presidency support

despite the societysSocietys success in tennessee new york and
north carolina the microfilmingmicro filming project was met with some reser-
vations and initial restraint from church officials some leaders
had serious questions about the churchschurche financial involvement
in 1940 for example archibald FE bennett proposed photograph-
ing a large collection of records at raleigh north carolina
although the price may not seem high by present standards the
estimated cost of 2100 was too much for the societysSocietys budget or
the book fund gathered from members the society appealed
to the first presidency for funds apparently believing that the obvi-
ous need for quickly obtaining more records would be persuasive

the first presidency did not approve the request while they
did not object to the society continuing its program they felt that
genealogical research was an individual and not a church respon-
sibilitysibility the first presidency reasoned that church financing would
unwisely shift the responsibility for research from the members
once we begin this kind of work we shall be involved into more

and more expense until the amount would reach such proportions
that we could not undertake to carry 21

the first presidencysPresidencys refusal to fund society activities was
not intended nor interpreted by the society to be a restriction on
genealogical society work the society continued to assume that
its obligation was to gather all the records it could using available
membership funds elder joseph fielding smith suggested that
should the opportunity open up for gathering records from
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england or scandinavia he would not object to again asking for
help from the first presidency by this time war had overrun all of
europe causing elder smith great concern over the genealogical
records nevertheless he believed that the lord would not only
preserve the records but would yet open up the way to obtain
them 22 the society meanwhile put on an even more vigorous
campaign for memberships and donations

how long the first presidencysPresidencys official reticence lasted is

unclear but after the war the official policy seemed to change
quickly L garrett myers took a microfilm reader to the office of
president J reuben clarkclarkjrjr chairman of the church finance com-
mittee and spent hours showing him the possibilities this
demonstration apparently gave president clark a clearer perspec-
tive on the importance of microfilmingmicrofilming he soon began using his
influence to get money budgeted for the program 2321

church officials may also have been influenced by reports of
a surprising amount of duplication in temple work and by the popos-
sibilitysibility that some of this duplication could be avoided by a better
record gathering system duplication was so prevalent that in
some years the names eliminated because of previous endow-
ments exceeded the number of endowments for the year
acquiring more original source material would help prevent dupli-
cating research it is with this thought in mind one report said
of making available to our people a maximum number of records

in the least possible time with the least duplication and the small-
est outlay that we have used the microfilm process in order to
acquire millions of pages of genealogical data 2124112424

post world war nH expansion

although microfilmingmicrofilming was curtailed during the war years the
early projects provided an impressive beginning for the program
and a base for furtherfarther expansion As soon as the war was over the
program grew dramatically particularly in europe and mexico this
growth is illustrated by the rapid rise in the amount of exposed film
received in 1944 and 1945 the society received 24 and 69 rolls
respectively in 1946 the number went to 462 in 1947 it jumped to
4501 and in 1948 it made another jump to 10012 25
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after the war microfilmingmicrofilming began again in great britain
in december 1945 the society received permission to microfilm
copies of parish registers located at the newcastle library in
durham from a bank james cunningham a local latter day saint
obtained an old microfilm camera which he and frank smith
taught themselves to use they finished the project in two weeks 26

microfilmingMicrofilming in scandinavia began after the society con-
tracted with arthur G hasso an employee of the danish national
archives and a former history professor at the university of
copenhagen to film scandinavian parish records hasso had
offered to photograph the records seven years earlier having
obtained permission from the danish church ministry the
genealogical society however felt the cost was too high even
after he offered a lower price he filmed a number of records any-
way and after the war in 1945 contacted the society again this
time they reached an agreement and microfilmingmicrofilming commenced in
the scandinaviancountriesscandinavian countries in 1946 2721

the next area outside the US to be included in the micro
filming program was mexico work began there in 1952 after the
mission president lucian M mechammechamjrjr witnessed the deplorable
state of the nations census records and pressed the society for a
year to do something about it the records were stacked over six
feet high covered with dust and soiled with droppings from
pigeons roostingostingboostingro in the rafters of the abandoned church where
they were stored other records were being lost through flooding
the hot climate and neglect

in august 1952 the society sent delbert roach a spanish
speaking member of the society staff to begin microfilmingmicrofilming in
mexico with the help of president mechamsmechalsMechams influential friends
and with a camera borrowed from UNESCO united nations
educational scientific and cultural organization he began film-
ing at the national archives in october roach continued to inves-
tigate record sources finding vast quantities of desirable records
and little opposition to them being filmed after the society began
its filming it received excellent cooperation from catholic church
as well as civil officials 28

the history of early microfilmingmicrofilming is filled with unusual touch-
ing and sometimes dramatic accounts of faith and devotion none
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illustrate this dedication better than the story of how a huge and
important collection of german records came into the hands of
the church 29

in the 1930s paul langheinrich a german convert to the
church and an avid genealogist was given access to all german
archives and church record offices and for a short time did gen-
ealogicalea research for the government in 1937 he moved to berlin
and did volunteer work in the churchschurche german mission genealog-
ical department near the end of the war he became first coun-
selor in the mission presidency

during the war as the allied armies advanced toward ger-
many the german government began to take precautions with its
genealogical records and other treasures storing them away in
places unlikely to be destroyed by bombs vast collections of doc-
uments and films were stored away in castles and mines located in
eastern germany which eventually fell under soviet control
langheinrich was not willing to let such a priceless store of gen-
ealogicalea material escape the use of the church immediately after
the war therefore he and a few other german saints began a per-
sonal crusade to find and recover this trove of information

on 9 august 1945 langheinrich wrote to the russian com-
mander in east berlin field marshal zhukov asking permission
to provide food and clothing for church members there and also to
search for german genealogical materials the chances of receiv-
ing a reply seemed remote 30 but zhukov passed the letter on to his
successor general sokolovsky who soon responded and gave
langheinrich approval to do everything possible for the mormonscormons
in east berlin and to keep any genealogical records that he could
find for the german saints this was clear evidence that the spirit
of elijah was operating in their behalf

at the same time several young german saints were called
on missions one of them was rudolph K poecker who left a wife
and child at home and began his missionary work in january 1946

he was sent to lower saxony where many salt mines were located
and which was under russian control

elder poecker who had become fluent in russian while serv-
ing in the german army was soon called into the mission office
given a copy of general sokolovskys letter and assigned to search
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for the hidden genealogical records he went from one mining
town to another showing the letter to russian officers and asking
questions he finally found an officer who knew that some of the
records were in stassfurtstassfortStassfurt in a salt mine 400 meters deep the offi-
cer told elder poecker however that he must have a list of the
records before he could grant permission to remove them elder
poecker then went to the stassfurtstassfortStassfurt mine where he found that the
man in charge had been worried about the disposition of the rec-
ords and wanted to help the two of them descended to a huge
underground cavern where they found a large cache of books all

containing genealogical records stacked on the floor they wrote
down the origin of each collection then measured the size of the
stacks taking care to overstate the measurements rather than tak-
ing a chance of measuring short so that nothing would be held
back when the books were taken from the mine and checked by
the russians poecker took the list to the russian officer who gave
him permission to remove the records 31

one problem in the effort to retrieve these and other records
was finding enough money to cover the cost of transporting them
from their various hiding places to berlin after considerable soul
searching langheinrich and other local church leaders decided to
use 10000 marks from local church funds even though they had
no official permission from church headquarters in salt lake city
such an opportunity simply should not be passed by they rea-
soned later after langheinrich received 22000 marks from the
german government to establish an official archive he returned
the initial money to the church

meanwhile sixteen missionaries were assigned to help paul
langheinrich retrieve records and transport them to berlin in feb-
ruary 1946 they went first to rothenburg castle on a mountain
top in thuringia having arranged with russian officials for a rail-
road car langheinrich also rented a pickup truck and trailer to
bring the records down from the mountain to the railroad but the
truck slipped and spun on the icy roads and prospects for retriev-
ing the records began to look bleak langheinrich and two mis-
sionariessionaries stepped into the woods and prayed for help then
unhooked the trailer the truck made the climb up the frozen road
to the castle and the group was able to remove at least a few of
the records they would need a warm rain however one elder
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remarked if they were to get all the records out in time to meet
the railroad car that night the warm rain came making it possible
for the truck with it trailer to make it to the castle langheinrich
left some of the missionaries there to load the load the trailer while
he and the others went on in the pickup to castle rathsfeldRathsfeld there
they obtained a huge store of jewish records providentially the
railroad car arrived one day late giving the missionaries time to
acquire all the records in both castles load them on the train and
send them to berlin that night it snowed and by morning the
mountain roads were frozen over once again the missionaries
were convinced that their prayers were answered and that god
was watching over that important excursion

the next year langheinrich and another missionary were
arrested when they tried to retrieve the records from the mine in
stassfurtstassfortStassfurt the russian commandant reluctantly cleared them and
accompanied them to the mine As he inspected some of the rec-
ords he picked up a document labeled letter of frederick the
great to his grandmother and apparently thought the collection
had strategic military significance do you believe that we are
going to begin a war with you with the old grandmother
langheinrich chided at which point the angry general declared
that the entire car was seized langheinrich however simply
stepped forward and closed the railway car door the general
drove away in a rage apparently still hoping to stop the shipment
but langheinrich immediately seized the opportunity to use the
mine office telephone and called the railroad station there is a
loaded car here he said with an air of authority which must be
picked up immediately and taken to berlin the car arrived in
berlin even before langheinrich

none of these records could become the property of the
church but paul langheinrich was soon funded by the german
government to establish an archive 32 As soon as the archive was
established langheinrich set up a microfilmingmicrofilming program and pro-
vided films to the society he later estimated that he put over one
hundred million names on film largely then through paul
langheinrichsLangheinrichs tireless efforts as well as the dedication of the
missionaries who worked with him so soon after the war a vast
treasure house of genealogical information was preserved for
future generations
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promoting and managing the program

the society received welcome support and encouragement
from church leaders as the microfilmingmicrofilming project expanded mem-
bers of the quorum of the twelve demonstrated special interest
in the program during their travels in 1946 for example while
visiting members in war torn europe elders john A widtsoe and
ezra taft benson encouraged local leaders to look into microfilm
ing possibilities 33

the society soon sent representatives to negotiate contracts
with governments churches and institutions archibald E bennett
was the first he spent six months in europe in 1947 working with
the mission presidents investigating filming opportunities and
negotiating new projects in 1950 L garrett myers went to europe
to adjust microfilmingmicrofidmingmicrofilming contracts to meet the realities of recent
devaluations in currency and to be a troubleshooter and diplomat
for the program in switzerland for example he temporarily sus-
pended operations after concluding that a man working for the
society had a penchant for doing the wrong thing and among
other things had said things during an interview with the press
that made it difficult to obtain permission to copy certain records 34

clearly the genealogical society was entering a new techno-
logical age that provided genealogists the miracle they had long
awaited james black and his associates were the unsung heroes
who created the standards and procedures which made the mira-
cle happen

As the microfilmingmicro filming program grew to major proportions one
of the many problems to appear was quality control in august
1947 james black was appointed microfilm editor of the society
before his appointment there had been literally no control and
some of the film the society received was very poor making
acceptable films was a complicated process that involved several
stages each of which could affect the quality and usability of the
film made available for research

black and his staff began inspecting the films at the society not-
ing all the problems and finding solutions many of the records they
discovered needed to be refilmed As a result black had to travel to
filming sites throughout the world to train camera operators
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in july 1948 black went to europe prior to that time
because of a shipment of poor quality film from england joseph
fielding smith had ordered a halt to all microfilmingmicrofilming operations
until blacks arrival black began his work in dewsbury where he
worked closely with george fudge an experienced microfilm
operator who had just been appointed microfilm inspector black
eventually visited sites in the british isles switzerland italy
france holland denmark norway and sweden in each country
he trained personnel and established procedures necessary to
improve the program 35

building the collection

As the microfilm program mushroomed so did costs in 1948
just ten years after the program began the society presented the
leaders of the church with a 1949 budget request of 749599.887495998874959988
for microfilm projects in holland norway great britain finland
sweden belgium france switzerland germany denmark and
the united states the budget request had grown by more than

580000 in two years joseph fielding smith who may have had
reservations in the early days of the program was now one of its
most enthusiastic advocates he supported the budget and was
determined to have the society present all the facts to the budget
committee 1I feel there is a real need for speeding up this work
he declared 1 I think the lord is willing that we should hurry in
getting the microfilmingmicrofilming done 3131113136 in january after the budget was
approved elder smith expressed his amazement at the approval of
such an extensive program especially in contrast to the small way
in which the work began years ago 7137113737

an opportunity to economize came in 1949 when the du-
pont film company agreed to give the society a film dealership
which it was estimated would save about 170 per day in film
costs alone 38 genealogical work not only used high technology
but had also become a significant business

the microfilmingmicrofilming record was impressive at the end of 1938
the society had acquired only twelve rolls 100 feet each of
microfilm ten years later it owned 17051 rolls in another
decade the number had grown nine times to over 189849 rolls
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by 1954 the films at society headquarters contained approximately
150 million pages of records or the equivalent of 500000 vol-
umes L garrett myers liked to describe the collection by noting
that if someone had the patience to unwind all the rolls of micro-
film the genealogical society of the church has and place
them end to end he would make a trip from salt lake city to
edmonton canada and return before running out of film 5139113939

in 1959 the production of microfilm by the society peaked at
56989 rolls more than double that of any previous year 40

during this period of almost unbridled growth the societysSocietys
requests for funds seemed to be always granted such leniency did
not continue however for other church programs were also
expanding the church was building more meetinghousesmeetinghouses for
example to meet the additional needs of its rapidly growing mem-
bership around the world when the societysSocietys budget estimate for
1961 reached 24158642413864 the church budget committee not only
asked for reductions but even asked if the whole microfilmingmicrofilming
program could be suspended during the next year the society
board was aghast the written response of L garrett myers shows
how deeply entrenched the society was in projects that would be
practically impossible to cancel thousands of films he said were
still in labs and editing rooms and must be processed before the
film spoiled or before it was too late for retakes also certain con-
tractualtr obligations required completion in thirty to ninety days
canceling them would be disastrous for various reasons some pro-
jects were nearly finished several archivists had made special
preparations for the societysSocietys microfilmmicrofilmersers some micromicrofilmfihn was
on advanced order and replacing trained workers would be diffi-
cult when the program was renewed in addition the situation in
the british isles and europe was very favorable to the program and
the society had certain exchange agreements that should not be
violated 41 in spite of all these objections however the society
decreased its budget request deciding to discontinue some pro-
jects and slow others

because of budget considerations microfilmingmicrofilming costs were
closely scrutinized in 1961 filming expenses varied from site to
site costs ranged from two to nine cents per exposure in the
united states and were higher in some other countries 42
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questions of contract filming with individuals or companies and
reimbursement on an exposure basis rather a salary basis were in-
tensivelytensively examined the decision at the time was to continue on a
salary basis and to implement a new expense accounting form
operators in north america met in salt lake city in january 1962
to review the issues and changes by the end of the year the society
reported that great economies had been effected through a frugal
approach and that the society was now financially sound 4313

film production dropped from a high of 56000 rolls per year
in 1959 to only 25000 in 1963 after that production began to rise
again until it reached a level of between 40 and 50 thousand rolls
per year by 1969 the film collection had grown to 660000
rolls and by 19751075 it reached 862770 rolls when some 100
foot rolls were divided for cataloging purposes the total stored in
the granite mountain records vault came to well over a million
they included records from every state in the united states and
more than forty other nations 44 in 1977 george fudge remarked
we spent 10 million in 1976 we could easily be spending ten

times that much the task confronting us is monumental 34134545141

the level of acquisitions dropped precipitously with the tem-
porary decision in 1978 to film only extractable records it re-
mained below 40 thousand rolls until 1986 late that year the
temple and genealogical executive council directed the society
to review the question of whether or not the society was filming
family history sources fast enough anomalous in times when bud-
get cutting was the norm the councils acquisition initiative
underlined their deep interest in providing the sources for re-
search to the individual church member the society proposed an
increased budget for filming records threatened by destruction
because of political turmoil or deterioration 46

A three year plan was approved that targeted growth from 50
to 100 million exposures each year by 1989 As the society entered
the fiftieth anniversary of microfilmingmicro filming it was significantly
expanding its acquisition effort acquisitions rose from 70 million
exposures in 1986 to 85 million in 1987 to 95 millionn in 1988 to
106 million in 1989 the impetus of the three year effort contin-
ued as the rate of acquisitions rose to 130 million exposures in
1992 a threefoldthree fold increase over the period before 1985 even with
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the increase in filming rick ebert the director of acquisitions
stated in 1991 that filming opportunities at that time still far
exceeded the societysSocietys ability to respond 4717 by 1994 the collection
consisted of approximately 1.818lsis million microfilm rolls

public relations

when james black and others made contact with local
authorities they usually received enthusiastic cooperation many
church and civic leaders were excited by the opportunity the
microfilm program provided to preserve their records in perma-
nent form at no expense to the community in 1972 for example
missourismassourisMissouris secretary of state publicly announced an agreement
with the genealogical society to microfilm records in his state at a
cost over three or four years of 500000 to the society the film-
ing of more than 17 million pages of important genealogical
records he declared at no cost to the missouri taxpayers is an
invaluable contribution to our state records management program

fires in courthouses and capitols have been our greatest enemy
in preserving records with the microfilm on nidefilefide copies will
always be available 48 such obvious mutual benefits were one of
the factors in the success story of the microfilmingmicrofilming enterprises

although reaction to the churchschurche microfilm projects around
the world was generally positive and complimentary there were
exceptions some catholic and protestant church officials for
example objected to the filming for various reasons the soviet
union even charged in 1953 that the program was tied to some
kind of US government effort to obtain detailed current popula-
tion records 49

on the other hand genealogical society representatives were
frequently invited to speak to various public and private groups
about the program state and national governments enthusiastically
supported microfilmingmicrofamingmicrofilmingfAming because of what it could mean to their
own record keeping programs in 1975 for example the governor
of the commonwealth of massachusetts issued an official procla-
mation praising the church for its efforts and naming 15 july 1975
mormon record day 50151 in 1968 the society received an award

from eastman kodak company for its significant contribution to the
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advancement of the science of information technology james M

arnold vice president of the company noted that the genealogical
society was the second largest organization to make use of kodak
products and the only organization making any significant use of
microfilm for the preservation of genealogical records he warmly
commended the society for its unique storage indexing and clas-
sificationsification system 115151

deciding where and what to film

in the 1940s after the church began to assist in microfilmingmicrofilming
costs elder joseph fielding smith insisted that the first priority
was to search the records of countries where most of the ancestral
records of church members were located if they had approval to
obtain records from europe elder smith felt they should get them
even if they cost a million dollars this kind of commitment led to
the policy of filming first the records that would be most valuable
to church members beginning in areas where a large number of
people joined the church in the early days 5251

until 1961 camera operators under the general guidance of
the society decided what to film the new board of directors
established in 1961 began to tighten this policy because they
were not experts in genealogical records the board formed a
records approval committee to decide what should be filmed 53

at the same time george fudge toured operations in the united
states to his dismay he found some dilmersfilmers photographing incon-
sequential records such as fullfuli runs of newspapers 54 to control
the materials being filmed fudge recommended that a filming
supervisor be appointed to implement the decision of the
committee 55 the board appointed fudge as temporary supervisor
in 1962 in 1963 james black was appointed to the newly created
position of north american filming supervisor 56

with his appointment as society vice president in 1964
theodore burton inquired where the first presidency thought the
society should film in response the presidency reaffirmed assump-
tions that had long guided the filming program the society
should continue as it has been doing and concentrate its efforts
in the records of the united states british isles and northern
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european countries and then spread into those areas in which there
is the greatest number of new converts and where it can be done
most economically and the data obtained most readreadilyreadflyfly 5717

elder burton also addressed the issue of what to film in jan-
uary 1964 he established the microfilm planning committee
records selection committee 1967 70 then the acquisitions

planning committee through 1979 when the directors council
assumed the responsibility to succeed the records approval
committee which had not functioned during the previous year
the microfilm planning committee included representatives from
all divisions in the society and met on a regular basis the various
division representatives provided information based on their divi-
sions responsibility for instance priesthood genealogy informed
the committee what records members of the church needed and
which areas were growing but were as yet unrepresented in the
microfilm collection acquisitions identified what records were
available temple services was concerned about initiating filming
in countries where temples were under construction such as
japan and brazil 5818

A change in microfilmingmicro filming policy occurred as a result of the
societysSocietys focus on extraction programs in 1978 79 at that time
the society decided to film extractable records only this policy
was rescinded in 1980 but the need to establish a longtermlong term micro
filming plan emerged from the discussions A plan was developed
in 1980 81 that required the gathering of a record mix that would
provide not only for extraction but also for tracing lineages
to apply this plan rigorously the society decided to write a profile
for each country of the world and determine the records that
needed to be filmed there in order to identify and link seventy five
percent of the families of the historic population 5919 during the
next six month period society staff members wrote record pro-
files for over one hundred countries 60 in order to make decisions
on what would be filmed even before cameras were in a country
these profiles were studied for information on record types their
value and the estimated quantity yet to be filmed

this program of consistent collection development was insti-
tutionalized in 1983 with the creation of a collection development
section 61 this section was established to evaluate all proposed
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acquisitions against the profiles and the current society collection in
order to avoid duplicate or redundant acquisitions the new organ-
ization provided for a separation of duties between collection spe-
cialistsciaclalists who decided what to film and negotiatorynegotiators who decided
when and where to film it helped negotiatorynegotiators to know exactly what
type of record should be filmed if permission were granted

As an initial step in accomplishing their assignment section
staff began to review and rewrite the profiles somewhat hastily
compiled the year before to make sure that no important source
was overlooked in 1984 the newly rewritten profiles began to be
published over the next decade sixty two profiles were exten-
sively revised and updated to identify exactly what sources could
and could not be filmed once a profile was approved new film-
ing projects could go forward without further review

decentralization62Decentralization6261

until 1958 the microfilmingmicro filming program was administered from
the headquarters of the society in salt lake city two main prob-
lems arose from this situation retake orders were not returned
promptly to camera operators and the delivery of donor prints was
delayed in 1958 arnold sellerseiler from salt lake city was appointed
as supervisor of a newly expanded filming effort in west germany
this was the first instance in which the society maintained an offi-
cial filming representative overseas because dilmersfilmers in other coun-
tries began to consult with him sellerseiler soon began to function as
the de facto supervisor of all european filming 6361

in 1960 responsibility for european filming was shifted to the
european mission president the church representative responsi-
ble for all other church programs and activities in europe this
arrangement did not succeed because the mission president did
not have the time or background to manage the complex film-
ing program As a result the society sent harold jacobsen to
scandinavia and england in 1961 and george fudge to europe in
1962 in behalf of the filming program in 1963 the society
appointed another european representative a native of holland
syger hasenberg this arrangement lasted for several years until
supervision of the filming was returned to salt lake city in 1967
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elder burton transferred staff from the research division previously
involved in doing patron research to the microfilm division giving
its staff the responsibility of becoming experts on genealogical
sources worldwide they gradually began to negotiate for the sources
they identified 64

in 1972 the society decided once again to establish european
based supervision and sent ralph hughes to livefive in europe al-
though he was primarily responsible for resolving technical
problems he began to deal with personnel and administrative mat-
ters by default in 1974 thomas lee boam replaced hughes
under boam the process of transferring responsibilities for per-
sonnel and payroll administration quality control negotiations
and project administration from salt lake city headquarters to for-
eign staff accelerated boam hired regional negotiatorsnegotiatory from the
local population they knew the languages and customs of the areas
in which they worked and could resolve problems more quickly
and efficiently 6515

in the wake of boamsbaams work in europeothereuropeEurop othereother personnel from
salt lake city were sent out to other areas of the world to provide
decentralized administration of the filming program in 1978
dennis neuenschwanderNeuenschwander was sent to eastern europe and mel
thatcher to asia jim streeter was sent to latin america in 1988

the filming program continues to operate with area managers
working in the field and local staffs developing and absorbing a
larger role in the microfilmingmicrofilming program

in the 1980s in an attempt to control costs the society began
to rely more on film purchases joint ventures contracts and mis-
sionary couples rather than salaried camera operators in 1993 the
society employed the equivalent of two hundred cameras to
acquire new sources from around the globe this was three times
the seventy one cameras in operation in 1976

granite mountain records vault

the massive influx of films to the library in salt lake city
necessitated the construction of adequate storage facilities
camera masters were first stored in the northeast corner of the
joseph E smith memorial building which had housed the library
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fresh water reservoir in the granite mountain records vault this water
used inin film processing comes from a spring inside the mountain

since 1933 by 1950 there was no place to store film negatives
they were kept in packing boxes on top of the TIB card file
cabinets 666 the situation was temporarily resolved with the 1951
construction of a film storage annex on the southeast side of
the library within six years that facility had become insufficient
and in 1957 the negatives were moved to the vault in the basement
of the joseph william taylor mortuary just up the street from
the libraryhbraryhorary 6717

meanwhile a longtermlong term solution was under discussion in 1954
the society announced the proposed construction of a buried
vault where proper humidity and temperature conditions could be
maintained and the film would last for hundreds and hundreds of
years 1I68 in 1956 the genealogical society and the church building



central corridor and entrance into a record bay at the granite mountain
records vault the central corridor provides access to each of six bays
where the camera masters of the microfilms are stored
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committee agreed upon certain design requirements 6919 although a
final decision on the specific location had not been made site sur-
veys and debates continued A site near the salt lake city police
departments pistol range close to ensign peak was seriously con-
sidered and unanimously approved by the board of directors in
february 1958 when geologists examined it in detail however
they discovered that the rock formation there would require expen-
sive and cumbersome reinforcement and that the rock would prob-
ably leak the board of directors also considered caves and mines
near salt lake city as well as the possibility of building an under-
ground concrete and steel vault in the heart of the city 70

in 1958 testing began in little cottonwood canyon at the for-
mer granite quarry where the stone for the salt lake temple had
been hewn test drills boring five hundred feet into the mountain
demonstrated that the area was solid granite and that excess mois-
ture would not be a problem because of these advantages the
society determined that the twenty mile drive from church head-
quarters was of little consequence in 1959 final approval was
given to build at this site one million dollars were appropriated to
begin construction of the facility which would be called the
granite mountain records vault 71

construction work began in the summer of 1960 after active
tunneling began workers encountered a flow of clear cold water
pure enough for drinking this was the only water discovered in
the vault area eventually the water was directed to a concrete
reservoir that could store some 33000 gallons of water which was
used for the vaults huge laboratory as well as for culinary needs
by december 1963 the vault was ready to receive the films the
move was completed in the middle of january 1964 772 the total
cost approximately two million dollars 73

the completed granite mountain vault consists of four huge
cross tunnels each measuring 190 feet long 25 feet wide and 15

feet high they are connected on either end and through the mid-
dle by three corridors the water reservoir is in the rear behind
the fourth cross tunnel the front tunnel houses the office and lab-
oratory area the other three tunnels which lie under nearly 700
feet of granite are the storage areas heavy bank vault doors at
the front of each of the three corridors guard the storage area the
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three storage tunnels have more than 65000 square feet of floor
space and are divided into six vault rooms each room can store
885400 one hundred foot rollsofrollsonrolls of microfilm total vault capacity
can reach the equivalent of 25 million 500300 page books the natural
temperature in the storage area remains at 57 to 58 degrees year
round regardless of outside temperature the natural humidity
remains between 40 and 50 percent both conditions are ideal for
filinfilm storage an elaborate circulation and filtering system keeps
fresh air moving through the storage area and eliminates dust
smoke chemicals and other airborneair borne particles 7471 an up to date
film processing laboratory in the vault provides the advantages of
central processing where quality control can be easily maintained
and the film processing can be done efficiently and effectively

nature created some problems for the granite mountain vault
in 1974 when unnaturally high amounts of moisture flowed
through the rock and pooled in the cement floor below one of the
vaults the floor heaved upwards over a foot and water began to
seep into the vault micrographicsMicrographics staff donned work clothes and
kept the water at bay until the problem was solved by drilling
holes in the center of the floor this measure permitted the water to
flow into a floor drain and out of the vault 75 in 1982 the water
pressure built up again additional holes were drilled and a per-
manent drain ditch installed to relieve the pressure 7671 by the flood

PP

granite mountain records vault staff 1966 inin front of one of the portals
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year of 1983 the problem of water pressure had been resolved
and water buildup no longer threatened the vault

in 1983 some blemishes were discovered on the films in an
audit of 17228 rolls half were found to have some form of blem-
ish none serious enough to make the film unusable most of the
blemishes were traced to extended storage outside the vault with-
out temperature and humidity controls or to poor washing in the
development cycle eight years later the blemished films were
reviewed the blemishes had not worsened indicating that vault
storage appeared to have stopped blemish growth

the process of print mastering was introduced in the 1980s
the printing process subjected films to temperature variations hu-
midity and surface scratching after numerous printingspaintingsprintings some of
the master films had begun to deteriorate experts decided to create
a duplicate master for printing purposes after a master had been
used five times by may 1991 37445 rolls had been print mastered 777

As a repository for the huge investment of the church in
preserving records of the past the granite mountain records
vault with its solid image stands as a fitting symbol of the gen-
ealogicalealogical societysSocietys commitment to making these records available
to future generations

international labs

in 1951 the society decided for the sake of efficiency to
decentralize some of its technical processes to support european
filming a microfilm lab was established in the hague by inspect-
ing developing and printing films on site the society could save
considerable expense that would be incurred if all these processes
took place in salt lake city 78178711 Fifilminglining errors were also inspected
and corrected in europe before the films arrived in salt lake city
by 1952 the laboratory was operational eventually it processed
films not only from holland but also from other european coun-
tries including east germany west germany belgium france
england and ireland in 1958 the installation of additional equip-
ment doubled the production capacity of the lab at the hague 79

by 1956 production in mexico warranted the installation of a
lab four years passed however before the lab was approved and
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the societysSocietys first microfilm laboratory ca 1946 ernst koehler the first
microfilmer of the society sitting his son richard working at the
developing sink courtesy delbert and barbara roach

constructed finally in 1960 lucian mecham who had been
instrumental in starting microfilmingmicrofilming in mexico returned to mexico
city at the request of L garrett myers and supervised the lab instal-
lation by that time a three year inventory 10000 films needed
donor copies printed and the master films sent to salt lake city 80

in 1965 elder burton closed down all foreign labs because
they continued to be plagued with problems and centralized all
film processing at the granite mountain records vault unfor-
tunatelytunately centralization produced a four month delay between a
problem caused in filming and its discovery in processing 81

As a result in the late 1970s church leaders approved re-
establishing international labs frankfurt was chosen as the site
of the first new lab it was centrally located in europe and was also
the site of the europe area office of the church the frankfurt lab
began to process german and austrian films in 1978 by 1980 it
was processing the films produced throughout europe eventually
smaller labs were established in japan and brazil and labs were set
up under contract in mexico and the philippines
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contract Fffilmingfiningmining

elder burtonbuttonbulton decided in 1967 to contract filming to a private
organization the plan was suggested by van neiswender super-
visor of the microfilmingMicrofilming division supervising microfilmersmicrofilmers
around the world was becoming complicated and quality control
was still a problem dismissing people was difficult even if their
work was not satisfactory because of the societysSocietys desire to avoid
ill feelings neiswender suggested making a contract with a com-
mercial company that would hire people around the world train
them and remove this burden from the shoulders of the society it
seemed like a good idea at the time the society received a

bid from Intrade a branch of trans america corporation which
organized a subsidiary reproduction systems to do the work
reproductions systems proposed to hire camera operators as inde-
pendent contractors rather than as salaried employees and to pay
them according to the number of exposures they took 81282112

the result for the microfilm operators was traumatic in june
all dilmersfilmers in the united states received a letter from elder burton
informing them that as of 15 july they would be released from
their work for the society they were told that they would be hired
by reproduction systems according to terms worked out with
that company but otherwise their employment was terminated
decidedly unhappy with the situation some operators simply
went to work elsewhere others reluctantly accepted employment
with reproduction systems to their surprise they soon discov-
ered that they made more money under the new system than they
had made as salaried workers they made better use of their time
obviously a result of the economic incentive could hire help for

themselves in order to work faster and could work longer hours 83

meanwhile van neiswender and other employees in the societysSocietys
processing lab went to work for Intrade which set up its own lab
in salt lake city

in spite of its economic efficiency however the new pro-
gram had its problems even though most operators continued to
provide very good work quality control in general declined and
more poor quality film began to show up some operators did only
the records that were easy to film skipping the difficult ones and
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requests for retakesmetakes were sometimes ignored in some cases the
easy records were filmed beyond the dates needed conse-

quentlyquently the society canceled its contract with reproduction
systems in 1971 and then rehiredrewired full time microfilm operators
ted FE powell formerly supervisor of the genealogical library was
appointed manager of the newly created microfilm operations
division powell supervised the microfilm operators around the
world as well as the processing and evaluation at the granite
mountain vault 84

42x camera

the cost of the microfilmingmicro filming program resulted in continual
efforts to economize in 1980 discussion centered on filming
exclusively with 16 minmm film this move would permit cuts in the
filming budget without necessitating cutbacks in filming how-
ever it would require a filming reduction greater than the tradi-
tional l4x14xlax 16xl6xlax reduction used in 35 mmmin filming also better
readers would be needed to adequately retrieve the film image
in 1982 a 42x camera was manufactured that could deliver six
times the exposure count on the same amount of microfilm re-
sulting in a large reduction in costs for film and film handling
processing and storage at a 42x reduction documents with dimen-
sions up 19 x 25 inches could be reduced to an image on a 16 mmmin
film the 42x camera did not fulfill its promise in all respects but it
did provide an important option in many filming situations

prior to the development of the 42x camera filming at such
a high reduction was normally relegated to labs where equipment
and environment could be rigidly controlled the society wanted
to produce a camera that could film in any location under difficult
conditions no adequate camera was available on the market so
the society sponsored the development of one to meet its needs

high reduction filming required exacting lens and camera
head quality in order to produce acceptable film at a 42x reduc-
tion JML optics in rochester new york produced thirteen lenses
in 1982 the society accepted five 8515 kodak produced thirty cam-
era heads eleven were accepted 8681 the cameras were installed at
headquarters and produced acceptable film in 1983 cameras were
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sent to italy minnesota and indonesia the results were mixed
filming went well in italy and minnesota but in the primitive film-
ing environment of indonesia the results were poor the society
continued to promote the camera and by the end of 1983 twenty
eight were being used in the field 8717 A decade later they comprised
approximately a third of the societysSocietys total camera inventory 88

one significant problem with the new filming was returning
the small image to its original size on a reader the society had to
refit the readers at the library to handle the reduced image on the
film the society received sixty three zoom lenses in july 1983
later a 42x and even a 65x reading lens which would return the
image to larger than original size were obtained from northwest
microfilm readers at family history centers have been refitted as
local circumstances permitted in some countries archivists would
not accept the high reduction filming because they did not want to
buy new readers nevertheless some archivists in other countries
found that the small image was desirable and they converted
the film into microfichemicrofiche format microficheMicrofiche readers unlike their micro-
film cousins were designed to handle high reduction images 89119sig

oral genealogy

for a decade and a half the society pursued an oral geneal-
ogy program intended to preserve ancestral information in coun-
tries where there were no written records mulivai purcell
conducted the first interviews in samoa in 1968 interviews in
tahiti began in 1972 in 19731975 interviews were being conducted
in american samoa cook islands tonga and new zealand 9091 the
concept was simple to tape the spoken memory of the living
in some societies the memories of the older people extended
back many generations their recollection often began with the
most distant ancestor and continued a line of descent recounted to
the present generation the account would then begin with
another distant ancestor and descend to the present the final
product was a pedigree in reverse with the branches extending
towards the present rather than back to the past

in 1977 the program was taken to taiwan and indonesia
during 1978 changes were made in the technique of gathering
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oral histories instead of making a tape the interviewer recorded
the information on a form the interviewers would travel by foot
or boat to various locations collect the information then return
that data to salt lake city 91

in 1978 the society initiated the program in africa in gambia
which was made famous by alex haleyshaldys novel roots the gam
bian project was threatened by an attempted government coup
in 1981 the head of the program personally persuaded a mob of
400 to refrain from looting the offices that housed the oral geneal-
ogy interviews 9212

the collection of oral histories presented a significant prob-
lem it was very expensive to gather and record the information
taping transcribing and typing pedigreespedigreedpedigrees made the acquisitions
process much more expensive per name than microfilmingmicro filming a man-
uscript in 1981 church leaders directed the society to stop re-
cording oral genealogies and pursue filming ofwritten records where
they were available some budget was left to finish outstanding pro-
jects but at the end of 1982 all funding for recording oral genea-
logies was eliminated not until 1990 was the collection of oral
genealogies reauthorized and revived on a smaller scale in indonesia

A worldwide program

during the last three decades records have been microfilmed
in every cornercomer of the world resulting in a collection in which
three quarters of the records come from countries outside the
united states the quorum of the twelve apostles have approved
or directed the initiation of filming in each new country As of no-
vember 1994 filming projects have been mounted in 101 coun-
tries around the world see appendix 11II

the filming program in north america has continued unin-
terrupted from its beginning early filming began in the eastern
united states by 1950 extensive filming had been done in con-
necticut delaware maryland and north carolina massive filming
efforts were mounted in new hampshire and vermont during
1952 and in maine during 1954 eight dilmersfilmers assisted in the maine
project the only instance when the society concentrated a large
group ofdilmersfilmers in a single state in order to canvas all record locations
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and film all their genealogical records during a single summer
james black contacted numerous town clerks set up his camera in
homes tiny offices stores barns wherever the records could be
found and electricity accessed 93 in 1956 filming began in the
southwest when the firm of vance golightly of el paso was con-
tracted to filmfihn in new mexico texas arizona colorado and
northern mexico 94 canadian filming began during 1957 with pro-
jects in ontario in canada some of the most significant acquisi-
tions were the films of catholic records in quebec and ontario
where filming began in 1977 and 1979 respectively in 1977 elder
boyd K packer initiated an effort to fill a major gap in the collec-
tion by acquiring microfilms of the records of the native
americans 95 these records were filmed at federal records centers
in los angeles fort worth seattle and kansas city

A wide range of record types have been filmed in the united
states unlike most other countries in contrast with nations where
civil registration or the records of a state church provide a single
source for researching most of the population the records of the
united states are more diverse and each source less comprehen-
sive the most recent development in north america has been the
filming of civil registration records vital record offices were gen-
erally unreceptive to society initiatives until the 1990s the only
exception being washington which permitted the purchase of the
state civil registration in 1959 idaho deaths were filmed in 1990
and filming of civil registration records is now being conducted in
north carolina florida alabama kentucky and illinois with more
states to be done in the future the civil registration of ontario
canada for the nineteenth century was filmed in 1991 93

even with budget limitations since 1985 operations have
expanded primarily through the increased use of missionaries
their role as dilmersfilmers has been expanded into preparing documents
for filming an important but arduous task for large files of loose
documents after serving family history missions many former mis-
sionariessionaries have volunteered to film short term projects contract
operations and film purchases have also increased productivity

filming continued in mexico during the 1960s the society
did not move into other countries until 1965 when it initiated a
project in argentina in guatemala the society began in 1970 to
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film notarial records of colonial guatemala which included what
is now honduras el salvador nicaragua and costa rica filming
in panama began in 1972 in chile the program got underway in
19751973 after a complicated series of negotiations with the catholic
church regarding permissions and with the government regarding
import duties for cameras and film 96 beginning in 1975 the
society rapidly expanded microfilmingmicrofilming into many countries of
latin america costa rican filming began in 1975 projects were
initiated in peru brazil and el salvador during 1976 bolivia fol-
lowed in 1977 and honduras paraguay and ecuador in 1979 the
society held the first latin american filming seminar in november
1979 to better train the new corps of camera operators sessions
were held in guatemala city and lima in 1981 caribbean filming
began in the dominican republic

political instability geographic circumstances and religious
antagonisms hindered but never completely stopped the progress
of projects in latin america camera operators were regularly
searched at gunpoint in el salvador during 1979 prior to the tem-
porary cessation of filming there in 1980 9791 similar problems were
encountered in colombia and peru in the early 1990s as film oper-
ators on occasion encountered terrorists or drug traffickers geo-
graphic circumstances have also been daunting rudolfo becerra
filmingfaming in mexico in 1979 transferred his equipment from jeep to
donkey in order to film a parish register in amixtlan puebla while
filming in bolivia in 1980 carloscarioscarnos ferrari was halted by local citi-
zens who objected to the filming and doused him with water as he
scurried to leave 9891 although filming of brazilian civil records con-
tinues filming of church records in brazil was halted in 1983
when in response to an inquiry from the bishops of brazil the
vatican objected to the program 99

in more recent years filming coverage has extended to virtu-
ally all latin american countries filming began in colombia dur-
ing 1985 in 1991 no filming had been done in venezuela then a
catholic bishop granted permission soon thereafter he became an
archbishop permitting him to influence other bishops favorably
the society received the first films from venezuela in 1992
filming projects were completed in most of the caribbean coun-
tries between 1990 and 1992
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filming in the south pacific began in 1959 when a few films
were received from a small operation begun in new zealand 100

two years later a project was started in australia polynesian film-
ing began in 1970 on the island ofofvanuavanuabanua levu fiji an arsonist set
fire to the government office building on rarotongararotonganRarotonga cook islands
in may 1992 the records would have been lost had it not been
possible to restore many of them with copies of microfilm in the
societysSocietys collection fifty one films of government records were
sent gratis to the cook islands

beginning in the early 1970s the society took the microfilm
ing program into asia africa and the middle east this expansion
represented a major departure from the policy of forty years film-
ing only in countries where many church members had ancestors
the society saw the necessity of filming records before they dete-
rioratedri in countries where climatic conditions rapidly destroy
records the society was also aware of the growth of church con-
gregationsgregations in these countries justifying a program to gather
records in their behalf anticipating that the church would even-
tually be established in all countries the society believed it pru-
dent to begin filming even before many joined the LDS church
the society also realized that the cost of filming was less expen-
sive in countries where the economy had not yet matured

filming in korea commenced in 1972 in the philippines in
1973 taiwan in 1975 japan in 1976 and indonesia in 1977 in-
vestigationvestigation into the records of india began in 1979 A record type
unknown in the west was identified in hardwarhardawarHardwar a major hindu
pilgrimage center in northern india A clan of priests known as
pandas function as registrars of vital statistics for families that
come to holy cities for ritual bathing in the ganges river filming
of these records began in 1981 in sri lanka miningfilming began in 1979
with the countryscountrys civil registration records a project that contin-
ues to the present unexpected circumstances often impeded film-
ing in sri lanka as in many other developing countries for
example in the summer of 1981 a drought in sri lanka reduced
the nations electricity output consequently the societysSocietys cameras
sat idle for two months 101

the most dramatic breakthrough in asia occurred in mainland
china the opportunity to film there arose after the death of mao
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tse tung the reinstatement of exiled professors librarians and
archivists in their institutions coincided with the societysSocietys prepara-
tions for the 1980 world conference on records the state archives
bureau of china accepted an invitation to attend the conference
the chinese delegation was amazed at the public interest in geneal-
ogy demonstrated by the large attendance at the conference that
fall the archives bureau extended an invitation for society repre-
sentativessentatives to visit beijing 102 ted powell director of acquisitions and
melvin thatcher regional manager of china and southeast asia
entered the forbidden city in april 1981 this was the first time
foreigners had ever been allowed to see the archives 103 A contract
was signed in march 19831985 the first formal microfilmingmicrofilming agreement
between a chinese archive and a foreign institution in june 1983
the filming began in recognition of its cordial relationship the
chinese archive invited the society to attend the sixtieth anniver-
sary celebration of the first historical archive in october 1985
on this occasion the state archive bureau announced its intent to
grant foreign scholars access to the archives and to encourage inter-
national cooperation and exchange 104

political instability in the philippines prompted a dramatic
increase in the film production in that country during 1987 in a
short time the number of cameras increased from four to thirty
seven the dilmersfilmers ran the cameras on three shifts at the zenith of
the project in 1989 twenty million exposures were received on
13500 rolls of film

filming in africa began under the direction of elder boyd K
packer who had requested that the society look into the possibil-
ity of filming in rhodesia later zimbabwe at the time the
change from white minority to black majority rule was imminent
the change could have imperiled the records of the previous
regime in november 1976 ted powell director of acquisitions
successfully negotiated the filming of the records and by 1978 the
civil registration of that country had been filmed while in africa
powell also successfully negotiated with south africa and filming
started there in 1977

film acquisitions in the middle east began in israel elder
packer along with society officials visited jerusalem in 1977 and
met a contingent of nine archivists and scholars elder packer
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explained plainly that the church wanted the records in order to
provide christian baptisms for their forebears there was an imme-
diate uproar until one rabbi who taught comparative religion at
jerusalem university asked for calm he said youll never make
my grandfather who is a rabbi into a mormon so why are we
afraid if were afraid we ought to join your church if were
not afraid we ought to let you use your money and help us preserve
our records 105105101 the request to acquire records was later granted

in england the filming of parish registers in many localities
was hindered by the concern of english church officials who did
not agree with the religious basis of the LDS filming program
in 1952 the societysSocietys filming effort was directed at obtaining civil
records and permission was received to copy the pre 1858 willswins
of great britain 106116log this proved to be a difficult project because the
originals were rolled and coated with dirt and dust 107 the project
required a decade to complete

the society received a cable from england in 1951 announc-
ing that official permission had been granted to film in scotland 108

the announcement was received with elation because negotia-
tions had been underway for five years five cameras were in-
stalled in edinburgh and filming began of census records and
parish registers 109

the british isles was the focus of much filming activity dur-
ing the 1960s in january 1963 fifteen out of the forty three cam-
eras operating outside the US were located in the british isles
this number had decreased to three or four cameras by 1985
however that year the society was directed by the general
authorities to pursue a special invitation to film in great britain
even though filtersfilmersfitmers had been scouring british archives for almost
fifty years permission had not been granted to film many records
then in the early 1980s many parish records were transferred into
civil repositories and the civil authorities were more responsive to
negotiations with the society than church authorities had been in
the past additionally interest in family history research was even
more pervasive in great britain than in america archivists wel-
comed the opportunity to have frequently used collections filmed
to preserve them for future generations the great britain initiative
lasted for seven years at the end of the project in 1992 nearly
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sixty million new exposures on approximately 34000 micromicrofilmfihn
rolls had been acquired included in these were parish registers
from 55110110llolio parishes and bishops transcripts for 45451616 parishes 110111iloiioliollo

many filming projects were completed in scandinavia during
the first half of the 1950s filming in norway was completed in
1951 111luiiiili in the following year filming was completed in finland
swedish filming received such emphasis that in 1954 the swedish
collection had become the largest foreign film collection in the salt
lake city library a situation that would continue for another decade
the initial filming project in denmark was concluded in 1952 112

even though scandinavian officials in general seemed highly
supportive of the program there was a certain amount of religious
opposition not unlike that experienced in england in 1960 for
example an article entitled intrusion into hosts of lutheran dead
was published in denmark and circulated in that country and
germany certain danish bishops and other church officials stren-
uously objected to the implications of the microfilmingmicrofilming program
in norway too the state church initially objected when the micro
filming project began in 1948 the press reported the clergysclergys crit-
icism of the filming project some positive publicity came in march
1963 when alvin W fletcher presented a roll of film to swedensswerensSwedens
king gustavus VI the film represented the last in a series of some
fifty million photos taken in the swedish archives over a period of
fifteen years at a cost of more than a million dollars 113

the filming program in germany and the netherlands spread
southward during the 1960s and 1970s and moved eastward dur-
ing the 1980s germany was recovering from the postwar deficit
of equipment film supplies and trained personnel in the early
1950s filming was pursued vigorously in east germany the parish
registers on deposit at the berlin dahlem archives which had
been gathered by paul langheinrich were transported to the east
german mission home for filming and then returned to the
archives langheinrich and his son also microfilmed the rest of
the collection gathered from the salt mines and castles and tem-
porarilyporarily deposited at humboldt university in east berlin in west
germany from 1950 51 the society sponsored a project to film
the prussian records at goslar that had been taken out of the east-
ern provinces by the retreating german army
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the parish registers of the netherlands had been filmed by
1955 and filming of other records continued in that country
in west germany the first projects since the filming in goslar
were initiated in 1956 negotiation efforts in germany were
assisted by appeals made in behalf of the filming program by a

dr lampe a german archivist previously involved in the filming at
goslar 114111 in 1957 the society received permission to copy allanaliail

church and vital records in belgium filming was initiated in
france in 1959

in the decade that followed the focus of filming in europe
moved south as projects in scandinavia and the netherlands dimin-
ished and those in west germany belgium and france increased
luxembourg was filmed between 1961 and 1962 italian filming
began in 1972 as a joint venture between the society and the
parma diocese with the university of parma acting as intermedi-
ary the decision was then made to film the italian civil registration
records before the church records throughout the 1980s approx-
imately fifteen cameras operated in the various archives in italy
beginning in 1975 the initial spanish filming was conducted in
barcelona the microfilmingmicrofilming program was temporarily stalled
when a convocation of spanish bishops voted against it but was

the first two hundred rolls of microfilm were presented in 1948 by left
to right rinze schippers microfilmer cornelius zappey netherlands
mission president and archibald bennett to the national archivist of
the netherlands dr D P M graswinckelGraswinckel filming began in 1947 and
continues to the present
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the first italian filming contract was signed in parma italy in 1972 ted
powell and john jarman flank the archivist center during the 1980s
the society operated about fifteen cameras inin italy

resumed in 1979 more cameras operated in spain and italy during
the 1980s than elsewhere in europe filming in southern europe
was particularly important to the expanding membership of the
church in latin america whose ancestry traced back to the coun-
tries there political unrest in portugal during the early 1970s made
negotiations there impossible in 1976 permission was granted to
film in madeira a portuguese island by 1979 the political situation
had stabilized and filming began on the portuguese mainland
A majority of the church records in portugal were filmed by four
to five cameras from 1979 to 1989

filming continued in the other countries of europe usually
without fanfare however negative publicity would occasionally
impede the program in 1979 a jurist for the lutheran church issued
a legal brief addressed to all protestant clergy in germany trying to
persuade them that the microfilmingmicrofilming program was illegal clergy in
bavaria and northern germany believed the brief while clergy
in other areas ignored it 115 the society also encountered negative
publicity in switzerland many swiss archivists favored a micro
filming agreement with the society but hesitated because of the neg-
ative publicity that previously had accompanied filming in a
particular canton in spite of this reluctance every few years the
records of another canton are opened up for filming since 1975
the church records in the archives of Zizunichzurichirichlrich ticino graubundenGraubunden
jura and solothurnSolothurn have been added to the societysSocietys collection
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in france opposition resulted from political circumstances
when the socialist party came to power in 1982 a member of the
communist party was appointed as the minister of culture he de-
manded the society provide a second donor copy and pay addi-
tional fees to the departmental archives to cover all costs incurred
by the filming the society could not meet his requests shut down
its cameras in the departmental archives and began filming in
church archives 116 with a new administration the impositions
were lifted and a new contract was signed in 1987

the iron curtain was not impervious to the filming program
in 1957 the archivist of hungary contacted the society to discuss
the feasibility of filming there the revolution of 1956 had resulted
in a loss of many archival records the archivist had read about the
societysSocietys filming program in professional literature and saw it as a
feasible and available method to ensure the security of hungarysHungarys
archival heritage 117 extensive filming of parish register copies in
the hungarian national archives was conducted between 1960
and 1963 the national archivist of poland also read an article
about the program in archivumArchivum a professional archival journal
he wrote to the society in 1961 asking if it would be willing to
film in poland 118 after extensive negotiations in 1968 the cameras
began filming in the societysSocie tys second major project behind the
iron curtain

gradually at first but then very quickly the filming program
in europe began to move east during the 1980s greek filming
began in 1979 at corfu an adriatic island off the west coast of the
country east german archives opened their doors in 1981 filming
in yugoslavia began in 1985 during the civil war between croatia
and serbia in 1991 the archive of osijekosicek was bombed and many
of the records were destroyed the church records from the
archive had already been filmed and thus were preserved from
destruction in 1991 after decades of negotiation a major hurdle
was overcome in austria and the filming of church records com-
menced there As in many other cases the society had patiently
awaited the day when long sought for records would become avail-
able its persistence has usually borne good results

one of the most significant filming opportunities occurred in
the former soviet union after the first world conference on records
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society representatives repeatedly visited the archivesarchives administration
in moscow to initiate negotiations the only result for twenty two
years was continued discussion soviet leaders had no interest in
genealogical matters and suspected that the society was a front for
what they considered to be the omnipresent spying apparatus of
the west after the dissolution of the soviet political structure in
late 1990 the archival administration was freed from political bosses
and the archivists approached the society the dissolution of sov-
iet hegemony in 1991 freed archives not only within the union
but also throughout eastern europe to negotiate with the society
in 1991199iggi1 slovakia bulgaria and estonia signed contracts russia and
slovenia signed in 1992 albania armenia belarusbelanusBelarus and ukraine in
19931995 and lithuania moldovamoldavaMoldova and georgia in 1994 for more
information on microfiliningmicrofilmingmicrofilming projects and production see appen-
dixes 11II and 111IIIiliill

the filmed record

microfilm stored in the granite mountain records vault pro-
vides a safe haven for the archives of the world many latter day
saints believe this vast reservoir of material willwin provide the basis
for a millennium of work in which families throughout the world
will be identified and eternal family relationships established in a
quiet fashion the church has pursued a record gathering effort
unparalleled in the history of the world

the timing of the microfilmingmicrofilming project was perfect world
war II11 spurred the development of microfilm technology demon-
strated the need to protect records and depleted the monetary
resources of european archives the society brought the technol-
ogy offered to do what the archives wanted to have done and
offered to do it at no cost to the archives the financial support of
the first presidency was crucial in enabling the society to make
such financially unprofitable contracts hesitant at first to fund a
program whose cost appeared astronomical the first presidency
supported it with unexpected generosity when later they saw its
worth to the spiritual purposes of the church that support has
been sustained for over fifty years

religious opposition might have abruptly terminated filming
in many places but civil control of many religious records made



in order to be filmed at torre pellice in 1948 the records from pramolcramol
parish a vaudois hamlet inin northwestern italy were brought down the
mountainside on a mule archibald bennett stands inin the background
courtesy delbert and barbara roach
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it possible for the society to obtain permission to microfilm
to archivists the benefit of preserving the record at no cost to
them was significant As important as these circumstances were
the success of the program was due to the vision and determina-
tion of committed individuals who worked more for a cause than
for a salary underpinning the whole microfilmingmicrofilming project was
the religious goal shared by those involved in the work

in a letter to elder mark E petersen in 1957 L garrett myers
summed up the progress of record gathering from the perspective
of the society

more than 20 years ago president joseph fielding smith instructed
us to keep abreast of all the latest technical developments in record
work he stated that we should not only be informed of new accom-
plishmentsplishments in this field but that we should be leaders therein
he said that the lord would provide ways and means to accomplish
his purposes in the acquiring of records of the progenitors and
kinsfolk of our people so that the work for the salvation of the
dead would go forward in an ever increasing tempo and that cus-
todians of great record repositories would be moved upon to make
their collections available to us this prediction has been most lit-
erally fulfilled 11919

NOTES

istatistical data presented here and elsewhere in this chapter comes from
various internal reports compiled for administrative use and located in the
acquisitions department family history department the church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latterutter day saints hereafter cited as FHD see also appendix 111IIIlii

genealogical society minutes 27 september 1943 FHD
3ovenavenajorgensenvena jorgensen ockey survey of genealogical conditions in denmark

norway and sweden utah genealogical and historical magazine 17 july
1926 220 22 hereafter cited as UGHMUGHZU

genealogical society minutes 6 october 1936
genealogical society minutes 27 october 1936 15 march 1938

11L garrett myers oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript
james moyle oral history program hereafter cited as JMOHP archives division
historical department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city hereafter cited as LDS church archives L garrett myers telephone inter-
view by jessie embry 20 january 1977 james M black microfilmingMicro filming ex-
periencesperiences of james M black 1938 1972 in service with the genealogical
society FHD typescript film 1313899 1 7 8 this manuscript is an excellent
source of information on the microfilmingmicrofilming program and much of the following
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material is based on this source for some interesting background on koehler and
the origin of his interest in microfilmingmicrofilming see archibald F bennett saviors in
mount zion salt lake city deseret news 1960 106 7

achibaldchibaldchibaldbaid F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 12 may 1938
copy on file in joseph fielding smith papers LDSIDSins church archives

achibaldchibaldarchibaldchibaldbaid F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 17 december
1938 reproduced in UGHM 30 july 1939 190 91

archibald F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 7 april 1939
copy on file in joseph fielding smith papers IDSLDS church archives

10archibald10archibald F bennett to stake genealogical representatives 7 april 1939
in 1939 for example permission was obtained to film the manuscript

records of the early dutch churches of new york state as well as any records
of genealogical value in the tennessee state library at nashville negotiations
were also in progress for filming certain records in italy as well as important
manuscripts at the bishop museum and archive in hawaii UGHM 30 october
19392545619392541939 25456254 56

genealogical society minutes 28 november 1939 9 april 1940
13black microfilmingMicro filming experiences 3

black microfilmingMicro filming experiences 5
15bennett saviors on mount zion 108 kahlilekahline mehr microfilmingMicro filming in the

lands of the north 1938 1975 FHD 1980 typescript 2 black microfilmingMicrofilming
experiences 4 5

genealogical society minutes 6 february 1940
17genealogical society minutes 19 september and 7 november 1939 9 jan-

uary and 15 may 1940 myers interview black microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 63
genealogical society minutes 31 december 1940 5 may 1942

19 19deseretdeseret news 4 september 1943 black microfilmingMicro filming experiences
8 15 genealogical society minutes 11 january 1944

black microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 15

the first presidency to joseph fielding smith 26 december 1940 geneal-
ogical society correspondence FHD genealogical society minutes 14 january
19411941 these sources suggest that joseph fielding smith himself even though he
was president of the society agreed with the first presidencysPresidencys reservations

genealogical society minutes 14 january 19411941

23myers interview
24 genealogical society minutes 27 august 1976
25black microfilmingMicro filming experiences appendix
26genealogical society minutes 15 february 1945 frank smith oral history

interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript JMOHP george fudge oral his-
tory interviews by george D durrant and john C jarmanjamian 1984 typescript copy in
possession of kahlilekahline mehr 67 68 black microfilmingMicrofilming experiences appendix

17myers interview black microfilmingmicrofihningMicro filming experiences 5 15 19 geneal-
ogical society minutes 28 november 1939 9 january and 23 october 1940
11 december 1945 19 february and 16 april 1946

21seesee lucien M mecham jr oral history interview by gordon S irving
1974 IDSLDS church archives genealogical society minutes 17 april and I11 sep-
tember 1953 21 november 1956 13 march 1959 5 and 19 february 1960
L garrett myers to church building committee 10 september 1956 gen-
ealogicalea society correspondence FHD myers interview
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29the following account of the activities of paul langheinrich and his
associates is based on don C corbett records from the ruins FHD typescript
report of procurement of church records films and photocopies europe

manuscript history 16 august 1945 LDS church archives rudolph K poecker
oral history interview by james B alienallenailen 18 february 1985 typescript in posses-
sion of james B alienallenailen frederick W babbel on wings of faitafaithfaitbeaith salt lake city
bookcraft 1972 57 60

30atat least that is how it was interpreted by some of the german saints who
were involved at the time poecker interview

elder31eldereider poecker had another interesting experience in a small town on the
border of east and west germany there he found many records behind the altar
of a lutheran church along with a famous painting of the last supper
he thought he was going to be able to rescue the painting along with the
records but somehow the russians arrived before his truck got there and made
away with it he did however save the genealogical records poecker interview

31atat first the archive was set up at wolfsgrilnwolfsgriin and literally tons of records
were transferred from berlin but in 1948 it was moved back to berlin lang-
heinrich later had an interesting tale to tell about some of the problems involved
in transferring records from berlin to wolfsgriin on one occasion he and some
others were taking a large truck and trailer full of books to wolfsgrilnwolfsgriin when they
were stopped by some armed russians whose car was stalled the russians
wanted to be towed into leipzig but langheinrich suspected something was
fishy and simply did not trust them he looped a rope around their bumper

however then climbed on the back of the trailer and held the rope himself pre-
sumably looping it around some support As they came near the service station
in leipzig he simply let go of one end of the rope so that it slipped loose from
the bumper freeing his party from the russians later not far from their desti-
nation the group came to a russian sentry station with the crossbar on the gate
blocking the highway the driver somehow did not brake properly and the heav-
ily loaded truck crashed through the gate after the truck stopped the russians
in the car caught up in addition the guard at the gate pulled the driver from the
truck smashing him in the face langheinrich soon calmed the guard down how-
ever then found a carpenter went into the woods and cut down a tree from
which they fashioned another crossbar they then proceeded on their way
corbett records from the ruins 161716 17 langheinrich report

33 genealogical society minutes 28 may and 6 august 1946
34the renegotiation of contracts on these trips along with other econ-

omies saved the society an estimated 100000 on three successive trips in the
1950s myers improved arrangements with the danish national archives pur-
chased some important collections in england and obtained permission to film
records in france genealogical society minutes 17 may 1950 L garrett myers
to joseph fielding smith 23 february 1960 genealogical society correspon-
dence FHD see also myers interview

35genealogical society minutes 26 november 1946 14 october 1947
7 july 1948 black microfilmingMicro filming experiences 195019 50

36genealogical society minutes 26 november 1946 9 november 1948
archibald F bennett to alma sonne 13 november 1948 genealogical society
correspondence FHD the 1947 budget as noted in the 1946 minutes above
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was 170000.0017000000 the breakdown of the 1949 budget by countries is holland
68437.186843718 norway 41898.704189870 great britain 929880092988.009298800 finland and sweden
114762.0011476200 belgium 15000.001500000 france 15000.001500000 switzerland 250000025000.002500000

germany 150000.0015000000 united states 184514.0018451400 and denmark 45000.004500000
37genealogical37genealogical society minutes 11 january 1949

genealogical3genealogical society minutes 30 december 1949

saitsaltlakeSalt lake tribune 6 april 1954
black4oblackkoblack microfilmingMicrofilming experiences appendix

4 genealogical society minutes 19 december 1960 L garrett myers to the
budget committee 19 december 1960 genealogical society correspondence
FHD L garrett myers to mark E petersen 11 january 1961 genealogical society
correspondence FHD

genealogical4genealogical society minutes 4 december 1962
13genealogical13genealogical society minutes 17 august 1961 9 november 1961
james44james M black placed a huge and very interesting appendix at the end of

his microfilmingmicroffliningMicro filming experiences the appendix includes copies of microfilmingmicromicroflnfilmingfing
reports from 1938 to 1975 all of the statistics presented above and many of those
given elsewhere in this chapter are taken from that source black listed the other
nations and geographic areas represented by the vast microfilm holdings as
mexico great britain england ireland scotland wales isle of man denmark
sweden the netherlands france germany belgium finland canada poland
hungary norway austria guatemala argentina switzerland australia
polynesia cook island fiji samoa french polynesia italy new zealand
sources include maori histories chile korea japan russia iceland caribbean
guadeloupe puerto rico martinique haiti bahamas philippines panama

luxembourg china costa rica peru brazil portugal singapore czecho-
slovakia spain and miscellaneous countries

15 charlescharies hillinger the mormon files sundancerSun dancer hughes air west in
flight magazine january 1977 46

46managing46managing directors minutes 7 april 1987 FHD
47rickrick ebert presentation to staff 6 february 1991 FHD

deseret news 4 november 1972
49saltsalt lake tribune 26 november 1953 denver post 26 november 1953

archibald F bennett simply labeled the charge ridiculous and pointed out
that the practice of collecting genealogy of church members was started in
1840 the procedure not only predates communism but certainly predates
the current world situation

50the51117he proclamation actually provides a fitting summary of what the micro-
film program did for various states it reads

WHEREAS the church of jesus christ of latter day saints mormon
have now finished their project of microfilmingmicrofamingmicrofilmingfAming the records of the
towns cities and courts of massachusetts and WHEREAS these
records are the irreplaceable early to the year 1850 records sic and
WHEREAS the filming of these important records of the states cities
towns sic and courts was done at no expense to the state or
the towns cities and courts and WHEREAS free copies of these micro-
filmed records have been given to the state towns cities and courts
and WHEREAS our own native son robert J tarte ofofashlandashland has been
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the microfilm coordinator of this great project for his church and
WHEREAS our great commonwealth would like to express a feeling

4
of gratitude toward the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
mormon and its microfilm coordinator robert J tarte NOW THERE-

FORE i1 MICHAELMICHAELS s DUKAKIS governor of the commonwealth of massa-
chusettschusetts do hereby proclaim july 15 1975 as MORMONasmormon RECORD DAY

and urge the citizens of the commonwealth of massachusetts to take
cognizance of this event and to participate fittingly in its observance

copy on file at the FHD

c deseret5deseret news 22 november 1968
52see genealogical society minutes 18 february 1947 5 october1948october 1948

myers interview according to the minutes elder smith was convinced that the
church need not be as much concerned with countries such as ireland france
spain and italy as with other european countries for he did not think there were
as many descendants of israel in those countries certainly they did not provide
the large numbers of early converts to mormonism as did england northern ger-
many and the scandinavian countries significantly it was in the latter areas that
microfilmingmicrofilming was done most extensively at first

53 genealogical53genealogical society minutes 24 august 1961
54george54george fudge oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript

JMOHP
55 genealogical55genealogical society minutes 2 january 1962
51131black51131ackack microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 80 this document is confusing at this

point for black mistakenly penciled in the notation that elder tanner appointed
him in 1962 however elder tanner did not begin his administration of the
society until 1963

57genealogical57genealogical society minutes 21 january 1965
information511nformation summarized from acquisition planning committee minutes

various dates from 1971 to 1979 FHD
59tenten year genealogical records gathering project plan typescript

attached to management meeting minutes 14 september 1981 FHD philosophy
of records gathering typescript attached to micrographicsMicrographics division managers
council meeting minutes 25 january 1982 FHD the rule of 75 percent was later
changed to 80 percent

micrographics60micrographicsMicro graphics standing committee minutes 29 december 1981 FHD
61thethe following information is based on the personal knowledge of kahlilekahfilekallile

mehr who was involved in all these activities
62somesome information not specifically documented in this and later sections

is based on the personal knowledge of kahlilekahline mehr who had discussions with
various genealogical society administrators over time who was personally
involved in some of the events and programs discussed and who has studied the
various internal reports of the department that are compiled for official use only

63genealogical63genealogical society minutes 18 september 1957 26 february 1958
28 june 1960

genealogical society minutes 19 february 1960 26 april 1960 24 may
r 1960 3 february 1961 personal knowledge of kahlilekahline mehr based on discus-

sions with various genealogical society administrators
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15mark bell microfilm acquisition of genealogical records in europe
circa 197519841975 1984 FHD typescript 2

661L garrett myers to joseph fielding smith transcription of letter in geneal-
ogicallo109ical society minutes 19 july 1950

17 genealogical society minutes I11 november 1957
f 18deseret18 deseret news and salt lake telegram 1 february 1954

6 these requirements included the following f

1 the vault is to be within a 25 mile radius from the church
administration building 2 the film storage area is to have
a minimum of 30000 sqaq ft expandable to 58000 sqaq ft and about
28000 sqaq ft for offices laboratories mechanical equipment and ser-
vice features 3 air temperatures are to be held within 65 to 72
and relative humidity is to be held within 40 to 50 percent 4 the
air is to be filtered to remove any dust or chemicals 5 the storage
vault area is to have an overburden of soil or rock at least 250 feet in
depth 6 other factors to be considered in evaluating a suitable site
are a accessibility from downtown salt lake city b availability

i of water sewer and electric power c characteristics of earth or
rock formation at the site which would have a direct bearing on
first costs at time of construction and upon maintenance and oper-
ation costs thereafter

handout provided by the genealogical society entitled church records vault
FHD

70myers interview genealogical society minutes 7 february 1958 myers
to howard barker 10 february 1958 genealogical society correspondence
FHD the era asks what Is the granite mountain records vault improvement
era 69 august 1966 699 interview with elder theodore M burtonbutton

71 genealogical7genealogical society minutes 13 march 1959
genealogical7genealogical society minutes 14 january 1964

73church news 7 december 1963
74see records protection in an uncertain world pamphlet published and

distributed by the genealogical society of the church 1975
75ted powell telephone conversation with kahlilekahline mehr 11 october 1993
76historical report april 1982 FHD
77memorandum77memorandum may 1991 FHD

genealogical7genealogical society minutes 15 august 1952
79 genealogical79genealogical society minutes 13 august 1958

genealogical society minutes 5 february 1960
black microfilmingMicro filming experiences 116 17

aburtonburton8burton interview black microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 132
113 black microfilmingMicro filming experiences 133

burton interview fudge 1976 and 1984 interviews ted F powell oral
i history interview by jessie embry 7 march 1977 LDS church archives

micrographics81micrographicsMicrographics division historical report september 1982 FHD
historical report january 1983 FHD
micrographics117micrographicsMicrographics division historical report december 1983 FHD
rick laxman telephone conversation with kahlilekablilekahmile mehr 14 january 1994
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11thehe small screen size of a microfichemicrofiche reader does require that a large
document be read in pieces when the image is returned to its original dimensions

90thesethese interviews are part of the family history library collection
9historicalhistorical report july 1979 FHD
micrographics91micrographicsMicrographics division historical report august 1981 FHD
black93biack microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 64

94 black microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 73
95 95historicalhistorical report august 1976 FHD
91references91references scattered throughout the genealogical society correspon-

dence and a summary of some of the negotiations found in history of micro
filming project chile nd henry christiansen files FHD typescript black
microfilmingMicrofilming experiences 14355143 55

9797historicalhistorical report november 1979 FHD
historical report june 1980
historical report june 1983
genealogicalwgenealogical society minutes 13 march 1959
micrographicsMicro graphics standing committee minutes 15 august 1981 FHD

10imelmeimel thatcher an overview of genealogical acquisitions in the peoples
republic of china 1 3 genealogical society minutes 10 april 1986

103103historicalhistorical report may 1981 FHD
thatcher an overview of genealogical acquisitions in the peoples

republic of china 3 4 5 6
105tedredted powell oral history interview by ron watt 24 may 1982 898 9 LDSIDSins

church archives
genealogical society minutes 25 april 1952

107genealogical107genealogical society minutes 10 september 1952 j
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chapter 7

simplification decentralization
cooperation 1975 1994

injlnaln 1975 the genealogical society of utah became the
genealogical department of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saintssamts a move that more fully integrated it into the central
administrative structure of the church As part of this reorgan-
izationization a number of administrative changes were made these
included the creation of a new priesthood genealogy division and
later a priesthood area support division intended to deninedefine mem-
ber responsibility more clearly teach members how to do gen-
ealogicalea work and help priesthood leaders perform their family
history duties this chapter provides an overview of all these
administrative changes and of various new programs and policies
developed from 1975 to 1994 each of these developments had
important consequences for the genealogical work of the church

the work of the genealogical department in this era was
influenced by a number of significant events in the history of the
church two revelations that concerned concepts central to fam-
ily history were added to the canon of LDS scripture between
1975 and 1994 the number of temples in operation around the
world grew from sixteen to forty six greatly expanding the oppor-
tunity for latter day saints everywhere to perform proxy ordi-
nances finally in 1981 president spencer W kimball placed
family history research and temple work on a par with other
aspects of church activity when he clarified the threefoldthree fold mission

265
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of the church as to proclaim the gospel to perfect the saints and
to redeem the dead 1

departmental organization

until 1975 the genealogical society existed apart from other
units of the church as a separately incorporated tax exempt body
while integrated in many ways into the structure of the church
the societysSocietys unique status presented some administrative difficul-
ties in addition it was distinctively different from other genealog-
ical societies for it not only supported research but also regulated
the identification of deceased persons for whom temple ordi-
nances could be performed by making the society part of the
organization of the church church leaders hoped to streamline its
operation and make it more effective 2

on 18 november 1975 elder boyd K packer and other gen-
eral authorities met with the societysSocie tys staff to explain the change
elder packer noted that being a department of the church rather
than a society would expand the scope of the organizations re-
sponsibility he also stated that the change was in accordance with
the status of other church administrative units

weve operated as the genealogical society for generations depart-
ment justust moves the boundaries out there are a lot of things that the
genealogical society does but most of what we do really we do here

at church headquarters and
we need to reach way out into
the church now in many ways
that we havent before and
were just joining the other
departments so were just
organizing just the way the
whole rest of the church is

V organized0 only better 3

elder boyd K packer 1975
ardent supporter of family his-
tory and temple work served
many years on the temple
and family history executive
council courtesy LDS church
archives
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beginning 10 december 1975 the genealogical society
became the genealogical department of the church a fully inte-
grated part of the central administration the corporate entity of
the genealogical society of utah became another name under
which the church does business and is used principally for nego-
tiating microfilmingmicrofilming contracts 4

As a result of the reorganization the title of the head of the
department changed from president to executive director nine
people had served as president of the society since its organization
in 1894 the last one theodore M burton became the first exec-
utive director of the department since his release in 1978 there
have been five other directors the fourteen leaders of the gen-
ealogicalea societydepartmentSociety Department during its first century are listed
below all except junius jackson were also general authorities of
the church

franklin D richards 1894 1899
anthon H lund 1900 1921
charles W penrose 1921 1925
anthony Wwivinsbivinsivins 19251925193419341954
joseph fielding smith 19341954195419611961
junius jackson 1961iggi196119621962
nathan eldon tanner 1963
howard W hunter 1964196419721972
theodore M burton 1972197219781978 1

J thomas fyans 1978
i

royden G derrick 1979197919841984
richard G scott 1984198419881988
J richard clarke 1988198819931993
monte J brough 1993 present

the new department was charged with three main responsi-
bilitiesbilities 1 to gather records that could be used for genealogical
research 2 to provide names for the temples and keep an official
record of temple ordinances performed and 3 to encourage
church members to do genealogical research as well as teach them
how to do it 5 five divisions were created within the department
to achieve these purposes acquisitions and field operations
library services temple services priesthood genealogy and ad-
ministrative services
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acquisitions and field operations was responsible for acquiring
genealogical sources by gift purchase or microfilmingmicrofilniingmicrofilming records spe-
cialistscialists in this division began negotiating microfilmingmicrofilming contracts in
countries outside the united states supervising dilmersfilmersfilmers acquiring
books and book catalogs and in some areas arranging the record-
ing of oral genealogies

library services organized described and made these sources
available for use this division supervised cataloging reference
and collection development cataloging described the materials
reference assisted patrons in the use of the materials and record
specialists identified what sources could be added to develop
the collection

temple services processed all the names for temple work and
maintained the official temple ordinance record it set up temple
service centers in several temple areas outside north america
these centers extracted the microfilms containing local informa-
tion cleared the names and submitted them to the temples for the
ordinance work to be done by local members only the finalized
records of ordinances performed were sent to department head-
quarters in salt lake city temple services worked directly with
the temples in answering questions about ordinance policies until
1981 when this responsibility was transferred to the temple
department created in 1979 temple services was then renamed
the names processing division

the fourth division priesthood genealogy was created to
assist and encourage church members in their own research 6

it was asked to simplify the genealogical procedures and forms
used by the church so that members would find them less intimi-
dating 7 to accomplish this task priesthood genealogy began to
generate research and class materials provide instruction and other-
wise assist church members and the genealogical community at
large in their research

administrative services the fifth division handled hiring
budgeting and other administrative tasks in support of the other
divisions 8 it began to hire more people with advanced degrees
aandnd special skills language background was an important con-
sideration because of the international nature of the collection
and clientele 9
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the organization of the department has continued to evolve

the projects and planning division was created in 1981 to control the
development of automation the priesthood genealogy and library
services divisions were merged into the member services division
in 1985 in 1990 the administrative services and projects and plan-
ning divisions were reconfigured into various support groups
leaving only three divisions member services names processing
and acquisitions in 1992 member services was renamed as re-
search support services the same year a priesthood and area
support division was organized to respond more effectively to the
needs of priesthood leaders 10

long range planning

another significant development after the creation of the de-
partmentpartment was the integration of long range planning into depart-
ment operations in 1976 before that time long range planning
was informal department management dealt with issues singly

ratherthanrather than as part of an integrated plan that covered all facets of
department activity the initial step towards the creation of a long
range plan was taken in 1974 when elder theodore M burton
announced to department leaders that he had been preparing data
to show long range trends and suggested a monthly meeting to
consider the departments course and the effect of the activities of
one area on another elder burton desired to introduce a program
that would produce action rather than guilt he observed that for
many years we have stressed genealogy with the result that people
feel guilty but have not felt impelled to do this consequently he
proposed the expansion of extraction the automation of temple
ordinances renewed emphasis on temple attendance and support
for family organizations rather than individuals to do family his-
tory research

elder burtonsbartonsBurtons proposals were expanded over the next two
years and a plan was presented to the quorum of the twelve and
the first presidency in 1976 after its approval the department had
a clear vision of what it sought to accomplish department leaders
continue to use the long range goals of the plan as a guide to mea-
sure departmental accomplishments
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the plan anticipated many of the major accomplishments of
the next two decades these included the creation of multiple auto-
mated data files such as those found in familysearchFamilySearch the widespread
distribution of genealogical information through personal comput-
ers and the use of programs such as family record extraction to
involve a larger spectrum of church members in family history activ-
ity and other goals listed below

the plan was updated regularly milestones were identified by
which progress could be measured and annual status reports were
made to higher management new staff positions were also created

1976 long range goals

current
nowo summary of goal implementation

1 develop and maintain a central genealogical file familysearchFamilySearch
that shows family relationships and temple ordi-
nance

ancestral file
data for individuals

2 design all name entry systems to place individuals ancestral file
iinn ttheirheir proper family order

3 prepare a single index to all temple work for a international
given individual genealogical index

4 make information in the central genealogical file familysearchFamilySearch
available to church members as a beginning point
for their own genealogical research

5 establish genealogical service centers in temple family history
districts particularly overseas and involve mem-
bers

service centers
in a records extraction program family record

extraction

6 use modem technology in temple recording and ordinance
enable service centers to process names locally recording system

templereadyTempleReady

7 transfer to families and local priesthood leaders templereadyTemple Ready
the burden of determining the accuracy of name
submission and responsibility for avoiding duplica-
tion of temple ordinances

8 develop and maintain a family organization regis-
ter

family registry
to aid members in contacting other persons ancestral file

researching their same lines

9 provide a service to assist priesthood leaders in published research
more difficult areas of genealogical research outlines

10 continue the present program of gathering records expansion of micro-
filmof genealogical interest from around the world acquistionsacquisitionsacquist ions
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to support planned projects in each case a project administrator
and a project manager were assigned teams of programmers user
specialists and other staffwere assembled to develop the plan the
projects and planning division was given responsibility for devel-
opment planning continues to be part of the current effort to make
family history an integral part of the work of the church

member responsibility individual and collective

when the churchschurche regional representatives gathered in salt
lake city in the fall of 1975 they were presented with some star-
tling information member involvement in genealogical activity
was not keeping pace with church growth in 1972 66 percent of
the names submitted for temple work had been provided by mem-
bers but in 1975 only 26 percent came from that source
moreover only 7.57575 percent of the church membership had partic-
ipated in the four generation program 12 the reason for this situa-
tion said elder boyd K packer was that many members thought
genealogical research was simply too hard

genealogical work in the church for the most part is left to those few
members who have taken a keen interest in it genealogical work
has I1 fear sometimes been made to appear too difficult too involved
and too time consuming to really be inviting we intend to stream-
line and simplify genealogical research and record clearance to fit the
needs and circumstances of the average member of the church
rather than to accommodate the genealogical specialist 13

the department attempted to reverse the trend by preparing
materials for general authorities to present in stake conferences
held during 1977 they were to stress that member involvement in
genealogy required little research expertise members were to be
encouraged to 1 write personal histories 2 establish or support
family organizations 3 complete the four generation program
and 4 go to the temple regularly 14 the department hoped to
introduce members to family history basics with the expectation
that some would take the next step into the more demanding
requirements of original research and the identification of new
names for temple work

under the church correlation program the high priests in each
ward were responsible for genealogical activity in 1976 priesthood
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genealogy developed a program to help the high priests in their
work the new program provided closer correlation for genealogical
activity between the stake president the high councilor in charge of
genealogy the bishop and the high priests group leader whenever a
general authority attended a stake conference he emphasized the role
of the stake president and the high priests group leader in genealogy
george fudge noted later that this new effort stimulated by president
spencer W kimballsKimballs interest in genealogy was the first united effort
by all of the general authorities in behalf of family history 15

significantly the religious importance of genealogy was em-
phasizedphasized in a powerful way during the april 1976 general con-
ference at that conference the members of the church voted to
sustain the action of the first presidency and quorum of the
twelve in adding two important revelations to the canon of LDS

scripture one was a vision of the celestial kingdom given to
joseph smith in the kirtland temple in 1836 and concerning the
salvation of those who die without a knowledge of the gospel
dacd&c 137 the other was president joseph FE smiths 1918 vision
showing the saviors visit to the spirit world and expounding the
doctrine of redemption of the dead dacd&c 138 As the first addi-
tion to scripture since the middle of the nineteenth century this
action was a dramatic reminder to church members of the eternal
significance of their family history labors

the key objective of the department in renewing the empha-
sis on genealogy was to streamline and simplify one tool for
reaching this goal was a new program that involved members pri-
marily in name extraction at the local level rather than in extended
research for almost two decades name extraction had been done
at church headquarters but in february 1978 stakes were asked
to assume primary responsibility for this ongoing work at the
same time church members were told they were no longer
required to submit family group sheets or to provide names for
temple ordinances for ancestors beyond four generations 16 depart-
ment employees were informed that name extraction was now
the departments highest priority 17 they were directed to explain
to church members that pursuing extended research is a privi-
lege rather than a responsibility and that the stake record ex-
traction program would handle temple ordinances for ancestors in
earlier generations 18
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this simplified program eliminated the need for a complex
research process to identify ancestors research was time con-
suming required uncommon expertise and was virtually impossi-
ble to coordinate so as to avoid one researcher duplicating the
work of another under the new program extended research was
replaced by the onetimeone time extraction of all names from a family his-
tory source As elder J thomas fyans explained in october 1978
genealogical activity was to become a cooperative effort rather
than continue to be an emphasis on individual research beyond
four generations

it is apparent then that ours is a shared ancestry and it has
become apparent that genealogical research efforts are being dupli-
cated it is for this basic reason that president kimball has
directed us that we should seek out our ancestors back four genera-
tions after that we should work together as a church through the
records extraction program 19

president ezra taft benson made a similar statement

A second major change of the new program is that original
research beyond the four generation level will be accepted but willwin
no longer be required of individual members or individual families in
the church instead the church has assumed the responsibility to
begin a massive record gathering and extraction program in order
to prepare names for temple work 20

this was a startling new message research had been the sta-
ple of family history programs from the inception of the gen-
ealogicalea society of utah while extraction was indisputably a
quicker and more efficient method of providing names for the tem-
ples it had not been so clear that the responsibility of church
members to seek after their own ancestors should be removed
the new policy was particularly devastating to private researchers
who soon lost legions of clients

church leaders soon became concerned that a vital link con-
necting generations was being overlooked in the new program
the feeling that something was not right crystallized in 1979
when the department suggested miningfilming and discarding the archive
sheets that contained all names submitted for temple work between
1942 and 1969 prior to the time when name submission became
computerized the information would not be lost but the elimi-
nation of the paper copy of the family group sheets seemed to
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represent the emphasisdeemphasisde on research in a letter to the presidents
of the first quorum of the seventy the council of the twelve
stated that they feared the department might be straying from
some of the ancient moorings to which we should be anchored 112121

in council with the presidents of the seventy in february 1980
elder packer reiterated the name extraction program should be
carefully managed so that it does not dominate the genealogical
program of the church he recommended that the department
encourage a reemphasis of genealogical research among the mem-
bers of the church 22

these statements caught department leadership by surprise
they were disquieted to see the reversal of a program that had
been approved on every level and had been publicly endorsed
however church leaders had apparently felt that the implications
of emphasizing collective rather than individual responsibility had
warranted reappraisal in the april 1980 general conference pres-

ident spencer W kimball reaffirmed that research should continue
past four generations in order for families to redeem their kindred
dead 23 at the same conference elder A theodore tuttleturtletunnietuttie an-
nounced in the priesthood session once you complete your four
generations you are not finished continue to search out all of
your ancestral lines 112124 the responsibility for extended research
that the new program had lifted from the shoulders of the mem-
bers was set gently back into place many members however
missed the reversal and for years continued to think that four gen-
erationserations was the extent of their individual responsibility

aside from the temporary emphasis on extraction rather than
extended research the renewed call for four generation sheets and
the implementation of stake record extraction revived genealogi-
cal activity in the church the four generation program was not
only renewed but also revamped the church requested that new
sheets be submitted and that the accuracy of the data be checked
before submission numerous discrepancies had been noted in
sheets submitted under the old program and the department
hoped to improve the quality of the information they received
also there had been numerous duplicate submissions under the
old program to eliminate this problem the department requested
that sheets be submitted by families adult brothers and sisters
rather than individuals the new program also required compilation
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of a pedigree chart to accompany the sheets 2521 consequently
everyone even those who had submitted previously had some-
thing to do at the same time stake record extraction provided a
new opportunity for thousands to participate meaningfully in fam-
ily history work

ancestral file submissions 1981 A massive influx of family group
sheets arrived in the two weeks preceding the perceived deadline for
submissions shown are april sams left and lois gardner right
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meanwhile the rationale for the renewed four generation pro-
gram was expanded by the development of ancestral file a master
file of completed research the council of the twelve announced
that submissions after 1 july 1979 would become the foundation
for a genealogical record of this dispensation 13211273226I1 because of ad-
vancementsvancements in computer technology ancestral file is easily acces-
sible to members trying to avoid duplication of effort

the new emphasis on genealogy had a weak link however
no one at the local level was primarily responsible for explaining
the technical issues involved in compiling a family history cor-
relation had placed the responsibility for promoting the program
on the priesthood but technical information was difficult to
transmit the need for expertise at the ward and branch level
spurred the creation of a new church position ward genealogical
consultant later the ward family history consultant this position
replaced and expanded the former position of ward genealogical
forms examiner 27 the consultant helped members fulfill their fam-
ily history responsibilities as defined by the priesthood

renewed emphasis was again placed on the need for ex-
tended research elder mark E petersen wrote in the august 1981
ensign we must trace our own ancestry back as far as we can
the four generations are not enough we have the extraction pro-
gram and it will help but it does not relieve us of our own per-
sonal responsibility this message was also sent out to stake
conferences during the first half of 1982 the purpose was to
reemphasize the importance of members doing their part in pro-
viding names for temple ordinances 28128211

in the last half of 1987 family history was again stressed in
stake conferences in connection with the introduction of a new
manual for members come unto christ through temple ordi-
nances and covenants james E faust a member of the temple
and genealogy executive council stated the objective of these
conferences it is hoped that in these stake conferences we can
simplify the approach to genealogy and demystify it so that every
member regardless of training will find it doable 712112299 each member
was asked to begin searching for at least one unendowed ancestor
and to go to the temple for that person

the stress on making genealogy doable led to a significant
change in the name of the department leaders felt that genealogy
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reflected the means rather than the purpose of the department
A decade earlier elder theodore M burton had stated it is not
genealogy which is our goal and we ought to stop using this word
as frequently and indiscriminately as we have done in the past our
work really is that of family exaltation and I1 suggest we use this
expression 23013030 in august 1987 the first presidency announced that
the genealogical department would be called the family history
department and the name of the genealogical library in salt
lake city would be changed to the family history library church
leaders hoped this change would remove the implication that pro-
fessionalfessional training was needed to pursue ones ancestry 31 the
department altered the names of subordinate divisions and depart-
ments to reflect this new approach for example branch genealog-
ical libraries were renamed family history centers

As the decade progressed the opportunity for member in-
volvementvolvement in family history activity was expanded by automation
in 1988 family record extraction moved name extraction into
members homes and into members home computers family
search put into use in 1990 placed large automated research files
at the disposal of members using computers at family history cen-
ters and local church clerks offices in 1993 templereadyTempleReady made
it possible for members to clear names for temple work auto-
mation expanded member participation as thousands of members
contributed in ways not possible before the advent of the personal
computer see chapter 8 for more information

priesthood administration

the departments role in reaching all church members with
the family history program was aided by developments in the
churchschurche administrative structure in october 1975 the first
quorum of the seventy was reestablished as the third presiding
quorum of the church in subsequent years a second quorum of
the seventy was added within the next few years the department
came under the administration of the seventy since 1978 the exec-
utive director of the department has always been one of the
presidents of the first quorum of the seventy concurrent with
this change additional general authorities from the quorums of
the seventy have been appointed as assistant executive directors
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changes also occurred at the next higher administrative level
in 1977 the church created four executive committees later called
councils among the members in the quorum of the twelve
these councils formalized the decision making structure of the
quorum in administering the operations of the departments of
the church one of these councils was the temple and genealogy
executive committee 32 now known as the temple and family
history executive council the council oversees the department
and under the direction of the first presidency and the council of
the twelve promotes family history efforts churchwidechurchwiseChurchwide through the
administrative framework of area presidenciesPresiden cies headed by mem-
bers of the quorum of the seventy the department obtains guid-
ance and direction from the general church councils regarding
developments in the family history program

area offices established in the 1970s where large numbers of
church members exist have developed as extension centers for
the headquarters offices in salt lake city for the areas in which
they are located these offices have gradually assumed the respon-
sibilitiessibili ties of church headquarters since area offices are closer to
local members they are more responsive to their needs

in 1985 the church gave area presidenciesPresidencies and offices total
responsibility for training and motivating members in family his-
tory work processing names supervising family history centers
ordering microfilm and supervising family history staff 33 the
most notable exception to this large scale transfer of authority was
the retention of the departments acquisitions staff the depart-
ment suggested that area presidenciesPresiden cies appoint an adviser a paid
staff person volunteer or missionary to supervise their newly
acquired responsibilities to keep the advisers and the area pres
idenciesidencies informed on technical issues in 1986 the department
appointed a person to serve in headquarters as first contact for
each area 34

the responsiveness of area offices to their new role has var-
ied greatly in 1990 the department learned that the mexico
central america area had called an area adviser and was produc-
ing their own materials and training programs 3531 however as of
1991 most area presidenciesPresidencies did not have trained family history
personnel on their staff instead they used either church service
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personnel that is people willing to donate their time to church
callings or full time employees with limited background in family
history 3616 in response the department began training area family his-
tory advisers brought to salt lake city during general conference 37

in 1992 the department began to devote more resources to
working with area presidenciesPresidencies five high level staff members at
department headquarters were appointed as area coordinators
through a newly created division priesthood and area support
the area coordinators began planning for the development of fam-
ily history services in each area of the church they sent letters to
area presidenciesPresidencies during 1992 requesting that family history plans
be prepared by the area presidenciesPresidencies 38 the objective of the plans was
for areas to identify their needs and for the department to respond
to those needs as far as resources permitted 39 even though re-
search guides and forms had been translated into a number of
languages in previous years one of the most pressing needs the
areas identified was the cultural adaptation of these materials
in 1993 a pilot team was commissioned to design multiculturalmulticultural
guides and forms 4010

currently the administration of the department is organized
to promote the family history mission of the church anywhere
members live the primary line of communication for family his-
tory policy is through the temple and family history executive
council and area presidenciesPresidencies to local leaders A network of family
history centers and family history service centers both discussed
below provide the technical assistance and resources patrons
need to accomplish their family history work

branch librariesfamilylibrariesfaniflyLibraries Family history centers

in 1964 the department began to establish branch libraries
later called family history centers41centers 41 at church facilities in the

united states and canada eventually other centers were estab-
lished internationally at the local centers church members had
access to the family history departments microfilms during
1977 80 the department focused its resources on expanding the
stake record extraction program after that period providing local
centers with as many services as their circumstances permitted
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was emphasized in order to facilitate research locally As a result of
these efforts in 1994 over 2000 centers ordered approximately
75000 microfilm rolls per month 42

establishing and operating a center involved a number of prob-
lems that are illustrated by the history of the south jordan stake
genealogical library established in 1976 the south jordan center
was the first in the salt lake valley and was one of the first centers
belonging to an individual stake in utah local family historians
struggled to acquire facilities in a building already used to the max-
imum as well as to find competent staff members the facilities
were spartan the library was located in a classroom next to the
regular meetinghouse library and the classroom continued to be
used for other church programs microfilm readers and books
were stored in cabinets which were locked when the center was
not open so the room could be used by the three wards meeting
in the building

marian egbert the librarian had two assistants one ordered
the films handled the finances and took care of the microfilm
reader the other was in charge of the staff and gave individual
assistance to patrons the center also had a training supervisor
who held monthly meetings with the staff sixteen church mem-
bers recommended by their bishops as among the most qualified
and called by a member of the stake high council worked three
hour shifts the center was open from 9 AM to 9 PM on fridays
and 9 AM to 5 PM on saturdays though egbert hoped to have
longer hours when she could get a larger staff the center could
not advertise its services it could not even have a sign on the door
or a telephone people learned about it from church meeting talks
and by word of mouth 43

notwithstanding these and other obstacles local centers
have become a major component of the family history program of
the church by 1977 about 50 percent of those using the central
collection were accessing it from family history centers by 1992
this figure had risen to 75 percent with approximately 2500000
patrons using the centers in comparison to 800000 using the
family history library the average center was open an average of
thirty two hours and had thirty five visitors per week the fact that
these were primarily volunteer operations is underscored by the
average annual local budget allocation of 567 per center 44
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efforts to decentralize and simplify family history programs in
1978 had a significant impact on department support for family
history centers jurisdiction for the centers was transferred from
the department to local church leaders 4541 no longer extensions
of the department they did not receive direct guidance from salt
lake city during this period the department also began promot-
ing the concept of using the center facilities for extraction rather
than research indeed in late 1978 the department decided that
approval for new centers would be granted for extraction projects
only 46 the department even sought to reduce circulation support
in 1979 when it advised centers to direct orders for US census
films to federal regional archive centers 47

when the policy of giving priority to extraction was reversed
in 1980 the research role of the centers was revived and the
department began to improve support for them david mayfield
the director of the departments library system played a promi-
nent role in providing resources for the centers he obtained
approval for distributing the microfichemicrofiche version of the newly auto-
mated library catalog to the local centers he appointed a branch
library coordinator in 1981 in december the coordinator pub-
lished the first issue of a newsletter branch genealogical
libraries memorandum later family history centers memor-
andum to keep the centers advised of products and services
they could receive 4841 in march 1982 prints of US census films
restricted from circulation only three years earlier were sent to
large centers in provo ogden mesa and los angeles so that these
films did not have to be ordered from salt lake city each time they
were requested by a patron in january 1983 a new branch gen-
ealogicalea library operational manual was published beginning
that year and lasting for the next four years the library offered a
semiannual introductory course in salt lake city for center staff
many people responded traveling to salt lake city at their own
expense in august 1984 over two hundred attended in another
support effort the department offered centers at nominal cost
major research tools such as the international genealogical index
6700 microfichemicrofiche the accelerated indexing systems data base

of US census records 2500 microfichemicrofiche and a selection of fre-
quently used reference books 2400 microfichemicrofiche 49
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with increased support from the department the number of
centers began to grow in october 1982 the 400th center was
opened in lake oswego oregon representing an increase of only
200 centers during the previous six years during the next six
years this growth quadrupled 800 centers were added making a
total of 1200 approximately 25 percent of these centers were
established outside the united states in december 1994 2278
centers were in operation 39 percent of them outside the united
states US and canada 1397881 elsewhere 50

over time several centers in areas where there were temples or
large concentrations of church members developed extensive facili-
ties these included mesa arizona idaho falls and rexburgredburg ricks
college in idaho ogden and provo brigham young university in
utah and los angeles oakland and san diego in california

in 1985 the department recognized that giving these large
centers additional resources would greatly expand service to many
members at minimum cost designated as multistakemultistagemultistake centers they
were given additional films reference works and computers 51

in time a new center was built in mesa and the facilities in oakland
and idaho falls were remodeled additional multistakemultistagemultistake centers were
established in orange california and in boise idaho 5251 with the
additional material and with extended hours of service these cen-
ters greatly increased the ability of the society to serve church mem-
bers in their own areas

even though the centers were located in church facilities
they were open to the family history community at large many
people not affiliated with the church made use of the research
facilities in the centers in some areas as many as 80 percent of the
patrons were not members of the LDS church 5351 in return for
the use of the facilities they were asked to contribute copies of the
results of their research to the family history library collection or
to ancestral file thus the centers served as a point of coopera-
tion between the church and the many family history researchers
outside the church

one of the unanticipated developments in the growth of the
family history center network was the flourishing of centers at
some penal institutions the program requested by inmates
involved any prisoners who found family history research to be
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a productive and fulfilling use of their time for some it was
therapeutic helping them to reestablish family ties which had
been severed by the events that led them to prison 5414

family history centers continue to make the huge collection
amassed in salt lake city available throughout the world
however they are not the only agents for decentralizing depart-
ment services in addition the department has established family
history service centers with a broader assignment to promote all

family history programs in various areas of the church

family history service centers

establishment of service centers came in response to the
need for decentralizing names processing president spencer W
kimball explained the underlying concept in the regional
representatives seminar held september 5030 1976

saints in every temple district must be taught to provide their own
names japanese people should provide the names for their own tokyo
temple south american people should provide the names for their
own sao paulo temple likewise the mexico and seattle and in every
other established area if they do so then they will save their OWN

dead if they do not and depend on salt lake city to send names
from they do not save their own dead but instead work on other
peoples ancestry 5515

name extraction and names clearance would be performed at a
temple service center renamed genealogical service center in
1981 and family history service center in 1990 in the temple dis-

trict where the temple ordinances were to be performed
the first service center supervised by octaviano tenorio

was established in mexico city in january 1977 56 service centers
were opened in sao paulo and tokyo during 1978 new temples were
being built in these cities and the centers prepared for the open-
ing of these temples by receiving names from members until the
release ofoftemplereadytemplereadyTempletempieReady in 1991199iggi1 names for immediate family mem-
bers were processed locally while names for earlier generations
were most often sent to salt lake city for duplication checking

along with names processing film ordering also began to
be decentralized in the late 1970s film circulation to countries
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other than the US was hampered by shipping delays and
insupportable import costs supplying a print sometimes cost
more than making it in the first place the solution to such prob-
lems came from church leaders in australia who established a
microfilm ordering center in 1973 for circulation to local family
history centers the ordering center obtained via longtermlong term loans
film prints of the most significant sources microfilmed in that
area 57 other ordering centers were established in other countries
during the next decade

in 1980 the department assumed responsibility for ordering
centers and made them part of the genealogical service centers
which it continued to establish by the end of 1983 service
centers were functioning in mexico japan brazil great britain
australia germany new zealand tonga tahiti chile and samoa
in addition to names processing and microfilm ordering the
centers began to provide services such as reference assistance
equipment purchases and photoduplicationphotoduplication more importantly
they began to train newly called family history center directors and
priesthood leaders thus the service centers performed the essen-
tial functions of the department for the areas in which they were
established decentralization went one step further in 1985 when
service centers were placed under the direct administration of
area presidenciesPresidencies the department continued to help in an advi-
sory capacity 58

at some centers the film collection became substantial
in 1994 there were 124023 films in friedrichsdorfFriedrichsdorf germany
74000 in mexico city mexico 74000 in sydneyaustrahasydney australiaAustrahaaustralla 53206
in solihullSolihull great britain 59704 in auckland new zealand and
4848100100loo films in stockholm sweden in addition the service centers
absorbed new functions such as family record extraction and the
implementation of familysearchFamilySearch to reflect the expanding services
of the centers the name was changed in 1990 to family history ser-
vice centers 59 by that date nineteen centers served 495 family his-
tory centers in fifty five countries territories or colonies 60 with
the exception of acquisitions and cataloging these centers per-
formed all of the functions of the parent organization substantially
reducing reliance on resources in salt lake city
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film circulation

the demand for film circulation rose inexorably from 1975 to
1994 the department was not prepared for the unexpected pres-
sure in time it took measures to reduce the long delay between
the time a film was ordered and its arrival at a center

the system for loaning films and other records to branch
libraries was computerized in 1975 a change which greatly facili-
tated the circulation process since the films were more easily
tracked by a computer they could go to a branch library for a reg-
ular loan period of one month for an extended period of six
months or for an indefinite loan if many users were expected
to need the film over a long period of time the six month and
indefinite loans were especially useful for outlying areas such
as australia

in march 1976 films circulated numbered 2215722137 a 45 per-
cent increase from march 1975 the following spring circulation
increased far beyond expectations immediately after the US
broadcast of the television miniseriesministriesminiseries roots 61 in 1978 circulation
was double the 1975 figures additional staff members one in
1976 eight in 1977 and fifteen in 1978 were employed to meet
the demand still the delay between film request and receipt
lagged by as much as two to three months 6261

to pay for the actual costs involved in circulating a film in
1979 the department raised the cost for a two week loan from
50 .5050 to 2002.00200 and a six month loan from 2002.00200 to 3005003.00300 this mea-
sure temporarily decreased demand by 50 percent 63 however the
increase in the number of centers during the early 1980s increased
circulation 80 percent from 150000 rolls per year in 1980 to
272000 per year by 1984 64 but the time lag involved in receiving
ordered film continued constituting the single most dissatisfyingsatisfyingdis
problem in local centers 6561

the problem was finally resolved in 1987 additional staff
members were hired the circulation function was changed from a

single eight hour shift to an around the clock three shift schedule
direct shipment from the vault via UPS was instituted a new com
puter based system known as the microfilm production moni-
toring system was implemented to track film through all stages of
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production and handling and circulation fees were raised again
the circulation lag dropped from four weeks to four days in some
centers 66 other improvements followed as technology permitted
in 1989 orders could be faxedfaced ordering by modem began to be
implemented in 1993 by 1994 films were being circulated at the
rate of 900000 orders per year or an average of about 3500 a day 6717

publicationsvideospubficationsvideosPublications Videos

circulating sources was not the only way the department
provided assistance to a worldwide audience it also pursued a vig-
orous program of publication in december 1976 the department
stopped sending representatives to stake family history seminars
making it increasingly important to publish information for distri-
bution to the rapidly growing church membership the depart-
ment decided to produce a basic family history doctrine and
research text for use in the churchschurche sunday schools during 1977
two department staff members glen harris and ed platt wrote
from you to your ancestors other staff members worked on six-
teen foreign language adaptations of the manual in march 1978
150000 copies of the first english edition came off the press the
text was also published in other languages by 1982 518000
copies had been sold 68 from you to your ancestors served as the
basic sunday school genealogical manual for a decade

to assist in the research process the department compiled re-
search papers some of these short informational papers described
sources and dates of material available in each country and others
dealt with a wide variety of genealogical topics such as paleo-
graphy emigration research standards and department files and
services in july 1977 the department published a list of 138
research papers

in 1978 the department publication program as well as all
other church publications came under the close scrutiny of
church leaders they initiated a policy that church publications
be kept to a minimum primarily in view of the increasing number
of new members with insufficient background or literacy to read
the huge amount of official church material that had accumulated
over the years the watchwords were simplification and reduction
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this policy mitigated against specialized publications that
attempted to clarify the complexities of family history research
As a result of the new guidelines the publication of research pa-
pers ceased but only temporarily

in the 1980s a new technology videotape came of age
in october 1982 the church dropped 16 mmmin filinfilm in favor of
videocassettesvideo cassettes for the distribution of visual materials 6919 the
church soon established an audiovisualaudio visual committee to control
the production and distribution of videotapes working through
this committee the department produced videos between 1985
and 1987 on how to use family history centers how to research
US census records and how to use the family history library cat-
alog available at family history centers

after the focus on extraction shifted in the 1980s the de-
partmentpartment began to reemphasize the importance of individuals sub-
mitting names of their own ancestors three small manuals were
developed over a three year period and published in 1987 and
1988 one member guide come unto christ through temple
ordinances and covenants and two handbooks for local family
history consultants submitting names for temple ordinances
and providing temple ordinancesorordinancesforOrdinancesOrdinancesorporforyor our ancestors these man-
uals emphasized the identification of ancestors in recent genera-
tions rather than the distant past an approach appropriate to the
large number of new members who could readily identify ancestry
in the recent past this message also served as a reminder to older
members to double check their more recent ancestry to make sure
that the temple work was complete these publications introduced
new forms and procedures simplified to make a complex task as
easy as possible these aids included a basic task list for name sub-
mission a letter size family group sheet for name submission a
letter size pedigree chart and an ordinance pedigree chart that
provided spaces to mark off when ordinances had been completed
for all direct line ancestors in the first eight generations 70

along with new manuals the department obtained permis-
sion to distribute other new research aids reaffirming the need to
support family history research with some degree of detailed infor-
mation and guidance in 1989 the department published research
outlines for each of the fifty states in the united states four years
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in process these outlines distilled masses of information into
digestible pieces to give family history center staff members many
of whom had limited genealogical experience the information
essential in aiding the novice researcher 71 at the same time some
of the research papers published in the previous decade were reis-
sued in new editions unlike many church publications these
aids were intended for a specific rather than a general audience
and were published in limited editions

further simplification and reduction occurred in 1992 and
1993 when the church replaced the 1987 booklets with two new
handbooks one for leaders temple and family history leader-
ship handbook and one for members A members guide to
temple and family history work the first presidency authorized
distribution of the latter manual to the homes of every church
member 72 these manuals identified the doctrinal basis of family
history work and clearly identified leader and member responsi-
bilitiesbilities the handbooks also explained ways in which automation
had provided new tools to help members meet their family history
responsibilities translations of these works are being produced to
extend the information to members of the church in many countries

name submission

one of the primary goals of the department has always been
to assist church members in obtaining and submitting names for
temple work over the years it has developed a number of name
submission policies with the objective of reducing duplicate ordi-
nance work with the emphasis on simplification after 1975 how-
ever the intricacies of name submission were gradually eliminated

name submission in the late 1970s was decreasing pro-

cessing took four to six months for a name to be cleared for tem-
ple ordinances and returned to the submitter 73 this lengthy
process discouraged many members from submitting names the
emphasisdeemphasisde of extended research during 1978 to 1979 also had a

negative impact on name submissions which dropped by approx-
imately 20 percent during those years with the renewed empha-
sis on extended research name submission gradually increased
from 1980 to 1987 then the cumulative effects of family history
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automation efforts introduced during the 1980s began to bear
fruit beginning in 1987 name submission increased precipi-
tously by 1990 3.2323252 million names were being submitted annually
as compared to approximately 700000 in 1980 these names
constituted 57 percent of those needed in the temples 74 in 19931995
70 percent of the temple names were submitted by members 7571

this trend continues as family files in many temples are over-
whelmedwhelined by a dramatic increase of members doing temple work
for their own ancestors

submission rules were liberalized throughout this period
in november 1981 relationship restrictions on name submission
were eliminated 7671 previously members were restricted to submit-
ting only on their direct lines now they could submit names
regardless of relationship the main exception was the rule of pri-
vacy which required that work done for those born or married
within the last ninety five years be restricted to ones own rela-
tives in 1987 submission policies permitted the clearance of peo-
ple with incomplete names estimated dates and place of birth or
marriage unknown this change meant that virtually any person
known to have lived could be cleared for ordinance work even
more dramatically the role of clearing submitted names absorbed
by the society in 1927 with the introduction of the temple index
bureau was returned to church members in the united states
and canada with the implementation of templereadyTempleReady in 1993
thereby fulfilling one of the long range goals established in 1976

cooperation with the genealogical community

to promote family history work in general the department
has sought the cooperation of many organizations outside the
church this cooperation was aided by the widespread and grow-
ing popularity of genealogy as a favorite pastime

just after the society became a department in 1975 roots by
alex haley was published the book was followed by numerous
magazine and newspaper articles on genealogy many of which
referred to LDS genealogical efforts these articles mentioned that
the church had the largest genealogical library in the world as
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alex haley 1980 author of
roots popularized the cultural
importance and traditions of
genealogy haley credited the
society for its assistance in his
research and spoke at the 1980
world conference on records

well as a widespread system of
family history centers 77 how-
ever genealogy still remained
an obscure activity to the gen-
eral public until the enormously
successful television broadcast
ofofaminiseriesa miniseriesministriesminiseriesserles based on haleyshaldys

book in january 1977 when alex haley appeared on the tonight
show with johnny carson he shared some of the limelight with
the department by discussing its genealogical resources and pro-
jects immediately news agencies flooded the department with
inquiries and requests for interviews in the months that follfollowedowed
correspondence to the library doubled on one day peaking at
3700 pieces of mail the library was flooded with an average of
3500 visitors dailydaffydaliydaddy during the summer of 1977 up from a high
of 2000 per day in the previous year the church news referred

the interest international mania 2171117178to widespread as an genealogy
after public attention cooled a new host of genealogical enthusi-
asts remained desiring to take advantage of the resources the
department had been accumulating for over eighty years

in its continued effort to reach a worldwide audience the de-
partmentpartment hosted a second world conference on records in 1980
the first conference in 1969 had focused on the preservation
of sources used in genealogy the second highlighted the use of
those sources to compile family pedigreespedigreedpedigrees and histories when the
conference convened 12 august 1980 approximately 11500 par-
ticipants representing thirty nations were present 79 A full range of
family history topics was treated in nearly three hundred presen-
tations by experts from around the world the central theme of
the presentations was preserving our heritage meaning the
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heritage of families the stylized figure of a family served as the
logo of the conference at the second general assembly alex haley
highlighted this theme with his address family A humanizing
force lord teviottheviot a british genealogist summarized his feelings
about the conference in these words absolutely marvelous
there isnt another genealogical or personal or family history con-
ference in the world that can compare with the world conference
on records 8010 while the first conference eleven years earlier had
introduced the department to the world the second conference
cemented its leadership role in promoting family history research
in the international community

to further its cooperative efforts with organizations outside
the church the department in 1976 decided to seek membership
in the international council on archives this body serves as the
forum for coordinating worldwide archival activities As an institu-
tion with extensive microfilmingmicro filming experience the department
could offer training to nations just getting started in the process
the department hoped that countries would establish record
preservation programs and share the filming burden allowing
the department to purchase the microfilms it needed 81 in the
meantime membership in the council promised the benefit of
increased international visibility and the accompanying potential
of extending the departments microfilmingmicrofilming project into new coun-
tries where a local record preservation program was not imminent

prior to the departments decision to join the international
council dennis neuenschwanderNeuenschwander then the departments acquisi-
tions agent for eastern europe had attended the 1975 roundtable
of the council in kiev As the representative of a private institution
in a council of nations he was regarded with suspicion and dis-
trust the department sent a large delegation of twelve represen-
tatives in distinctive blue suits to the 1976 congress of the council
held every fourth year while roundtablesroundtables are held in intervening

years in washington DC to staff a display about the department
and to answer questions about its goals and purposes this effort
began a process of making the departments purpose and objec-
tives clear to the rest of the genealogical world As a result of
their participation in the congress department employees were
appointed to positions on the automation and micrographicsmicrographics
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committees of the council the department hosted another display
at the 1980 congress held in london in december 1980 elder
neuenschwanderNeuenschwander was able to write from bare tolerance we now
enjoy near full fellowship 82

in the years that followed the department continued to
make important contributions to the council in 1984 the depart-
ment completed a microfilmingmicrofdmingmicrofilming manual entitled A guide to micro
graphics that was later used as the basis for the councils new
manual concurrently microfilmmicrofilmersers from around the world were
trained by department staff in 1984 for example trainees in-
cluded operators from south america the middle east and asia
membership was likewise beneficial to the department contact
with international archivists permitted the department to initiate
filming programs in countries such as sri lanka india and east
germany in the 1988 and 1992 congresses the department
demonstrated its automated databases of genealogical informa-
tion in an effort to show the value of compiling and sharing this
data worldwide

by the mid 1970s the department was becoming increas-
ingly visible to many people outside the church who had many dif-
ferent kinds of interests the los angeles times carried a highly
laudatory article calling the collection a genealogical gold
mine 18383113313 academiciansAcademicians in

4 a variety of fields found the data available
through the department to be extremely useful in their research
in 1975 for example robert W fogel a well known american
economic historian working in the exacting field of cliochocilochometricscliometricsmetrics
quantitative history reported on how he suddenly discovered

what the department was doing

the biggest breakthrough in our effort to collect a representative
sample took place in atlanta there we learnt that the court records
of every county in georgia were available on microfilms at the state
archives upon examining some of the reels we made the further dis-
covery that they had been donated by the genealogical society of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints which was engaged
in a southwideSouthwide microfilmingmicrofilming project and so it was that we learnt
that the mormonscormonsMormons for religious reasons had photographed and
stored in their archives near salt lake city microfilms of the very
records that were so critical to us with the assistance of larry
wimmer and clayne pope two faculty members of the department
of economics at brigham young university we established a team of
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students that is still at work in utah and which has been able to
retrieve data for scores of counties throughout the south at quite
moderate cost 81484114

the desire of the department to cooperate with governments
other organizations and responsible scholars was featured by ted FE

powell in an article published in the american archivist in 1976

at present the societyssocie tys collections are being used for study spon-
sored jointly by the american cancer society the university of utah
and the LDS hospital endeavoring to determine whether cancer is
hereditary and if so how we can predict it and warn living family
members of the danger the yale university medical school has
spent many years in proving that twinning is based on heredity

the list of masters and doctors candidates using our records
for thesis preparation is too long to report their disciplines include
anthropology economic history demography population move-
ment and medieval family reconstitution one scholar who was try-
ing to determine the economic status of typical english families
during shakespearesShakespeares time was able to accomplish his task in less
than a month in salt lake city whereas it would have taken a year
and a half to two years in england the probates and wills are cata-
loged and readily available without his having to wait or travel from
shire to shire in order to gather information and record on his own 8515

powell concluded with a plea for continuing cooperation in the
process of preserving the past we hope to continue to help
archivists government officials and record custodians and pre-
serve the irreplaceable records through cooperation we can
save the past for the future 86

the department has been involved in the activities of many
other genealogical societies department members have con-
tributedtri substantially to the work of the national genealogical
society some members have been granted status as fellows of that
institution in an effort to keep other genealogical societies and
genealogical periodicals informed of its activities and programs
the department began to publish a newsletter news of the family
history library in august 1989 the newsletter officially
announces many of the departments products and policies
published quarterly it is mailed to many genealogical and family
history organizations in the united states at the beginning of its
second century the department is also developing initiatives to
work closely with organizations that collect lineage linked data a
primary result of family history research 87
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brigham young university assisted the department in its
mission by introducing family history programs to students who
could then serve as the future family history leaders in local
church units the religion 261 course introduction to family
history was revamped between 1987 and 1990 to accomplish this
purpose students taking the course are involved in the extraction
program and are introduced to familysearchFamilySearch at a newly completed
computer lab in the joseph smith building at BYU it has become
a popular course in 1987 250 students took the course each
semester and by 19931995 this number had risen to an average of 900
students per semester A new syllabus was introduced in january
1994 the result of a mutual effort of BYU and the department the
new course was designed with the intent of motivating students to
pursue family history work for a lifetime and not just for the dura-
tion of a semester 88

genealogical society library
1985 at 35 N west temple
salt lake city was renamed
the family history library
in 1987

supporting the work

over the past two decades the department has initiated sev-
eral significant changes to better support its worldwide programs
service missionaries have enabled the salt lake city headquarters
to expand services without greatly increasing expenses and long
range planning has focused department efforts A new library and
an automated database searching facility have been built to pro-
vide better and more complete assistance to the genealogical
community at large while department services have grown sig-
nificantlynificantly the increased responsibility has been met without major
increases in staffing approximately 700 750 staff positions were
added over 1975 94
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in 1977 the department began to discuss using volunteers to
aid in its acquisitions program the first effort put into effect that
year was to have these volunteers help locate and analyze gen-
ealogicalealogical sources 89119 eventually however they were made resrespon-
sible

pon
for negotiating microfilmingmicrofilming and teaching local members

and priesthood leaders about genealogy in 1980 the department
decided to have couple missionaries that is married couples
called to full time missionary service rather than volunteers per-
form this work 90 in 1981 sixteen missionary couples were serving
in such diverse locations as sri lanka india germany australia
chile israel new zealand and the united states As the decade
progressed the functions performed by missionaries were ex-
panded to include working in family history centers and family his-
tory service centers and participating in extraction projects these
couples usually served for eighteen months in 1993 there were
400 family history missionaries serving outside salt lake city 91

at department headquarters meanwhile part time volun-
teers had served for many years primarily on indexing projects
in october 1977 benjamin L bowring was appointed to preside
over the volunteers he expanded the role of the volunteers the
following year making them fully responsible for a guide service
created to provide new visitors an introduction to the library 9291

in 1981 an average of 351 volunteers served in the library donat-
ing 103484 hours of service 93

in 1981 the use of full time church service personnel was ini-
tiated at headquarters starting with seven couples unlike the vol-
unteer workers church service couples came not only from the
local area but from throughout the united states beginning in
october 1983 the use of full time church service personnel was
expanded into most operations of the department 94 concurrently
the role of part time volunteers was expanded to include all the
functions performed by those in full time service by 1989 these
groups were contributing over a million hours of service annually
to the central operations of the department 95

at first church service personnel and part time volunteers allanaliail
worked under the departments church service organization
presidency in 1990 however both the full- and part time volun-
teers were called as family history missionaries and were organized
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in much the same way as those on a church proselyting mission
during 1993 an average of 800 family history missionaries
350 400 full time served at church headquarters 96 what was

once only an adjunct service had become a major part of the
departments work with the missionaries and employees serving
together as equal partners

pamilyfamily history libraryfamilysearchlibraryfaniflysearch center

the research collection housed in the family history library
in salt lake city has consistently attracted thousands of people
daily from all corners of the globe the average number of visitors
in march and april 1975 was 1662 per day the number peaked
during 1977 in the wake of the roots phenomenon at an average
attendance of 2580 visitors per day 97 by 1992 the count was con-
sistently equaling the 1977 high with over 2500 people entering
library doors daily 9891 this number reflects both the religiously
motivated activity of church members and the continuing popu-
larity of genealogy as an avocation

As elsewhere in the library world properly serving the grow-
ing patronage has been a continuing problem in 1976 library
hours which were from 8 AM to 9 PM were extended so the
library was open from 730 AM to 10 PMRM 99 that same year library
staff began to teach classes to provide the necessary background
for effective use of genealogical sources 100 in 1977 patrons were
asked to refile their own films leaving the staff with more time
to do other important things 101 in addition to walkinwalk in users the
library received thousands of requests for information by mail each
month reference consultants answered these requests along with
fulfilling their other duties in july 1980 a correspondence section
was organized from existing staff who responded to the mail full

time providing answers as complete as staff time would permit
in 1993 this unit answered 2000 research requests each month as

well as an additional 3000 photocopy requests 102

at the 1980 world conference on records president spencer W
kimball announced that a new library would be built to house the
departments collection groundbreakingGroundbreaking occurred in may 1983
the building was dedicated two and one halfyears later in october
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1985 the 858.585 million facility encompasses 136000 square feet
and at that time held 250more250 more patron seats than the old facility
facilities to provide book and microfilm copies were also
expanded in the words of the library director david mayfield the
new library is undoubtedly the largest most modernmodem and best
equipped genealogical library in the world 11103105103

in 1993 a new facility dedicated to promoting family history
work was finished this new facility was the familysearchFamilySearch center
in the newly renovated joseph smith memorial building formerly
the hotel utah at the heart of the center are 133 individual
familysearchFamilySearch workstations each equipped with a computer ad-
ditionally the facility houses 15000 archive binders containing
compiled genealogies received by the department prior to auto-
mation 104 in the year since the opening an average of two out of
three patrons have found data on their families in the centers auto-
mated files the center hosts 1500 to 2000 visitors per day 105115

conclusion

with an eye to helping more members become actively
involved in providing ordinances for their ancestors the family
history department has decentralized and simplified many of its
programs in response to the needs of a growing church another
benefit realized by the many who have been involved in this work
was noted by elder richard G scott in 1987

there is substantial refining spiritual activity associated with identi-
fying your ancestors it does something to you it makes of you a
more christlikechrist like person we must not simply speak of allanaliail the dead
who must be redeemed but we must speak of the work of helping
ourselves become the kind of people we need to become to be wor-
thy to receive the savior 106

the efforts of individuals to advance the cause of family his-
tory have been enhanced by the department for a hundred years
it intends to continue this role in the future the envisioned partner-
ship between the department and its patrons may be underpinnedunderpinnerunderpinned
by a religious motive but the information it holds can be shared by
all and enjoyed for a variety of purposes thus the department
offers its facilities and holdings to the world and hopes mutual ben-
efits will occur from the exchange of ideas and information
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spencer W kimball A report of my stewardship ensign 11 may
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george fudge oral history interview by bruce blumell 1977 james moyle
oral history program hereafter cited as JMOHP archives division historical
department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city here-
after cited as LDS church archives 68 theodore M burtonbuttonburlonburion oral history inter-
view by bruce blumell 1977 JMOHP 38

rhomasthomas daniels oral history interview by james B alienallenailen 1977 JMOHP
232 3 church news 27 december 1975 boyd K packer transcript of talk given
in a meeting with genealogical department employees 18 november 1975 fam-
ily history department of the church hereafter cited as FHD 343 4 hereafter
cited as packer meeting with genealogical dept

henry4henryahenry christiansen files 1975 FHD
5henryahenryenry christiansen oral history interview by bruce blumell 1977

JMOHP 72
6packerlackermacker meeting with genealogical dept 12
daniels interview 3 7
adgeudgefudge interview 64 65 church news 27 december 1975
arlenearienegarlene eakle personal interview by jessie embry 17 january 1977
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in april 1964 elder howard W hunter then president of
the genealogical society attended a wee klo computer seminar
sponsored by IBM in san jose california after the first day he
wrote in his journal 1I was amazed in having been able to write
a computer program in one day without previous experience
on the fifth day he was less ebullient the material is so concen-
trated and given so rapidly it keeps one under a constant strain to
keep up the session concluded with a look into the future and
what we might expect in new data processing equipment1equipmentequipments1 elder
hunter had glimpsed the potential of computer technology to
manage and process names for temple ordinance work it was
under his direction that automation was implemented

the family history department began the massive project of
automating its data and gathering further records from the gen-
ealogicalealogical community in automated format in the early 1970s
automation resulted in several amazing new programs designed to
facilitate the two overriding purposes of the department processi-
ng names for temple ordinances and assisting researchers it also
opened the door for many more church members to be involved
in and responsible for genealogical work even though they lacked
the skills necessary to do research in the primary sources the
ultimate promise of automation was to reduce research to key-
strokes at a computer terminal thus eliminating the complexities
and frustrations of dealing with original records and cumbersome

303305505503
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volumes computer programs beckoned to an increasingly computer
literate world As a result a larger spectrum of people than ever
before began to participate in family history activity 2

GIANT

in 1969 the department unveiled a comprehensive computer
system designed to automate the submission of names for temple
ordinance work introduced to the public as the names tabulation
program it was known within the department as GIANT it com-
bined the names extracted from genealogical sources under the
records tabulation program RTABR TAB with the names from manual
method of patron name submission all names went into one
computer system programmed to detect duplicates and confirm
unique entries it served as the primary names processing system
for the next twenty years

the use of GIANT implied a fundamental change of concept
family groups no longer needed to be identified before temple ordi-
nances could be performed subsequent to the 1894 revelation of
president woodruff concerning the sealing of families the identifi-
cation of family groups became an integral part of family history
research under the new system church members were no longer
required to compile group sheets to clear names for temple work
instead they filled out magenta colored individual entry and
marriage entry forms with fields designed to simplify data entry

extracted names from the names tabulation program could
not be placed into families without research consequently only
individual ordinances such as baptisms and endowments were per-
formed for these names sealingsdealingsSealings either of spouses to each other
or of children to parents were not performed the department had
hoped that church members would use the alphabetized parish
register printout provided by RTABR TAB to identify family members
then place them in family group sheets to submit to the temples for
sealing ordinances however few members took those steps

president N eldon tanner asked george fudge if a way could
be found to solve the problem of how to do sealingsdealingssealings for individu-
ally extracted names complicating the issue however was the
policy that temple ordinances be performed in order baptisms
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endowments then sealingsdealingssealings As fudge sat in his office pondering the
problem the question came to him one day when do these ordi-
nances become effective the answer he reasoned was that their
ultimate validity depended upon the worthiness of the individuals
for whom the ordinances were performed and upon whether they
were performed by the proper authority in the proper place and
officially recorded furthermore as he reviewed the scriptures
fudge found nothing implying that the order in which proxy ordi-
nances were performed had any impact on their validity

this discovery could have a tremendous almost revolution-
ary effect on the traditional pattern children could be sealed to
their parents even if they were not yet tied together in family
groups and even if the names of the parents were not yet known
if a child were sealed to parents that is if the wordwordparentsparents rather
than specific names was used in the temple ceremony there
would be no doubt that the child would in fact be sealed to his
or her correct parents fudge proposed therefore that proxy seal-
ing of spouses be performed from marriage records whether or
not the spouses had been endowed and that proxy sealing of chil-
dren to parents be performed from birth or christening records
whether or not the parents had been endowed or sealed elder
howard W hunter took this new concept to the first presidency
who approved it and it was quickly put into effect 3

GIANT made individual ordinance work a comprehensive
principle for all name submissions but it also caused serious con-
cerns professional researchers saw it as a threat to their livelihood
some family organizations complained they wished to do sealingsdealingssealings
for their family only when all of the children were represented by
proxies at the same time 4 one department board member pri-
vately expressed his reservations saying that the new approach
was misguided and wrong even some general authorities did not
readily accept the change after harold B lee became president of
the church he questioned the policy and for a short time abro-
gated the sealingsdealingssealings of parents for whom baptism and endowments
had not yet been performed however his successor president
spencer W kimball reconsidered the issue and with the support
the council of the twelve confirmed the principle of performing
sealing ordinances without first identifying family groups 5
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although the most important result of this change was that allanailali

ordinances could be provided for individually extracted names the
new policy considerably reduced the genealogical research load
the department continued to emphasize family responsibility in
compiling family groups even though the names were submitted
for temple work individually but so far as its own work was con-
cerned the department deferred the matter of identifying family
groups for extracted names

the heart of GIANT was a master file containing genealogical
and temple ordinance data for individuals it served as the basis for
a multiplicity of functions 1 data entry 2 standardized place
names uniquely identified by geographical coordinates 3 stan-
dardizeddardized surnames 4 a duplication check that compared names
against the mass file 5 printed ordinance lists sent out to the tem-
ple 6 clearance notices mailed to those who submitted the
names 7 mass file update 8 a microfichemicro fiche output known ini-
tially as the computer file index CFI but later as the international
genealogical index IGI 9 a batch number index that identified
the source of the name submission 10 and a listing of allanailali extrac-
tion sources known as the parish and vital records list PVRL

GIANT had one major shortcoming it required that all per-
sons in the system be identified by a basic set of data name and
event date and place from a single source this feature of the sys-

tem restricted the submission of many names from the united
states a country that does not have single source records for most
of its population an alternative was needed to handle the submis-
sion of names when a piece of required data was missing or when
multiple sources were merged into a composite in response to
this problem the department developed the family entry system
as a supplement to GIANT

implemented in january 1979 family entry cleared names
based on family relations rather than on dates and places of birth
and marriage the data GIANT required the data used in this
process could be derived from various sources and precise dates
or places were not required the system assisted the submission of
names not only from US records but also from oral genealogies

after two decades the GIANT technology once on the
cutting edge of computer processing was stretched to its limits
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computer center of the GIANT system 1968 shown are ivan pack pro-
grammer left and delbert roach library director right

by the late 1980s a replacement was obviously needed for a time
development efforts focused on creating a bigger and more com-
plex central system in the end another change in policy resulted
in a smaller decentralized system known as templereadyTempleReady

templereadyTempleReady

A major task of the genealogical society since the creation of
the temple index bureau card index lillTIB1113 in 1927 was to reduce
duplicate ordinances by checking name submissions against a cen-
tral ordinance file this function and the related processes of assur-
ing complete and accurate data were called names clearance the
creation in 1970 of an automated ordinance file in the GIANTGLANT sys-
tem made names clearance a two step process first a computer
check of name submissions was made against GIANTGUNTglant next a man-
ual check was made against the TIB in the manual check employ-
ees identified individuals whose temple endowment had been per-
formed by shuffling down narrow isles and thumbing through a
forty year compilation of cards filed in 700 filing cabinets
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two important developments profoundly altered the process
of names clearance in the late 1980s one was technological power-
ful and inexpensive microcomputers made it possible for virtually
anyone to do data processing virtually anywhere and compact
disc technology made the distribution of large databases feasible
martell gee head of systems development in the department rec-
ognized the possibility of creating a compact disc version of the
file of completed proxy temple work the international geneal-
ogical index or IGI he won approval for a test project and in a
relatively short period his staff produced a prototype that proved
the concept was feasible 6

the second development to alter the procedure of names
clearance was a change in policy the long range goals adopted in
1976 see table in chapter 7 envisioned the day when this respon-
sibilitysibility would be returned to the members with whom it had
resided before 1927 at a special meeting in december 1988
department management decided to pursue the concept of plac-
ing computers in meetinghousesmeetinghouses to permit members to clear names
for themselves 7 the proposal was approved by the first presi-
dency in may 1989 in the words of the departments executive
director elder J richard clarke this historic decision would rev-
olutionize family history work 8 he hoped to make family history
work easy for anyone who would try and to propel the church
into a new era of family history activity

the name eventually given to this plan was templereadyTempleReady

the program permitted members to match names they desired to
submit for temple work against the record of temple ordinances
in the automated IGI an individual would either type in a name
on the computer or transfer data from a diskette created by the
personal ancestral file program templereadyTempleReady would prompt
the user to enter the appropriate compact disc of the IGI com-
pare the names and display possible matches the individual could
accept or reject the match or even skip this function and have the
computer automatically decide if the name matched anything
already in the file of completed work the end product was a sub-
mission diskette that could be taken directly to the temple this
simplification invigoratedreinvigoratedre researchers who could take the re-
sults of their research directly to the temple it also transferred the
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burden of supplying temple names from the church back to the
individual reducing reliance on the name extraction program

templereadyTempleReady employed name checking routines that excelled
those in the GIANTGLANT system by increasing the number of matches
for variant spellings the new algorithms weighed each match and
computed a probability that two entries represented the same per-
son tests showed that 80 percent of the names cleared by GIANTGLANT

would be eliminated as duplicates by templereadyTempleReady 9

templereadyTempleReady was tested as the names clearance system10System 10

in the salt lake mt olympus stake beginning in july 1990 during
the next eight months the number of stake members clearing
names jumped from 31 to 283 per month and the number of names
cleared rose from 426 to 6700 an average of eight or nine
names was cleared each hour during the pilot the test phase was
expanded to sixteen stakes in may 1991 in september john
jarman observed to his fellow directors the program has been so
easy to use and the clearance of names occurs so quickly that
members of the church have one of two reactions utter disbelief
or overwhelming joy once they realize that the work is now ready
to go to the temple

word of the program spread in november 1991 the depart-
ment received approval to expand the test to over two hundred
stakes in the US and canada shipment to these stakes began on
31 december 1991 1211 in november 1993 the department released
the program as part of the familysearchFamilySearch package to all english
speaking stakes in the church A new era had dawned in the his-
tory of temple work

in addition to the pilot in the stakes in 1991 the department
distributed templereadyTempleReady to all temples except those in japan
taiwan and korea which continued to use non roman script
manual systems even though the pilot had not been translated
into languages other than english the program was so easy to use
that workers had little need to refer to the written instructions 13

temple recording

before long automation reached inside the temples them-
selves and for good reason in the 1970s the ordinance lists created
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by GIANT inundated the temples with nearly fourteen tons of
paper every year 14 the printed forms needed to be checked man-
ually for print quality sent to the temples updated with proxy
names and ordinance dates and returned to the department for
ordinance data entry into GIANT it was a paper flow quagmire
this problem together with the rising cost of paper due to a short-
age in the united states led to the development of the automated
temple recording system TRS

discussion of such a system began in 1974 but was not pur-
sued seriously until the adoption of the 1976 long range goal to use
modern technology in recording completed temple work in octo-
ber 1977 a formal project was initiated 15 the technical challenge
was so enormous that developing the system took three and one
half years this system used multiple identical minicomputers
working together to provide the desired capacity and redundancy
A spare computer could take over if any of the others went down
each computer handled a different set of ordinances and names
were passed from one computer to the next as the ordinances were
completed the number of computers varied to match the volume
of work performed in a particular temple

the system also produced automated statistics and controlled
information on lost temple recommends because each patrons
temple recommend was placed in a plastic holder with a magne-
tized strip on which personal identification data was encoded the
system even alerted the receptionist at the door if it was the rec-
ommend holders birthday 16

in february 1981 TRS was introduced in the salt lake
temple the system soon produced the desired benefits much of
the work of recording temple ordinances performed became
paperless and the clerical staff was reduced from twenty two to
nine 17 As efficiency increased the automated data could be re-
arranged to meet any informational need or it could be transferred
into other systems temple workers found the system easy to use
an important consideration as many had little computer experi-
ence TRS was implemented at the jordan river temple when it
opened in december 1981 the provo ogden and swiss temples
were fittedrefittedremittedre to use it in 1982 and by 1986 it was put into use in
eighteen more temples 18
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As important as it was however the temple recording system
was never implemented in all the temples partly because tech-
nology quickly passed it by and partly because of still another
change in policy in september 1989 the first presidency paved
the way for a less expensive system they decided to eliminate the
recording of the names of proxies witnesses and officiators only
information on the person for whom the work was done and ordi-
nance dates would be collected and stored by the system this
decision was in response to the pressing need for less complex
temple procedures and reduced personnel requirements 19 it also
reflected the general effort throughout the 1980s to simplify policies
and practices as the church experienced rapid worldwide growth

the temple department had been established in 1979 to
administer all affairs related to temples created when TRS was
under development it played a major role in fielding that system
it now began work on a new automated program consistent with
the simplified recording requirements the new system named the
ordinance recording system ORS was designed for simple
installation and operation by temple personnel with minimal sup-
port from church headquarters it also integrated into the temple
recording process those patron submissions created through
templereadyTempleReady the system was piloted in the logan temple in 1990
and implemented in most other temples the following year 2010

this system consisted of few procedures and minimal com-
puter support names of ancestors were received at the temple on
computer diskette supplied by the department or directly by
church members the temple printed out slips as needed for ordi-
nance work each day the person serving as proxy received a slip
and returned it after the ordinance work was completed these
slips were then collected and used to update the database global
update which allowed more than one record to be updated at a
time permitted quick recording the whole procedure was sup-
ported by no more than two or three personal computers two
printers and a few clerks once the temple record was complete
it was sent on disk to the family history department there it was
entered into the completed ordinance file COF begun in the
summer of 1991 this file had grown to twenty one million names
by 1994 21
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stake record extraction

meanwhile the objectives of simplifying family history work
decentralizing headquarters functions and involving the church
members were embodied in the stake record extraction program
this program consisted of the department sending genealogical
sources on film to stakes and church members extracting allanaliail

names from those sources onto cards and returning the cards to
department headquarters for names clearance processing this
program sidestepped the research process and the complexities of
putting names together into families the process of transcribing
could be performed wherever there was access to a film reader

prior to stake record extraction extensive extraction was per-
formed at department headquarters in 1977 most of the two hun-
dred employees in the temple services division extracted names
from new england british spanish german and swedish rec-
ords sometimes this work was extremely difficult and slow for the
records were difficult to read managing director george fudge
proposed the concept of decentralized extraction to elder boyd K
packer whose immediate response was thats inspired 22

the idea for extraction at the stake level originated in 1976
when elder L tom perry challenged members of the st george
utah stake to submit as many names for temple work as ordi-
nances they performed seeing no way to meet this goal under the
current system stake leaders wrote to the department asking for
their own extraction program 23 the department approved their
request in january 1977 2421

two rooms were reserved in the st george tabernacle and
ten microfilm readers installed leaders in the st george and
st george east stakes called twenty seven local church members
as missionaries to carry out the program the department sent
microfilms of german and english genealogical sources it also
sent instructors to teach procedures as well as the paleographic
skills needed to analyze and transcribe names written in archaic
scripts extraction began in may after three months the two
stakes had extracted 80000 names well exceeding the challenge
delivered the year before the excitement and dedication of the
local people is illustrated by the comment ofofalvinogalvinalvin gentry a stake
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genealogical leader we have fun here he reported we really
enjoy it in fact we have trouble getting the workers to take their
breaks and to work only four hours a day many of them want to
stay on working longerlonger252521

with the success of the st george program department offi-
cials were satisfied that stake extraction would work in november
1977 therefore they sought and immediately received the ap-
proval of the first presidency to expand the program churchwisechurchwideChurchwide
six additional stakes applied for the program that same month
las vegas south grantsvilleGrantsville utah orem north utah salt lake
ensign salt lake wilford and santaquinSantaquin utah 2621

the formidable task of training began extensive resources
both in the stakes and at department headquarters were required
to prepare and distribute training materials in the process the
department not only instructed the stakes but also learned by
their experience it found for example that decentralization also
required simplification the large binders used at church head-
quarters were reduced to a few sheets of instructions for use in the
stakes the decentralized program was such a success however
that it eventually eliminated the need to employ staff to continue
extraction at the department headquarters 27

important measures were taken to insure the integrity of the
extracted data duplicate extractions were made and compared in
order to reduce transcription errors and in 1979 the cards were
routed through an audit unit at church headquarters the quality
of the extraction was high with 97 percent of the batches passing
the audit during 1979 another attempt was the request that stakes
become accredited to become accredited stake trainers were
required to pass a test of their ability to extract records in the lan-
guage assigned to the project in 1979 trainers were accredited in
60 percent of the approved projects 28

at first the receipt of names from stake extraction was slow
by the end of 1978 only thirty four stakes were actually extracting
records and only 75000 names from the program had been
cleared by the department for temple work 299 this number was
not a huge return on the investment in time and effort to some
degree the limited success resulted from the fact that many name
cards remained in the stakes pending the extraction of all names in
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an extraction batch but it also reflected the inevitable time
required to start a new program train the staff and produce results
the number of stakes turning in extraction cards increased sub-
stantiallystantially to 109 in 1979 with 404 stakes having received batches
the program matured during the next decade by 1985 it had pro-
duced enough names to supply current temple needs and to serve
as a years supply in advance in that year 841 extraction sites
totaled an estimated 12000 people working four to eight hours per
week and producing about 10 million names a year 3031 by 1991 the
stake extraction program had produced 115 million names 31

at first the stakes filled out a card for each name extracted
and mailed the cards directly to the department for data entry
As minicomputers became more available locally however a reg-
ional volunteer data entry program VDE was launched the first
site was set up in the orem utah west stake on 18 october 1982
stake extraction centers throughout the provoprove temple district
sent their cards to the new site instead of to salt lake city 3231

by the end of the year five more VDE centers had been estab-
lished early in 1983 these centers were averaging data entry of
60000 names per week 33

outside of the united states the department introduced the
extraction program at temple service cecentersntersaters later family history
service centers they provided names for work at newly built
temples in south america asia and later in europe in 1977
extraction began in mexico city and in the following year it was
introduced in saosho paulo and tokyo anticipating the construction
of the east german temple at freiberg local members produced
35000 names before the temple groundbreakinggroundbreaking in april 1983 3431

likewise members in chile extracted 115000 names prior to the
dedication of the chilean temple in 1983 35 the department grad-
ually expanded the program beyond the temple service centers
into international stakes in general

family record extraction

another form of extraction took shape in the late 1980s
known as the family record extraction program FREP it was
designed to index a variety of family history sources the first use
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of FREP was automating all temple ordinance data prior to 1970
as envisioned by the 1976 long range goals to reach this goal the
department involved thousands of church members

creating such an automated master temple file was dis-
cussed in 1976 by department management who considered
converting the manual TIB file either through optical character
recognition or computer keyboarding at the time however the
costs to proceed were judged to be too high 36 when the discus-
sion resumed in 1981 department management dropped the
idea of TIB conversion in favor of extracting data directly from
the original temple records 37

in late 1984 it was proposed that films of pre 1970 temple
records would be printed on a continuous roll of paper through a
process known as copyflowcopyflow cut into batches and sent to the
homes of church members for manual transcription the data
would then be entered locally on personal computers and re-
turned to department headquarters on computer diskette 3831 thus
began FREP

elder richard G scott was a driving force behind FREP he
had been appointed an assistant executive director of the depart-
ment in 1981 and had become its executive director in late 1984
recognizing that the average member of the church had difficulty
getting involved in family history activity he had proposed taking
the program to the members in their homes the basic vision of
FREP implements his proposal by combining the contributions
of the computer with the contributions of numerous people sit-
ting in the comfort of their own homes and using no more than
pen and paper this simple vision has the potential of involving vir-
tually anyone in this herculean indexing task

before such a proposal could be implemented the depart-
ment had to write new software establish procedures prepare
instructional materials install new equipment obtain approval
from various administrative levels and field test the entire con-
cept the new software which became known as universal data
entry UDE employed user defined templates this feature per-
mitted anything to be indexed after a template had been fashioned
to fit the nature of the information in the source being indexed
department staff designed different forms for the different temple
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record formats family history missionaries at church headquarters
were assigned to prepare the extraction batches for transmission
to the stakes the video A unique opportunity to serve was cre-
ated to introduce the program and explain its purpose to church
members who would be asked to volunteer their time new copy
flow printers to produce the paper copy for extraction were
installed at the granite mountain records vault

the pilot program for FREP was conducted from october
1986 through april 1987 in twelve stakes in utah maine illinois
california montana georgia washington texas maryland and
kansas 39 then with all preliminary tasks completed the depart-
ment was ready to deploy the system but the initial starting date
of 1 july 1987 was delayed six months because of announcements
in the computer industry that hardware better suited for the pro-
gram would soon be available

in early 1988 elder scott expected all 1000 stakes in the
united states and canada eventually to be enrolled after only eigh-
teen months more than half of that goal had been achieved with
650 stakes cooperating in the program 40 in its second year of pro-
duction FREP was evaluated the church correlation department
surveyed 110 stake coordinators investigated thirty four stakes
in depth and conducted interviews in seventy six other stakes
As might be expected not all stakes were equally effective in
implementing the program thirty seven percent of the stakes
were fully organized and 40 percent were partially organized
sixteen percent had just entered the program in the average stake
seventy finivefiveivelve people were involved and the average extractor
donated five hours per week to the project of those involved
75 to 90 percent said they looked forward to the work less pleas-
ing was the fact the priesthood leadership was not very involved
in the process 41 overall however the program was achieving the
purpose of involving a significant segment of the membership of
the church in family history activity

initially the goal was to finish indexing the temple records in
five years after three years only one fourth of the batches had
been returned but the rate of return was rising steadily while an
average of 500 batches came back to the department each month
of 1989 the rate doubled to 1000 per month in 1990 and then
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to 1500 in 1991 to speed up the process the department
introduced in 1989 software that permitted direct entry from
copyflowcopyflow prints to computer diskette eliminating the hand tran-
scription step this change took advantage of the increasing pres-
ence of personal computers in homes by 1995 the project was
virtually complete with only a few hundred of the 100000
batches generated by the program still outstanding in total
50000 members had participated 42

A major restructuring of the extraction programs occurred in
february 1994 when the church merged family record extrac-
tion and stake record extraction the new program administered
primarily at the ward level was designed to have the records of a
country extracted by those living in that country local units were
given wider responsibility to choose what they wished to extract
at the same time new family history sources were added to the
extraction list

As originally conceived FREP could be used to extract data
from any family history source when the temple records were
exhausted the department began to distribute other valuable fam-
ily history sources the traditional listfistbist of extracted records chris-
tening birth and marriage records has been augmented by new
sources such as US civil death records ellis island new york
passenger lists and canadian census schedules for 1871 and 1881
As elder scott had envisioned meaningful family history work
could be performed in the homes of all members who were will-
ing to help share the task of identifying those who had lived in gen-
erationserations gone by

s i

y r

CFIIGI

automation also provided the means to effectively distribute
ordinance data the database of names in GIANTglant known as the
mass file was made available on microfichemicrofiche in 1975 the set of
microfichemicrofiche called the computer file index CFI provided
researchers a manual check of the database in order to prevent
resubmission of names for which temple work had already been
performed A batch number in each entry also provided a trace
back to the source from which the name came
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the CFICH consisted of extracted names gathered under the
records tabulation program RTABR TAB and names submitted by
church members since 1970 the entries were filed alphabetically
under the country in which the ancestor was born or married the
1975 CFICH consisted of approximately 30 million names on 2689
microfichemicrofiche it was sent to one hundred branch libraries for 208 per
set the amount needed to recover the cost of producing the fiche 43

the fourth edition renamed the international genealogical
index iglIGIIGD was published in 1981 the new name reflected the
research value of the file because it contained large numbers of
names from original records the index served as an index to orig-
inal records as much as it did to temple ordinances it grew sub-
stantiallystantially between each edition expanding from 34 million names
in 1975 to 81 million in 1981 108 million in 1984 147 million in
1988 and 187 million in 1992 this was an average increase of
9 million names each year 44

As the index became a more comprehensive research tool
demand for the file by genealogists not affiliated with the church
expanded in 1984 the index was offered for sale to the general
public it was of particular value in british research the 1988
index contained names extracted from british records over the
previous twentyfivetwenty five years amounting to 58 million of the 147 mil-
lion names in the file 45

the 1988 IGI became an even more powerful research tool
with the introduction of the compact disc version this not only
permitted automated searching but also expanded search possi-
bilitiesbilities A member could retrieve names of children by entering
the names of the parents A person could then reconstitute tenta-
tive family groups from the individual name entries the primary
purpose of the IGI however from the departments perspective
continued to be as an index to ordinances combined with
templereadyTempleReady the compact disc version could be used for names
clearance by the individual member as previously discussed

the 1992 edition of the IGI on microfichemicrofiche was a totally new
product including 187 million names not only from the mass file
in GIANTGUNTglant 1625162.51625 million but also from other ordinance files pre
1970 temple records created by the family record extraction
program 17517.5175 million records from the family entry system
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454.545 million and completed ordinance file records created by
the ordinance recording system 252.525 million at the same time
extracted names in the mass file for which ordinance work had
not been performed were withheld pending the creation of the
extraction resource file 22 million names 46 eventually this file
will be made available as a source of names from which members
can select those they wish to submit for ordinance work

creating a compact disc version of IGI became problematic
amassing the names from the various files created in different data-
bases and by different systems was a technical nightmare also the
available computer power was insufficient to handle such a levia-
than task the 1992 compact disc version was delayed until nov-
ember 1993 but because of the delay additional names became
available the new disc version contained fourteen million more
names than the microfichemicrofiche version published the year before 4717 the
delay also resulted in another benefit data compression technology
had developed to the degree that it could be used to provide a
quantum increase in the storage capacity of a disc while fifty mil-
lion names were added to the IGI between 1988 and 19931995 the
number of discs was reduced from fifty eight to thirty three 48148411

in only two decades the department and countless church
volunteers have created what is probably the largest name data-
base in existence yet this achievement is only the beginning in the
departments quest to identify as nearly as possible all the people
who have ever lived

cooperative indexing

in the 1980s the department embarked on creating auto-
mated indexes to major research sources the precedent was set
by the 1982 decision to index the 1880 US federal census this
project was particularly needed by US researchers because a
national civil registration system was nonexistent in the US prior
to the 1880 census US research was further complicated because
of a highly mobile population and because record keeping prac-
tices had created a random array of record types throughout the
nation by 1990 more than half of the fifty million census entries
were transcribed 4919
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in 1985 the departments executive director elder richard G
scott proposed expanding the program to involve not only church
members but also any other people willing to help with indexing
the first major project in the cooperative indexing program was
the 1881 british census discussions concerning this project began
in 1985 with the british genealogical record users committee and
the federation of family history societies in england the resulting
agreement provided that the federation be in charge of transcrip-
tion and the department provide paper copies of the census data
entry software hardware and outputs at cost beginning in feb-
ruary 1988 the first of over eight thousand volunteers from family
history societies throughout the british isles began transcribing the
thirty million names in the 1881 census data entry began in 1989
in 1991 the first outputs for individual counties cambridge
denbigh and flint were published in 1992 sixty two data entry
sites at church facilities in england continued to work on the pro-
gram they were supported by a staff of thirty full time missionaries
and ten volunteers at church headquarters 5010

in 1994 anthony J camp director of the society of gen-
ealogists referred to this project as the largest joint genealogical
project ever undertaken in england an almost foolhardy
idea but the results are revolutionizing genealogical research
in england scotland and wales and giving beginners in the sub-
ject a flying start when they most need it As of december 1994
99 percent of the census entries had been transcribed and 82 per-
cent of the data entered on computer discs index fiche had been
produced for 42 of the 91 counties in the british isles referring to
the assistance of the church and the family history department
camp said their contribution has been absolutely magnificent
and generations of genealogists yet to come will be in their debt 51

in 1991 the US federation of genealogical societies52Societies5212 ap-
proachedproached the department in behalf of the national park service
with the proposal that the department provide data entry software
for creating a database from records in the national archives con-
cerning civil war participants the park service envisioned such a
database as a significant resource in answering queries by visitors to
battlefield sites the federation of genealogical societies assumed
the responsibility to coordinate the extraction many other cooper-
ative projects are being discussed as possible future ventures
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ancestral file

along with automating ordinance files and research sources
the department developed an unprecedented computer research
file to help people avoid duplication of research efforts known as
ancestral file it provides the results of countless research hours in
the form of pedigree charts family group records descendant
charts and assorted other reports As a source of completed re-
search it helps researchers take advantage of the work done by
other genealogists As an automated file it can be made available
anywhere a computer might be installed open to submissions
from all researchers it serves as a focal point of cooperation
between the department and genealogical researchers throughout
the world

ancestral file was an automated extension of the original
concept of the four generation program which began in the early
1960s submissions to the department were kept in heavy black
binders at the main library and on film in the branch libraries
As countless researchers discovered sheets submitted by different
people for the same family contained numerous discrepancies
before automating the file department leaders felt that as many
discrepancies as possible should be eliminated from the sheets
thus when the call for four generation sheets was renewed in
1978 accuracy became the watchword of the program 53 the
department asked families to coordinate their efforts and submit a
single set of sheets as well as a pedigree chart these new submis-
sions became the major data source for the initial release of the
automated file

the target date for submission of four generations to ances-
tral file was I11 july 1981 in a frenzy of activity church members
submitted more sheets in the last two weeks of june than in the
previous two years of the program 5451 the target date had been per-
ceived as a deadline the department worked for several years to
clear up this misunderstanding and encourage continued submis-
sions to the file in the meantime the department had a mountain
of paper containing genealogical information and a task of un-
known dimensions to provide access to the data the sheets were
microfilmed and indexed on microfichemicrofiche by name of submitter and
by surname of the first person on the pedigree
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in 1982 the department sought to increase the usefulness of
the file by soliciting submissions beyond four generations A letter
was sent to several hundred family organizations requesting the
extended research the department also drew upon the compiled
records in its medieval records section created in 1972 this
group of specialists and volunteers had compiled approximately
25000 family group records representing 100000 individuals of
selected royal noble and pre 1500 families 55 these two sources
of data began to expand the file fulfilling the intent of having the
file serve as a collecting point for all genealogies back as far as
sources would permit

programming to automate ancestral file began in 1984 it
was a major step into the unknown especially in light of the vari-
able relationships between people and the possible ways of search-
ing and retrieving such information through a rigorous process of
defining user needs and expectations before progranmprogrammingling began
the department resolved issues regarding retrieval requirements
inputs outputs and privacy in 1987 the church purchased a
mainframe computer exclusively for department use the CYBER

180 model 992 this would serve as the main computer tool in
making ancestral file a reality

ancestral file data entry software became available in
october 1984 56 because of wide variations in the way information
was recorded on the submitted sheets data entry was divided into
two steps sheets were coded and then relationships were marked
with a standard code the order of dates and places were regular
izediced and surnames were marked while some coding and data
entry were done at department headquarters most of it was per-
formed at special sites in logan ogden and provo with the data
entry nearing completion a prototype of the file was released in
1987 for testing in the family history library

considerable work went into making ancestral file both effec-
tive and user friendly response time in particular was considered
crucial to user satisfaction it dropped from minutes to seconds as

the search routine was improved the file comprised of four million
names was installed in the family history library in april 1988 57

A major obstacle that had to be overcome in the creation of the
file was the existence of countless duplicate submissions because
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many church members have common ancestriesancestries different descen-
dants had submitted information on the same family lines the com-
puter was assigned the task of merging these duplicate submissions
while not merging persons with similar identities even though the
name of each person who submitted entries was retained merging
eliminated the possibility of determining who submitted what piece
of data the initial merge pared the submitted 8.28282 million records
down to 4.54545 million 5818 routines designed to detect duplications elim-
inated 90 percent of them although unfortunately existing tech-
nology was insufficient to detect all duplicates resulting from variant
spellings and birth dates 5919

in 1988 the department decided to invite submissions from
the entire genealogical community the benefit would be clearly
evident to anyone using the system ancestral file was seen as the
central system for promoting cooperation among genealogists

while a production system was in operation as early as 1988
the nilefilefidennienide was not distributed churchwisechurchwideChurchwide until september 1990 and
then as part ofoffamilysearchfamilysearchFamilySearch in articles in church and genealogical
community periodicals press releases and presentations at profes-
sional meetings the concerted efforts of a decade were released to
the public it was an unprecedented undertaking for the church
unequaled in scale anywhere ancestral file became the starting
point for anyone interested in commencing new research

in 1991 new features were introduced including descendant
charts and a correction system to provide users a means to revise
the file the 1992 edition reduced the number of compact disc
swaps during searching 60 from 1990 to 1993 the file grew from
seven to fifteen million names the file continues to grow limited
mainly by the capacity of the department to process contributions
and produce new releases 61

As with most software development great strides forward
were accompanied by some faltering steps the department con-
tinues to work on several unresolved problems regarding source
citations correctness of the merge process errors in the data iden-
tifying submitterssubmitters making the editcorrectionedit correction capability easier
to use and accommodating diacriticsdiacritics or non roman characters 62

despite these drawbacks the file accomplishes its basic purpose of
expanding the possibilities for all genealogical researchers
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patrons using the computers in the familysearchFamilySearch center located in the
joseph smith memorial building 1993

personal ancestral file

by the 1980s the personal computer was revolutionizing not
only how businesses and institutions managed information but
also what went on in households especially in the united states
the department responded by developing a personal computer
application whereby individuals could record the names and rela-
tionshipstionships of their ancestors personal ancestral file PAFPNF was ini-
tiated in 1983 as a part of the ancestral file project it was released
in april 1984 and sold for 35 a price that covered little more than
the costs of the manual and diskettes within six months 4000
copies had been sold 6313

the earliest version of personal ancestral file had one glar-
ing deficiency poor response time release 2.02020 a complete re-
write that was available in april 1986 corrected this problem
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more significantly the new version introduced a genealogical
communications format known as genealogical data com-
munications GEDCOM the purpose of which was to establish a
standard for sharing data between programs or computers or both
GEDCOM eventually became a standard for data communication of
genealogical information in the genealogical community at large
the department encouraged other developers to write GEDCOM
compatible programs similar to PAEPAF it launched a registration pro-
gram where staff reviewed programs sent in by developers and
certified whether they were fully compatible with the GEDCOM
standard by late 1994 thirty programs had been registered 64

meanwhile in april 1988 release 2.12121 was made available for
IBM IBM compatible and macintosh computers this release allowed
transfer of PAF information on computer diskette to ancestral file
consequently submissions would reflect exactly what was typed in
at the point of origin and be added to the file without waiting in a
queue at a data entry site this release also allowed temple name sub-
mission on computer diskette routines were added to the program
that enhanced the accuracy of submissions for example the system
automatically prompted the submitter to correct inconsistencies
such as death dates that preceded birth dates

other refinements have been added prior to the general
release of ancestral file to family history centers in 1990 PAF

was upgraded to increase the ease of data transfer between it
and the parent system release 2.22222 issued in november 1989
permitted the match merging of records from other data bases
it also introduced the ability to convert pieces of a large data
transfer from ancestral file the program was upgraded again in
1994 version 2.31231 to make it fully compatible with temple

the rules to check and 71151115771565ready using same qualify names by
that time ten years after its original release over 300000 copies
of PAF had been sold 66

personal ancestry file had another less profound but signifi-
cant impact the program printed out family group records in the
common letter size format from the early twentieth century the de-
partmentpartment had required legal size family group sheets to be used
in submitting information because PAF was about to be released
the department reviewed this matter opted in favor of letter size
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and adopted an evolutionary strategy for introducing the form 67

in 1987 it was adopted as the standard submission form for temple
ordinances and was widely circulated in the publication come
unto christ through temple ordinances and covenants it also
became the primary form for the manual submission of research
to ancestral file

automated catalog

As the department automated names processing it began to
consider automating its library the task was equal to if not
greater than developing GIANT the library was receiving approx-
imately forty thousand new rolls of micromicrofilmmicrofihnfihn and thousands of
new books each year keeping the card catalog updated particu-
larly the microfilm copy provided to the branch libraries was an
acute problem automated library cataloging systems were still in
their infancy in the early 1970s however and they focused pri-
marily on book collections acquiring handling cataloging and
distributing information contained on microfilmed manuscripts
was a unique problem As the department studied the challenge
from 1970 to 1976 it envisioned a total system with various mod-
ules that would identify genealogical sources worldwide control
the microfilmingmicrofilming of those sources process the microfilms catalog
them and provide public access to the collection 6861 in 1976 the
department decided to proceed with the cataloging program

A key decision made at the outset was that records would be
cataloged in the language of the record or of the country from
which they originated 69 because national boundaries had
changed it was necessary to provide catalog headings for each
country in which a given locality had been included during mod-
ern times thus from its inception the catalog was intended to
meet the needs of an international audience

the department also decided to provide a content descrip-
tion for each filinfilm in the collection this decision resulted in
descriptions much more detailed than those in any other com-
puter catalog of the time the catalog also pioneered such con-
cepts as real time cataloging and automated authority control 70

in 1987 the computer catalog totally replaced the card catalog
information was provided in two formats nlicrofichemicrofichemicronichefiche and compact
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research carrels in the family history library at 35 north west temple
ca 1986

disc the compact disc catalog was first made available with
ancestral file at the family history library in 1988 as part of the
genealogical information system the prototype for familysearchFamilySearch

headquarters systems

in addition to providing such a multitude of automated pro-
grams for public use the department saw the need to automate its
operations at headquarters in the late 1960s for example no inte-
grated system controlled the various stages of microfilm produc-
tion prints were not being sent to donors some films were not
getting evaluated and some rolls were being misplaced these
problems prompted the development of the microfilm production
control system 71 packets of punch cards were created for batches
of one to nine films each punch card represented a film process-
ing task when the task was completed the card was posted to
the control system that was implemented in 1972 this system
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functioned well but became antiquated during the 1970s when
the computer processing environment moved from batch mode to
real time processing 72

discussion of a replacement system began in 1982 73 the micro-
film production and monitoring system was installed in 1986
it tracked films through the various tasks preceding storage of the
master film in the vault and the printing of films for circulation
the system played a key roll in handling the departments large
number of filming projects in the late 1980s

by 1973 the department had implemented a system to
account for circulating films from the time they were ordered until
they were returned this system produced bar code labels for the
circulating films and bills for orders the program was enhanced
in 1990 to improve microfichemicrofiche ordering and other functions 74

in 1990 to 1991 a bibliographic index system was developed
to provide surname access to information on genealogies prior to
1500 it was used houseinhousein to compile sources for assembling pedi
grees that were then added to ancestral file 75

family registry

in the 1980s the department introduced the family registry
as a tool to facilitate further cooperation among researchers
originally the concept was to provide a listing of family organiza-
tions such organizations were seen as key elements in getting fam-
ilies to work together on their ancestry the registry would allow
people to identify family organizations that they could join or con-
sult in 19851983 this concept was augmented by providing a tool to
help researchers working on the same line contact each other

registration began in october 1983 A brochure was mailed
to priesthood leaders training materials posters brochures and
registration forms were sent to family history centers in the united
states and canada a mailer was sent to 10000 family organiza-
tions and the program was officially announced in the church
news on 18 december 1983 after a year nearly 100000 registra-
tions had been received and an average of nearly 2000 were com-
ing in each week 7671 at that point the registry was expanded to
family history center patrons in the british isles australia new
zealand and south africa
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unlike the pedigree referral service the registry permitted
two types of entries individual or familysurnamefamily surname organization
these entries were arranged alphabetically in a microfichemicrofiche set
accompanying the entries was information needed to contact the
person or organization submitting the name the actual submis-
sion forms were filmed in a separate set ofoffichenichefiche by sequential sub-
mission number 77 this number served as the link between the two
sets of microfichemicro fiche

the first edition of the registry containing 27757 entries
was released in may 1984 along with distributing it to family his-
tory centers the department sent it to over one hundred public
libraries it was published quarterly through 1989 then annually
thereafter by 1993 there were 348898 registrations in the file 78

familysearchFamilySearch

the automation efforts of the department have been tied
together under an umbrella system known initially as the geneal-
ogical information system GIS it was renamed familysearchFamilySearch in
1989 an embodiment of the 1976 long range goal of creating a

central genealogical file the project involved folding several com-
puter databases into a single system that is now the beginning
point for family history research in the church the decision made
in february 1983 to provide automated access to large files of
genealogical sources was as seminal as had been the 1938 decision
to microfilm the worlds records just as the decision to microfilm
defined the nature of the societysSocie tys work for the decades that fol-
lowed so the decision to develop familysearchFamilySearch will define the
nature of the departments work for the coming years

in 1985 elder richard G scott executive director of the
department enunciated the perspective from which this decision
was made

we really have two options the first option could be to merely
automate what is currently being done in research the other
option is to fundamentally simplify genealogical research using those
tools computers in order to do that we need to enter into the
computer large quantities of data that are now either on paper or on
microfilm or microfichemicrofiche then use the computer to arrange the data
so that it is usable 7919
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the development process continued throughout the 1980s as
numerous analysts programmers other staff members and users
contributed to the project A new database manager known as the
associated information management system was specifically
designed to handle the genealogical data to be included in
familysearchFamilySearch the prototype was first made available at the family
history library in 1986 originally the system was designed to be
onlineon line but concerns about telecommunication costs and security
dictated another means of distribution the answer was found in
the emerging compact disc technology first demonstrated to
department management in 1985 8010 the department produced a
compact disc prototype of the family history library catalog in
1986 followed by disc versions of international genealogical
index and ancestral file

in 1989 the compact disc version of all these databases now
called familysearchFamilySearch was tested at the family history library and
seven family history centers with the technology available and the
program defined the department proposed that computers and
disc readers be distributed to all family history centers and church
meetinghousesmeetinghouses the proposal was approved

the automated catalog the automated international
genealogical index and ancestral file were developed concur-
rently but separately from one another all of these database pro-
jects were unified in the product released as familysearchFamilySearch in time
other elements were added templereadyTempleReady the social security
death index and military index US military deaths in vietnam
and korea the latter two indexes are databases created by the
US government and are in the public domain the department
created search software to provide easy access to the information

familysearchFamilySearch was announced to the church in a letter from
the first presidency dated 2 april 1990 with this announcement
the computer came of age as a key genealogical tool for every
church member while 2000 machines were purchased or dis-
tributedtributed to local church units from 1985 to 1988 for local admin-
istrativeistrative purposes almost 3000 were added in 1989 and about
3000 more in 1990 of these computers 1725 were dedicated to
family history programs including family record extraction as
well as familysearchFamilySearch 8111
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familysearchFamilySearch databases 1990 familysearchFamilySearch makes use of the personal
computer to distribute information about millions of names and family
history sources

in 1990 the system was distributed to 627 family history
centers in the united states and canada A year later the decision
was made to expand the distribution to stake centers without fam-
ily history centers to public libraries and even to the homes of
some church members 82 at first distribution outside of centers
was done to selected sites to permit further field testing of the sys-
tem in early 1992 the system began to be shipped internationally
with units going to great britain ireland australia and new
zealand by late 1994 systems had been distributed to a total 376
church sites outside the united states 83

in 1990 and 1991 respectively the library of congress in
washington DC and the victoria state library in melbourne
became test sites for familysearchFamilySearch workstations 84 judith reid at the
library of congress reported that only minimal effort was needed
to teach library patrons how to use the program on their own 85

in 1992 the system became more broadly available the depart-
ment signed a contract in march 1992 with dynixdynia corporation an
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outside firm for release of the system to public libraries archives
and genealogical and historical societies by late 1994 familysearchFamilySearch
was available in over one hundred libraries in the united states
canada france germany ireland new zealand and great britain 86

on a test basis familysearchFamilySearch was distributed to approxi-
mately forty home sites in late 1992 8711 further testing of the
mechanics of distributing and pricing the product to the home
market occurred in 1994 reaching over eight hundred homes in
the united states and canada 88

even with the tremendous capacity of compact discs the
databases on these files were so large that using the system re-
quired a good deal of disc swapping in and out of the disc reader
this inconvenience was eliminated at the family history library
the familysearchFamilySearch center and brigham young university by the
installation of a local area network LAN in late 1991 for family
history centers significant progress was made in 1993 with the
implementation of new techniques to further compress the data so
that more would fit on each compact disc

the response to familysearchFamilySearch was enthusiastic the system pro-
vided convenient and quick access to large amounts of information
the user could print out the information or transfer it to diskette for
personal use at a demonstration of the system in stockholm in 1990
an archivist searched his own lines back to the twelfth century he
compared a published pedigree with the file and found no discrep-
ancies except that the file extended the line back further than the
book many european archivists who saw the system demonstrated
that year were visibly moved by its capabilities 8919

from the beginning extensive efforts had been made to design
the system to accommodate widely diverse users to be forgiving of
errors and to be self instructional still some problems required
one cofoneofone help in december 1991 the department consolidated
its personal ancestral file and templereadyTempleReady customer support units
to handle telephone requests for help in using all products 90

computer complexities

the advent of the computer in family history work has greatly
expanded genealogical activity in the church it has provided tools
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for everyone to make significant contributions to family history
work but even though the computer has become a dominant and
beneficial tool it is not a panacea corrupted information in
ancestral file is difficult to detect templereadyTempleReady uses an incom-
plete database of temple ordinance work resulting in the occa-
sional clearance of duplicate submissions there is still a time lag
between the completion of new ordinance work and the entry of
the data either to the international genealogical index or ancestral
file and church members can submit names from ancestral file
that are missing ordinance dates 91 from ancestral file hundreds
if not thousands of submissions can be quickly generated but if
members bypass research altogether and simply focus on clearing
names from this file extensive duplication will certainly occur
before the files can be updated

at the same time some people are computerphobes always
fearing the worst as they try to become familiar with computer
technology many anecdotal stories tell of problems coping with
the new technology such as those that occur when users do not
understand basic computer routines file management or the
proper treatment of diskettes in one extreme example an older
person in salt lake county tried to record the data by rolling a
floppy diskette into a typewriter and typing on it then wondered
why the computer could not read it such incidents only serve to
illustrate the trepidation and lack of understanding with which
many people enter the computer world

the majority of church members are still without computers
in their homes the church is rapidly expanding into countries
where computers are rare where only manual systems will func-
tion and where basic texts must be translated before even the
rudiments of the family history program can function aware of
this the department has focused efforts on simple manual systems
for such areas

despite these problems the computer holds great promise
automation is taking family history work out of the library or
archive and into the home the edges of this possibility are only
dimly visible at present because the technology to reach them in
any comprehensive fashion is not yet widely available never-
thelesstheless the potential of what can be achieved through technology
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was expressed by church president howard W hunter in his
address at the centennial commemoration of the family history
department on 13 november 1994

in recent years we have begun using information technology to has-
ten the sacred work of providing ordinances for the deceased the
role of technology in this work has been accelerated by the lord
himself who has had a guiding hand in its developments and will
continue to do so however we stand only on the threshold of what
we can do with these tools I1 feel that our most enthusiastic projec-
tions can capture only a tiny glimpse of how these tools can help
us and of the eternal consequences of these efforts 9291

NOTES

eleanor knowles howard W hunter salt lake city deseret book
1994 189 quoting howard W hunter personal journal

someome information not specifically documented in this and later sections is
based on the personal knowledge of kahlilekahlflekahline mehr who had discussions with var-
ious genealogical society administrators over time who was personally involved
in some of the events and programs discussed and who has studied the various
internal reports of the department that are compiled for official use only

george fudge oral history interview by bruce blumell 1976 typescript
james moyle oral history program archives division historical department the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as LDSIDSirs church
archives 17 george fudge oral history interviews bybyjohnjarmanjohn jarman and george
durrant 31 may 31 july 1984 typescript copy in the possession of kahlilekahline mehr
27 2837 38

this4thisathis opportunity was preserved in the new system family sealing lists
could be requested allowing people to have families sealed at the same time see
fudge 1984 interview 34

5fudge5fudge 1984 interview 29 3311

martelcartelcartei gee personal interview by kahlilekahline mehr 10 september 1993
johnohnjarmanohn jarman telephone interview by kahlilekahline mehr 19 march 1993
jarmancarmantarman interview
leadership council minutes 21 august 1990 family history department

of the church hereafter cited as FHD

thelothe name was changed to templereadyTemple Ready in early 1991
leadership council minutes 24 september 1991

12leadership council minutes 6 january 1992
leadership131eadership council minutes 5 november 1991

14fudge 1984 interview 140
1515memorandummemorandum february 1985 FHD
16memorandum march 1985
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memorandum march 1985
18 temple18templetempie ordinance chronology reference aid family history library FHD
memorandum november 1989
memorandum septemberoctoberSeptember October 1990
paul starkey telephone conversation with kahlilekahline mehr 26 january 1995

21fudge 1984 interview 49
23lynn hollstein pilot program in st george provides names for temple

work church news 4 february 1978
24managing directors minutes 20 january 1977 FHD
25hollstein pilot program
26historical report september 1977 FHD
27danish norwegian swedish icelandic and french records were

extracted by paid staff until 1982 memorandum june 1987 FHD
21survey21 survey summary of the record extraction program 1 may 25 june

1979 in historical report june 1979 FHD
2 historical report december 1978
31memorandum31memorandum august 1985 FHD

employee meeting family history library 6 february 1991 notes in pos2posapos-
session of kahlilekahline mehr

32historical report october 1982 FHD
33management meeting minutes 1 august 1983 &

H34historical report april 1983 FHD
35management meeting minutes 18 july 1983 fe y
36managing directors minutes 5 january 1977 FHD
37management37management meeting minutes 30 march 1981
38management38management meeting minutes 12 november 1984
39memorandum39memorandum january 1988
4OManmanagingaging directors minutes 16 may 1989
41managing41managing directors minutes 12 september 1989
421411lartmanhartman411lartman rector jr address given at employee meeting 3 november t i

1993 notes in the possession of kahlilekablilekahmile mehr
43management meeting minutes 6 may 1975 16 august 1978
there were also editions in 1976 and 1978

nemsnews of the family history library 1 no 1 julyaugustJuly August 1989 FHD
sources of names in the international genealogical index internal FHD

document compiled by elizabeth L nichols 17 september 1992
news of the family history library 5 no 4 fall 1993 FHD

4paulapaulpaul starkey personal interview by kahlilekahline mehr 27 august 1993 notes
in possession of kahlilekablilekahmile mehr

49 cooperation49cooperation with nonmembersNonmembers to compile lineage linked records of
the families of man directors council minutes 6 june 1989 FHD typescript

memorandum5memorandum march 1992 FHD
aanthony5anthonyanthony J camp lecture 6 october 1994 salt lake city notes in the

possession of kahlilekablilekahmile mehr british scottish 1881 census project production
update 6 december 1994 FHD

founded5117ounded in 1976 as an umbrella organization to coordinate on the nat-
ional level the work of genealogical societies and family history organizations in
the united states
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53 family group sheets received after 1 july 1979 were kept separate from
those received earlier only the later group sheets were included in ancestral file

54management meeting minutes 1 july 1981 FHD
55the section began as the royalty identification project in 1968 and

became a unit in 1972 it was renamed the medieval families unit in 1988 robert
gunderson the original supervisor continues to serve in this role today

56thehe software was called original data entry ODE
57david M mayfield to family history library professional staff 17 february

1988 copy in possession of kahlilekahline mehr
10511lo0.30303 million names were submitted but they included the names of the

living information on living individuals had not been entered at first later
the decision was made to enter data on the living but to display the names only
of church members and to display the term living instead of names for those
without an LDS baptism date

john jarman to executive directors 25 may 1989 directors council
minutes 23 may 1989 FHD

memorandum novemberdecemberNovember December 1992 FHD
61 enabling members transition team I11 september 1993 internal docu-

ment FHD typescript 232 3
12 enabling12enabling members 242 4 6
653153633 genealogical153genealogical department third quarter report 1984 internal FHD

document in possession of kahlilekahline mehr
greg brown to kahlilekahline mehr memo november 1994 copy in possession

of kahlilekah1flekahline mehr
15memorandum15memorandum december 1993 FHD

blair keddington telephone conversation with kahlilekahline mehr novem-
ber 1994

67management67management meeting minutes 3 january 1984
feasible ideal system target FIST for the genealogical society library

system october 1972 FHD typescript
69english69english summary notes were added to records cataloged in a foreign lan-

guage
melvin olsen to kahlilekahline mehr 15 october 1993 letter in the possession

of kahlilekahline mehr an authority is a standardized spelling of a person place or
thing an authority is used so that all sources referring to that thing are located in
the same place in the catalog

melvin7melvinmeivinmelvlnemelvin olsen telephone interview by kahmenahme mehr 5 october 1993
71in batch mode processing transactions are put in a queue and processed

all at the same time usually after hours in real time transactions become effec-
tive when they are made

micrographics73micrographicsMicro graphics division managers council 9 november 1982 FHD
dennis meldrum telephone interview by kahlilekahfilekallile mehr 11 october 1993

75 robert gunderson telephone interview by kahlilekahline mehr 11 october 1993
71garygary christiansen telephone interview by kahlilekahiffekahline mehr 21 april 1993

christiansen was in charge of data entry for family registry
the77the fiche set of submission forms was not sent out with the index after

july 1985
gary71gary christiansen to michael petersen memo 16 april 1993 FHD
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79 memorandum79memorandum may 1985 FHD
managing8omanaging directors meeting minutes 12 march 1985 FHD

fred lundberg estimates of local unit computers full systems
stakes meetinghousesMeetinghouses and family history centers united states and canada 2211

february 1992 internal document FHD typescript
12 leadership council minutes 22 march 1991
13 international13international familysearchFamilySearch shipments 23 november 1994 internal

FHD document in the possession of kahlilekahline mehr
84family84 family history quarterly report 15 may 1991 FHD typescript

memorandum september 1991 FHD
greg brown to kahlilekahline mehr memo november 1994 in possession of

kahlilekahline mehr
17leadership council minutes 14 december 1992 FHD

greg brown to kahlilekahline mehr memo november 1994 in possession of
kahlilekahline mehr

19memorandum19memorandum november 1990 FHD

memorandum december 1991
giaglaA members guide to temple and family history work salt lake city

the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1993 13
92howard W hunter we have a work to do address given at family

history department commemorative fireside salt lake city 13 november
1994 FHD typescript 4
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theJL he genealogical society of utah was one of several gen-
ealogicalea societies that originated in the united states during the
last half of the nineteenth century in 1894 a proclamation by
church president wilford woodruff clearly enunciated the obliga-
tion of LDS church members to trace their ancestry and perform
temple ordinances in their behalf before the year was out a society
was in place to assist in that work thus unlike the other genealog-
ical societies it was founded for religious purposes

two of the societysSocietys most important challenges have
always been to reduce the complexities of identifying ancestry
and to develop programs that effectively mobilize participation
from a broad spectrum of church members the solutions have
varied as the church has emerged from relative isolation to
broad international involvement methodology has undergone
several incarnations as the tools of genealogy have evolved from
paper to computers but the purpose has remained constant
to turn the hearts of the children to their ancestors in order to
encourage the living to complete the sacred temple ordinances
in behalf of the dead

two of the societysSocie tys most significant contributions have been
gathering records and automating them prior to the advent of
microfilmingmicrofilming most genealogical records lay hidden in countless
vaults archives sheds attics and cellars the information com-
piled by unnumbered scribes in many ages was at risk of being

339
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lost forever microfilmingMicrofilming has provided the means to preserve this
priceless information gather it in a central locale and make it
available for research genealogical microfilmmicrofilmersers are still busy
photographing vital records from around the world the master
films are secured in the cavernous steel reinforced vaults blasted
from the interior of a granite mountain near salt lake city

traditionally focused on helping members wend their way
through the complexities of researching their own ancestry the
society simplified family history research in recent decades with
programs reflecting collective responsibility for all ancestors
these programs took advantage of common skills so that family
history name extraction and cooperative indexing involved anyone
who could read write or type undergirdedundergirderUndergirded by the advent of the
computer these programs have begun to replace paper records
with digitized files

since its inception the genealogical society has learned
from and worked with institutions outside the church it has
shared its resources with the genealogical community at large
hosted two world conferences on genealogical records and
participated in many national and international meetings of gen-
ealogists and record keepers society efforts to promote genealog-
ical research were enhanced by the roots phenomenon of the
late 1970s when many people began to more fully appreciate
the value of family history

with the growth of the church the number of temple pat-
rons eventually exceeded the supply of names generated through
the research process after attempting a variety of marginally suc-
cessful programs the society received approval for a fundamental
change in procedure in 1961 the records tabulation program

later called name extraction supplemented the arduous process
of perusing countless records for a single name with a simpler
process of extracting many names from a single document the
delays inherent in research no longer restrained the vicarious ordi-
nance work in the temples the plethora of names generated by
this new procedure enabled an unprecedented increase in temple
construction spreading the opportunity for temple worship to the
membership of the church in many parts of the world more
recently through a computer program named templereadyTempleReady the
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responsibility for clearing names for temple ordinances was
transferred directly to the members propelling the church into a
new era of family history activity

nevertheless the church does not aialinaimalmtn to provide a simple
family history research program that replaces all individual
research effort for several decades collective programs have
nourished members who are unskilled in research while these
programs produce the opportunity to do temple work for most
ancestors researchers with pencils in hand must still seek out
those individuals missing from their family lines

the genealogical society now known as the family history
department of the church has helped countless people identify
their ancestors as far back as available records permit at this cen-
tennial juncture the department looks forward to a second
century of identifying and documenting the lineages of mankind
for the purpose of completingtemplecompleting templetempie ordinances in their behalf

howard W hunter a past president of the genealogical
society became president of the church in june 1994 his long
service in family history makes him particularly well suited to give
this program renewed emphasis in november 1994 president
hunter effectively inaugurated the next century of genealogical
work in his address at the centennial commemorative fireside

I1 look back in wonder at the tapestry woven by the lord in the fur-
thering of temple and family history work when I1 was president of
the genealogical society of utah we had visions of how it would
move forward mightily now we are observing something glorious
occurring throughout the world the gospel is moving forward to
encompass every nation kindred tongue and people temples are
located throughout the earth and the spirit of elijah is touching the
hearts of many members who are doing family history and temple
ordinance work at an unprecedented pace

with regard to temple and family history work I1 have one
overriding message this work must hasten the great work of
the temples and all that supports it must expand it is imperative 1

As the family history department celebrates its centennial
anniversary almost fifty temples are in operation and others are
either being built or planned throughout the world consistent with
president hunters message leaders in the family history depart-
ment are planning even greater efforts to make names available for
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temple work they envision more extensive international genealogical
activity they hope for a world in which educational resources on
family history will become common in libraries and schools and
community groups will promote and support family history as an
activity that strengthens cultural social and familial ties sources will
be preserved from loss or destruction by caring record custodians
who will make protected originals or copies increasingly accessible
for researchers A vast international network of trained volunteers
will help the untrained develop their skills in the use of family history
resources powerful easy to use software programs all sharing a
common format for data exchange will be widely available from
diverse providers the compiled record of all families preserved
in the ancestral file or a more refined system will be valued both in
and out of the church as the repository for the vital records of
mankind and as the exchange place for ancestral information

As a result church members around the world will more eas-
ily and quickly review large amounts of family history information
in their homes family history programs will be tailored to the
needs of the members in each country instructions and computer
systems in each language will be clear and simple to understand
As the saints seek spiritual guidance in genealogical research fami-
lies will be strengthened troubled hearts will be healed and
church members will be brought closer to the savior through
their service to others temples will be spread across the earth
and members will participate regularly in sacred ordinances 2

when such a vision is achieved the spirit of elijah will be felt in
greater measure throughout the earth as the hearts of the children
turn to their fathers

ayiy

NOTES

howardtowardmoward W hunter we have a work to do address given at the family
history department commemorative fireside salt lake city utah 13 november
1994 FHD typescript 1 2 3

family2family history long range directives proposed april 1994 internal
document FHD 7 8
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1836 elijah this ancient prophet appeared in the kirtland
temple in fulfillment ofofmalachismalachisMalmaihalachisachis prophecy that he would
come to turn the heart of the fathers to the children and
the heart of the children to their fathers members of the
LDS church believe that since that time the spirit of
elijah has motivated the increased genealogical activity
of latter day saints as well as others

1840 baptism for the dead the first proxy baptisms for the
dead were performed at nauvoo illinois in the missis-
sippi river

1842 the endowment joseph smith introduced the endow-
ment ceremony to those who would later introduce it to
the general membership of the church

1845 nauvoo temple in november the first endowments were
given in the nauvoo temple to the general membership of
the church

1877 st george temple in january the first proxy endowments
for the dead were performed in the st george temple

1894 revelation on sealingsdealingssealings organization of the genealogical
society president wilford woodruff received an important
revelation on sealingsdealingssealings this revelation affirmed the impor-
tance of eternal family units the necessity of sealing fami-
lies under priesthood authority and the obligation of
church members to trace their lineages for this purpose
the genealogical society of utah was created in novem-
ber 1894 to coordinate the work of the church to accom-
plish this purpose
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1910 utah genealogical and historical magazine the first
issue was published in january the magazine continued
as the official voice of the society for the next thirty years

1918 vision of the redemption of the dead president joseph E

smith received a vision that showed the saviors visit to
the spirit world and expounded the doctrine of redemp-
tion of the dead dacd&c 138 in 1976 this revelation was
added to the canon of LDS scripture

1927 temple records index bureau card index the society
instituted the checking of all name submissions against a
card file index of all endowments performed the index
was maintained through 1969 when new endowments
began to be recorded in GIANTGLANT it was still used through
1990 to check name submissions for temple work to avoid
duplication out of every five names submitted the index
identified one as being a person for whom ordinances had
been performed

1938 microfilmingMicrofilming program the societysSocietys extensive microfilm
ing project permits the gathering of family history sources
to the family history library and from there to family his-
tory centers the microfilmed records provide the sources
for the name extraction program

1961 records tabulation the first name extraction program
permitted volunteers to extract names from original rec-
ords and to send them to the temples for ordinance work
this program was replaced by stake record extraction

1963 granite mountain records vault the completion of this
facility assured safe longtermlong term storage of the microfilm
camera masters of the genealogical records filmed in all
parts of the world

1964 branch librariesfamilylibraries family history centers through these
facilities located in LDS church buildings throughout
the world researchers can gain access to global records
by ordering microfilms of sources from the collection
in utah
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1966 four generation program through this program the
church encouraged all families to compile their own
records and ensure that temple work had been performed
for ancestors at least four generations back the program
was expanded in 1976 when the church requested that
families consolidate and verify the information on their fam-
ily group records these revised records provided the ini-
tial data for ancestral file

1969 world conference on records hosted by the society this
conference introduced the genealogical program of the
church to a world audience the society found this con-
ference so beneficial they sponsored a second conference
in 1980

1969 GIANT this system automated names processing and
initiated the automated storage of massive name files pri-
marily the international genealogical index GIANT func-
tioned until 1990 when it was replaced by a program
called templereadyTempleReady

1976 new scripture president spencer W kimball submitted
two revelations to be added to the canon ofofldsoflasLDS scripture
these revelations concern work for the dead and are in-
cluded in the doctrine and covenants as section 137
given to joseph smith jr in 1836 and section 138 given

to joseph FE smith in 1918

1978 stake record extraction this program involved many mem-
bers in family history work through the decentralized
extraction of names stake record extraction provided a
foundation for the expansion of temple work in the 1980s

1981 temple recording system this was the first system to
automate the recording of temple work it was replaced in
1990 by the ordinance recording system which func-
tioned in connection with templereadyTempleReady to simplify record
keeping procedures for temple work

1988 family record extraction cooperative indexing family
record extraction first involved church members in
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indexing allailali pre 1970 templetempie records and later in indexing
major genealogical sources family record extraction and
stake record extraction were combined in 1994 co-
operative indexing involves the genealogical community
outside the church in indexing sources

1990 familysearchFamilySearch through compact disc technology the fam
ilyliyilysearchSearch system provides researchers access to an ever
increasing storehouse of information through personal
computers it provides automated access to ancestral fileflie
the international genealogical index the library catalog
and several other smallersmailer databases

1993 TempletempietemplereadyReady this system was distributed to allaliail english
speaking stakes enabling members to clear their own fam-
ily names for templetempie work a function that had been
performed by the society since 1927 when the templetempie
index bureau was created
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appendix n microfilm places
and operators 1938 1994

initial
project

year date no area microfilm operator
1938 nov 11 1 united states ernst koehler
1945 dec 15 2 england james cunningham
1946 junjim 1 3 denmark arthur hasso
1947 oct 7 4 wales john leach

dec 29 5 netherlands rinze schippers
1948 jun 12 6 norway hilmar freidel

aug 27 7 italy james black
i sep 21 8 switzerlandbaselSwitzerland Basel james black

oct 19 9 sweden anton bolgar rekolidRekolid
filming company

dec 15 10 finland rekolid filming
company

1949 jul 1 11 east germany paul langheinrich
sep 10 12 ireland ralph blakebumBlakebum

1951 jun 11 13 scotland ralph blakeburnBlakebiakebum
1952 may 1 14 west germany west german archives

oct 1 15 iceland michael mcaleer and
david ainge

nov 20 16 mexico delbert roach
1957 jun 28 17 canada lloyd hughes
1958 jun 30 18 belgium P de la mairieumaidieu
1959 apraar 1 19 france gerard de villeneuve

apraar 20 20 australia ronald pollard
jul 1 21 new zealand elwin jensen

1960 apraar 1 22 bahamas dakota microfilmingMicrofilming
of miami

nov 7 23 luxembourg Jjpoospoos
1961 jan 1 24 hungary ivan borsa
1965 apraar 25 25 argentina maria sule
1966 may 6 26 austria M volggervollger

347
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initial
project

year date no area microfimicronimicrofilm operator
1967 nov 17 27 poland anna jelen
1969 feb 1 28 guatemala harold brown
1970 apraar 7 29 fiji molimau tupai
1972 junjim 21 30 korea central national

library
junjim 31 panama johann meyer
oct 7 32 faeroe islands maxine geer

1973 mar 30 33 chile luis maureiramadureiraMaureira alpe
sep15sep 15 34 philippines brauliobraufio S garcia and

nenita balita
1974 jan26jan 26 35 french polynesia E stewart shaver

feb16 36 cook islands J moosman
feb23feb 23 37 american samoa molimau tupai
may 38 japan shigeru takahashi

1975 may 24 39 madeira portugal julio de freitas
junjim 40 south africa south african national

film board
jun21 41 costa rica mercedes gamboa
aug 2 42 spain kim A langdorf
sep20sep 20 43 taiwan huang hanchinhan chin
nov 22 44 hong kong B wong

1976 may 1 45 peru wilfredo rojas
may 22 46 macao J W T
jul 24 47 brazil wilson roberto gomes
sep11sep 11 48 el salvador zeniff mejia

1977 feb4feba 49 western samoa M S davies
jul 30 50 zimbabwe halima siddickbiddick
dec 17 51 bolivia carlos ferrari

1978 mar 52 namibianagibia E munn south african
national film board

apraar 15 53 liechtenstein irene dondoringng
apraar 15 54 barbados jay davis

1979 feb24feb 24 55 indonesia bambanggambang leo
antoatmono

mar 31 56 honduras pablo zaldana
may 12 57 sri lanka padmabanduPadmabandu

mayadunneMayadunne
sep1sepsepisepa 1 58 paraguay dante ortez
sep 15 59 greece jorge rojas
nov 10 60 israel israel national archives

1980 may 23 61 turkey steve baldridge
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initial
proprojectectact

year date no area microfilm operator
1981 jan 24 62 ecuador carlos perez

feb20feb 20 63 st helena steve baldridge
apraar 13 64 dominican republic victor A navarro
nov 1 65 india S K kashyap

1982 jan 30 66 papua new guinea john and olive
peterson

may 12 67 china shuying li
junjun19junig19 68 uruguay carlos ferrari

19831985 feb26pebfeb 26 69 gambia steve baldridge
apraar 30 70 singapore amir butarautar butarautar
junjun18junis18 71 jamaica V C soffe

1985 mar 20 72 yugoslaviacroatiaYugoslavia Croatia ljerka jagicdagic
oct 12 73 belize edmundo abel penate

1986 juljuijulajul55 74 goa mario mandesfernandesFe
dec 16 75 mauritius purchase flimfilm

1987 feb7febfeba 7 76 egypt steve baldridge
feb14 77 puerto rico L A encarnacionEncamacion

1988 jul 23 78 colombia edilberto moreno
sep3sepsepa 3 79 grenada W W and E S

bullock
decdec1414 80 virgin islands US purchase filmfihn

1990 sep22sep 22 81 st kitts and nevis N and E sanderson
1991 mar 1 82 gibralter gloria ruiz

mar 9 83 bermuda woletebolete sion selassie
apraar 13 84 anguilla N and E sanderson
apraar 27 85 turks and calcos roger faris
may 25 86 kiribatiKiribati geoff and mavis draper
jul 6 87 bulgaria ivo vaclov
sep7sepsepa 7 88 slovakia stefan pechy
oct 10 89 br virgin islands deloy mendenhall and

lowell dayton
nov 30 90 venezuela wilfredo quintero
decdec1414 91 dominica david and Trevelene

hall
1992 apraar 4 92 estonia mati merioja

jul 30 93 russia olga mikhailovamikhaylovaMikhailova
sep26sep 26 94 slovenia margareta klasincklasina

1993 jan22jan 22 95 belarusbelanus evgenia ramzaevaRamzaeva
mar 13 96 antigua and barbudabarbada david and Trevelene

hall
sep28sep 28 97 armenia larisa khachatrian
oct 2 98 albania natasha beqaj

r
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initial
project

year date no area microfilm operator
1994 feb 5 99 niue kenneth and donna

pulham
apraar 2 100 ukraine anna kolodjekoKolodjeko and

aliaallaaila antArtannartubovaartuhovauhova
may 21 10101iolloi1 lithuania maxim shestakov

source james M black microfilmingMicrofilming experiences of james M black 1938
1972 in service with the genealogical society FHD typescript film
1313899 operator reports from microfilmingmicrofilming operators cataloging
department family history library FHD
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appendix inIH microfilmMicrofihn
production 1938 1994

total total
year rolls rolls exposureexposures exposures

s

y
1938 12 12

ws w
1939 138 150 i s s

i- r waw1 fy
1

i

1940 377 527 y
i rfJV

1941 607 1134
1942 614 1748
1943143 235 1983 th tf f

S

1944 24 2007
1945 69 2076
1946 462 2538 2333664
1947 4501 7039 4138623 6472287
1948 10012 17051 9205930 15678217
1949 17643 34694 16222556 31900773
1950 15384 50078 12906877 44807650
1951 13307 63385 14676914 59484564
19195252 17268 80653 19045.68619045686 78530250
1953 15590 96243 19586450 98116700
1954 13324 109567 15536300 113653000
1955 18703 128270 21332350 134985350
1956 16128 144398 17695600 152680950
1957 17467 161865 17528550 170209500
1958 27984 189849 29530800 199740300
1959 56989 246838 45337550 245077850
1960 22746 269584 17167100 262244950
1961 35497 305081 31275750 293520700
1962 27203 332284 18180100 311700800
1963 29298 361582 22823300 334524100
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total total
year rolls rolls exposures exposures

1964 26276 387858 16638350 351162450
1965 41498 429356 29679958 380842408
1966 46516 475872 29427042 410269450
1967 42031 517903 36230722 446500172
1968 46721 564624 40372502 486872674
1969 50882 615506 43860284 530732958
1970 44830 660336 38643460 569376418
1971 52755 713091 45474810 614851228
1972 43110 756201 3716082037160820 652012048
1973 40660 796861 35048920 687060968
1974 40148 837009 34607576 721668544
1975 39539 876548 34082618 755751162
1976 44637 921185 38477094 794228256
1977 52063 973248 44878306 839106562
1978 52567 1025815 45312754 884419316
1979 49730 1075545 34247260 918666576
1980 37918 1113463 34204126 952870702
1981 31243 1144706 35621229 988491931
1982 43981 1188687 51181008 1039672939
1983 34131 1222818 39853135 1079526074
1984 38587 1261405 51298543 1130824617
1985 304683046850468 1291873 46888003 1177712620
1986 44016 1335889 72772304 1250484924
1987 47105 1382994 85693350 1336178274
1988 60367 1443361 102036896 1438215170
1989 66041 1509402 109024213 1547.239383154723938315472595831547259585
1990 69800 1579202 112814446 1660053829
1991 53716 1632918 99177068 1759230897
1992 66007 1698925 137645895 1896876792
1993 51901 1750826 94108126 1990984918
1994 54921 1805747 90334109 2081319027

source data from multiple internal FHD documents compiled by kachlekahhle mehr
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